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“Fascinating … tells how the work of the spies proved to be the tipping point in the summer
of 1778, helping Washington begin breaking the stalemate with the British … [and] brings to
light their crucial help in winning American independence.”
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“Gen. George Washington, who brushed ‘counter liquor’ across seemingly innocuous letters to
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I will keep my mouth with a bridle, while the wicked is before me.
Psalm 39

In passing him they did not even see him, or hear him, rather they saw through him
as through a pane of glass at their familiars beyond.
Thomas Hardy, JUDE THE OBSCURE

Worse than having no human sources is being seduced by a human source who is
telling lies.

Report of the Commission on the Intelligence Capabilities of the United States Regarding
Weapons of Mass Destruction, 2005

Lord, now lettest thou thy servant depart in peace.
Luke 2:29

Intelligence is the life of every thing in war.
Letter, General Nathanael Greene to Major John Clark, November 5, 1777
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The Yankee soldier, flinty once but now wizened and gnarled, flashed in and out of lucidity.
Sometimes his memories of a war fought sixty years before gushed liberally from his lips, but
more often, for half hours at a time, he would slouch in vacant-eyed silence. His visiting
relative, R. N. Wright, recorded despondently that Asher Wright “is now in the eighty-second
year of his life, and besides the infirmities of advanced age, has been affected in his mind,
ever since the melancholy death of his young master, Captain Nathan Hale. What is gathered
of him, can be learnt only at intervals and when he is in the humor of conversation.”1
One evening in 1836, though, Asher was particularly loquacious, and spoke so excitedly his
companion taxed himself hard to scribble down the old man’s words. Wright the Younger
used whatever came to hand—a blank leaf in the book he had been reading (Hume’s History
of England, as it happened)—for he knew that he was listening to one of a diminishing band
of brothers of the Revolutionary War. Indeed, Asher was a particularly venerated member of
that generation: Not only one of the few remaining men who had known the legendary
Captain Hale, Asher Wright was also the last surviving Patriot to have seen Hale alive. He had
shaved and dressed him on the very morning of his departure.2
“When he left us, he told me he had got to be absent a while, and wanted I should take
care of his things & if the army moved before he returned, have them moved too.… He was
too good-looking to go so. He could not deceive. Some scrubby fellows ought to have gone.
He had marks [scars] on his forehead, so that anybody would know him who had ever seen
him—having had [gun]powder flashed in his face. He had a large hair mole on his neck just
where the knot come. In his boyhood, his playmates sometimes twitted him about it, telling
him he would be hanged.”
One of those playmates might well have been Asher Wright. A local boy, he had grown up
with Hale, but they had parted ways after Nathan went off to Yale, a place far beyond the
modest means of Wright’s family. They met again during the war, when Hale’s first “waiter,”
his servant, had fallen sick, and though the man eventually recovered (Wright ascribed it to
Hale’s practice of praying for him), he could not continue in the post. “Capt. Hale was [of] a
mind I should take his place,” recalled Wright. “And I did & remained with him till he went
on to Long Island.”
Tired of his exertions, Wright could add little more to his recollections—apart from one
nugget. Nathan Hale, today immortalized as the “Martyr-Spy of the Revolution,” wasn’t even
supposed to have become a spy in the first place. “James Sprague, my aunt’s cousin … he was

desired by Col[onel] Knowlton, to go on to Long Island. He refused, saying, I am willing to go
& fight them, but as for going among them & being taken & hung up like a dog, I will not do
it.” No soldiers, let alone officers, in Knowlton’s Rangers—Hale’s regiment—wanted to take
the ignoble job of secret agent, an occupation considered inappropriate for gentlemen, and
one best suited for blackguards, cheats, and cowards. And it was then, remembered Asher,
that “Hale stood by and said, I will undertake the business.”3
Born on June 6, 1755, the sixth child in a large family, Nathan Hale was of good and
middling, and most respectable, Connecticut stock. The first Hale—one Robert, reputedly
descended from a knightly family in Kent—arrived in Massachusetts from England in the
early 1630s, and turned his hand to blacksmithing. He was evidently an assiduous one, for he
managed to acquire several fields along the Mystic River. His son John attended the newly
founded Harvard College, graduating in 1657 and becoming a Calvinist pastor of robust
persuasion near Salem, where he participated in the witch trials but later recanted his
temporary insanity. One of John’s sons, Richard—Nathan’s father—left for Connecticut in
about 1744 and settled in Coventry, twenty miles east of Hartford, where fertile farming land
was still to be had. On his mother’s side, Nathan was descended from Elder John Strong, an
immigrant who sailed aboard the Mary and John in 1630 from Plymouth. It was his greatgreat-granddaughter, Elizabeth, who married Richard and begat Nathan.
As was only to be expected of strict New England Congregationalists, Nathan was taught to
revere magistrates and ministers as God’s chosen servants, and to observe each Sabbath as if
it were his final one on this earth. He pronounced grace thrice daily, attended church twice
on Sundays, and declaimed prayers once before bed.
When Nathan was twelve, his mother died, and the Strongs took his education in hand. As
there were several men of the cloth on the Strong side, Nathan was marked down for a
clerical career, for which a college education was essential. In preparation for his entry to
Yale—where the Strongs had connections—Nathan had Cicero, Cato, and Horace beaten into
him by the Reverend Dr. Huntingdon, a man of pronounced liberal tendency, who, in
between his classes on Latin declensions and conjugations, subjected Nathan to a series of
jeremiads on the iniquity of the Stamp Act.
By the summer of 1769, young Hale, all of fourteen, was at last ready to go up to Yale.
Along with thirty-five other promising teenagers, he entered that September as a member of
the Class of ’73 (there were about one hundred students at the college). For freshmen, Yale
could be a most forbidding and mystifying place, a Bedlam of confusing rituals and
hierarchies where no rule could be bent, no corners cut, no blind eye turned. A fearsome
regime of fines, ranging from a penny (for missing mandatory chapel services) to twelve
shillings for graver misdemeanors (missing them twice), ruthlessly controlled the pupils’
behavior. Every student doffed his hat when the president approached, and bowed as he
passed, or faced his wrath. Freshmen, meanwhile, acted as flunkies for the upperclassmen,
who exacted a very painful form of punishment on those unwise enough to tell them where to
go.
The first priority, apart from striving to avoid attracting an upper-classman’s attention, was
work. Hale imbibed a curriculum of Hebrew, Latin, Greek, logic, rhetoric, disputes, geometry,
classics, natural philosophy, divinity, astronomy, mathematics, metaphysics, and ethics.
Roger Alden, a good friend of his, told Hale that he dreaded the curriculum as much as he did

“the morning prayer bell or Saturday noon recitations.” That prayer bell rang at 4.30 a.m. in
the summer, and at 5 a.m. in the winter; as for the Saturday recitations, terrified pupils were
interrogated by their tutors in the three classical languages.4
Still, college days were not all drudgery. Hale evidently managed to have a good time. His
father, confronted with mounting bills for Nathan’s living expenses, instructed him in
December 1769—just three months after his once-studious boy arrived in New Haven—to
“carefully mind your studies that your time be not lost.” He also asked his errant son to
remember to attend chapel to avoid more fines. A year later, Hale Senior heard that Hale
minor was not minding his studies as carefully as he ought, and anxiously urged him to “shun
all vice, especially card-playing.” (Yale students, if caught three times gambling, were
expelled from the college.)
One baleful influence on Hale was his classmate Benjamin Tallmadge, the son of a
churchman who had diligently taught him his Virgil and Plato. He had more time for mischief
making than his peers, for, as Tallmadge self-mockingly wrote in his memoirs, “being so well
versed in the Latin and Greek languages, I had not much occasion to study during the first
two years of my collegiate life.”5 In March 1771, Tallmadge, Nathan, and Nathan’s older
brother Enoch (also attending Yale) were fined heavily (a shilling and five pence) for
breaking windows following a prolonged visit to a local tavern. Tallmadge, who had drunk
deeper of the amber nectar than the Hales, was amerced another seven pence for additional
damage to college property.6
Students entertained themselves. Debating societies were always popular: In 1773, for
example, Hale and Tallmadge debated the motion “Whether the Education of Daughters be
not, without any just reason, more neglected than that of sons.” (They argued for the prodaughter side, and won, an event that James Hillhouse, a Yale contemporary, said “received
the plaudits of the ladies present.”)7
He was a member of the Linonia, the most “social” of the debating clubs, and it was noted
in the minutes that the meeting of December 23, 1771, “was opened with a very entertaining
narration by Hale.” Hale also took part, with relish, in amateur theatrical productions;
contemporaries thought him excellent in Robert Dodsley’s frothy farce The Toy Shop (a hit on
the London stage in 1735). When they weren’t arguing or acting, the students joined such
literary societies as the Brothers in Unity, whose members adopted nicknames derived from
classical myth (Hale chose Damon, while Tallmadge went with Pythias). Ostensibly, they
intended to improve their rhetorical writing style, but all too often, being bored with the
starchy formality of Latin, they fell into the kind of flowery purplishness popular at the time
in artistic circles in England and America.8
A letter from Tallmadge to Hale gives an indication of the predominant style: “Friendly Sir,
In my delightsome retirement from the fruitless bustle of the noisy, with my usual delight, &,
perhaps, with more than common attention, I perused your epistle—replete as it was with
sentiments worthy to be contemplated, let me assure you with the strongest confidence of an
affectionate friend, that with nothing was my pleasure so greatly heightened, as with your
curious remarks upon my preceding performance, which, so far from carrying the appearance
of a censuring critick’s empty amusement, seemed to me to be wholly the result of unspoted
regard & (as I may say) fraternal esteem.”9
Tiresome to read today, but the letter, and the several others like it between the two men,

signals how immensely fond Tallmadge and Hale were of one another. Leafing through their
correspondence, it’s still touching to read the encomiums “I remain your constant friend” and
“a heart ever devoted to your welfare.”10 If anything malign ever happened to one, the other
would be merciless toward his assailants.
Thus, Yale of the 1770s, despite its addiction to protocol and pomposity, was a place where
comradeship and camaraderie flourished. Paradoxically, too, the college inspired a rebellious,
insubordinate ethos, not least when its inmates frequently (and loudly) complained about the
dire food served in hall and the usurious cost of books for sale. On no other issue, however,
were the students more agitated than that of relations with the Mother Country. In the years
before the Revolution, Yale was notorious for its politics. Afterwards, one fierce Loyalist,
Thomas Jones, recalled bitterly of his alma mater that it was nothing but “a nursery of
sedition, of faction, and republicanism,” while General Thomas Gage, commander of the
British forces in North America, branded the place “a seminary of democracy” full of
“pretended patriots.”11 For all Gage’s disparagement, Yale students were the first American
students to organize a boycott against British-made goods, and when Hale was entering, the
graduating class voted almost unanimously to appear “wholly dressed in the manufactures of
our own country” at their commencement ceremony.
Upon graduation, Hale was obliged to find a job, the clerical life having lost whatever
attractions it may once have had. He became a schoolmaster in East Haddam (Tallmadge
taught in Wethersfield), a town sixteen miles from the mouth of the Connecticut River, in the
fall of 1773. The school was rather small, and worse, isolated, and still worse, paid poorly.
Even had the wages been sufficient, there was nothing in East Haddam to spend it on. He
boarded with James Green: His descendants were reported some time ago to possess the only
chair that Hale is known to have sat upon. Unsurprisingly, considering that East Haddam’s
nightlife consisted of sitting on chairs, Hale was bored numb, mentally as well as physically.
By March 1774, he couldn’t bear it any longer and applied to New London, to the Union
School, a wealthy private academy.12
In the meantime, he fell in love. Or rather, re-fell in love, with the same woman. In his last
year at college, Hale had been introduced to Alice Adams, a pretty, vivacious thing, but one,
alas, about to be married off to a wealthy man, Elijah Ripley, considerably older than herself.
Fortunately for Hale, Mr. Ripley’s talents did not include longevity, and he died on December
26, 1774. Hale waited, decently, until her period of mourning was over before launching his
suit. In early 1775, Alice was overjoyed to receive a Hale-penned poem:
Alicia, born with every striking charm,
The eye to ravish or the heart to warm
Fair in thy form, still fairer in thy mind,
With beauty wisdom, sense with sweetness joined
Great without pride, and lovely without art….
The two began to court, but Hale put duty before pleasure.13 Just a few months into his
wooing, the Revolution came to Connecticut. The battles of Lexington and Concord on April
19, 1775, galvanized young men into joining the colors—including two of Hale’s brothers,
who signed up for the Connecticut militia marching to Massachusetts. Of the thirty-five

members of Yale’s 1775 class, for instance, thirteen continued into the ministry, but no fewer
than thirteen others joined the Continental army.14
Inescapably shaped by his background, his milieu, and his education, Hale was by
temperament and inclination a pronounced Patriot. Tallmadge, who wrote to him on July 4,
1775, allows us a penetrating glimpse into what two young American idealists felt at the
time: “I consider our country, a land flowing as it were with milk & honey, holding open her
arms, & demanding assistance from all who can assist her in her sore distress.… [W]e all
should be ready to step forth in the common cause.”15
While Tallmadge would join the Continentals the following year, Hale went to the
recruiting station just two days after that inspirational letter was written. It was the same day
—July 6—that the governor of Connecticut commissioned officers in the newly raised
Seventh Regiment. Hale’s name is on the list as first lieutenant of the third company. The
Seventh was commanded by Colonel Charles Webb, whose own first lieutenant was William
Hull, one of Hale’s friends from Yale. On September 8, Washington requested Governor
Jonathan Trumbull to send his new Connecticut regiments, and within two weeks, Hale was
on the march. From his diary—albeit abbreviated, and hurriedly jotted down—we know that
the Seventh marched to Providence, then through Massachusetts to Cambridge, headquarters
of the American forces surrounding Boston, where they had Gage and his forces bottled up.
Once there, the regiment was assigned to General John Sullivan’s brigade at Winter Hill; Hale
was promoted to captain-lieutenant, and signed up for another contract of service for 1776 at
a time when many refused to reenlist when their terms were up. His regiment was then
renamed the “Nineteenth Foot in the service of the United Colonies,” as part of Washington’s
effort to mold his gaggle of ragtag militias into a professional volunteer force.
Hale had missed a great battle on June 17, when the newly arrived General William Howe
put to flight the American militia from their fortified positions atop Bunker and Breed’s hills.
Howe’s multiple assaults, though eventually achieving their objective, proved abnormally
costly in his own men’s lives; of Howe’s field staff, only he remained unshot. One Tory, Peter
Oliver, who witnessed the battle, ascribed “the sacrifice of a greater disproportion of heroick
officers than perhaps ever fell in one battle” to the Americans’ “savage way of fighting, not in
open field, but by aiming at their objects from houses & behind walls and hedges.”16 Two
decades earlier, during the Seven Years’ War, Howe had made his name with his dashing
attacks; Bunker Hill turned him into an overly cautious commander reluctant to administer
the coup de grace to his downed, albeit still dangerous, enemies for fear of having victory
snatched from him at the last moment. Though he remained a master tactician—Washington
would repeatedly find himself at a disadvantage on the battlefield whenever he was present—
Howe’s experience at Bunker Hill convinced him that the Americans, even when seemingly
vanquished, were far more potent than his superiors in London realized. Howe’s preferred
strategy became one of attrition: Secure one’s base, muster overwhelming numbers,
outmaneuver the enemy, defeat him in open battle when necessary, and wait until his army
collapsed. To this end, as it became evident to Howe over the subsequent months that Boston
was ultimately untenable, he began planning an evacuation to Canada.
By the time Hale arrived, the excitement was over, and the two armies were in stalemate.
Hale spent his time doing virtually nothing during his stay outside Boston. Apart from a few
brief bursts of action around him (“Considerable firing upon Roxbury side in the forenoon,

and some P.M. No damage done as we hear,” he wrote in his army diary), life was pretty
uneventful, even dull—with all the attendant ill effects on discipline that breeds. Indeed, in
September the Virginian regiment of riflemen mutinied out of boredom, and when a British
doctor visited the New England camp, he described the soldiers there as nothing but “a
drunken, lying, praying, hypocritical rabble, without order, subjection, discipline, or
cleanliness.”17 In his free time, which was plentiful, Hale played checkers, watched the men
wrestle (even placing a few bets on the burlier ones), drank wine at Brown’s Tavern, read
whatever books came his way, and listened to chaplains give sermons. He also composed
poetry for his Yale friends about army life, and provided an admiring portrait of Washington:
When coming here from Watertown,

Soon after ent’ring Cambridge ground,
You spy the grand & pleasant seat,
Possess’d by Washin[g]ton the great.

Though his sense of rhyme failed to scale the Himalayan heights he intended, Hale occupied
his hours on duty drilling, sorting out pay disputes, organizing supplies, setting pickets,
listing guard rosters—all the humdrum minutiae of army life. “Studied the method of forming
a regiment for review, of arraying the companies, also of marching round the reviewing
officer,” he noted of one day’s activities.
In mid-March 1776, short of supplies and awed by Washington’s artillery newly emplaced
atop Dorchester Heights, the British finally evacuated Boston and departed for Halifax, Nova
Scotia, to recuperate under their new supreme commander, General Howe. Though
Washington could not predict when and where Howe would return, he was confident that
New York—wealthy, easily supplied, situated between the South and New England, and
possessing a magnificent harbor—would be the target. In this, he was right. In their Canadian
fastness, Howe and his generals planned to use New York as their base of operations.
Ownership would permit him to march north up the Hudson River, thereby severing the fiery
New Englanders from their less hostile brethren in the Middle States and the South, and
British control over the region would gradually tighten until the rebellion asphyxiated.
In mid-March, Washington began transferring his forces south to New York. On the
nineteenth of that month, accordingly, Hale’s regiment was ordered to leave Roxbury. On the
thirtieth, they sailed across Long Island Sound and disembarked at Turtle Bay in Manhattan,
at the foot of what is now East Forty-fifth Street.18 Then into the city itself, at the southern
end of the island, where they fortified their positions against a possible, and increasingly
probable, British onslaught. Throughout May, Hale and his men were stationed on the west
side of the Bowery. Shortly after, his unit was rotated out to post guard at the western end of
Long Island, a region rife with anti-Patriot sentiment and where the inhabitants eagerly
awaited “liberation” from these rebels by His Majesty’s troops, rumored to begin landing on
Staten Island in late June.
Writing to his brother Enoch on May 30, Hale was dismissive of the Long Island Tories,
observing that “it would grieve every good man to consider what unnatural monsters we have
as it were in our bowels.” He wanted robust measures taken against them. Until that
happened, there was more cheerful news to consider: On July 9, when the regiments were

summoned to their customary evening roll call, “the declaration of the Congress, declaring
the United Colonies FREE, SOVEREIGN, AND INDEPENDENT STATES, was published at the
head of the respective brigades, in camp, and received with loud huzzas.”19
How long that independence would last depended on the resilience of the Continentals
stockaded in New York City (i.e., what is now lower Manhattan), with a fortified bulwark in
Brooklyn. These few were expected to dissipate the fury of an empire. On August 20, we have
the last, hasty dispatch Hale wrote (to his brother): “For about six or eight days the enemy
have been expected hourly whenever the wind and tide in the least favored. We keep a
particular look out for them this morning. The place and manner of attack time must
determine. The event we leave to Heaven.”20
Two days later, General and Admiral Howe—“Black Dick,” the latter, was the commander’s
brother—began ferrying their army to Long Island, their intention being to storm the
Brooklyn fortifications, cross the East River, conquer Manhattan, and crush the rebellion
before Christmas. Hale’s Nineteenth Regiment was sent to Brooklyn, but did not assume frontline positions. His eighty-man company was kept in reserve behind the breastworks, and he
witnessed from afar the disaster that befell Washington’s soldiers at the hands of the best
army in the world on August 27 and 28, when General Howe felt confident enough in
numbers to assault the American positions. Washington’s front collapsed, and on August 30,
he evacuated Brooklyn and withdrew to Manhattan. He had lost one island only to be trapped
on another. Across the East River, the thin blue ribbon separating Washington and oblivion,
an observer could see the tens of thousands of scarlet-clad soldiers and hundreds of trooptransports awaiting a decent tide and a fair wind so they could invade Manhattan. There was
nothing else for it but to leave, while they still had the chance. Sooner or later, the British
would come and Washington could ill afford to have his army besieged in the city. The
decision was quickly made: The Americans would retreat north to Manhattan’s Harlem
Heights, whose rocky slopes afforded useful cover for a last-ditch defense of the Revolution.
Washington and his commanders furiously debated what to do with the abandoned city.
The New Englanders wanted to burn it, so as to leave the British with nothing but a
blackened husk in which to spend the approaching winter; the New Yorkers, sensibly enough,
were reluctant to raze their own property.21
General Nathanael Greene, a Rhode Islander, favored burning. In a lengthy letter to
Washington, he laid out the purely military justifications for doing so: “The city and island of
New York are no objects for Us.… Part of the army already has met with a defeat; the country
is struck with a panic; any capital loss at this time may ruin the cause.… Two-thirds of the
property of the city of New York and the suburbs belongs to the Tories. We have no very
great reason to run considerable risk for its defence.… I would burn the city and suburbs, and
that for the following reasons. If the enemy gets possession of the city, we never can recover
the possession without a superior naval force to theirs. It will deprive the enemy of an
opportunity of barracking their whole army together.… It would deprive them of a general
market; the price of things would prove a temptation to our people to supply them for the
sake of gain, in direct violation of the laws of their country. All these advantages would result
from the destruction of the city.”22 He would be proved right in every respect.
But New Yorkers pressured Washington not to listen to the likes of Greene, and the
Convention of the State of New York asked him to ensure that if it came to “the fatal

necessity” of destroying the city, then its “twenty thousand inhabitants may not be reduced to
misery by the wanton act of an individual.”23 The Convention was referring to a rumor
running round the army “that any man is authorized to set [New York] on fire” if the order to
retreat was given. Not yet having made up his own mind about what to do, but wanting to
soothe their fears of an overzealous arsonist, Washington hedged whether he would give an
order to burn-and-retreat. “Nothing but the last necessity and that such as should justify me
to the whole world,” he wrote, “would induce me to give orders for that purpose.”24
For political cover, Washington passed the buck to Congress; if there were to be fallout in
later years, the general needed to be able to claim he was following the directions of the
nation’s elected representatives. On September 2, in his report to the body, Washington spoke
frankly, and despondently: “Our situation is truly distressing.… Till of late I had no doubt in
my own mind of defending this place, nor should I have yet, if the men would do their duty,
but this I despair of.… If we should be obliged to abandon the town, ought it to stand as
winter quarters for the enemy?” Congress replied from Philadelphia the very next day:
“Resolved … that no damage be done to the said city by his troops, on their leaving it; the
Congress have no doubt of being able to recover [New York] tho the enemy should for a time
obtain possession of it.”25
Washington was off the hook, and the Americans made their preparations to vacate. The
issue that now vexed him was, having departed New York, how would he fend off the British
once his troops were stretched across middle and upper Manhattan, and living off the land,
especially as winter drew on? At least when they were tightly boxed into the city, apart from
being billeted in warm quarters, the Americans could leverage their numbers and benefit
from their short supply lines. Better still, the enemy’s choice of possible attack strategies was
severely limited. At some point, the Howes would have to undertake an amphibious landing,
followed by an infantry assault on tenaciously held fortifications—maneuvers fraught with
danger and almost certain to result in heavy losses. Still, eventually the Howes would do it,
and Washington would be finished. Better, perhaps, to run now and live to fight another day.
Accordingly, on September 11, Washington informed Congress that he was “ordering our
stores away [so] that if an evacuation of the city becomes inevitable, and which certainly
must be the case, there may be as little to remove as possible.”26
Between September 7 and 15, apart from a few thousand who would depart a few days
hence, American troops left the city of New York and marched north. Washington now at
least enjoyed a line of retreat into Connecticut or New Jersey should the fortunes of war
continue to tell against him, but his first priority was to divine the probable British line of
attack. They could come from almost any direction. Across the water, Washington could see
with his own eyes the British busying themselves, but would they land in the city and
advance up the island, or would they land to his north and drive south, or would they do
both and entrap him within their pincers? Perhaps they would do neither and attempt an
invasion midway up the island, then divide their forces and take New York at the same time
as marching to Harlem. Washington knew Howe was ploddingly slow, but he was methodical,
and it was a dead certainty he had something up his sleeve.
Washington needed accurate and timely intelligence of Howe’s designs and motions.
Previous efforts had proved a mixed bag. As early as July 14, General Hugh Mercer—Scotland
born, he was a former apothecary from Virginia—regretfully informed Washington that he

could find no one suitable to sneak into the British camp (though he did succeed two days
later). Five weeks later, General William Livingston—soon to resign his commission to
become the governor of New Jersey—said that “very providentially I sent a spy last night on
Staten Island to obtain intelligence of the movements of the enemy.… He has this moment
returned in safety.”27 The spy, whose name was almost certainly Lawrence Mascoll
(Washington’s warrant-book records a payment on August 23 for him “going into the enemy’s
line to obtain information”), had visited an “informant” employed by Howe to carry
“baggage” who had “heard the orders read and heard the generals talk.”28
Mascoll brought back some useful intelligence, such as the British army figures, the
revelation that provisions were running very low, and the news that the “Tories on the Island
are very illy treated lately, so that the inhabitants who at first were all pleased would now be
willing to poison them all. They take from them every thing they choose, and no one has any
thing they can call their own.” But Mascoll’s assertion that the next attack would fall on New
Jersey (at Bergen Point, Elizabeth Town Point, and Perth Amboy) didn’t impress a skeptical
Washington.29 He believed that an imminent strike on Long Island was being prepared, and in
that he was right. A few hours after Washington told Congress of his suspicions on August 22,
Admiral Howe fired his guns as a signal and his brother launched his invasion with some four
hundred vessels.
On September 1, Washington ordered Generals William Heath, a former Massachusetts
farmer (he had urged Washington not to abandon New York), and George Clinton (then
serving as a militia commander but soon to become governor of the state) to establish “a
channel of information” on the Long Island side. “Perhaps some might be got who are really
Tories for a reasonable reward to undertake it. Those who are friends would be preferable, if
they could manage it as well.” Then, four days later, Washington wrote again, a little
anxiously, to Heath: “As everything in a manner depends on intelligence of the enemy’s
motions, I do most earnestly entreat you and General Clinton to exert yourselves to
accomplish this most desirable end. Leave no stone unturned, nor do not stick at expense to
bring this to pass, as I was never more uneasy than on account of my want of knowledge on
this score.… Much will depend on early intelligence, and meeting the enemy before they can
intrench. I should much approve of small harassing parties, stealing, as it were, over in the
night, as they might keep the enemy alarmed, and more than probably bring off a prisoner,
from whom some valuable intelligence may be obtained.”30 Following orders, Clinton
managed to get over William Treadwell and Benjamin Ludlum, who had pledged “to run
every risk to gain the necessary intelligence.” For good measure, he had conceived a plan to
kidnap two Tory neighbors of his, whom he thought might prove reluctant to talk. But never
mind, Clinton jauntily assured Washington, “If I can catch them I’ll make them willing.”31
The Tories escaped falling into Clinton’s clutches, but Treadwell and Ludlum managed to
return from Long Island two days later. Clinton “examined them” and dispatched their
intelligence to Washington. Despite Treadwell and Ludlum’s bravery, their intel was of little
use and of low quality: Troop figures were exaggerated and their revelations were either
vague or pointless, or both (i.e., “a party of the Light Horse … seized upon some bread flour
and salt which was in a store, but can’t tell the exact place”).32 It was not a successful
mission.
During these early days of the intelligence war, Washington focused nearly exclusively on

obtaining military intelligence—that is, tactical information on the enemy’s positions and
movements—an activity he had himself performed as a young officer during the French and
Indian War, and which was regarded in Europe as a respectable pursuit for a gentleman.33 He
made no attempt to infiltrate and implant an agent permanently behind enemy lines to report
back periodically. Consequently, Washington’s agents were required to operate at night and
return before dawn, or at most, spend just a few days out in the cold. The Americans also
commonly failed to provide any training or backup for their agents, which is partly why the
success in getting Treadwell and Ludlum over was marred by their lack of expertise in
knowing what to look for.
Even so, at least Treadwell and Ludlum were in the thick of things, unlike Hale. Soon after
the defeat at Brooklyn, Hale—frustrated at having been present at a battle and at a siege and
yet never firing his musket at a redcoat, let alone bayoneting one—transferred to another
regiment, one guaranteed some action: Knowlton’s Rangers, a new outfit trained for special
scouting service. It was commanded by thirty-seven-year-old Lieutenant Colonel Thomas
Knowlton, a former farmer who had been a ranger in the French and Indian War and who
had fought at Bunker Hill. Courageous to a fault, remembered one of his men, he never cried,
“Go on, boys!” but always, “Come on, boys!”34
As early as September 1, Captain Hale was leading a company of Knowlton’s men
reconnoitering potential American positions in the north, at Harlem and Hell Gate, though in
the absence of the enemy he saw no fighting. It was clear, however, that Howe was planning
to attack Manhattan in the very near future, thereby making imperative an accurate appraisal
of his preparations on Long Island. To this end, a few days before September 15—when Howe
launched an amphibious landing at Kip’s Bay—Washington asked Knowlton to recruit a few
spies from amongst his men. This was not Knowlton’s first brush with intelligence: In July he
had helped General Mercer dispatch an agent, Captain John Mersereau (“who undertook the
service very cheerfully”), to Staten Island.35
Hale, hearing of Knowlton’s inquiries, sought his friend William Hull to discuss whether he
should volunteer. When they met, Hale “remarked that he thought he owed to his country the
accomplishment of an object so important and so much desired by the commander of her
armies,” and asked Hull’s candid opinion. Hull replied that he thought the business of spying
a murky and unwholesome one, adding that he thought Hale too open and frank to carry it
off in any case. He warned that he would die an ignominious death. “I am fully sensible of the
consequences of discovery and capture in such a situation,” mused Hale. “But for a year I
have been attached to the army, and have not rendered any material service.” Spying, he
agreed, was not an honorable undertaking, but “if the exigencies of my country demand a
peculiar service its claims to perform that service are imperious.”36
Washington had his man. And now that man, according to the recollections of Hale’s
sergeant, twice visited Washington to discuss his route, precautions, and cover story.37
(Washington vaguely knew Hale, having distributed General Orders on June 16 noting the
court-martial of Hale’s second-in-command, a Lieutenant Chapman, for “Disobedience of
orders, and refusing to do his duty.”)38 Washington’s previous attempts to gather intelligence
by sending men through the “front door”—landing them directly in heavily fortified Brooklyn
or on Staten Island—had all proved fruitless; Hale, this time, would sneak in through the back
by making his way to Connecticut, crossing the Sound, and landing on Long Island behind (or

to the east of) the British encampments in Brooklyn. From his intended destination of
Huntington, Long Island, it was about two days’ unrushed travel to Brooklyn, plenty of time
for Hale to observe the massive baggage trains trundling west, count the regiments mustering
for a final attack, and see when they embarked on the fleet of transports, tenders, and men-ofwar congregating at Hell Gate. Importantly, Hale’s orders never stipulated that he was to
travel to Manhattan, since at the time Howe had not yet attacked the island. He was only to
spy out Long Island and come home.39
Hale’s brother Enoch later heard that Nathan left between the tenth and fourteenth of
September. Accompanied by Sergeant Stephen Hempstead, Hale left the American camp and
traveled first to Westchester and then, early on September 15, arrived in Norwalk,
Connecticut—home ground for Hale and also a place where it was easy to pick up a ride
across the Sound to Long Island. In his pocket Hale kept a letter from Washington directing
captains of armed craft to take him anywhere he designated. Hale already knew whom he
wanted for the task: Captain Charles Pond of Milford, Connecticut, a friend of his from their
days in the Nineteenth Regiment.
Hempstead observed, several decades later, that at Norwalk, “Captain Hale had changed his
uniform for a plain suit of citizen’s brown clothes, with a round, broad brimmed hat;
assuming the character of a Dutch [i.e., New York] schoolmaster, leaving all his other clothes,
commission, public and private papers with me, and also his silver shoe buckles, saying they
would not comport with his character of schoolmaster, and retaining nothing but his college
diploma, as an introduction to his assumed calling.”40
Traversing the Sound had turned dangerous. Ruthless smugglers and gunrunners, for both
sides or just for themselves, now abounded, and British patrols scouted for rebel privateers.
Pond, however, was an old hand at evading (and avoiding) trouble, having been given
command of the fast four-gun sloop Schuyler in May, while he was temporarily seconded from
the army. Its big sister was the fourteen-gun Montgomery, under Captain William Rogers, and
together, throughout the summer of 1776, they had patrolled the coast between Sandy Hook
and Montauk. Pond plundered a valuable English merchantman off Fire Island on June 19,
but once the British controlled Long Island, the Merlin, Cerberus, and Syren began stalking
these Congress-approved privateers in earnest.41
Particularly feared among these British commanders was Captain William Quarme, an
adept hunter-killer commanding the sixteen-gun brig Halifax, which often carried a
complement of Rangers for the dirty work.42 Cruising off Huntington, on Long Island’s north
shore, at 4 a.m. on September 17, Quarme heard word that two Continental vessels—Schuyler
and its escort, Montgomery—had been spotted the day before, lurking suspiciously. According
to the ship’s log, Quarme “sent the tenders and boats armd to serch the [Huntington] Bay for
two rebel privateers haveing interlagence of them.” Quarme tarried at Huntington until the
next day, when, at 6 p.m., “the tenders and boats returnd not being able to find any rebel
privateers.”43
By dropping anchor at 4 a.m., Quarme had missed Schuyler and Montgomery by mere hours.
Having left Norwalk on the sixteenth, the two privateers waited off Huntington until inky
blackness fell, then Hale was rowed ashore, and they raced home before the dawn of the
seventeenth revealed their presence. The vessels had only a few miles’ head start over the
Halifax, but that was more than enough to discourage any pursuit.

As the Halifax weighed anchor, one man aboard—his senses sharpened by decades as a
frontiersman, warrior, and ranger—suspected something murky afoot. Why had two
Continental vessels appeared so close to an enemy-held shoreline and vanished before sunup?
Could they have dropped off something—or someone? He resolved to keep a beady eye
peeled for anything untoward. The man’s name was Robert Rogers, and he was a killing
gentleman.
Rogers had once been described by a subordinate “as subtil & deep as Hell itself … a low
cunning cheating back biting villain,” and by a superior (General Thomas Gage) as a man
who would “stick at nothing.” He had been born of yeoman farmer stock on the New
Hampshire frontier forty-five years before, and at the age of fourteen, saw his first action in
1744–45 after French-backed Indians raided settlements, stripping corpses, scalping them,
and then jerking out the entrails before quartering the limbs and severing the genitals.
Having imbibed some knowledge of the techniques of the local Pennacook Indians, Rogers
volunteered to help track the killers. Over the next decade, Rogers associated with Indians,
Indian fighters, and hunters, and learned to make his way through the immense, mostly
unexplored wilderness of valleys and hills, gorges and forests, lakes and rivers.44
By the beginning of the French and Indian War, Rogers was a captain in a New Hampshire
regiment, and honed his skills at reconnaissance by probing the French positions a hundred
miles distant from his own lines. Already, Rogers was not averse to rough soldiering, recalling
that during one of these missions he and a companion tried to capture a Frenchman for
interrogation, “but he refused to take quarter so we kill’d him and took of his scalp in plain
sight of the fort.” He scouted and raided in all weather, from the mosquito-tortured summer
to the freezing winters—when even the hardiest of eighteenth-century armies put aside their
muskets. He was notorious for aggressively pursuing his enemies, as well as for his equalopportunities policy of recruiting Indians into his unit, to serve alongside the ruffians, Irish,
and Spaniards he also thought fit to employ.
In 1756, William Shirley, commander-in-chief of the British army in North America,
commissioned Rogers to command the “Independent Company of Rangers,” a newly formed
unit whose mission was “to make discoveries of the proper routes for our own troops, procure
intelligence of the enemy’s strength and motions, destroy their … magazines and settlements,
pick up small parties … upon the lakes, and keep them under continual alarm.” There’s little
doubt that “Rogers’s Rangers” were a tough bunch. Kitted in coarse, woolen green jackets and
canvas trousers, they wore brown leggings up their thighs, buttoned, like spatterdashes, from
the calf downwards, and were shod in moccasins (an idea borrowed from the Indians).
Betokening the Scottish origins of many of the Rangers, they adopted the flat bonnets of their
homeland, with caplike hats for the officers. Along with the usual musket, powder horns,
bayonet, and canteen distributed to regulars, they wielded tomahawks and knives.
A day in the life of a Ranger could be a terrifying one. During one winter mission deep in
the woods, Rogers and seventy-four of his men were ambushed by the French and their
Indian allies. As they ran low on ammunition, the heavily outnumbered Rangers heard the
French (in Rogers’s words) “calling to us, and desiring us to accept of quarters, promising that
we should be … used kindly.” If they didn’t surrender soon, however, “they would cut us to
pieces.” Rogers defiantly shouted back that he and his Rangers would be the ones doing the
cutting, only to be shot “thro my wrist which disabled me from loading my gun.”

After a firefight lasting five and a half hours, it now being nighttime, Rogers and his
officers decided to carry off their wounded and vanish into the hinterland. Unfortunately,
they had overlooked some of the wounded, including Private Thomas Brown, who found two
other casualties, Captain Speakman and a soldier, Baker, also left behind. Brown crawled into
the underbrush to hide, whence he saw an Indian first scalp Speakman alive, and then kidnap
Baker, who tried to commit suicide but was prevented.
Speakman, lying there with the back of his head peeled off, his brain exposed, and his
blood soaking into the snow, saw Brown and “beg’d me for God’s sake! to give him a
tomahawk, that he might put an end to his Life! I refus’d him, and exhorted him as well as I
could to pray for mercy, as he could not live many minutes in that deplorable condition,
being on the frozen ground, cover’d with snow. He desir’d me to let his wife know if I lived to
get home the dreadful death he died.” Brown was soon captured anyway and later saw
Speakman’s head stuck on a pole, staring glassily out at the wilderness. Baker was never
heard from again. Brown, however, did witness another Ranger stripped and tied to a stake
by the Indians, who thrust pine skewers into his flesh and set them alight. As for Rogers, he
got the rest of his broken men back to the fort—with heavy losses, but that was not unusual
in the Rangers. His friend, Captain Abercrombie, was sportingly sanguine about the affair,
telling Rogers that “I am heartily sorry for Spikeman [sic] … as likewise for the men you have
lost, but it is impossible to play at bowls without meeting with rubs.”45
After the French and Indian War, Rogers married Elizabeth Browne, a minister’s daughter,
and began an unillustrious career of being dunned constantly by creditors as a result of
business ventures gone sour. No matter what Rogers did—land speculation, fur trading, trying
to discover the Northwest Passage, or organizing a lottery to build a road in New Hampshire
—it never quite panned out. In the mid-1760s, he moved to London, where his military
exploits and rough frontiersman demeanor still made him a minor celebrity. By all accounts,
he enjoyed the metropolitan lifestyle, perhaps a little too much, for he was committed in
1771 to the “Prince of Prisons,” the Fleet—a debtors’ jail—where he began drinking heavily.
He spent three miserable years there, and was released in August 1774. The next spring, he
was given a belated break and allotted the retirement pay of a full major. Suddenly liquid
again, Rogers sailed to America, not only to see his wife for the first time in half a decade, but
also because he suspected that his very special talents, degraded through indolence and age
though they were, might prove useful sooner than many thought.
When he arrived in September 1775, no one quite knew what to do with him, or what his
intentions were. General Gage, the British commander, had loathed him—it was a personal
thing—ever since the French and Indian War, so Rogers’s pickings looked a little slim in
Boston. The Americans weren’t too hospitable, either. On September 22, the Philadelphia
Committee of Safety, suspecting Rogers as a retired British army major (which indeed he
was), locked him up for a day.46 He was released only after he promised not to take up arms
against Americans.47
Still, Rogers remained deeply in debt, so his strategy was to play both sides to see who
would bid highest for his services. Fortunately for him, Gage resigned in October, and was
replaced by General Howe, who was far more solicitous of Rogers’s talents. In November
1775, Rogers offered him his services (and heightened his attractiveness by fibbing that the
Americans had already “made considerable overtures to him”). Howe was enthusiastic, telling

the prime minister that he had asked Rogers to name his terms.48
Rogers, having hooked Howe, went to the Americans in December and sought out
Washington, a fellow French and Indian War veteran well acquainted with Rogers’s fearsome
reputation. Washington was surprised by Rogers’s approach, for all he wanted, apparently,
was to pass through the American lines so he could “go unmolested where my private
business may call me.” And then, a casual aside revealed the deeper harmony playing beneath
the charming melody: “I have leave to retire on my half-pay, & never expect to be call’d into
the [British] service again. I love North-America, it is my native country and that of my
family’s, and I intend to spend the evening of my days in it.”49
Washington did not long mull Rogers’s proposal. He was already suspicious. Two weeks
before, the Reverend Eleazar Wheelock, the Congregational minister who founded Dartmouth
College in 1769, had written him a lengthy note relating the details of a visit from Rogers,
who “was in but ordinary habit for one of his character” and “treated me with great respect.”
Two of Wheelock’s recollections drew Washington’s attention. Rogers claimed he “had been
offered and urged to take a commission in favor of the Colonies but as he was [still] in half
pay from the Crown he thought proper not to accept it,” a statement that proved him a liar. If
anyone knew whether Rogers had been offered a position in his army, it was Washington.
While Rogers’s untruth could possibly be dismissed as bluster or a misunderstanding, the
second nugget was more alarming. Wheelock said two soldiers, recently arrived from
Montreal, had remarked that Rogers “had lately been seen in Indian habit” in Canada, which
could imply that Rogers was planning to stir up the Indians and cause trouble for the
Americans in the north.50
It was all very fishy. After checking out the Canadian rumor, Washington told General
Philip Schuyler (head of the Northern Department and charged with the invasion of Quebec)
that while he suspected Wheelock’s information about the Indians to be inaccurate, Rogers
was anyway “much suspected of unfriendly views to this country, [so] his conduct should be
attended to with some degree of vigilance and circumspection.”51 He directed Generals
Sullivan and Schuyler to surveil and to “strictly examine” Rogers.52 Unfortunately, like a
good Ranger chieftain, the latter had disappeared since his visit to Wheelock.
Rogers reappeared in early February, in New York of all places, then under American
control. His intent was blazingly obvious: General Henry Clinton was due to arrive any day to
discuss “matters” with the royal governor, William Tryon, who had been obliged to rule New
York (what parts weren’t already in rebel hands, that is) from aboard the Dutchess of Gordon,
anchored in the harbor. Clinton, born in 1738 and the aristocratic son of a former New York
governor, had just recently emerged from a long depression caused by the death of his wife.
Ever since his recovery, Clinton—in his youth something of a charmer—had turned into a
cantankerous and egotistical, yet paradoxically shy and self-doubting, character who brooked
no dissent from his subordinates and had nothing but criticism for superiors. For his part,
Howe intensely disliked working with his second-in-command, foisted on him by London.
Taken together, the two supreme commanders of the British forces in America—both
adequate individually—were the worst possible combination with which to combat as
audacious a general as Washington or to fight a new kind of people’s war in a vast military
theater far removed from the familiarities of Europe.53
Rogers, for Clinton, was a welcome guest, he being one of the few soldiers who knew the

terrain. Clinton recorded their conversation on February 8 in his diary: “[I told] Major Rogers
that if he chose to join me, I did believe that his services would be such as would induce me
to recommend him to gov’t & the commander in chief. [He] said that if he could get rid of the
oath [of parole forbidding him to fight against Americans] he would[;] I told him he was the
best judge how it was tender’d to him & if he was reconciled to coming I should be glad to
receive him.”54
Hoping to extract more cash from the other side, Rogers applied—unaware that
Washington wanted him “strictly examined”—to Congress for a commission. Snatched by
troopers at South Amboy, he was taken to Philadelphia, where Washington, now certain that
Rogers was two-timing, interrogated him. He remained in jail until Congress declared
independence, and two days later, on July 6, 1776, he was ordered to be transported under
armed guard to New Hampshire—“to be disposed of as the government of that state shall
judge best.”55
Perhaps his guards wrote Rogers off as a drunken old soldier. Perhaps they were merely
incompetent. In any event, Rogers escaped his captors on the night of July 8, and lay low,
living off the land and covering his tracks, until the hue and cry died down. Ten days later,
bearded and smelly, he stealthily clambered up the anchor chain of the British flagship in
New York harbor, slipped past the guards, and magically appeared in the dining room. The
surprised officers at the table welcomed the famous frontiersman gladly—a pleasant change
from his treatment at the hands of Washington and the rebels. On August 6, General Howe
reported to Lord Germain in London that “Major Rogers, having escaped to us from
Philadelphia, is empowered to raise a battalion of Rangers, which, I hope, may be useful in
the course of the campaign.”56
Officially, they were called the Queen’s American Rangers, but were instantly dubbed
Rogers’s Rangers. As part of his terms of service, Rogers—now luxuriating in the official rank
of Lieutenant-Colonel-Commandant, but invariably known as “Major Rogers” (his rank during
his French and Indian heyday)—insisted on appointing his own officers and choosing his own
men. He’d always detested the British practice of buying and selling commissions (he could
never afford to do it), and preferred the New Hampshire way of giving officer-ships to the
men, no matter their background or circumstances, who recruited the most soldiers.
Inevitably, his captains and lieutenants could sometimes be of a distinctly ungentlemanly hue
and demeanor.57
As one disgusted British report noted of the Rangers: “Many of those officers were men of
mean extraction without any degree of education sufficient to qualify them to bear His
Majesty’s commission.… [M]any … had been bred mechanecks others had kept publick
houses, and one or two had even kept bawdy houses in the City of New York.” One of them,
“Mr. Brandon … kept a tavern and eating house in New York” while “Captain Griffiths kept a
dram Shop in the flea market [and] Captain Eagles was still more illeterate and low bred than
Frazer [while] Welsh was the [least] exceptionable [since he was once] a petty constable in
the City of New York.”58
Rough they certainly were, as that horrified British officer noticed, but Rogers’s
subordinates were tough and seasoned (some had served under him in the French and Indian
War), and bonded to their chieftain with clanlike loyalty. In the case of the ones just
mentioned, Daniel Frazer had served twenty-three years in the British regulars and been

wounded at Ticonderoga in 1758; John Brandon had fought in the French and Indian War,
and in Boston under General Gage; Patrick Welsh was in the Thirty-fifth Foot for fifteen years,
to which he added four years as an adjutant in a Connecticut unit, and another four at the
same rank in a New York outfit. John Eagles and John Griffiths, though lacking hard military
experience, had made their stripes recruiting Loyalist platoons in heavily, and sometimes
violently, Patriot locales. They had seen their share of street fighting and pub brawls.59
The Americans had heard no word of Rogers from the moment he scarpered into the July
night. It was only in late August that Washington discovered what he had been getting up to.
In Westchester County, after his unit had ambushed a detachment of Rangers, a Continental
officer named Flood searched the pockets of their commander, William Lounsbury, who had
been killed in the melee. Aged about fifty, Lounsbury had retreated to a cave and heroically
held off his assailants with a club before succumbing to seven bayonet wounds.60 Flood
discovered “a commission signed by Genl Howe to Major Rogers, empowering him to raise a
battalion of Rangers.” The officer passed the intelligence to the New York Committee of
Safety, which, startled that the infamous Rogers was back in business, immediately alerted
Washington.61
The return of Rogers, and the threat that once he’d finished recruiting his Ranger units
Americans would be faced with a succession of Indian-style guerrilla attacks on their
vulnerable supply lines, worried Washington enough to warn Congress that it needed to
sweeten the pot for new recruits. Even then, he added, “Nothing less in my opinion, than a
suit of cloaths annually … in addition to the pay and bounty, will avail, and I question
whether that will do, as the enemy … are giving ten pounds bounty for Recruits; and have
got a battalion under Majr. Rogers nearly compleated upon Long Island.”62 He was right. By
the beginning of October 1776, the Rangers had formed into ten companies, making about
five hundred men, all snappily uniformed in short, double-breasted green coats with blue
facings and cuffs, white waistcoats and breeches, and dark brown leggings.63 To help him,
Admiral Howe donated a sloop that Rogers used for trawling the shoreline of Long Island
Sound for volunteers and to launch lightning raids on the enemy from his headquarters in
Huntington (he kept a sort of regional office at Flushing, as well).64
Rogers wanted information, and was willing to pay lavishly for it. He had dozens of
informers on Long Island and along the Connecticut coast willing to provide tip-offs about
troop movements and naval activities. Connecticut’s governor, Jonathan Trumbull, informed
Washington in mid-October that Rogers knew what was happening in “every inlet and avenue
into the towns of Greenwich, Stamford and Norwalk.” “The design of Rogers,” he continued,
“is from Huntington to make a sudden descent in the night more especially on the town of
Norwalk, not only to take the stores there, but to burn, and destroy all before them.”65
So, when Nathan Hale slipped across the Sound in the company of Captain Pond late on the
night of September 16, he was entering Rogers’s den. One of Rogers’s numerous informers in
Norwalk had noticed the presence of Pond’s Schuyler in port, as well as the arrival of two
men, both army types, only one of whom departed quietly in the night with the sloop while
the other, Sergeant Hempstead, headed westwards back toward American lines. Having also
been alerted by a lookout on the Long Island side that two rebel vessels—one named Schuyler,
last seen berthed in Norwalk—were in the vicinity of Huntington, Rogers had shrewdly
suspected that a man was being transported across the Sound. But he received the intelligence

a little too late, which explains why he and his Rangers were aboard the warship Halifax
when it nosed around Huntington a few hours after the Schuyler and Montgomery had
hightailed it. Rebuffed in his attempt to capture the spy in flagrante delicto, an annoyed Rogers
was forced to cool his heels aboard the Halifax all day on Tuesday, September 17.
Hale, a Connecticut Yankee in the midst of King George’s army, must soon have heard that
Howe had begun the invasion of Manhattan and that Washington was abandoning New York.
Instantly, the raison d’être of his mission had vaporized. Should Howe succeed in storming the
island and taking the city, he would drain Brooklyn of men and materiel and funnel them into
Manhattan, thereby leaving Hale to spy on only the newly deserted fortifications and emptied
barracks of Long Island. There was nothing for it but for Hale to hasten westwards the fifty
miles to Brooklyn, gather whatever information he could along the way, and then try to reach
the American lines. In his hurry, Hale got careless. He spent too much time in the open and
asked too many impertinent questions of the locals. Worse still, he was an easy mark for the
thousands of Tory refugees who had flooded into Long Island from Connecticut after being
purged from their houses by vengeful Patriots. Someone, perhaps someone sitting outside a
tavern or riding to Hempstead, may have noticed Hale ambling by, and recalled, with a start,
that young Nathan of the Connecticut Hales had, it was rumored, joined the rebels after
leaving Yale. It would not have been too much trouble to tell a passing Ranger of what one
had seen. And it would not have taken too long for Rogers to elicit from his Ranger that some
excited Connecticut refugee had recently spotted a known or suspected rebel-traitor wearing
a brown summer suit and impersonating a New York schoolmaster.
Though Hale had a head start on him, Rogers not only knew the ground but also did not
have to worry about enemy patrols slowing him down. Then again, since Hale was alone, he
could blend into the crowd if he suspected he was being tailed. Instead of disembarking at
Huntington, then, Rogers, guessing that Hale would head west along the coastal road toward
the city, planned to lie in wait to intercept him. At 10 p.m. on Wednesday the eighteenth,
according to the Halifax’s log, “the party of Rangers” disembarked at Sands Point—a spot
midway between Huntington and Flushing—and set off to hunt their prey.66
The next day, just as Rogers had supposed, Hale was scoped traveling along the coastal
road. Rogers spent the next several hours watching the innocent from afar. Was he an agent
or not? He almost certainly was, but spring the trap too early, and Hale could claim a case of
mistaken identity, especially if no incriminating maps or notes were found on him. Rogers
needed Hale to condemn himself. All the next day, Rogers watched his quarry, and saw Hale
scribbling notes whenever he saw a British detachment or passed a barracks. He now
probably had enough to hang him, but he wanted to make the kill certain.
That night, a Friday, Hale took a room at a roadside tavern and was sitting alone at a table
eating supper when Rogers “happened” to sit across from him. Hale looked nervous, so
Rogers made some small talk, remarking by the by on the recent battles. Soon, the two men
began chatting about the war and Rogers—playing the part of an American militiaman
caught behind enemy lines—complained of being “detained on an island where the
inhabitants sided with the British against the American Colonies.” Hale’s interest, of course,
was piqued, and Rogers took the opportunity of intimating “that he himself was upon the
business of spying out the inclination of the people and motion of the British troops.” Rogers’s
stratagem persuaded Hale that he had found a friend, and one who could be trusted with his

secret. Amid the tavern’s unsuspecting customers, they discreetly raised their glasses and
toasted Congress, whereupon Hale confided everything about himself and his mission. Rogers
had hooked Hale, but hadn’t yet reeled him in; for that, he needed witnesses to his
confession. As they bade each other good night, Rogers smiled and asked Hale to come dine
with him the next day at his quarters. Hale enthusiastically accepted: Traveling with such an
amiable companion as Rogers to New York would be pleasanter than wending his own way
there.
On Saturday afternoon, Hale arrived at Rogers’s tavern. Waiting with him were three or
four men—Rangers disguised as civilians—whom Rogers introduced as friends to the cause.
Rogers ordered ales for them all and together they talked of the revolution, Hale’s
undertaking, and his excitement at being reunited with his beloved Alice. In the meantime,
the rest of Rogers’s men had silently surrounded the inn. At last, Rogers gave the signal and
Hale, openmouthed and panicked, was seized and manacled. Accused by Rogers of being a
spy, Hale pointlessly denied it, but as Rogers dragged him out of the tavern, several passersby
pointed him out and said they knew him as being a Hale of Connecticut and a known rebel.67
Hale was taken to Flushing—where the Rogers maintained a recruitment office—and
bundled aboard Rogers’s private sloop for the hour-long voyage to Howe’s Manhattan
headquarters. Rogers said little, if anything, to his captive. For a bloodied warhorse like him,
bagging this Hale, straight out of Yale with a year’s drill duty on his card, had been too easy.
Very late on Saturday night, Rogers unceremoniously deposited Hale at the Beekman
Mansion at what is now First Avenue and Fifty-first Street, but was then being used by
General Howe. Hale’s execution for espionage was a formality. Howe was in the midst of
orchestrating a major battle campaign and had no time to conduct a full court-martial for
espionage, even if one had been required. The evidence was incontrovertible and entirely
uncontroversial: Rogers had provided witnesses who attested to Hale’s declaration that he
had been sent by Washington; Hale had admitted that he was an officer in the Continental
army; Hale was captured in civilian clothes behind enemy lines; Hale was carrying a sheaf of
incriminating documents. There was neither reason nor need for Howe to agonize over this
spy.
After Howe, roused from his bed, had sleepily signed Hale’s death warrant, he was detained
in the greenhouse under the guard of the provost marshal, sixty-year-old William
Cunningham, a red-haired, red-faced drunk and notorious bully unlikely to look upon traitors
like Hale with much regard for their welfare. (Some months later he showed a captured
American officer, Captain John Palsgrave Wyllys, his souvenir: Hale’s Yale diploma.
Cunningham would be hanged in London in 1791 for forgery. On the scaffold he confessed to
having caused two thousand prisoners to die by starvation and general cruelty, such as
slipping poison into the food of the bolshier ones. He sold their rations for his own profit.)68
After breakfast, it was time. Hale’s destination was the artillery park, about a mile away,
next to the Dove Tavern, at what is now Third Avenue and Sixty-sixth Street.
Hale’s hands were pinioned behind his back, and he was outfitted with a coarse white
gown trimmed with black—which would be used as a winding-sheet for his corpse—over his
rumpled brown suit, plus a rough, woolen white cap, also black-trimmed. A couple of guards
led the way, and behind him a squad of redcoats marched with loaded muskets and fixed
bayonets—in case the prisoner made a last-minute break for freedom (it occasionally

happened, the spectacle of embarrassed guards chasing and tackling a condemned man being
considered quite comical). Accompanying the party was a cart loaded with rough pine boards
for his coffin. At the site, the noose was swung over a rigid horizontal branch about fifteen
feet up, and Hale shakily climbed the ladder that would soon be kicked away for the drop.
Next to the tree there was a freshly dug grave awaiting.
At the apex of the ladder, Hale was permitted the traditional last words. His were certainly
not “I only regret that I have but one life to lose for my country”; that phrase, lifted from
Joseph Addison’s contemporary play Cato, was put into his mouth many years later by
William Hull and other friends. Hull could not have known what Hale said in his final
moments, though he did remember that Hale had been struck by Cato when at Yale, and that
he and Hull and Tallmadge had talked excitedly of its brilliance. Perhaps he had specifically
cited the “I regret” line as representative of his patriotic views, and Hull, loyal as ever,
allowed his friend the posthumous privilege of uttering it.69
What Hale really said was caught by Captain Frederick MacKenzie, who wrote in his diary
for September 22: “He behaved with great composure and resolution, saying he thought it the
duty of every good officer, to obey any orders given him by his commander in chief; and
desired the spectators to be at all times prepared to meet death in whatever shape it might
appear.”70 Later that day, a Howe aide wrote a terse, routine entry in the orderly book: “A
spy from the enemy (by his own full confession) apprehended last night, was this day
executed at 11 oClock in front of the Artillery Park.”
Lynching was a tricky business. If the knot was not properly placed at the side of a
prisoner’s neck (under his jaw, actually) rather than at the nape, his head would be ripped off
if he dropped too great a distance, which left an unsightly mess for the guards to clean up.
Conversely, if the drop was not sudden or long enough, the condemned man would be left
jerking in the air as the rope strangled him. In those instances, a merciful hangman would
pull on the victim’s legs before the audience started booing him for being so clumsy. A perfect
hanging would break the man’s neck instantly by severing his spinal cord, while leaving his
head attached. In Hale’s case, his hangman was a former slave freed by the British who was
unlikely to be familiar with the latest methods. As underestimating the appropriate drop was
much more common than overestimating it, and being pushed off a ladder was far less
sudden than falling through a gallows trapdoor, it probably took Hale several agonizing
minutes to die.
Hale’s body was left swinging for a few days, to set an example. One British officer had a
letter published in the Kentish Gazette on November 9 (but dated September 26) remarking,
“We hanged up a rebel spy the other day, and some soldiers got, out of a rebel gentleman’s
garden, a painted soldier on a board, and hung it along with the rebel; and wrote upon it,
General Washington, and I saw it yesterday beyond headquarters by the roadside.” His corpse
was thrown into the waiting grave soon after.71
The first the Americans heard of Hale’s death was on the evening of the twenty-second,
when Captain John Montressor, of the Engineer Corps and an aide-de-camp to General Howe,
approached an outpost in northern Manhattan under a flag of truce. His main business,
however, did not concern Hale, but was to transport to Washington a letter from Howe
offering an exchange of high-ranking prisoners.
Joseph Reed, Washington’s adjutant general, accompanied by General Israel Putnam and

Captain Alexander Hamilton, rode to meet him. After passing over the letter, he casually
added that one Nathan Hale, a captain, had been executed that morning. The next day,
without mentioning the Hale incident, Washington accepted the prisoner offer in a letter
carried by Tench Tilghman, who was escorted by Colonel Samuel B. Webb and Captain
William Hull, who had specifically requested permission to be part of the embassy after
Hamilton had told him about Montressor’s information.72 Montressor again confirmed, at
Hull’s insistence, that Hale was dead.
And that was that. Hull was shaken, but few others wished to talk about the humiliating
debacle, and no announcement was made to the army, for fear of undermining morale. In any
case, there were hundreds of other war dead to handle. Certainly Washington never spoke of
the affair, while Colonel Tilghman wrote to his father on September 25 about the meeting
under a flag of truce but conspicuously failed to mention Hale. As part of the cover-up, his
official listing in the Nineteenth Regiment’s casualty list was simple and sparse: “Nathan Hale
—Capt—killed—22d September.”73
Privately, however, American commanders seethed, and wanted to exact revenge. On
October 3, Tilghman told Egbert Benson not to be so soft on the British and any sympathizers
who fell into their hands. “I am sorry that your convention do not think themselves legally
authorized to make examples of those villains they have apprehended [for] the General
[Washington] is determined, if he can bring some of them in his hands under the
denomination of spies, to execute them. General Howe hanged a captain of ours belonging to
Knowlton’s Rangers, who went into New-York to make discoveries. I don’t see why we should
not make retaliation.”74
No one made the effort to tell Hale’s family what had happened. It wasn’t until September
30 that his brother Enoch, now a preacher, wrote in his diary that he “hear[d] a rumor that
Capt. Hale belonging to the east side Connecticut River, near Colchester, who was educated at
college, was sentenced to hang in the enemy’s lines at New York, being taken as a spy, or
reconnoitering their camp. Hope it is without foundation. Something troubled at it. Sleep not
very well.” Two weeks later, on October 15, a maudlin Enoch continues: “Accounts from my
brother captain are indeed melancholy! That about the second week of September, he went to
Stamford, crossed to Long Island … and had finished his plans, but, before he could get off,
was betrayed, taken, and hanged without ceremony.… Some entertain hope that all this is not
true; but it is a gloomy, dejected hope. Time may determine. Conclude to go to camp next
week.” It wasn’t until October 26, when Enoch rode to White Plains to talk directly to officers
of the Nineteenth Regiment, that his brother’s death was confirmed.75
By every measure, the Hale mission was a fiasco. While the sacrifice of the obscure captain
made no difference to Washington’s grand strategy, the bad decisions and poor planning that
led to his death reflect Washington’s own confusion as to what his spy’s purpose was.
Washington, however, would learn from his mistakes.

1777, that year which the Tories said, had
three gallows in it, meaning the three sevens.
JOHN ADAMS

As he trudged toward his doom on Sunday morning, Nathan Hale saw swirling plumes of
smoke in the distance, to the south, where the city lay, still smoldering where a fierce fire had
burned a mile-long swathe the day before. On that otherwise grim Sabbath, perhaps Hale
allowed himself a wry smile upon overhearing his guards cursing the rebel arsonists who had,
they presumed, set New York ablaze. Now, happily, the only thing the enemy would be
occupying was the smoldering sump of a city.1 If the Americans would be forced to camp
outdoors during the coming winter, then for Hale it was satisfaction enough to know that
Washington had deprived some redcoats of their nice warm billets as well.
He hadn’t, though. Grumbling mightily that “had I been left to the dictates of my own
judgment, New York should have been laid in ashes before I quitted it,” Washington had
obeyed Congress’s instruction to leave the city intact when he evacuated.2 From his
headquarters on Harlem Heights, Washington had seen the red glare, and was glad:
“Providence, or some good honest fellow, has done more for us than we were disposed to do
for ourselves.”3
The fire, which had begun near the docks at Whitehall Slip, rapidly devoured the
surrounding houses and stores. At first there was panic. “The king’s officers, uncertain in
whom to confide,” distrusted the city’s volunteer firemen, thinking them to be “rebel[s] at
heart,” and “franticly hurried them from place to place.” Several officers became so terrified
at the holocaust surrounding them they started “beating [the firemen] with their swords,”
and even drove a few into the flames, screaming.4
Some kept their heads. Admiral Howe immediately ordered his navy to weigh anchor and
sail downriver—sufficiently far away to avoid being set alight by stray sparks—while
rowboats ferried officers and sailors back to the city to help fight the fire. In the meantime,
General James Robertson drafted two full regiments of soldiers into makeshift fire brigades.5
They soon discovered that New York had been left defenseless. Short of metal suitable for
casting into cannons, Washington had stripped the city of its alarm bells; the British also
found many of the water pumps and fire engines were out of order—testament to prewar civil
authorities’ sloppiness.6
Conquering blocks at a time, the fire marched inexorably to the foot of Broadway and

turned—when the wind shifted at 2 a.m.—west. By merest chance, the “ship docks,
warehouses, and the commercial part of the city” located on the eastern side were left
unharmed.7 Some ten hours after its outbreak, the wind having again changed, the fire was
finally baffled at Barclay Street by pulling down the houses in its path.8
The physical and financial damage was enormous, with contemporaries agreeing that
between a sixth and a quarter of the city—including five hundred houses—had been razed.9
Thousands were wretchedly “reduced to beggary,” while “many hundreds of families have
lost their all” and were “destitute of shelter, food or cloathing.”10 The blow would have fallen
still harder—as well as severely hampering British military preparations for at least a year—
had General Robertson not diverted the fire engine dousing his flaming house to the nearby
docks, thus saving £200,000 worth of army supplies at the cost of his own residence, worth
£2,000.11
The fire was the fruit of a “preconcerted, deliberate scheme” of fifth columnists, covert
operatives, and sleepers, suspected the British.12 It certainly looked likely. “A few minutes
after the fire was discovered,” the authorities claimed, “it was observed to break out in five or
six other places, at a considerable distance.”13 Mr. Chew, one of the army’s assistant
commissaries, said that he had seen the original building at Whitehall Slip on fire, and then
another—two hundred yards away—“which had the appearance of having been purposely set
on fire.”
The conspiracy theory of the Great Fire was gravely weakened by General Howe’s
admission that the “night was extremely windy,” which naturally conveyed sparks some
distance. Further, if the fire were the product of a rebel plot, it’s strange that no one thought
to start the fire in the commercial and residential heart of New York.14 Instead, the flames
blasted a narrow path, originating in the southeast and driving northwest—that mirrored the
wind’s shifting direction through the night.
The truth about how the fire started has only recently come to light. On the night in
question, “several of the soldiers’ wives” had gathered together “in a large frame building
near Whitehall-dock”—a storehouse adjacent to the Fighting Cocks, an old tavern frequented
by British troops and sailors on the town. Hoping to cook some hot food in a fireplace, the
women “procured from an adjacent yard a number of pine boards, the ends of which they
placed in the chimney, [with] their opposite points rested upon the cedar floor of the
apartment.” The “careless gypsies,” having finished their feast, “had withdrawn from the
heated and smoky atmosphere within, to enjoy the fresh Seabreeze without.” In the
meantime, the flames, of course, consumed the boards and “the cry of fire was heard soon
after.”15
Although innocent of igniting the fire, or of acting on Washington’s orders, or of organizing
a vast plot to burn the city, Continental servicemen (either stay-behinds, escaped prisoners, or
deserters who’d had second thoughts) and rebel sympathizers were guilty of taking advantage
of the chaos to help the fire along and frustrate efforts to save the city. Indeed, American
officers in northern Manhattan took it for granted that “some of our own people” were
responsible for spreading the fire. Washington’s own aide-de-camp, Tench Tilghman, told his
father that if any of these arsonists were executed it would admittedly be “upon good
grounds” (though he assured him that they had acted “without the knowledge or approbation
of any commanding officer in this army”).16

One such freelance arsonist was Abraham Patten, who would be hanged as a spy in
Brunswick, New Jersey, in early June 1777 after bribing a British grenadier to carry four
letters to Washington; the soldier had pocketed the fifty guineas and delivered the messages
to his superiors. On the scaffold, Patten, who had been living in the city at the time, “said he
was a principal in setting fire to New York, but would not accuse any of his accomplices.”17
Another accessory after the fact was a New England captain “seized, with matches in his
pocket,” who confessed he was determined to set fire to King’s College.18 This unfortunate
was one William Smith—son of a Massachusetts clergyman—who was “sacrificed on the spot
to the fury of the soldiers.”19 The captain had been taken prisoner during a skirmish and took
it upon himself to do his bit for Washington. Poor Smith wasn’t the only one caught redhanded: Captured the week before, Lieutenant Richard Brown, of a Pennsylvania regiment,
was discovered by soldiers “setting fire to some of the houses in New York” and likewise
executed in the street.20
Being thrown into the flames was often the on-the-spot penalty for suspected arsonists (and
sometimes looters), though lynchings and stabbings were not unheard of, and there were
several instances when individuals were “hung up by the heels, and afterwards had their
throats cut” or were bayoneted.21 Women were not excluded from retribution: In fact, the
“first incendiary who fell into the hands of the troops” was a female shoved “without
ceremony” into the inferno. Soon afterwards, several men seen “destroying a chain of
buckets, in order to prevent their being made use of in extinguishing the conflagration” were
thrown into the flames after her.22
Unlike the Great Fire of London in 1666, which cleansed its alleys of beplagued vermin,
blasted a millennium’s worth of microbes out of the gutters, and razed the medieval hovels,
so giving Sir Christopher Wren the opportunity to construct a modern city atop its ruins, the
fire which ravaged New York left large parts of it a macabre pyre. A bustling mercantile
metropolis descended into a degenerate mare’s nest, the leading red-light district in North
America, the black-market capital of the Revolution. The area around Whitehall Slip, for
instance, was never rebuilt, and instead became “Canvas-Town,” a hell where paupers, felons,
and prostitutes huddled in burnt-out houses. The glittering balls thrown in the ostentatious
mansions of parvenu merchants and hard-faced war profiteers disguised, like a cheap rug, the
rotted floorboards of a city torn and conflicted.
A narcotic, poisonous atmosphere pervaded New York, whose inhabitants were forced to
compromise their principles to survive the war. Surrounded by naught but devastation, often
forced to flee from their homes by greedy Patriots, and facing an uncertain future, almost
every man and woman, no matter how deep his or her attachment to the Crown or to
Congress, traded illegally with the enemy. Ambiguity reigned—New York was a city
schizophrenically under occupation but one also under siege—and the only means of
emerging unscathed was to play both ends against the middle. Citizens tailored their politics,
allegiances, and beliefs as circumstances dictated: On one particular morning—June 25, 1775
—crowds cheered George Washington as he passed through the city on his way to Boston;
that very afternoon, they cheerfully greeted William Tryon, the royal governor, on his return
from England.
The immolation of New York was the one bright spot for Washington that dismal fall of
1776. He would spend the rest of it on the run. Leaving two large detachments at Forts

Washington and Lee, the commander-in-chief of a severely demoralized army retreated north
of Manhattan, languidly followed—“chased” would be the wrong word—by Howe. At the end
of October, the two sides clashed at White Plains, and yet again Washington came off worse.
Much to Washington’s pleasant surprise, however, Howe refrained from the kill and turned
back to finish off the forts to his rear. On November 7, General Nathanael Greene—the officer
commanding Fort Lee—could see the enemy’s camp fires burning across the river.23 It could
not be long before Howe, lethargic as he was, reduced Fort Washington and advanced on his
own vulnerable outpost. Taking advantage of the respite, Washington withdrew the rump of
his army further north to Peekskill, his plan being to circle around, rendezvous with his
remaining commanders in New Jersey, and then, hopefully, evade Howe until winter brought
campaigning to a halt.
Given the chaotic circumstances, American intelligence was nonexistent. Deserters, who
could sometimes bring in useful material about their regiments, had become a rare thing
indeed, for no one abandons the winning side. Washington, however, suffered terribly from
these turncoats, though one, William Demont, may have single-handedly, if inadvertently,
saved the American cause. An ensign in the Fort Washington garrison, he “sacrificed all [he]
was worth in the world” and brought plans of its fortifications and artillery emplacements to
the British. It was this intelligence which convinced Howe, then north of New York, that of
the two fish he had to fry, Fort, not General, Washington was the bigger. By letting his foe
escape, Howe lost the opportunity to extinguish the rebellion.24
Washington’s primary problem, however, lay in not possessing a secure, fixed headquarters.
Without one, there was no guarantee that spies’ messages would ever find him. Washington
was obliged to forget about acquiring strategic intelligence and instead rely on tactical
reports gleaned by scouts riding as close as they dared to the enemy lines. More often than
not, they would return with “lame” and “imperfect” accounts of British movements, a result
General Charles Lee—one of Washington’s most senior (and supremely talented, at least in his
own opinion) officers—ascribed to them not “ventur[ing] far enough.” He was very “far from
being satisfied” with the conduct of the scouts, though Washington had no choice but to use
them, especially after mid-November, by which time Forts Washington and Lee had fallen,
and Washington was being relentlessly pursued through New Jersey by Lord Cornwallis,
Howe’s chief lieutenant, who boasted that he would trap Washington “as a hunter bags a
fox.”25
And an exhausted fox at that. Since August, the strength of Washington’s army had fallen
from 20,000 to just 3,000 (about half of whose contracts were due to end in December), and
he had lost four battles (plus one surrender without a fight—at Fort Lee, where the entering
British discovered General Greene had vacated it so precipitately “the pots were left
absolutely boiling on the fire, and the tables spread for dinner of some of the officers”; they
also found twelve Patriots, “all dead drunk,” who had resolutely stayed behind and liberated
the fort’s rum stores).26 “The fact is,” concluded Lord Rawdon, “their army is all broken to
pieces, and the spirit of their leaders and their abettors is also broken.” Surely, he ventured,
“it is well nigh over with them.”27
Still, this old fox remained a sly one. On December 12—with Cornwallis threatening to
advance on Philadelphia, the seat of Congress itself—Washington ordered Colonel John
Cadwalader to “keep a good lookout for spies” and “magnify your numbers as much as

possible” should he spot an opportunity to sow some disinformation.28 A little more than two
weeks later, the efficient Cadwalader reported that he had sent an anonymous but “very
intelligent young gentleman” to Princeton who had found some friendly British officers with
whom to share a bottle. They got to talking, and the officers boasted they had 5,000 men at
their command, whereupon the young gentleman cheekily declared that Washington had
16,000 in fine trim. The officers looked shocked, as they had not believed “we had more than
5 or 6000”—itself an exaggeration—that were deserting and in poor shape. His job done, the
enterprising agent even brought back a map of the local British deployments.29
These successes aside, Cadwalader—like Washington and most officers at the time—relied
primarily on soldiers sneaking across enemy lines, memorizing troop positions, and returning
later that night. “I have sent several persons over for intelligence,” noted Cadwalader on
December 15, “& last night sent Capt. Shippen with 20 good men,” and that wasn’t to
overlook the “very intelligent spirited officer in the Jersey Regulars” who also went over on a
separate mission.30 The British, too, had their sources, though they tended to rely more on
the information brought in by such helpful loyalists as Bazilla Haines of Burlington County,
who stayed a night in an American camp and subsequently informed his masters that “they
had only two field pieces” and that “there were not above eight hundred, near one half boys
and all of them militia.”31
Despite such heroics, the enemy was taken by surprise by Washington’s counterattacks at
the Battles of Trenton and Princeton in late December and early January, allowing him a
respite after the rigors of the past months.32 With the British withdrawing to New York to
reassess their strategy and recover from the shock of being beaten, Washington wintered in
the hills around Morristown, where he was finally able to consider his intelligence apparatus,
or rather, how to build one that would serve him well in the coming campaign seasons.
While military officers would continue to handle purely tactical matters and scouting,
Washington wanted to recruit more civilians into the nascent service. Whereas soldiers
disguised in civvies found it difficult to shed their drill-bred habits of saluting superiors and
walking in perfect time, civilians could easily enter enemy-held cities without attracting
suspicion, especially if they were locals or possessed the requisite passes. As Washington
advised one of his generals at the time, he should gather intelligence “by engaging some of
those people who have obtained protections, to go in under pretence of asking advice.”33
To this end, he discreetly requested William Duer, a member of New York’s Committee for
Detecting and Defeating Conspiracies—the enforcement arm of the political revolutionaries—
to recommend a suitable candidate. On January 28, Duer forwarded the name of Nathaniel
Sackett, a middle-aged colleague of his on the committee. Not only was Sackett “a man of
honor, and of firm attachment to the American cause,” he was, more importantly, “a person
of intrigue, and secrecy well calculated to prosecute such measures as you shall think
conducive to give Success to your generous exertions.”34 A week later, Washington informed
Sackett that the “advantage of obtaining the earliest and best intelligence of the designs of the
enemy” and “your capacity for an undertaking of this kind, have induced me to entrust the
management of this business to your care.” A monthly salary of fifty dollars was arranged,
and Sackett was additionally allowed a secret fund of five hundred dollars “to pay those
whom you may find necessary to Imploy in the transaction of this business.”35
If Sackett succeeded in recruiting agents, he would certainly require a deputy empowered

to detail army riders to run their messages to headquarters, as well as able to soothe the
snippier colonels annoyed that a civilian was interfering in matters they regarded as their
own prerogative. To that end, Washington quietly appointed a freshly made captain,
Benjamin Tallmadge of the Second Continental Light Dragoons, as Sackett’s military
contact.36
Tallmadge, dark-eyed, pale, delicately featured, with a prominent nose, a somewhat
bulbous forehead, and a disconcerting habit of cocking his head like a quizzical beagle, had
enjoyed an interesting war so far. After bidding adieu to his dearest friend Nathan Hale, he
had become a schoolmaster in Wethersfield, Connecticut. Most of his letters to Hale between
1773 and 1775 talked about girls (the females in his town were “very agreeable” and he was
looking forward to having “a colleague (of the fair sex) settled under me, (or rather over me),
for she will dwell in the 2nd loft”), but Tallmadge was slowly being drawn into revolutionary
circles. His landlady, a widow of the town’s Congregational minister, introduced Tallmadge to
Wethersfield’s first citizens, many of whom—such as Silas Deane and John Chester—would
go on to play significant roles in the coming years. Tallmadge also met Jeremiah Wadsworth
of New Haven, like him a minister’s son. That contact would prove especially beneficial.37
Still, Tallmadge was reluctant to sign up after the skirmishes at Lexington and Concord in
April 1775, telling Hale in May that while “a great, flourishing state may arise” in America,
he questioned whether “we ought at present desire it.”38 A June jaunt to see the American
lines at Boston, followed by a heartfelt talk with his friend John Chester, now captaining a
company of Connecticut militia, removed some of Tallmadge’s doubts and went some way
toward persuading him that rebellion was a divine mission. As he told Hale, “Our holy
religion, the honour of God, a glorious country, and a happy constitution is what we have to
defend.”39 Even so, still beset by worry that expressing Whiggish sentiments was quite a
different thing from taking up arms against an anointed king, he refrained from signing up for
the colors for another year. By the spring of 1776, it had become almost impossible for a
young man of Tallmadge’s upbringing and milieu to avoid the fateful decision. By chance,
Chester had just been promoted to colonel, and he offered Tallmadge a lieutenancy.
Tallmadge took the commission. On June 20, he proudly donned his dashing new uniform for
the first time and prepared to meet the blast of war.40
Chester’s regiment marched for New York soon afterwards, where it was absorbed into
General Jeremiah Wadsworth’s brigade. For Tallmadge, perhaps thanks to his connections,
promotion was rapid, and he became the regimental adjutant on July 22.41 In late August,
Chester’s regiment was transferred from Manhattan to Brooklyn to await the inevitable British
attack. When it came, Tallmadge saw action around Flatbush and found himself, along with
the exhausted remnants of Washington’s army, awaiting evacuation at Brooklyn Ferry on the
evening of August 29. Tallmadge departed on one of the last boats off Long Island and
followed Washington north to White Plains. His eldest brother, William, who had signed on
as a sergeant in a Connecticut regiment as early as 1775, did not accompany him: He had
been captured during the battle and soon after died of starvation and neglect, aged twentyfour, aboard one of the British prison ships in New York harbor. If Tallmadge still nursed any
doubts about the cause he served, they immediately disappeared.
In early October, John Wyllys, then serving as Wadsworth’s brigade major, was killed in a
skirmish, and Tallmadge was raised to his place.42 In this post, Tallmadge first came to

Washington’s attention; brigade majors met at the general’s headquarters at 11 a.m. each day
to receive their orders, which they would in turn read out to the regimental adjutants. As
Washington retreated through New Jersey, however, Tallmadge and many of the New
England regiments were directed to stay in northern New York, on the east side of the
Hudson, to fend off British pursuit. Rejoining the main body of the army in early December,
Tallmadge was offered a captaincy in one of Congress’s four brand-new cavalry regiments, the
Second Dragoons, commanded by Colonel Elisha Sheldon. These mounted troopers, who
could also fight on foot, were to be deployed by Washington on reconnaissance missions,
where they would often skirmish with enemy cavalry undertaking the same task.43 Fortythree men were under the young officer’s command: a lieutenant, a cornet (a commissioned
officer), a quartermaster, two sergeants, two corporals, a trumpeter, a farrier, and thirty-four
privates.44
Uniformed in dark blue coats, lighter breeches, and knee-high black boots with silver spurs,
the dragoons were crowned with metal helmets—designed to ward off saber blows—stylishly
decorated with a white horsehair plume sprouting from their crested peaks. Each man carried
a cavalry saber, a pistol or two, and a short musket, while officers, befitting the dashing
character of the cavalryman, wore a crimson sash around their waists.45 Immediately after
being raised, the regiment trekked to Connecticut to buy horses, so missing the Battles of
Trenton and Princeton. Tallmadge ensured that his own troop (one of six) “was composed
entirely of dapple gray horses … with black straps and black bear-skin holster-covers” that, he
added modestly, “looked superb.”46
It was while based in Connecticut in these early months of 1777 that Tallmadge first
experienced the secret world, its shadows and thrills. There, he served a dual role: His day job
entailed being a dragoon captain assigned the chore of purchasing horses for the regiment,
while his extracurricular employment consisted of acting as Sackett’s point man for espionage
operations across Long Island Sound. Even though Washington’s correspondence with
Tallmadge about horses is dull—“I would not wish to have even dark greys, if others equally
good could be got; but if they cannot, you may purchase them, and when they change colour
by age, we must put them to other Uses in the army”—the fact that the commander-in-chief
was writing to a mere captain about such humdrum matters is testament to the trust he
reposed in him.47
Tallmadge’s first mission was to ensure that Major John Clark safely arrived on Britishoccupied Long Island from the Connecticut shore. Clark was a young, large-built
Pennsylvanian lawyer, “fond of fun and frolick,” who volunteered for duty as a lieutenant in
1775 and was noticed by senior officers for his gallantry at the Battle of New York.48 Over the
following months, Clark turned to specializing in reconnoitering. General Nathanael Greene,
in particular, thought him remarkably talented and audacious, made him his aide-de-camp,
and sent him out by himself to probe far ahead of the army and even to scout deep within
enemy territory, where he whiled away the lonely hours in the forests and hills reading
Beccaria’s Essay on Crimes and Punishments (which contested the era’s emphasis on harsh
punishments) and Laurence Sterne’s Sentimental Journey Through France and Italy, an account
of the comic, and often amorous, adventures enjoyed by the author’s alter ego, the Reverend
Mr. Yorick.49 For a covert expedition to Long Island, perhaps using it as Nathan Hale had as a
back way into New York, Clark was just the man.

Little is known of what exactly Clark did there—Clark was so habitually secretive that in
the autobiographical sketch he published forty-five years later he omitted any mention of
what he was doing between January and September 1777—but he was certainly traveling all
along the northern coastal road, from Setauket in the east to Huntington about midway and
probably still more west than Oyster Bay.50 On February 25, he paid a whaleboatman who
frequently crossed the Sound to carry a message to Tallmadge. In it, he reported that “there
were no troops at Satauket [sic], but part of two companies at Huntington.” And that “there
are but few who are not friendly to the Cause—That they had beat up for volunteers in the
western part of the county but that only three had inlisted.”51
Setauket at the time was a very small town, remarkable in this context only because it was
Tallmadge’s birthplace, and it was where his father still lived. Thus, Clark was assured of a
friendly welcome, safe sleeping, and warm food—all the things Hale had lacked. The intrepid
Clark spent several more months reconnoitering Long Island, all the while honing his skills at
blending into a population and learning from the inside how the British army worked.52 (On
June 1, Washington’s private accounts book records that $946 for “secret services” had lately
been paid, some of it to Clark, to refund his expenses.)53
After receiving the message, Tallmadge summarized it for Sackett and passed the new
version on to Captain John Davis, of the Second Company, Fourth Battalion, Fourth New York
Regiment, for delivery.54 Tallmadge had become acquainted with Davis through his younger
brother, Samuel Tallmadge (born 1755), once bound for a mercantile career but currently a
sergeant in the Fourth New York’s First Company of the Fourth Battalion.55 Samuel was also
great friends with the former ensign—the lowest rank of officerdom—of Davis’s company,
Caleb Brewster, with whom he and Benjamin had grown up in Setauket. Brewster was a
former whaleboatman by trade, and it may well have been he who carried Clark’s messages
across the Sound from Setauket to Connecticut.56 Though Tallmadge’s letter was addressed to
Sackett, the latter seems to have been absent and Davis entrusted it to William Duer, who
sent on a copy to Washington.57
Earlier in the year, chafing at the regiment’s inaction, Brewster had transferred to the
Second Continental Artillery, an outfit which allowed him plenty of free time to participate in
“semi-official” covert operations across the Sound.58 One such was an amphibious raid on
August 14 in which Colonel Parsons led 150 armed men in a sloop and six whaleboats—one
commanded by Brewster—on an attack on Setauket’s Presbyterian church, recently taken
over by a prominent Long Island Loyalist, Colonel Richard Hewlett, to use as a fort. His men
had overturned many of the gravestones in the churchyard, destroyed the pulpit, and
ransacked the interior. The desecrated church happened to be the one ministered by
Tallmadge’s father, and his son approved heartily of Brewster and his friends paying Hewlett
a surprise visit (Tallmadge himself couldn’t go, as his regiment had already been recalled to
the main army). Parsons did not succeed in taking Hewlett and his men prisoner, but he did
give them a good scare: Having beached their whaleboats outside the village, they silently
marched to Setauket and sent a flag of truce to the surprised inhabitants of the “fort.” Hewlett
refused to surrender and a fierce firefight erupted. After Parsons was tipped off by a friendly
local that British warships were on their way, he ordered a retreat to the boats and the
raiders scarpered for home, not omitting to steal a few of Hewlett’s horses.59
In the meantime, Tallmadge had found himself made a major on April 7, 1777, and in early

July his regiment rode from Connecticut to New Jersey to join Washington.60 The dragoons
ranged widely, frequently encountering the advance parties of their British equivalents. As
Tallmadge wrote to Wadsworth, “I have had here & there a horse and rider or two wounded,
but have lost none from my troop as yet, though several horsemen have been killed in the
same skirmishes with me, from other regiments.”61 So busy was Tallmadge with his regular
military duties that his intelligence function fell by the wayside.
In any case, it mattered little, for Sackett had, during Tallmadge’s absence in Connecticut,
turned himself into an astute and imaginative spy chief. Unfortunately for his relations with
Washington, he was successful more at inventing new forms of tradecraft than actually
acquiring hard intelligence. Most of his agents may have performed poorly, but Sackett’s
system protected them, and their secrets, better than had any other until that time.
On the same day as Tallmadge’s promotion, Sackett compiled a lengthy report for
Washington on his progress. Having served on the Committee for Detecting Conspiracies,
Sackett would have known a thing or two about double agents and impersonators, but his
letter discusses so many advanced techniques—especially for the time—it should be regarded
as one of the founding documents of American espionage.
Following his appointment, he had spent a fortnight “almost desp[airing] of success” until a
gentleman pledged to “secure me a proper person to go into the City of New York … who he
recommend [ed] to be well educated and a good surveyor and every way calculated for the
business.” On the night of March 7, Sackett got him through the British lines, his mission
being to “hire a room in the city and get a licence to carry on a secret trade for poultry to
enable him to convey me intelligence once or twice a week.” The luckless agent never
returned. This particular spy was either a charlatan or a dead man, but Sackett had stumbled
onto an important insight: Instead of dispatching scouts or spies when the occasion demanded
and having them return the same day with their intelligence, Sackett had been determined to
send an agent into enemy territory, to keep him there, to invent a legend (in this case, poultry
trader), and to arrange regular communication.
After that, Sackett found another gentleman who—in order “to enable him to go in under
proper circumstances to get the best intelligence”—had “for some time associated with the
first rate Tories in these parts and carried matters so far as to get a written invitation from
William Bayard [a senior loyalist] now in the City.” Bayard’s son, John, was a colonel in the
King’s Orange Rangers and had offered to recommend Sackett’s agent to Colonel Abraham
Van Buskirk and Captain Robert Timpany, both of the New Jersey Volunteers. It is unknown
what information this anonymous spy amassed, but Sackett’s idea of infiltrating men
masquerading as sympathizers and ingratiating them with senior British commanders was a
brilliant one.
Then there was Sackett’s recruitment of a Hessian, resident in America for nearly forty
years, who said he would attach himself to members of Hessian regiments in New York and
use “such arguments with them as will prevail with great numbers to desert,” and then “make
use of the deserters as pipes to convey intelligence.”
Finally, by posing as a secret friend to King and Country, Sackett went so far as to recruit
an unwitting female agent to ferret out intelligence. This woman was the “wife of a man gone
over to the enemy” whose grain had been stolen by American troops. When she came to
Sackett to complain, he gently counseled her to go see General Howe. “She was pleased with

the advice and set off to his lordship to let him know how she was oppressed and to request
the time that she might expect relief.” On March 28, she left New York with nothing in hand,
and told Sackett—who nodded sympathetically with pursed lips, no doubt—that no relief was
in sight, for “there is a large number of flat-bottomed boats in the harbour of New York which
are intended for an expedition against Philadelphia and that the British army is going to
subdue that city and the poor Tory sufferers here will not be relieved until that expedition is
over.”62
It was a sweet coup, but not enough to save Sackett’s job. He was paid off with five
hundred dollars in secret service funds and ceased his involvement in intelligence matters
following some kind of fiasco.63 Washington forever remained silent about what happened,
though in 1789, when Sackett was importuning the general for a federal appointment
(unsuccessfully), he wrote a letter begging Washington to recall his services during the war.
In doing so, he left behind a comically obtuse clue as to what precisely ended his career: “I
had gone through all those dangers that awaited me in getting a regular plan laid, and was
beginning to carry it on with every appearance of success, [but] the Jersey [man fell] in love
with his horse, the doctor narrowly escaped with his life, and the whole scheme was
frustrated.”64 The mind boggles.
Washington, too, imbibed some lessons from these first, halting steps toward constructing
an effective espionage apparatus. To Sackett he declared that “the good effect of intelligence
may be lost if it is not speedily transmitted—this should be strongly impressed upon the
persons employed as it also should be to avoid false intelligence.” Not only intuitively
understanding that intelligence of the enemy’s designs and movements is only useful if
delivered promptly, and that spies often embroidered paltry facts to earn their pay,
Washington also grasped the importance of cross-referencing one agent’s reports with other,
competing versions (“A comparison of circumstances should be had, and much pains taken to
avoid erroneous accounts”) to prevent exaggerations. This was especially crucial when it
came to estimating troop strengths, a notoriously tricky science to get right; many a
promising offensive had been cancelled when the local commander relied on a report telling
him the enemy possessed double or even triple his actual number. One thing Washington did
not get right, however: “It runs in my head that I was to correspond with you [Sackett] by a
fictitious name—if so I have forgot the name & must be reminded of it again.”65
There would be fewer of these comic moments in future. By the time Sackett left, the secret
war was beginning to turn into an exceedingly nasty one. Over the course of the “year of the
hangman,” the Americans became increasingly wary of not only British spies but covert
Tories living in the areas under congressional control. When caught, for them the noose
inevitably awaited. Perhaps because there were fewer American spies, the British tended to
be more lenient, though even they sometimes made graphic examples of those they suspected
of passing on information. General Howe, for example, was usually quite lax about delivering
such awful punishments, but that did not stop him from hanging “three women, (two of them
by the feet, at the head of his army) whom he imagined were spies,” as one observer
informed Washington in June.66
By and large, however, the Americans were more ruthless at weeding out agents and those
sympathizers abetting them. Even the “great appearance of guilt” in a man’s
“countenance”—“a faithful index to the heart,” declared Alexander McDougal of Simon

Mabee, soon after hanged—could be enough to kill him.67 An unguarded word to the wrong
person also risked a death sentence. John Williams was tried on April 13 for “holding a
treacherous correspondence with the enemy and enlisting men into their service.” The
prosecution produced Nicholas Outhouse, Israel Outhouse, and Christian House to swear that
Williams had said to them at various times that he wanted to enlist some men for the British
and had talked of going to New York. Despite an energetic defense by Williams, who said the
Outhouses were biased against him because of a personal quarrel, and adding that he was
entirely innocent, while introducing six character witnesses with Patriot sympathies who
testified “he has been frequently on guard with them & they always took him to be a friend to
his country,” the court found him “guilty of the charge & do therefore sentence him to be
hanged by the neck till he is dead.”68
Miscreants were tried before military courts-martial, not civil courts, and could accordingly
expect little sympathy from a jury.69 In the spring of 1777, partly owing to the absence of
reinforcements from overseas, the British made a determined effort to raise men for Loyalist
regiments. They directed Loyalists, sometimes sent from New York, to travel to the country
and offer pay and benefits to potential recruits. These men often stayed hidden in the houses
of known sympathizers; if detected, their protectors often went to the gallows with them.
Mass trials became increasingly common as the authorities sought to crack down on the
enemies within. At the end of April, to take just one instance, thirteen men went on trial for
being “soldiers in the service of the King of Great Britain” while “owing allegiance to the
State of New York”; ten of them were hanged.70
In May, Simon Newall volunteered to act as an agent provocateur to rouse a ring of covert
Tories. To this end, he befriended John Likely and masqueraded as “one dissaffected to his
country and on my way to join General Howe and engage in his service as many as possible.”
Over dinner one night, Likely “manifested a firm attachment” to the British cause; Newall saw
the opening and said he wanted “to spy out a way in which we could bring down a number of
men for General Howe,” and asked “how and when I should find friends to my purpose.” The
unsuspecting Likely then told him the names of several “friends,” one of whom, Anthony
Umans, was a member of the local Committee of Safety, and had even served in the
Continental army, which he said was only “to still people’s talk and save himself from
trouble.” Umans put him in touch with Reuben Drake, the chairman of the same committee
Umans sat on. Through Drake, Newall was given an introduction to one “Huson,” a recruiter
who was looking for men to take to New York, with whom he became friends. Over (many)
drinks, Lent Far—one of Huson’s associates—proudly declared that their “business was to
plunder the Whigs and they had as good will to kill them as a dog.” As for himself, he said,
“he would go and join Howe … and fight his way through the rebel guards to get there or
die.” That night, reported Newall, “we all dined heartily, drank King George’s health and
Howe’s, confusion to Congress and Washington.”71
At the subsequent trial, only Likely and Umans were charged. The rest had run for either
New York or the hills. Likely claimed that he had sent Newall to Umans—his fellow
committeeman—so that he might be arrested. Umans said he had directed him to Drake for
the same purpose. The court, this time, was lenient: Each man was sentenced to receive one
hundred lashes on his bare back and to be jailed until the end of hostilities. Likely and Umans
were lucky in their timing. A short time before, both would have certainly swung, but the

pace of executions had been so incessant, even the stoutest of local Patriots and court officers
were debating “the propriety of our determining the fate of our fellow creatures.” Civilians
“unacquainted with the Articles of War” or martial law should not be tried by courts-martial,
especially when, as president of the court Colonel Henry Livingston chided, “skilled persons
have been sent among them to draw the substance of their stupidity and ignorance” and had
then manipulated the accused into giving evidence against themselves. Here Livingston had
in mind Newall, though Likely and Umans still had to be punished for their undoubted acts of
subversion.72
In the purely military realm, however, spies could not expect such leniency. In mid-July,
for instance, General Israel Putnam at Peekskill, New York, told Washington that he captured
one Edmond Palmer, who had “been lurking around here plundering & driving off cattle to
the enemy, [and] breaking up & robbing houses.” He had entered a Mr. Willis’s house,
“presented his pistol to his wife’s breast as she sat in bed, strip’d the rings from her fingers,
then fell upon the father an old gentleman, abused, beat, & left him, to appearance dead.”
Palmer was also known to have “been about recruiting for the enemy & spying our army.”
Putnam believed that “the speedy execution of spies is agreeable to the laws of nature &
nations & absolutely necessary to the preservation of the army & without such power in the
army, it must be incompetent for its own safety.”73 Despite Palmer’s wife (carrying an infant
in her arms) pleading with Putnam for mercy and a request from Sir Henry Clinton, then
commanding the British troops in New York, that since Palmer held a lieutenant’s commission
in a Loyalist regiment he was a prisoner-of-war, Putnam remained unmoveable and Palmer
was hanged. He also brusquely informed Clinton that “Edmond Palmer, an officer in the
enemy’s service, was taken as a spy lurking within our lines, has been tried as a spy,
condemned as a spy, and shall be executed as a spy.” Soon afterwards, he added a helpful
P.S.: “And has been accordingly executed.”74
Another of Washington’s generals, Lord Stirling, was equally merciless. In late July, one of
his detachments brought in five Tories, one of whom—Daniel Curvin—proved upon
interrogation to be a spy. He confessed that he had been sent “to view the situation & motions
of our army, that he came and remained in the neighbourhood of the army till Sunday” but
was caught in northern New Jersey. There were several corroborative pieces of evidence.
“Therefore I ordered him to be instantly hanged.”75
That summer, as well, the Americans were faced with the threat of General John
Burgoyne’s army driving south from Canada, the grand strategy being to rendezvous with
Clinton near Albany and thereby split New England from the rest of the rebel states. British
high command tended to assume that the majority of Americans were not rebels, but were
pushed into insurrection by fiery New England radicals; once the Bostonians were dealt with,
so the theory went, the colonies would return to their natural allegiance. Burgoyne’s plan,
while strategically correct and boldly executed, suffered fatally from its complexity.
The general had envisaged a triple-pronged offensive in which he would push south along
the Lake Champlain–Lake George waterway and occupy Albany, Colonel Barry St. Leger’s
eight-hundred-man contingent would circle west to Lake Ontario and then drive east to
Albany, and General Howe would advance from New York up the Hudson—all at the same
time. The major problem with the plan was that it required seamless coordination between
the three prongs, an impossibility given the distances that separated the armies. Howe’s usual

lack of energy should also have been taken into account, though in his defense it had been
left unclear what exactly he should have been doing, and when it should have been done.
After all, Burgoyne was his junior in rank, and Howe received his orders from Lord George
Germain, the Secretary of State for America in London (whose considered view of the
rebellion’s chances was that “these country clowns cannot whip us”): Should he take his
commands from a man who was the illegitimate son of Lord Bingley and rumored to fleece
drunks at cards?
In mid-June, Burgoyne’s expedition left St. Johns in a large fleet of pinnaces and transports
to sail south toward Fort Ticonderoga, the key to Lake George and the Hudson. Within a week
of Burgoyne’s arrival on July 1, the fortress had fallen, but the victor made a grievous mistake
in advancing to the Hudson overland (the original plan had called to proceed by water) in
order to circumvent Fort George. Out there, there were no roads, just rough, thick wilderness
with uneven terrain crammed with pine and hardwoods. By the end of the summer,
Burgoyne’s army was down and bloodied, just as the enemy was continually receiving fresh
volunteers. Worse, Burgoyne had heard that Barry St. Leger had turned back, and that Howe
was not about to save him, as he had sailed instead for the Delaware Bay, intent on capturing
Philadelphia, the rebel capital and seat of Congress.
In September, while Howe was engaged in the Philadelphia campaign, he left New York in
the charge of Sir Henry Clinton, who was keener to help the beleaguered Burgoyne. At the
time, since Howe had denuded him of troops and left him just four thousand regulars and
three thousand Loyalists, Clinton couldn’t achieve more than a diversionary feint, but on
September 24 he received reinforcements from Britain and began preparing to march north to
relieve the pressure on Burgoyne.
Clinton’s feelings on the matter of Howe’s adventure were revealed in a letter he sent to
Burgoyne in August:
You will have heard, Dr Sir I doubt not long before this can have reached you that Sir W.
Howe is gone from hence. The Rebels imagine that he is gone to the Eastward. By this
time however he has filled Chesapeak bay with surprize and terror. Washington marched
the greater part of the Rebels to Philadelphia in order to oppose Sir Wm’s. army. I hear
he is now returned upon finding none of our troops landed but am not sure of this, great
part of his troops are returned for certain. I am sure this countermarching must be ruin
to them. I am left to command here, half of my force may I am sure defend everything
here with much safety. I shall therefore send Sir W. 4 or 5 Bat[talio]ns. I have too small
a force to invade the New England provinces; they are too weak to make any effectual
efforts against me and you do not want any diversion in your favour. I can, therefore
very well spare him 1500 men. I shall try some thing certainly towards the close of the
year, not till then at any rate. It may be of use to inform you that report says all yields to
you. I own to you that I think the business will quickly be over now. Sr. W’s move just at
this time has been capital. Washingtons have been the worst he could take in every
respect. sincerely give you much joy on your success.…
By a different courier, Clinton sent a single piece of paper with an hourglass-shaped hole cut
out, a device known as a “grille” or “mask.” He was using a “Cardano System,” named after
Giralamo Cardano, a sixteenth-century Italian cryptologist. What Clinton had done was write

his genuine message within the borders of the grille and then filled in the rest of the above
letter with suitably innocuous observations and deliberate misinformation. In case of
interception, Clinton sent two express messengers; the enemy needed the letter and the grille
to decipher the message. Thus, while Clinton openly says “Sr. W’s move just at this time has
been capital. Washingtons have been the worst he could take in every respect,” when read
with the grille, the true meaning is revealed as “I own to you that I think Sr. W’s move just at
this time the worst he could take.”76
Be that as it may, Clinton was still expected to do something, and he prepared his troops
for an expedition. He aimed for Forts Clinton and Montgomery, then commanded by General
George Clinton (the governor of New York). Sir Henry Clinton captured the forts in early
October, and sent a small force up the Hudson to Fort Constitution, which quickly
surrendered. In short order, Clinton had done what he had intended to do: create a diversion
to the south, demolish the American barrier of forts on the river, and open the Hudson for
navigation for forty miles north of the forts. Even so, Fort Constitution lay one hundred miles
south of Burgoyne’s position.
On October 8, Henry Clinton dispatched Captain Daniel Taylor to find Burgoyne and
acquaint him with the situation.77 Cognizant that Taylor’s route would be a hazardous one
through wilderness occupied by roving detachments of American soldiers under General
Horatio Gates’s command and unsympathetic locals, Clinton—no slouch when it came to
finding innovative ways to get his messages through—had cast a small, swallowable silver
ball, oval in shape and about the size of a bullet, which could be unscrewed into halves to
reveal a tiny piece of silk containing the message: “Nothing now between us but Gates. I
sincerely hope this little success of ours may facilitate your operations.”78
Clinton was being deliberately ambiguous in hoping that the beleaguered Burgoyne’s
operations would be “facilitated”: No one wanted to be blamed for Burgoyne’s loss of an
army, and Clinton consciously avoided advising Burgoyne to advance or retreat from his
isolated position. By passing the buck right back to Burgoyne, Clinton had ensured that what
his comrade did next would be his own decision, and his sole responsibility.
Clinton’s craftiness, nevertheless, did Taylor no good. He was caught a day later by a patrol
and, when searched, was revealed to be carrying seven personal letters written by British and
Loyalist officers to their friends in Burgoyne’s army that Taylor had foolishly agreed to
deliver.79 That correspondence, in itself, was enough to condemn him, but Taylor panicked
and forgot to swallow the silver ball, which he had secreted in his pocket. Dragged before
General George Clinton, Taylor recovered his composure and slipped the casing into his
mouth. As his captors pried open his jaws to retrieve it, Taylor managed to swallow the
message. Clinton, a patient man, wasn’t angry, and asked Dr. James Thacher to administer “a
very strong emetic, calculated to operate it either way.” Unfortunately, while this “had the
desired effect,” Taylor, “though close watched,” enterprisingly swallowed the casing again.
This time, Clinton “demanded the ball on pain of being hung up instantly and cut open to
search [for] it. This brought it forth.”80
On October 14, Taylor was taken before a court-martial and charged with espionage. He
pleaded not guilty on the distinctly weak grounds that when a Lieutenant Howe and his men
had captured him, they had been wearing British uniforms. “He was thereby deceived” when
he approached them for directions. In fact, Taylor was quite correct about the patrol wearing

enemy garb, but that was because they had recently taken some of Burgoyne’s men prisoner
and had stolen their red coats—which were rather better tailored and more durable than the
American ones. Taylor’s end was an inevitable one: A few days later he was brought to a
nearby apple tree and hanged from one of its limbs.81 As he mounted the ladder, Taylor—
who had risked, and was about to lose, his life to save Burgoyne—heard the clatter of a
messenger arriving from General Gates. Burgoyne had surrendered, but it was too late for
Taylor.
Burgoyne’s lack of support from New York had doomed him, but from General Howe’s
point of view, the conquest of Philadelphia was of vaster importance than the sideshow up
north. He was content to allow Henry Clinton to launch a diversionary thrust that would
attract Washington’s attention to the Hudson while he himself transported the main army to
the Delaware River by sea. At the end of August, Washington received word that Howe,
believing the river defenses too strong to proceed to Philadelphia with his fifteen thousand
men, had actually landed at the Head of Elk on the Chesapeake. From there, he intended to
march northeast to the city. Washington planted himself midway between Howe’s landing
place and Philadelphia, on Brandywine Creek. On September 11, in what was a repeat
performance of the Battle of New York a year earlier, Howe feinted toward Washington’s
center while executing a flanking maneuver with his main force. Washington seems not to
have learned his lesson from his defeat the previous time, and at Brandywine he was again
defeated by Howe and forced to retreat, leaving a thousand of his men dead and wounded.
Howe, for his part, had yet again been unwilling or unable to launch a knockout blow to the
staggered American forces. Though Washington escaped, the road to Philadelphia now lay
open. On September 26, Lord Cornwallis and his legions entered the city, recently abandoned
by Congress, which had decamped to Lancaster.
Some time before, Major John Clark had returned from Long Island and was attached to
General Greene’s staff, but shortly before Brandywine was “severely wounded” in his right
shoulder during a skirmish.82 He had had little time to recuperate when he was called back
into service as a spy. Washington ascribed the Brandywine defeat to what he called
“uncertain and contradictory” intelligence, which had prevented him from deploying his
forces more effectively.83 Since Clark’s observational and undercover skills were unsurpassed,
he wanted Clark to act as his eyes and ears as close as possible to Philadelphia and the key
forts, Mifflin and Mercer, that guarded the Delaware. Clark immediately set out on his lonely
mission and was soon running a remarkable stable of spies. Just two days after yet another
defeat for Washington at Germantown on October 4, Clark dispatched his first letter to the
general at five in the morning.84 (He used a former barber turned soldier, Martin Nicholls,
aged eighteen and five feet two inches tall with a yellowish complexion and a face badly
pitted with smallpox, as his messenger.)85 His second was sent the same day at 10 p.m.86
Over the next three months—despite suffering grievously from shoulder pain—he would send
another thirty of them, each carefully describing British troop movements and numbers, naval
maneuvers, infantry positions, checkpoints, artillery emplacements, and Philadelphia gossip,
all gleaned from local inhabitants (some of whom were so suspicious of the stranger, they
“watch me like a hawk would a chicken”) or his roster of agents.87 Driven solely by duty
—“Please give me every instruction you may think necessary, and I will endeavor to observe
them, and obey your orders with all the exactitude of a better officer,” he once wrote—Clark

changed his hiding places so frequently and roved so distant (up to forty miles a day) he wore
out three nags.88 At other times, camped out there all alone in the winter darkness and
sleeping fitfully for fear of discovery by an enemy patrol, he confessed that “my hands are so
cold I can scarcely write to you.”89
Clark so stringently guarded his sources that their names are today undiscoverable. Several
were Quakers, that is certain. One of them, at no little risk to himself, participated in one of
Clark’s mischievous efforts at planting fake intelligence on the enemy. In early November,
purporting to be a pro-British Quaker, Clark penned a “few lines to Sir William, informing
him that the rebels had plundered me, and that I was determined to risque my all in
procuring him intelligence,” signing it with the name of a Quaker “who I knew assisted” (i.e.,
collaborated with) Howe. His “friend,” described as “an exceedingly intelligent fellow,”
brought it to Howe, who “smiled when he saw the pains taken with it,” and told the agent
that if he would “return and inform me of your movements and the state of your army,” he
would be generously rewarded. Before he left to report back to Clark, the agent took the
opportunity to walk around Philadelphia, busily memorizing where the army’s ammunition
dumps were and eavesdropping on soldiers discussing an imminent attack by Howe.90
Washington was most pleased with Clark’s initiative, telling him that he thought “you have
fallen upon an exceeding good method of gaining intelligence and that too much secrecy
cannot be used, both on account of the safety of your friend and the execution and
continuance of your design, which may be of service to us.” The general, in excellent spirits
at the thought of deceiving Howe, composed a completely invented summary of the
Continental army’s strength—adding, as a nice touch, a memorandum detailing his intended
movements—and sent it to Clark for subsequent delivery to Howe’s headquarters.91 Clark
would feed disinformation to Howe via this agent several more times over the coming
months.92
Clark’s favorite cover story for his agents was that they were low-level smugglers sneaking
food and basic supplies in and out of the city. As British stockpiles were running low, they
were generally allowed to pass checkpoints unhindered (perhaps after bribing the guards),
but to make life easier, Clark somehow acquired a sheaf of blank passes allowing the bearer
the right to travel freely within British lines. Generously, he even sent one to Washington,
though he kept several for his own spies.93 These passes, which required the signature of a
senior officer, must have been stolen from some unsuspecting colonel’s desk by one of Clark’s
operatives. Indeed, the most irritating aspect of Clark’s job was suspicious American patrols
stopping his agents as they went about their secret business. On December 3, he complained
to Washington about Colonel Warner, whose Pennsylvania militia “took up one of my friends
going into Philadelphia, which has prevented my getting some very material intelligence, as I
had formed a channel through which everything, in that way, would have come with
secrecy.”94 He recovered quickly from the loss, however, and within a week he had managed
to send “several spies into the city” to discover the enemy’s plans to raid the surrounding
countryside for fodder and supplies.95
Still, despite his ingenuity, some of Clark’s people were caught by the British, and may
have been hanged, but none revealed the whereabouts and name of their mysterious
manager.96 One had a very close call when, as he approached an enemy checkpoint, a farmer
grabbed him by the coat and loudly called out that he had caught a “damn’d Rebel.” As the

guards came to investigate, the spy spurred his mare and left his accuser “lying in the road.”
By happenstance, American soldiers soon after took the farmer prisoner, much to Clark’s
satisfaction. “His name is Edward Hughes, is a papist, and lives in Springfield,” Clark
remarked. “I hope an example will be made to deter others.”97
Clark, in any case, was always looking out for potential recruits, and easily replaced his lost
operatives. Just two days after one of his men was taken, Clark had invested “a young fellow
of character” (recommended “by a gentleman of my acquaintance in whom I can entirely
confide”—a euphemism for agent) as his newest spy and had dispatched him into
Philadelphia with orders “to mingle with the British officers,” a task he boasted would be
“easily effected.”98
By late December, as the two armies settled into their winter quarters—Howe, rather
comfortably, in Philadelphia; Washington not so comfortably at Valley Forge—Clark knew
that his stint as spymaster was ending. His shoulder wound had not healed, and he was
exhausted from the strain of three months’ unceasing work and danger. He, unshaven and
long unbathed, visited Washington in person to beg his permission to visit his wife, whom he
hadn’t seen in more than a year.99 The commander-in-chief unbegrudgingly released his
faithful retainer from his burdens, and introduced him to Henry Laurens, the president of the
Congress, as being an “active, sensible and enterprising” soldier who “has rendered me very
great assistance since the army has been in Pennsylvania by procuring me constant and
certain intelligence of the motions and intentions of the enemy.”100
Washington had hinted that Clark might not continue “in the military line” owing to his
health, and Laurens offered him a desk job as auditor of the army’s expenses, which the
former spy gladly accepted. Clark also informed General Greene that he was obliged to resign
as his aide-de-camp, and thus retired from not only the army but the secret world, too, and
willingly entered the realm of respectable obscurity craved by so many spies, then and
now.101
As dusk settled on Major Clark’s espionage career, that of Major Tallmadge was about to
dawn. Tallmadge’s regiment accompanied Washington throughout the Philadelphia
campaign, and were assigned to General Sullivan’s division at the Battle of Germantown,
where they led the advance against the British, only to later withdraw amid the confusion
caused by the late arrival of General Greene and a fog sweeping in. As the American army
wintered at Valley Forge in late 1777, Tallmadge had a few adventures as he ranged far and
wide with his troopers. “I had to scour the country from the Schuylkill to the Delaware River,
about five or six miles, for the double purpose of watching the movements of the enemy and
preventing the disaffected from carrying supplies or provisions to Philadelphia. My duties
were very arduous … by reason of the British light horse, which continually patrolled this
intermediate ground. Indeed it was unsafe to permit the dragoons to unsaddle their horses for
an hour, and very rarely did I tarry in the same place through the night.”102
Once, at 1 a.m. on December 14 near Germantown, when out with a patrol, Tallmadge
heard enemy cavalry nearby, but it was too late to retreat, and they were jumped. “We
exchanged a few shots, but finding it impossible with 10 or 12 men to oppose 90 [or] 100,”
they succeeded in outpacing them and circled back to the rest of his dragoons’ quarters, only
to find they had already heard the news and skedaddled—all except for three unfortunates
who had been captured as they fled. As Tallmadge watched from afar, “after taking from

[them] their arms, etc., the officers directed that they should be killed. Notwithstanding the
entreaties and prayers of the prisoners for mercy, the soldiers fell upon them with their
swords, and after hacking, cutting, and stabbing them till they supposed they were dead, they
then left them there (one excepted whom they shot) setting fire to the barn to consume any
who might be in it. They also coolly murdered an old man of the house, first cutting and most
inhumanly mangling him with their swords and then shooting him.”103 Within a week or two,
however, Tallmadge’s men captured thirteen troopers, “the Devils that murdered those lads of
my troop, wish to God I could take some of them to show that we dare and will retaliate such
unprecedented barbarities.”104
In January 1778, the dragoons were ordered to winter at Trenton, New Jersey. Trouble
began almost immediately afterward. The five hundred sailors already billetted on the town
made finding suitable accommodation difficult, and that was before the inevitable navy-army
brawls in the taverns and streets. Colonel Sheldon and Major Blagden, the two chief officers,
loathed each other so intensely, Tallmadge worried they might fight a duel, and Count
Casimir Pulaski, an exiled Polish nobleman Washington had recently put in charge of the
cavalry, resigned when subordinates refused to take orders from a haughty foreigner. A move
to new quarters in Chatham, New Jersey, put an end to the brawling, but there remained a
shortage of sabers, pay, boots, horses, and uniforms, and morale plummeted even as the
tedium and stress of confinement to barracks rose. While the regiment had had ten troopers
killed during the Philadelphia campaign, that winter fully fifty-one deserted or were
discharged. To raise the men’s and officers’ spirits, the regiment’s commanders relaxed
discipline and allowed more furlough. In February, Tallmadge traveled back to Wethersfield
for more than a month to see his old friends and on his return was put in temporary charge of
the fifth and sixth troops, when their captains in turn went home on leave.105
Since almost the day he had signed up, Tallmadge had been one of Washington’s most
promising golden boys, but in April 1778 his career, which had hitherto streaked across the
firmament like a meteor, suffered an abrupt deceleration. During Tallmadge’s vacation in
Connecticut, the dragoon officer Colonel Stephen Moylan—an Irishman recently unhorsed in
a most unfraternal joust by one of Pulaski’s aides—had reported to Washington on the state of
the cavalry. He singled out the Second Regiment as the most deficient. Of the regiment’s fiftyfour horses, ten were scarcely fit for duty. They had been starved “and the blame thrown
from the officers on Mr. Caldwell, who acted as a Commissary of Forage.” But “the true
reason of their being in such condition,” according to Moylan, “was that few or none of the
officers had been with the regiment.”106
On April 14, Tallmadge was sent a harshly chiding letter from a commander-in-chief
disheartened by his favorite son’s dereliction of duty. “I scarce know which is the greatest, my
astonishment or vexation, at hearing of the present low condition of your horse.” He recalled
that Tallmadge had been “exempted from the fatigues of a winter campaign, & permitted to
retire to the best quarters the country afforded” but “for what purpose did I do this? Why to
furnish the officers & men it seems with opportunities of galloping about the country and by
neglect of the horses reducing them to a worse condition than those which have been kept
upon constant & severe duty the whole Winter.” He concluded on a particularly bitter note:
“How can you reconcile this conduct to your feelings as an officer, and answer it to your
Country I know not.”107

Tallmadge, horrified at receiving a personal chastisement that impugned his honor, tried to
defend himself, but even he must have realized how thin his excuses sounded. He claimed
that a third of the officers had been off supervising other duties, that the regiment had
received few supplies, and that Caldwell—as well as the saddlers, armorers, and
quartermasters—were “indolent and inattentive to duty.” He finished by offering to resign his
commission.108 On May 13, Tallmadge tore open the reply from Washington, only to find that
the general was neither angry nor mollified, just cold. He had written a noncommittal answer
but one which held firm that the officers were “reproachable.”109 And he left it at that. The
two, once in fairly regular communication, would not correspond again until the summer.
Tallmadge had been frozen out.
In late May, the regiment was ordered to ride to General Horatio Gates at Peekskill on the
Hudson River. On June 3, the Second left Chatham to take up their position at an advanced
post at Dobbs Ferry, about nine miles north of Manhattan.110 Two weeks later, Henry Clinton
—since May 20 the commander-in-chief of the British army in America following General
Howe’s resignation—embarked on the long retreat from Philadelphia to New York. The
capital had been impossible to supply and was leaving the army exposed to attack. Clinton
wanted to regroup in New York, where at least he could be sure of reinforcements and good
forage. At least three thousand Philadelphian Loyalists traveled with him to their new home.
Washington and his army, reinvigorated by strict drills and musketry practice imposed by
General “Baron” von Steuben, shadowed and harassed Clinton from the day he left, finally
striking on June 28 at Monmouth Court House. Though the battle was a draw, Clinton had
been unpleasantly surprised by the newfound skills of the Continental army, and he
quickened his pace to New York. Washington set up camp in a large semicircle, stretching
from the New Jersey Highlands across the Hudson to Dobbs Ferry and then on to the
Connecticut coast.
Clinton was in New York; Washington surrounded it. He needed another Major Clark to
enter the den.

New York was, intelligence-wise, dark and silent. Not just maddeningly senseless to the
enemy’s strategy and intentions, Washington now lacked such vital, timely information as
troop strength, morale, army gossip, supply levels, naval reinforcements, and even the names
of senior commanders. And then along came the hulking shape and commanding countenance
of Lieutenant Caleb Brewster, whose fearsome looks belied a quick wit and ribald sense of
humor.1
On August 7, Washington received from him an unexpected letter, written from the port of
Norwalk on the Connecticut side of Long Island Sound. That original document has been lost,
but we do have Washington’s reply of the next day, from which we can gather that the
lieutenant offered to report on the enemy. Having been burnt before by overzealous
amateurs, Washington was curtly specific about what he expected and wanted from this new
and untried source.
First, “do not spare any reasonable expense to come at early and true information; always
recollecting, and bearing in mind, that vague and uncertain accounts of things … is more
disturbing and dangerous than receiving none at all.” Bearing that admonition in mind,
Brewster was instructed to keep an eye out for naval transports, “whether they are preparing
for the reception of troops and know what number of men are upon Long Island. Whether
they are moving or stationary. What is become of their draft horses. Whether they appear to
be collecting them for a move. How they are supplied with provisions. What arrivals.
Whether with men, or provisions. And whether any troops have been embarked or elsewhere
within these few days.”2
Brewster’s approach had come just at the right moment. Washington was in the midst of
coordinating the Franco-American attack—a benefit stemming from the new Treaty of
Alliance between the two countries—on British-held Newport, Rhode Island. The French had
gleefully learned of Americans embarrassing their ancient foes at Saratoga the year before
and were now willing to deploy French troops in the hopes of doing it again. To this end, a
fleet of twelve ships of the line and five frigates, together carrying 11,384 sailors and soldiers,
and commanded by Admiral Charles-Hector, Comte d’Estaing—a man blessed with so many
quarterings of nobility he could realistically claim descent from the last king of the Visigoths
—sailed from the Mediterranean port of Toulon in mid-April and had arrived on July 8 at
Delaware Bay after an exceedingly languid and comfortable voyage. (Had d’Estaing traveled
just a little faster, mused Washington, he would have caught Clinton ferrying his soldiers
from Philadelphia to New York across the Delaware. If that had happened, the British
commander would have shared Burgoyne’s fate; the loss of two armies within less than a year

would have caused a collapse of confidence in London and perhaps have led to a military
withdrawal to Canada.)3 Having missed the British, d’Estaing headed for New York, there to
seek combat with the inferior forces of Admiral Howe. Beat the British at sea, and their army
would starve.
Howe may have been weak on paper—he had just six 64-gunners, three 50s, and six
frigates, while d’Estaing brought the Languedoc, a 90-gun behemoth, one 80, six 74s, and a 50
—but New York harbor was a formidable redoubt and Howe’s expertise at tactical
deployments unsurpassed. D’Estaing, who possessed a lion’s bravery but a cat’s caution,
weighed discretion against valor and decided in the former’s favor. A few hours after his
arrival on July 22, as Howe’s crews beat to quarters and braced for the first thunderous
broadside, d’Estaing ordered his captains to sail south out to sea. He had already concerted
with Washington to meet the American general John Sullivan several miles north of Newport,
there to land some four thousand French soldiers and marine riflemen, for their joint attack
on the port. He arrived on July 29 and began disembarking the troops on Conanicut Island, to
the south just opposite Newport, where the British garrison of six thousand was commanded
by General Robert Pigot. Sullivan’s ten thousand men were to cross over from the mainland
from the north; Pigot would be crushed between d’Estaing and Sullivan’s advances.
The attack was scheduled to begin on August 10, but things began going badly the day
before. Sullivan jumped the gun and began ferrying troops over to the island, and then
Admiral Howe unexpectedly appeared, having mustered no fewer than thirteen ships of the
line. D’Estaing immediately recalled his troops, thereby leaving Sullivan in the lurch, and put
to sea. As the French fleet approached, Howe led his pursuer into the Atlantic. By the late
afternoon of August 11, d’Estaing and Howe were formed into lines of battle, and as the
French prepared to attack the British rear—now fortified by Howe’s heaviest warship, the
Cornwall of seventy-four guns—the admiral saw d’Estaing’s fleet suddenly call off the chase as
a freshening wind pushed rain-heavy clouds toward them both.
Over the next two days, the two fleets were ravaged by a violent thunderstorm, which
scattered their formations. Hardly a vessel remained unharmed, especially after the storm had
passed and individual ships began preying on damaged ones, not always successfully. The
Languedoc may have lost her bowsprit and all her lower masts, and a broken tiller rendered
her rudder unserviceable, but even so, d’Estaing’s flagship remained a dangerous beast, as the
Renown discovered to her cost when she attacked it. The fifty-gun Isis was pounced upon by
the seventy-four-gun César, but she put up a spirited fight and the French captain lost his arm
when a cannonball tore away the wheel. The Apollo—which had briefly served as Howe’s
flagship—was fortunate in only having her foremast fall overboard.
D’Estaing gathered together the remains of his fleet and returned to Newport, where
Sullivan had anxiously been awaiting him, having abandoned his own attack during the
storm. Now, at last, thought Sullivan, the operation could belatedly begin, but d’Estaing
refused to risk his fleet until it could be refitted in Boston. Sullivan pleaded with the admiral
to stay just one more day to help, but d’Estaing was adamant. He departed at midnight on
August 21.
Sullivan was livid. He resented “the conduct of the Count” and his officers, who had left “us
on an island without any certain means of retreat.” Half his ten thousand men came to the
same conclusion and departed quietly back to their homes, prompting General Pigot to sally

forth from his fortifications in Newport and launch an attack on Sullivan’s positions. He was
eventually pushed away by well-aimed musket volleys, but Sullivan had already decided to
quit the island to save his force from disaster. It was a sound decision. The next day,
September 1, Clinton himself arrived with ten fresh infantry regiments and two artillery
brigades ferried from New York by Admiral Howe, the sailor who, with a force inferior
throughout his brilliant defensive campaign, had saved not only Rhode Island but the British
fleet and New York as well.4
On August 27, a few days before Clinton arrived in Newport, Brewster had sent his first
intelligence report. He had watched Admiral Howe’s warships, including “the Isis of fifty
guns, the Renown of sixty four, the Apollo thirty six,” limp into New York harbor. The Isis and
the Renown, in particular, were “much shattered,” which Brewster attributed to them having
attacked “two seventy fours” on the high seas. (He was slightly wrong about the Renown,
which actually battled a ninety-gunner.) He also reported that about a thousand British troops
were around Brookhaven, on the northeast side of Long Island, and they were preparing to
move out, while in Huntington’s harbor there were between twenty-six and thirty ships
expected to sail for Rhode Island. Meanwhile, “several regiments [had] crossed from New
York to Brookline Ferry, and encamped.”5
While some of Brewster’s intelligence was somewhat old—the Isis and her sisters had come
home a week before his report—it was news to Washington. Thanks to his new agent inside
them, New York’s blank, forbidding walls had been breached, and intelligence was slowly
leaking out. To know where Howe’s fleet was, even several days late, was better than having
to guess. And to know that several regiments of British troops were preparing to board
transports clearly bound for one place—Newport—as a relief force was priceless.
Brewster was impressive, no doubt about that, but he needed to be managed. Washington
directed General Charles Scott, who had fought at the Battles of Trenton, Germantown, and
Monmouth, to handle Brewster and find additional agents. Scott was then in charge of the
light infantry—troops selected for their toughness and skilled in scouting and skirmishing—at
the forward positions in Westchester and Fairfield counties. Brewster would find it easier to
get his messages through Scott than trying to reach Washington directly.6 To aid Scott,
Washington chose Benjamin Tallmadge of the dragoons—a unit that worked closely with the
light infantry.7 It was the first time Washington had communicated with the errant major
since the winter and the imbroglio over the horses. The commander had determined
Tallmadge’s term in exile over. He was forgiven.
Though Scott was nominally in charge of gathering intelligence, he had onerous field duties
to attend to, and was not much interested in the job in any case. In late September,
Washington was forced to “earnestly entreat” him to “endeavour to get some intelligent
person into the City, and others of his own choice to be messengers between you and him.” It
was “of great consequence,” Washington reminded him, “to the French admiral [d’Estaing] to
be early, and regularly advised of the movements of the British ships of war, at New York;
and he depends upon me to give this advice.”8
Much of the work thus devolved upon Tallmadge, who at least displayed some enthusiasm
and aptitude for the task—as well as enjoying some experience thanks to his time with
Sackett and Clark. Obsessively observant, he was possibly the only officer in the army whose
roster of recruits contained not just the usual, humdrum facts—names, date of enlistments,

discharges, and so forth—but a detailed description of each man’s physiognomy, including his
eye color, height, build, and complexion.9 He soon told Washington about one potential
contact for Brewster—a Long Islander named Abraham Woodhull.
A few months before the Newport business, Woodhull had been passing through the Sound
between Connecticut and Long Island when his boat was stopped by an armed American
sloop and he was taken prisoner on the grounds that he had been involved in what was
euphemistically dubbed the “London Trade.” Owing to the Royal Navy’s command of the sea,
New Yorkers enjoyed a bounty of imported luxury goods: Spanish olives, French mushroom
ketchup, jellies, Gloucester cheese, Scottish smoked salmon, German mustard, Russian
tongues, walnuts, anchovies, Indian spices, and Italian confectionery were all available at
reasonable prices. However, because Washington controlled the rural areas surrounding the
city and Long Island, there were shortages of staples. Thus, delicate Chinese tea, grown on the
other side of the world, was sold in New York shops, but milk and beef were rationed even as
rebel-owned cows nonchalantly grazed across the Hudson in New Jersey.
A busy black market inevitably evolved, one that paid no heed to ad hoc borders or
personal politics. A Hessian officer in New York once wrote that “almost open trade is carried
from here with the rebels; at least both sides close an eye.”10 Suffering under the same petty
annoyances bred by army rule, the strictest of Patriots were as keen to trade illegally as the
firmest of Loyalists if it meant surviving the war—or maybe just treating oneself to a little
something. For years resigned to wearing homespun, scratchy dresses and coats to aid the
boycott of British goods, and tired of dunking sage in their brew to give it taste, which
American did not desire a stash of Ceylon tea and a bolt of lustrous Cathay silk, especially if it
only meant exchanging a few pounds of beef and some garden vegetables?11
Hence the bizarre spectacle of the London Trade, in which hogs, chickens, and beef were
smuggled from Connecticut into New York, and gold buttons, cut-glass decanters, and casks
of Madeira returned in the opposite direction.12 The simplest way to enter the trade was for
customers to sidle up to whaleboatmen docked at one of New York’s wharves or Long Island’s
many inlets, grease them the going commission, and hitch a ride. Passengers would be
smuggled across the Sound late at night to a quiet Connecticut bay and barter their goods for,
say, fresh produce brought there by an enemy boat.13
The situation for Woodhull, who happened to be a farmer, was somewhat different in that
as a rural Long Islander he had access to vegetables and livestock that could easily be
bartered for luxuries in New York. Having little use for buckskin gloves and vinegar cruets,
Woodhull would sail across the Sound and sell them for hard currency; that is, British pounds,
not worthless, Congress-issued Continental dollars.14 For New Yorkers of all classes, it was
ready money—money for bribes, money to pay the rent, money to mitigate wartime privation
—that was in the shortest supply.
Illegal trading understandably alarmed Congress, where, quite apart from the financial
problems it created by draining cash from already cash-strapped states, many felt that
Americans ought to be weaned from their pathetic dependence on imported fripperies. Some
representatives also suspected that the sight of civilians enjoying contraband they had
acquired from the enemy damaged ill-fed soldiers’ morale; others feared that so many
contacts with the British might cause nostalgic royalist allegiances to reappear.15
Military men, perhaps surprisingly, were often less critical of the practice, believing it too

widespread in Connecticut and New Jersey to be worth devoting the resources, already
scarce, needed to stamp it out, and arguing that it was vital to buttress civilian morale during
wartime—even at the cost of ostensibly succoring the enemy. (Sometimes, though, officers
participated in the trafficking, which really was going a bit far. One such was Colonel
Sylvanus Seely of the New Jersey militia, who ran a lucrative network of smugglers in
Elizabethtown.)16
Washington himself was unperturbed by illegal trading. In November 1777, Governor
Livingston of New Jersey had pleaded with him to clamp down on the Staten Island–
Elizabethtown route (in which Seely was likely involved), which “plentifully supplied [the
British] with fresh provisions.” Clandestine trading with the enemy was bad enough, but
Livingston was particularly incensed by the revelation that Americans had begun opening
stores solely devoted to fencing smuggled merchandise to the patriotic public. Washington did
nothing. About a year later, when he was again begged to investigate a similar situation in
Shrewsbury in northern New Jersey, Washington asked General Stirling to look into it and
punish anyone he caught—but that was only after Congress expressly instructed him to take
the matter in hand.17
As for the British, they were well aware of illegal trading’s negative political and economic
impact on Congress, and turned a blind eye—so long as traffickers didn’t get too greedy and
run guns across the Sound. Thomas Jones, a respectable New York judge, was all in favor of
the trade, for, among other advantages, “the merchants had a large vent for their
merchandise.… It assisted the royal army, and it distressed rebellion.”18
Woodhull, unfortunately, had been caught red-handed during one of the periodic swoops
urged by Congress. Hence his imprisonment in Connecticut. He was detained some time
before Governor Jonathan Trumbull, with whom Tallmadge had put in a quiet word, issued a
permit for him to return home. Before he left in late August, Tallmadge and Woodhull had a
talk about the latter joining Washington’s new secret service. Woodhull’s extracurricular
activity hadn’t bothered Washington; in fact, he quite approved of the practice in this
instance, for if you could smuggle goods, you could also smuggle information. Already,
several American spies had masqueraded as traffickers during the war, bringing home minor
intelligence picked up on their trips into enemy territory. Alas, smuggling’s fat profit margins
proved too tempting for some of them.19 Washington accordingly complained that agents
were “attend[ing] more to their own emolument than to the business with which they are
charged,” and wanted to “take proper measures to curb this extravagant passion for gain”
among his spies.20
Woodhull, promised Tallmadge, was not cut of the same cloth. On August 25, an impressed
Washington said that “you should be perfectly convinced of the integrity of W—— previous
to his embarking in the business proposed. This being done I shall be happy in employing
him, but there will be an impropriety in his coming with you to headquarters, as a knowledge
of the circumstances in the enemy might blast the whole design. You will let me see you this
afternoon—if you can come to dinner at three o’clock I shall be glad.”21
At that dinner, Tallmadge assured his chief of Woodhull’s “integrity” and trustworthiness.
Actually, if anyone was a security risk, it was Washington, who had used the first letter of
Woodhull’s real name in his letter. Henceforth, with Scott’s approval, Tallmadge adopted a
set of aliases: Tallmadge became the anodyne “John Bolton,” and Woodhull, “Samuel Culper.”

Washington, Scott, and Tallmadge collaborated to invent the latter code name. Samuel
Culper’s reversed initials are those of Charles Scott, while Washington lightheartedly
amended the name of Culpeper County, Virginia—where, aged seventeen, he had worked as a
surveyor back in 1749—to “Culper.” As for the first name, Benjamin Tallmadge’s younger
brother was named Samuel—a friend of Caleb Brewster’s who the year before had helped
convey messages from Major John Clark during his sojourn on Long Island. At this precise
time, Benjamin was agitating on his behalf with Governor George Clinton to promote him; he
chose a name not only on his mind, but also a kind of in-joke between him and Brewster.22
Brewster himself preferred to forgo an alias: Being a bluff and reckless fellow willing to take
his chances, he always insisted on scrawling his real name, in very prominent letters, on all of
his correspondence.
The course of relations between the more capable Tallmadge and his distinctly inferior
superior, Scott, were not running smooth at this time. Scott was a notoriously difficult boss
with a history of undermining his subordinates if he deemed them a threat to his position. In
April, he had repeatedly reported one such, Colonel John Parke, for being absent without
leave “and even when present inattentive to your duty.” Washington had him arrested, but
found no one willing to second the charges. At his hearing, Parke was found guilty of being
occasionally absent without leave but cleared of being inattentive. It was a minor matter and
Parke was restored to his command. When Parke wrote to Washington to explain his position,
he hinted enigmatically that the stories of his dereliction of duty were due to “the
misrepresentations of enemies.” Washington knew full well whom he was talking about.23
Tallmadge had always maintained a chilly formality with Scott and vice versa, but soon
Scott was going out of his way to squelch Tallmadge. At the end of October, the already
brittle relationship between the two came close to snapping when Tallmadge told Washington
that Brewster was delivering messages to him, but that Scott was ignoring them because, as
Scott explained, the intelligence was not received “through the proper channel” and therefore
“I did not give credit to it.” There was no apology for calling his own deputy an “improper”
channel, though Scott knew—and was no doubt irritated by the fact—that Tallmadge was one
of Washington’s favorites.24
Even apart from their personal clashes, Scott and Tallmadge could not keep working
together for much longer without destroying whatever little existed of the American
intelligence service. They each represented fundamentally incompatible approaches to spying.
Tallmadge had learned from Nathaniel Sackett how to disguise agents as enemy sympathizers
using realistic cover stories, and from John Parke that a spy could nestle within the breast of
an unsuspecting foe for months, perhaps years, at a time—provided he enjoyed a secure chain
of communication back to base. Tallmadge ambitiously envisaged combining these two
approaches to create a network of agents-in-place permanently embedded in occupied New
York and running to Long Island, then across the Sound to his headquarters in Connecticut,
where the intel would be digested and passed upstairs to the commander-in-chief—with
Tallmadge’s summary and analysis attached.
Scott thought more traditionally and wanted to stick to the tried-and-true method of
military reconnaissance. He wanted to send in single, disposable spies on quick, Nathan Hale–
style missions to observe what they could of the enemy’s deployments and (attempt to) sneak
back across the lines.

The risk inherent in Tallmadge’s “underground railroad” system was that if one member of
the network was blown or flipped by the enemy’s counterespionage service, it rendered the
rest of the chain useless, whereas if the same happened to Scott’s agents, the loss would be
limited to just the unfortunates captured (as happened with Hale). Where Tallmadge held the
advantage was that if he could set up such a network, the intelligence it communicated back
would be of a far higher quality than that gleaned by any one-time operative. But Scott could
counter that simultaneously running several small-scale missions assured more accurate—if
lower-level—intelligence because the case officer could verify his agents’ independent
estimates of, say, troop strengths, by cross-referencing them against each other. As
Washington once wrote, to the leading American cryptographer of the time, “It is by
comparing a variety of information, we are frequently enabled to investigate facts, which
were so intricate or hidden, that no single clue could have led to the knowledge of them.”25
For the time being, Washington was not entirely convinced by the merits of Tallmadge’s
radical scheme, and instead continued to rely on the older system. On September 10,
accordingly, Scott informed Washington that “Capt. Leavenworth is now on the Sound in
pursuit of intelligence,” and that Scott had sent in three officers separately—Butler, Parker,
and Grayham—to sniff out British positions on Long Island.26 A Captain John Rathburn also
went in, to observe the enemy fleet.
Rathburn and Leavenworth soon returned safely, but Scott feared the worst for the other
three. On September 12, Scott informed Washington that one of them had been “stopped at
the out lines contrary to the usual custom. Leaves it no longer a doubt about the others being
detained.” The British had unexpectedly tightened their perimeter, netting the three unlucky
spies.27
Two weeks later—September 25—Washington had belatedly concluded that the traditional
system was failing. He needed something new, and discreetly suggested to Scott that
Tallmadge’s progressive ideas ought to be tried. He asked Scott to “endeavour to get some
intelligent person into the City and others of his own choice to be messengers between you
and him, for the purpose of conveying such information as he shall be able to obtain and
give.” He now wanted a chain of agents stationed permanently in enemy territory. His choice
of chief agent was Tallmadge’s recruit, “Mr. C——,” because if he “could be engaged in a
work of this sort, his discernment, and means of information, would enable him to give
important advices.”28
Invigorated by this unexpected support, Tallmadge intended to forge Woodhull and
Brewster into the nucleus of a network—what would become known as the Culper Ring—as a
showcase for his scheme, and to take effective control of his little band from Scott. As early as
October 22, for instance, Tallmadge was in direct contact with Brewster and thence to
Washington, thereby neatly excising Scott from the chain of command.29
He began prepping Abraham Woodhull for active duty. Since Woodhull’s return from
Connecticut in the summer, he had been regarded with slightly raised eyebrows by his proBritish neighbors. Tallmadge needed to put their minds at ease that Woodhull was one of
them, and as loyal as they were to the Crown—despite his suspiciously early release from
prison by the rebel authorities. By coincidence, earlier that month, just before its members
returned to London, the Carlisle Commission—fruitlessly sent by Britain to negotiate an end
to hostilities—had proclaimed that all those who swore an oath to their sovereign would be

pardoned after Congress’s defeat. The spy chief hit upon the crafty idea of having Woodhull
“take the benefit of the same and serve as in his present capacity.” Woodhull, now
“considered as one of their friends,” would have “a better opportunity of acquainting himself
with their proceedings,” Tallmadge boasted to Washington.30
Scott soon after bowed out, reporting to Washington on October 29 (in a swipe at
Tallmadge) that for certain reasons he had been having trouble fulfilling his duties as a spy
manager. His spies were also failing him. One promising recruit, for example, had just
returned from a visit to New York, but “he knows nothing and will not tell me any thing at
all, I suspect he is a rascal and shall treat him accordingly.” Worse, family issues were
weighing him down, so “my unhappy misfortunes make it indispensably necessary that I
should leave the army in a few weeks.”31 Washington graciously accepted his mostly
welcome resignation, and gave Tallmadge the chance to head his own intelligence network.
Unlike Brewster’s missives to Scott, which had been written somewhat stiffly with a full
formal flourish, his letters to Tallmadge were casually written and signed with his name. Not
just comrades in the war, the two were old friends. And so, too, was Abraham Woodhull.
Tallmadge was from coastal Setauket, in Suffolk County, the small town in which Woodhull
still lived and whence Brewster had left in the years before the war. The three of them had
grown up together. Setauket, in every other respect, was an entirely unexceptional Long
Island settlement. In 1655, six pioneers from Massachusetts purchased land from the Setalcott
Indians; within a half-decade, the capable Richard Woodhull—born in England thirty-five
years before and emigrating to Massachusetts in 1640—had taken charge, and the town, and
those around it, expanded by underhandedly encouraging its new arrivals to “take some likers
[liquors] with them” when they went to talk to the Indians about buying property.32
Woodhull’s great-great-grandson was Abraham Woodhull, who lived with his parents on the
family farm, a modest tract on Strong’s Neck facing the placid waters of Old Field Bay. The
Tallmadge residence was a few minutes’ walk to the south.33
As for Caleb Brewster’s people, they emigrated from England in the early 1660s, and had
found their way to Setauket by the end of the decade. One, the Reverend Nathaniel Brewster,
graduated from Harvard, and served as Setauket’s Presbyterian minister between 1665 and
1680.34 Since then, the family, or at least Caleb’s father, had turned to farming and left the
ministering of the flock to the able divine, the Reverend Benjamin Tallmadge, a Yaleeducated Whig of stout persuasion and one fearsomely learned in the weightiest of Greek and
Roman political philosophy, who alternately denounced the idolators, the damned, and the
Episcopalians from his Presbyterian pulpit between 1754 and 1785. (Given the robustness of
Tallmadge’s convictions, it was hardly surprising that Colonel Hewlett’s vengeful force of
damned, idolatrous Episcopalian militiamen desecrated the church, for which they were duly
punished by Brewster, among others, during the August 1777 raid.) His son was our
Benjamin, who loved his God and General Washington in equal measure (even if he were
perpetually disappointed that Washington was never “explicit in his profession of faith in …
the finished Atonemont of our glorious Redeemer”).35
In such an insular and isolated place as eighteenth-century Setauket, everyone knew each
other. This complex web of personal relationships, continuing down through generations and
concentrated in one compact locality, was key to the Culper Ring’s later success. Its members
refused to work with anyone they didn’t know, and insisted on using Tallmadge as their sole

channel to Washington. They were one-man dogs.
They shared not only a common background, but politics, as well. Those who signed a local
petition dated June 8, 1775—seven weeks or so after the first shots at Lexington and
Concord, and the formation of New York’s radical First Provincial Convention—were Whigs
good and true who resolved “never to become slaves” to tyrants, and most could be counted
on to support Congress in its struggle against the Crown. The list itself consists of some
seventy names, and includes Woodhull, Brewster, and “John Talmadge” (Benjamin
Tallmadge’s younger brother).36
Those of Tallmadge himself and his father are missing from this “List of Associators.”
Tallmadge’s absence is easily explicable: At the time he was away “superintend[ing] the High
School in Weathers-field”; as for his father, Tallmadge recalled that despite his zealous
Whiggery, he was “very reluctant to have me enter the army.” Like many other Americans
trapped in the tempest of the mid-1770s, Tallmadge Senior may have happily boycotted
Anglophile tradesmen and berated the Tories, but was in the end unwilling to fight the
Mother Country. Cheering the bravery of the tea party was one thing; indulging the madness
of the war party quite another.
Befitting its Presbyterian heritage, therefore, Setauket was a nest of Patriot sentiment.
Religion in the American Revolution was enormously important. Indeed, George III once
joked that the Revolution was a “Presbyterian War”—and he was largely right. New England,
the most thoroughly Patriot region, was two-thirds Congregationalist and Presbyterian. These
were not naturally revolutionary, but their core belief that kings must exercise their power
righteously or risk rebellion by God’s Chosen compelled in them a natural sympathy for the
American cause.
High Church Anglicans, Low Church Anglicans, the Dutch, the Quakers, Methodists, and
Irish Catholics—all doctrinally and historically opposed to the Yankees—populated the
Middle Colonies, though in Pennsylvania, Quaker-loathing Ulster Presbyterians emerged as a
powerful force. As a result, Long Island was peculiarly divided. Its eastern half, including
Setauket, had once been part of Connecticut, and fire-and-brimstone Presbyterianism
accordingly dominated. Few Presbyterians lived in its pro-British western half, where
Anglicans and their allies predominated. The Quakers there—mostly merchants,
professionals, and prosperous farmers—gravitated toward either neutrality or a diluted
loyalty toward the Anglican status quo, partly owing to their distaste for Presbyterians, who
had developed something of an expertise in persecuting them.
Despite these social, political, and religious reasons for backing the rebellion, not every
resident of Setauket volunteered to risk his life spying for Washington. The Culper spies also
had very personal motives. Aside from the profane abuses perpetrated by Colonel Hewlett
against his father’s church, Tallmadge held a grudge against the British occupiers for the
death of his eldest brother, who had been captured during the Battle of New York and starved
in prison.37
Unlike Tallmadge, Caleb Brewster’s family doesn’t seem to have suffered loss, either of
blood or of treasure, by British troops. Brewster was a man who simply relished action, more
so if hand-to-hand fighting was involved. His adventuring started early. Born in September
1747, Brewster chafed as a farmhand on his father’s land in Setauket.38 Bored unto death,
when he was nineteen he signed on to a Nantucket whaler that voyaged to Greenland, whose

chilly, dark waters concealed a ferocious quarry: the sperm whale, whose head contained the
clearest and sweetest oil of all the cetaceans. Whaling was a man’s work. For months,
crewmen ate nothing but salt pork, rice, beans, and cornmeal dipped in a little molasses, and
they knew they would stay way out there in the blue until either the food ran out, the captain
fell overboard in a storm, or they hauled in enough oil to make the trip a profitable one.
Once a whale was spotted, the whaleboats were lowered and the hunt was on. Muscles tore
as the men pulled at the oars to bring the high-paid harpooner within range. Once launched,
the spear stuck in the beast and pulled the suddenly fragile craft rapidly through the churn of
its wake. Should a sailor be careless enough to be entwined in the snarls of a whirring line, he
was yanked from the boat, never to be seen again. Then came the most dangerous time. A
wounded, and angry, whale could assault the boat with its fluke, or still more terrifyingly,
charge it head-on. “She came at our boat,” recalled one oarsman, “& furiously ran over us and
oversat us & made a miserable rack of our boat in a moment.”39
After a few years, having had his fill of whaling and with a nice stash of cash, Brewster
joined a merchantman bound for London. Owing to his seafaring experience, Brewster served
as a mate, and imbibed a great deal of invaluable nautical knowledge—which would come in
useful as he navigated the Sound—the “Devil’s Belt”—in the dark of the wartime night.
He was back home by May 1775, when he signed a petition backing Selah Strong for the
post of delegate to the Provincial Convention.40 Strong (born 1737) was a kinsman of
Abraham Woodhull’s, as well as his neighbor. Demonstrating how intricately Setauket’s
families were enmeshed, Strong’s sister would later marry Tallmadge’s father as his second
wife, and his wife Anna’s relative, Mary, would marry Woodhull.41
In December, Brewster joined the Suffolk County militia as second lieutenant, but was
promoted to a full lieutenantcy in the spring of 1776 when Strong—now a captain—took
command of the Seventh Company. In the confused aftermath of the Battle of New York, the
four companies of minutemen disbanded, but those still willing to fight—including Brewster
—made their way to New Haven and Rhode Island.42
His thirst for adventure was temporarily sated when on October 28, 1776, Brewster and
thirty-five other men took six whaleboats and three transports across the Sound to “bring off
the effects of Colonel [William] Floyd.” Brewster and company instead captured two sloops
taking on wood in Setauket bay. They returned to Long Island twice more. On November 6,
they engaged a detachment of freshly enlisted troops, killed five or six of them, took twentythree prisoner, and hauled in seventy-five muskets for the loss of one man, and one wounded.
Two days later, they returned for Floyd’s belongings but were interrupted by an especially
unlucky band of militiamen. Result: ten Loyalists lying dead and another twenty-three
prisoners. The raiders suffered a sergeant killed in the firefight.43
Later that month, Brewster volunteered as an ensign in the Second Company, Fourth
Battalion, of the Fourth New York Regiment.44 He wasn’t long there. Three months later, in
early 1777, Brewster, again a lieutenant, had transferred to the Second Continental Artillery,
stationed in Connecticut. And there—apart from the time he dealt with Colonel Hewlett in
Setauket—he remained until August 1778, when, tired of the land and homesick for the sea,
Caleb Brewster wrote his first letter to General Washington.45
Born in 1750, Abraham Woodhull, conversely, preferred farming the land and was more
than happy not to go gallivanting around the world hunting sperm whales. Despite his

appearance as a placid man of toil, Woodhull was inwardly a distinctly odd bird, whereas
Brewster was a simpler soul. Both men were patriotic, but in no letter of his correspondence
did Brewster ever evince much dislike of the British: One gets the feeling that he was partly in
the game because it was fun. Woodhull, on the other hand, turned into a fierce, if outwardly
circumspect, partisan, often writing how greatly he loathed his overlords. He derived pleasure
from tricking and betraying them secretly.
Aside from a couple of months as a lieutenant in the Suffolk militia in the fall of 1775,
where he saw no action but was trained how to shoulder his musket and wheel smartly on
command, Woodhull lacked the martial spirit of Brewster and Tallmadge.46 He never
volunteered for further service.47 On a practical level, his two older brothers had died in
1768 and 1774, and Abraham was obliged to stay on the farm to keep it running and look
after his aged parents.48 And in any case, at least until the Battle of New York, Woodhull was
more politically moderate than Brewster or Tallmadge, more loath to join the colors that
attracted so many young men. But something happened during that battle that radicalized
him, and made his enmity toward the British more visceral than Brewster’s.
It was his pang to avenge the callous and needless murder of his kinsman General
Nathaniel Woodhull (born 1722) that propelled Abraham into Tallmadge’s secret world.
Tallmadge, too, had lost a brother (as well as a near brother, Nathan Hale) during that battle,
but as a hard-bitten soldier he understood, and had seen, that terrible things happened in
war, and could accordingly rationalize their deaths as inevitable sacrifices in a glorious war
of liberation. Brewster, as well, had witnessed shipmates sucked into the watery depths and
accepted it as the natural course of events. Woodhull was gentler and unaccustomed to
brutality. To him, the loss of Nathaniel came as a far more bitter and unfair blow, more so
because his older cousin was an exemplar of moderation, not of revolutionary fervor.
General Woodhull had fought bravely in the French and Indian War, but by 1776 he was
better known as a politician with connections in both Tory and Whig camps.49 Woodhull,
despite being the president of the Provincial Convention, did not sign New York’s
endorsement of the Declaration of Independence, thinking it too radical and aggressive. He,
like many others of moderate persuasion who acknowledged that the colonists did have a
point, was reluctant to take such a momentous step as declaring war on Britain and sought to
reconcile the two sides. That did not stop him being, as the local arch-Loyalist judge Thomas
Jones disapprovingly opined, a “flaming republican,” an unfortunate trait he attributed to his
being a “rigid Presbyterian.”50
The general’s death was no ordinary one. In late August 1776, General Woodhull was
ordered to burn grain and round up livestock that could be used by the British once they
invaded Long Island. On the twenty-eighth, he wrote his last letter, to the Convention, from
Jamaica, Long Island, saying that “my men and horses are worn out with fatigue.” He decided
to stay the night at Increase Carpenter’s tavern, a place two miles east of the town. That
evening the inn was surrounded by men of the Seventeenth Light Dragoons and the Seventyfirst Foot; Woodhull, apparently while attempting to escape, was wounded in the head and
arm and taken prisoner. That was the official story laid out in the British military record.
Different versions soon emerged. A newspaper account said that Woodhull had refused to
give over his sidearms, and so was “wounded on the head with a cutlass, and had a bayonet
thrust through his arm.” Other sources claimed that Major Baird of the Seventy-first Foot had

ordered him to say, “God save the King,” to which Woodhull replied, “God save us all,”
whereupon he was assailed by Baird’s broadsword. And still others omitted Baird, and instead
blamed one “Lieut. Huzzy” for striking the general, who was saved only by the intervention
of “Major [Oliver] De Lancey.” James Fenimore Cooper, the Last of the Mohicans novelist who
married into the De Lancey family, recalled in 1849 that Oliver had told him this was the
case.
The Continental Congress continued to investigate this dreadful instance of prisoner abuse
into early 1777. Lieutenant Robert Troup, a New York militiaman who had been taken in a
separate engagement, testified that having seen the “shocking mangled” Woodhull on board a
transport, he approached him and asked “the particulars of his capture.” Woodhull himself
said the dragoons—“under the command of Capt. Oliver de Lancey”—had asked whether he
wished to surrender. When he replied in the affirmative, but only on condition he was treated
as a gentleman, they accepted his sword but then De Lancey knavishly “struck him, and
others of the same party imitating his example, did cruelly hack and cut him.” Taken to the
Church of New Utrecht, the stricken Woodhull was deprived of medical care and food and
died in agony on September 20. Some time later, Dr. Silas Holmes, a prisoner and assistant
surgeon who attended the dying Woodhull, confirmed in a letter that “the wounded
prisoners … were wallowing in their own filth, and breathed an infected and putrid air”
during Woodhull’s time in the hospital. A few days later, Dr. Richard Bailey took over as
superintendent and rapidly improved the conditions, though by then it was too late for
Woodhull.
However, John Sloss Hobart, who had been detailed by the Provincial Convention in
October 1776 to negotiate for Woodhull’s release, made no specific mention of any ill
treatment of the general. He said in his report that “the wound in his arm mortified” and the
arm was amputated; Woodhull nevertheless continued to suffer gangrene, which carried him
off a few days later. Indeed, “he was attended to in his dying moments by his lady, who was
permitted to remove the corpse to his seat, where it was interred” about September 23. The
Provincial Convention, summing up the case, also failed to cite mistreatment during his
captivity causing his death.51
It’s an intriguing mystery, to be sure, and we’ll never know whether De Lancey was
Woodhull’s savior or his tormentor. Troup could easily have gotten his story mixed up, but
then so too could have Cooper, seventy-five years after the event. As for the ill treatment of
prisoners, this did happen disturbingly often, but then so too did dying after an amputation,
especially one carried out in a dirty, jerry-rigged prison. It’s most probable that Woodhull—a
general, after all, not a common soldier, though only of militia—received slightly better
treatment than other prisoners (which isn’t saying much), but no one bothered to exert
himself on a rebel’s behalf.
For Abraham Woodhull, however, Troup’s account, the reports widely printed in the Patriot
press, and the rumor mill all rang truer than the cover-up by the respectable Convention. He
believed in the perfidy of De Lancey. And so Woodhull single-mindedly devoted himself to
destroying the British, their allies, and all that they stood for by spying the daylights out of
them. Thus, he leapt at the chance to serve Tallmadge.
On October 29, 1778, after having sworn his oath of loyalty to His Majesty, Woodhull
dispatched his first “Samuel Culper” letter. Hitherto he had passed on intelligence verbally for

fear of incriminating documents falling into the enemy’s hands, so Tallmadge had assured
him that none but he and Brewster knew his real name, and that, if captured, they would
destroy the letters before surrendering. For safety’s sake, Tallmadge did destroy Woodhull’s
original letter after copying it verbatim in his own handwriting and passing that version to
headquarters. There was nothing left now to trace it back to Woodhull—though the
experience of transcribing Woodhull’s epistles must have bored the busy Tallmadge, and he
soon resorted to just sending on the originals—without telling his trusting correspondent.
Whereas Washington, equipped with a staff of private secretaries, and Tallmadge, nursed
on Cicero’s cadences and blessed with a Yale education, composed splendidly styled, flowing
sentences, Woodhull’s provincialism made his punctuation idiosyncratic and spelling
atrocious. He used such words as “doth” and “hath”—antiquated even by the standards of the
time—but as time progressed, so too did Woodhull’s abilities. Tallmadge, for instance, never
complained about his correspondent’s letters.52
Woodhull’s first espionage effort was not a masterpiece, but it did contain some useful
tidbits, mostly concerning embarkations onto transports by British troops, which Woodhull
speculated were on their way to the West Indies. (In this case, he was wrong: British
commanders quite often liked to keep the rebels on their toes by marching on and off ships,
and up and down hills, to pretend major movements were afoot or for training purposes.)53
Two days later, Woodhull—having overcome his initial reservations—wrote his second letter.
The first third of it is meandering, but Woodhull belatedly gets down to the work at hand,
even if, as was typical of these early Woodhull letters, he found it difficult to write concisely.
Because Tallmadge lacked a permanent agent in the city, Woodhull performed double duty
by acting as Brewster’s liaison in Setauket and then traveling to New York every few weeks to
pick up news. Woodhull hated making that trip: It was by far the riskiest aspect of his job, for
not only did villains, Tory plunderers, and British patrols infest the fifty-five-mile road to
New York, but worse, he had to leave his aged parents for several days at a time, stay in
expensive (for him) inns on the way, and travel by himself in the cold and through the muck.
Most irritatingly, each person who wanted to travel from Brooklyn to Manhattan aboard a
ferry was required to show a passport to the guards at the gate, and to leave most had to
obtain a two-shilling permit from the authorities, who were apt to be suspicious of unfamiliar
Long Island farmers who rarely brought any produce.
On October 31, at one British checkpoint where he was routinely questioned, Woodhull
“received their threats for coming there that make me almost tremble knowing … my
business.” After that little scare, Woodhull’s innate caution prompted him to tell his chiefs to
“destroy every letter instantly after reading for fear of some unforeseen accident that may
befall you and the letter get into the enemies hands and probably find me out and take me
before I have any warning.” (Woodhull would have suffered an apoplexy had he ever
discovered that Washington’s staff, despite Tallmadge’s assurances that his agent’s wishes
were being carried out, actually kept his letters for administrative reasons—so allowing us to
read them today—though Woodhull’s real name was never used at headquarters.)54
Woodhull followed up with an unhelpful observation that some regiments of Loyalist
militia had refused to embark for a destination that was a “profound secret.” He was luckier
on other matters: A fleet had recently arrived with stores and provisions, and there was
“forage and wood sufficient for their needs this winter.” It was crucial to Washington to know

the status of the British supply fleet, as well as the quantities of fuel and oats the army had
available. An abundance of such things, or evidence of stockpiling, signaled a renewed
campaign in the coming season.
For their part, locked even as they were into their island fortress, the British authorities
were alarmed at how vulnerable they were. The city they occupied absolutely depended on
the outside world. Before the war, while New York (like the rest of the colonies) imported far
more than it exported, after 1776, the city exported virtually nothing and became, instead, a
vast urban parasite quarantined from the rest of the continent and its traditional inland trade
routes. The army had to import even its footwear. General Howe announced on January 26,
1777, for instance, that the fleet had brought “16,000 pairs of soles, 250 sets of shoemaker’s
tools, 14 dozen lbs. of shoemaker’s thread, 40 lbs. of shoemaker’s bristles, 200,000
shoemaker’s pegs, and 450 lasts.”55
Any provisions that could not be supplied from Long Island had to be imported by sea, by
what was known as the “Cork Fleet,” as it sailed from Ireland, the army’s westernmost port,
several times a year.56 The overriding importance of this victualing fleet to the survival of the
British empire in America was a constant source of worry for city and military officials.
“What would become of us should a Cork fleet miscarrie—which sooner or later may be the
case—the army wou’d eat up the market and the inhabitants wou’d starve,” wrote an alarmed
David Sproat, Commissary of Naval Prisoners, to Joseph Galloway in London.57 William Eden,
the undersecretary of state, solemnly warned Sir Henry Clinton that “if the Cork Fleet
fails … there can be no doubt that our removal [from New York and America] must take
place.”58
The nightmare came close to realization in the summer of 1778, when food reserves had
run so low there were just five weeks’ worth left and British commanders even debated
abandoning the city. But thanks to Woodhull’s letter, Washington—much to his chagrin—
learned that the fleet had arrived with enough supplies for six months. Only there wasn’t.
Graft and thievery, the twin banes of the British army, would whittle six months’ supplies
down to just three months’. Greed, as usual, played a role: An investigation found that barrels
of what purported to be government-approved “fine flour” actually contained “sweepings of
stores and bake houses, rags, papers, and old hats,” while some military contractors mixed
sand with flour or sent shortweighted barrels of beef, disguising their fraud by placing stones
at the bottom.59
Despite the bad tidings he brought, Woodhull was hoping this would be his last trip.
“Blessed be God,” cheered Woodhull on his return, I’ve been “particularly successful in
engaging a faithful friend and one of the first characters in the City to make it his business
and keep his eyes upon every movement and assist me in all aspects and meet and consult
weekly in or near the City. I have the most sanguine hopes of great advantages will accrue by
his assistance.”60
Woodhull’s mysterious “faithful friend” was Amos Underhill (1740–1803), a former mill
owner in Glen Cove whose property had been razed by the British during the Battle of New
York.61 Soon afterwards, he moved into the city, became a merchant of sorts, and bought a
house. By 1778, with a baby on the way, he and his wife, Mary, were forced to take in
occasional boarders. They, like so many others, had been hit hard by the steep increases in
the cost of living caused by the war. So tight was the financial situation that even Woodhull—

who was Underhill’s brother-in-law through Mary (1745–1815), Abraham’s older sister—had
to be charged £3 per week to stay with them.62
In September 1775, the normal peacetime price for a family-size portion of flour was 20
shillings; by 1781, it would be more than 70 shillings. Over the same period, beef rocketed
from 65 shillings a pound to £8, while the price of fresh vegetables soared 800 percent. And
this was before factoring in rent increases of 400 percent, caused by a combination of a
housing shortage after the Great Fire and New York’s burgeoning wartime population.63
New York’s inhabitants were compressed into a tiny area, an inverted triangle measuring
half a square mile.64 There were about 25,000 residents in 1776—including 3,137 free, freed,
and enslaved blacks, as well as Scots, Irish, Germans, Jews (some 300), Spaniards, and
Portuguese—but this figure did not account for soldiers. In May 1776, 8,767 American troops
were deployed in and around the city; by August, there were no fewer than 20,375 American
and 34,614 British servicemen in the area, all demanding food, fuel, and shelter.65 Within the
month, the vast majority of civilians had fled the fighting, leaving just 5,000 living in the
spookily deserted city. (Among those who remained, whoever’s soldiery was in town, were
the 500 hopeful prostitutes plying their trade in what was known as “Holy Ground”—it was
land owned by the Church of England—that occupied the area later occupied by the World
Trade Center.)66
Over the coming years, tens of thousands of civilians dribbled back. Whenever the British
retreated to New York, a ragged, hopeful procession of Loyalists accompanied them. Those
from Connecticut and New Jersey arrived first—by early 1777, the city’s population had
swollen to 11,000—and another 3,000 streamed in after the British evacuated Philadelphia in
1778. In 1783, on the eve of the British evacuation, there were 33,000 inhabitants.67
There were also, of course, the king’s troops, who were rotated in and out of action as the
fortunes of war required. In January 1777, immediately prior to Washington’s victory at
Princeton, there were 3,300 soldiers in New York, rising to 5,000 in November after General
Burgoyne’s surrender at Saratoga, and rising again to 9,000 in July 1778 following Clinton’s
withdrawal from Philadelphia. Eighteen months later, owing to British success in the South,
the number of redcoats had fallen to 4,000, but in August 1781, on the eve of Yorktown, it
had more than doubled, to 9,700, before reaching 17,200 in December 1782, that imposing
figure ironically heralding the collapse of Britain’s American empire.68 Even then, these
numbers were underestimates. For example, if one includes in the July 1778 figures (i.e.,
9,000) the cohorts of new recruits, deserters, Royal Navy sailors, Marines, privateers, soldiers
on sick leave, Loyalist militiamen, and freebooters working off the books, the number was
actually about 20,000.69
Though these numbers made life most unpleasant, Woodhull could also take solace in the
realization that, owing to the flood of strangers and outsiders, he might easily blend into the
background and evade recognition by alert British sentries. Though that fact greatly reassured
him, Woodhull was not yet comfortable sneaking around as a spy, and tended to exaggerate
to buttress his confidence. Thus, Woodhull boosted Underhill’s importance in order to impress
Washington and Tallmadge. By no means could his kinsman, upstanding and respectable as
he was, be described as “one of the first characters in the City.”
Even so, his chiefs were pleased at Woodhull’s acquisition of an asset in New York, but not
so much about the vagueness of their man’s intelligence: the destination of the army being a

“profound secret,” for instance. On November 18, Washington instructed Tallmadge to tell
Woodhull to “ascertain the following facts with as much precision, and expedition, as
possible.” These included which corps were in Manhattan and which on Long Island, whether
any forts and strongpoints were being built in Brooklyn opposite Manhattan, the names of the
commanders on Long Island, where they were based, whether the troops were ready to move,
and other humdrum basics. He didn’t care, having been burnt before by spies plucking
numbers from the sky, about Culper’s estimates of troop strength, since “I can form a pretty
accurate opinion of the numbers from” knowing simply which corps were present. If his spy
complained about the workload, Washington airily opined that discovering the location of
sundry units was “a piece of knowledge that a man of common abilities may come at with
precision by taking a little pains.”70
It was a moot point, replied Tallmadge, because “I have been hourly waiting for two days”
for the latest Culper letter. Getting information was one thing, receiving it quite another. “I
am confident the failure must be attributed to those employed in crossing the Sound for such
dispatches, as [Woodhull’s] punctuality heretofore in fulfilling all appointments … leaves no
room to doubt.” The problem lay not with Brewster, but with his crew—most of whom could
only be used if their commanding officers allowed them time off from their military duties to
work “freelance” under Brewster, who had been released from the artillery for secret service.
Unfortunately, the rub was that if sailors were detailed to work on the Culper missions
exclusively, someone would eventually shoot his mouth off in a tavern that something secret
was afoot. Tallmadge said he was about to ride to Fairfield, where Brewster was based, to try
to work something out.
In the meantime, it was crucial to keep Brewster as the sole liaison between Tallmadge and
Woodhull, for the latter’s “extreme cautiousness, and even timidity, in his present
undertaking would not admit of having his business made known to any persons who are not
at present his confidantes.” So jumpy was Woodhull that if his role were “communicated to
any other persons he would most probably leave his present employment immediately.” The
same principle applied to Woodhull’s letters. Though Tallmadge didn’t fear that Culper’s
spying will be “made public at camp,” if people at headquarters were “made acquainted with
his present situation [it] would make him extremely unhappy, and as he [said] when he
embarked in the business, he should leave the Island immediately” and flee to American-held
Connecticut.71 To which Washington immediately confirmed: “You will be pleased to observe
the strictest silence with respect to C——, as you are to be the only person intrusted with the
knowledge or conveyance of his letters.”72
Whereupon Woodhull filed a report on November 23 that exceeded Washington’s
expectations. Not only did he provide names, corps, and movements (“the second division
under Brig. Genl. Cambell that have laid some time at Sandy Hook … are to sail this day” and
“the cannon and field pieces are removed from the common [in New York] to Fort George”)
but, disobeying the general’s instructions, Woodhull added precise numbers: “the whole of
the Kings troops on York Island including outposts, doth not exceed three thousand five
hundred men” but the “best of their troops are on Long Island.” Thus, “there is about 300,
most of them Hessians, at Brooklyn Ferry. 350 New Town, British; 1500 British, Jamaica; 800
Yeagers [Hessian Jägers], Flushing; 200 Jerico, most of them Dragoons; 400 foot, 70
Dragoons Oyster Bay; 150 Lloyd’s Neck, [new] Leveys; 400 Hempstead, Dragoons.” Unlike

the inflated figures habitually produced by other spies, Woodhull’s estimates rang so true, a
skeptical Washington could not help but be impressed.73 “His account has the appearance of a
very distinct and good one and makes me desirous of a continuance of his correspondence,”
declared the general. But then he, as had Tallmadge, fingered the issue that would vex the
Ring throughout the war: How to get the intelligence through, on time and securely. “At the
same time, I am at a loss how it can be conveniently carried on as he is so scrupulous
respecting the channel of conveyance.” He left it up to Tallmadge to come up with a scheme
“in which the purpose of procuring his intelligence with expedition can be answered.”74
Tallmadge never quite succeeded in reconciling Washington to Woodhull’s
(understandable) obsession with anonymity and safety. Security and timeliness were
incompatible virtues—there would always be a trade-off between them. Whereas Woodhull’s
primary concern lay in keeping his neck out of a tightening noose, the general, preoccupied
with winning battles, was rather more concerned with receiving timely intelligence about the
enemy than about the personal comfort level of his agents, especially one as pernickety as
Woodhull was turning out to be. Washington, even so, was willing to go halfway: “If you
think you can really depend on C——s fidelity, I should be glad to have an interview with
him myself; in which I could put the mode of corresponding upon such a footing that even if
his letters were to fall into the enemy’s hands, he would have nothing to fear, on that
account.”75 (The meeting did not happen, Woodhull being reluctant to raise suspicions by
being away from Long Island for so long.)76
Aside from the tardiness of his correspondence, two tics, both of them irritating to
Washington, characterized Woodhull’s letters. First, he liked to add his personal views. So, for
instance, in November he attends a meeting of Loyalists, and noting that “with much
satisfaction [I] beheld their dejected countenances,” he pompously declares that “I am firmly
of opinion that a sudden attack of ten thousand men would take the City and put an end to
the War.” There was “not much to be feared from the inhabitants” of Manhattan, he casually
appends, as “the whole City [is] seized with a panic and a general dissatisfaction.”77 By
December, Woodhull had convinced himself that if Washington waited but four months, “I
am confident they will go themselves, Yes I am firmly of opinion and it is become general
belief that in half the time we shall have the news of Great Britain acknowledging American
independence.”78 Washington soon learned to filter out Woodhull’s grand strategic visions.
Still, Woodhull’s ruminations, especially his more mordant ones, provide an insight into
what normal Americans thought of the British and their own political leaders at the time. “I
cannot bear the thoughts of the war continuing another year,” wrote Woodhull, “as could
wish to see an end of this great distress. Were I to undertake to give an account of the sad
destruction that the enemy makes within these lines I should fail. They have no regard to age,
sex, Whig or Tory. I lament to hear [of the] civil dissensions among you [the Congress] at
Philadelphia. I think them very alarming. It sinks the spirits of our suffering friends here and
pleases the enemy. Cannot the disturbers see that they are working their own ruin. Is there no
remedy to apply. Better had they be cut off from the land of the living than to be suffered to
go on.”79
The second annoying thing was more serious. Money. Woodhull was fanatical about getting
his expenses reimbursed. Amazingly, for someone so strident about every other aspect of his
security, Woodhull kept a cash book notated with the costs incurred by his espionage: travel,

lodging, and food, mostly.80 Though no doubt he kept it safely hidden, maintaining an
itemized ledger was, of course, a major breach of the regulations. In one respect, however, it
was a necessity: Woodhull, as he often pointed out, was not wealthy, his expenses were
considerable, and hard cash was difficult to come by.
But Woodhull (and his colleagues) were adamant about one thing: They did not serve for
pay, and would not accept any reimbursement apart from money rightfully owed to them for
expenses. Had they been offered cash, they would have haughtily rejected it. Indeed, they—
Woodhull, in particular—were ashamed of being spies, and never termed themselves as such,
instead referring to spying as “this business” and other euphemisms.
During the eighteenth century, there were three distinct types of agent. One kind was
perfectly respectable, and weren’t spies per se but military scouts on reconnaissance missions
to probe fortifications or map terrain. These intelligence gatherers were heirs to a tradition
dating from Homer and the Peloponnesian War. Officers and gentlemen—the two being one
and the same at the time—were permitted to practice this kind of “espionage,” one reason
being that they were rarely out of uniform, or if they did assume a disguise, it was merely
temporary—and physical (such as a wig or cloak). They did not stay behind enemy lines and
masquerade as adherents to the enemy cause.
Washington had been one of these “intelligencers,” as he once said in his journals. In 1753,
then a young officer during the French and Indian War, he was ordered to enter the
wilderness and discover whether the French were building forts on British soil. As “cover,” he
was given a letter from the lieutenant governor of Virginia requesting that the French vacate
their positions. Two months later, a uniformed Washington visited Fort Lebouef and, while
the French commander was reading the letter, was allowed to wander around freely taking
notes and sketching the defenses. In the end, the French ignored the lieutenant governor’s
warning and sent Washington home, whereupon he was directed to return and build a fort of
his own.
The second type of agent was more secretive, but just as respectable, for he operated solely
within the closed and cramped environments of European palaces and chancelleries.
Diplomats, princes, and generals discreetly passed each other scraps of intelligence that
eventually reached the ears of the various capitals. It was all very civilized and often took
place over dinner.
Alternatively, the foreign ministries of the European powers conducted their activities
through “Black Chambers,” a set of offices whose entrance was usually on a side street off the
main building. Aside from the collecting of gossip, most intelligence was acquired by
intercepting the diplomatic mails, sliding a hot wire beneath the wax seal or melting it,
breaking the cipher, and making copies before re-sealing it.
The practice was so ubiquitous that the British ambassador in Vienna once complained to
the Austrian chancellor that his censors had kept the originals and accidentally passed on the
copies. The latter, Count Kaunitz, did not bother denying his interceptors’ activities,
lightheartedly remarking instead “how clumsy these people are.” He could afford to be so
humorous: The Habsburg Geheime Kabinets-Kanzlei was the best in the world. The sacks of
diplomatic dispatches due to be delivered to the embassies in Vienna were dropped off at the
Black Chamber at 7 a.m. each day; by 9.30 a.m., they were back at the Post Office ready to
go. (Owing to the stress of the job, Viennese cryptanalysts worked shifts of one week on, one

week off, but were paid lavish bonuses when they cracked a code: eighteen, once, in a single
year.) Over the centuries, the espionage process evolved into a ritual as stiffly stylized as
Kabuki, and was viewed as just part of the ancient game played by Great Powers.81
It was the third kind of spy that was beneath contempt. These were agents who worked for
wages, and whose loyalty was always in doubt. They were regarded as lowborn blackguards
who insinuated themselves into better society and betrayed their colleagues’ trust by selling
information. Permanently embedded in enemy territory and psychologically disguised as
“friendlies,” they were the sneaky, shifty toadies who informed on Jacobites, Jacobins, and
radicals of various kinds. By their masters, cash was earmarked for bribes (“Without money,”
reads one particularly clear-eyed Bavarian instruction of 1773, “one does not get far”), some
£67,000 annually in London’s case.82 It was to these characters that Napoleon, always a
shrewd judge of character, alluded in his dictum: that the only true reward for a spy was
gold. The playwright Ben Jonson also amusingly captured the prevailing image of these
creatures:
Spies, you are lights in state, but of base stuffe,
Who, when you have burnt your selves down to the snuffe,
Stinke, and are throwne away. End faire enough.
Woodhull, a former (if temporary) militia officer and an eminently respectable (if
unmoneyed) gentleman related to a martyred general, would have been horrified had he been
regarded as a mere, snuffable “light in state” by his heroes, Washington and Tallmadge.
Hence he sought to cleanse himself of espionage’s taint by refusing offers of pay, and also his
insistence on serving solely out of loyalty to the Cause of Liberty, a theme he repeatedly
harped on.83 As for Tallmadge, he, too, remained enigmatically discreet about his spying
activities. In his Memoir, written half a century after the Revolution, he had only this to say:
“This year [1778] I opened a private correspondence with some persons in New York [for
General Washington] which lasted through the war. How beneficial it was to the
Commander-in-Chief is evidenced by his continuing the same to the close of the war. I kept
one or more boats continually employed in crossing the Sound on this business.” Apart from
that sole paragraph, the balance of the sixty-eight-page book is devoted to his more
respectable soldierly achievements.84
Lest Washington ever suspected him of padding his expenses—the sort of thing low-class
spies did—Woodhull repeatedly took great pains to explain how thrifty and “as sparing as
possible” he was. “I have drawn on you for fifty pounds,” he humbly wrote, “which please
accept.”85 Washington, because “all the specie in my possession is with my baggage from
which I shall be for some days separated,” could not send the money directly, but mentioned
to Tallmadge that “there is a sum about equal to what is now wanted in the hands of Col.
Henley, whom I have directed … to pay what he may have, to you.”86 This was money
originally allotted to Charles Scott, lately resigned, to fund secret services.
Though he understood that spying could not be done on the cheap, Washington was always
concerned with keeping expenses down. A peculiar difficulty was presented by Woodhull,
who required British currency or bullion, not the Congress-printed paper that was both
worthless (by 1780, a pound of tea cost five hundred dollars and people used the bills as

wallpaper) and useless (how was Woodhull expected to circulate enemy currency in Britishoccupied territory?).87 As Washington explained, “specie is so scarce an article and so
difficult to be procured, that we must use great oeconomy with it. If Continental money can
be made to answer the purpose in part, it will be a very desirable circumstance, as it will
facilitate the necessary supplies.”88 Be that as it may, replied Woodhull on January 22, 1779,
quite sensibly if a touch testily, “Continental money will not serve me; It is much lower
here.”89 Washington’s remark about using “great oeconomy,” however, continued to rankle
his spy, who reminded the commander-in-chief that “I have not an independent fortune,” but
that “I can assure you … I have had nothing else in view. And in one word a sufficiency
for … support.”90 To which Washington, hoping to soothe a ruffled amour propre, clarified, it
was “the difficulty of furnishing specie, not the mere matter of expense which I had in view
when I recommended oeconomy.”91
Mollified, and good and faithful servant that he was, Woodhull continued to do his master’s
bidding.

Winter was traditionally a quiet time for armies, summer being the accepted and most
civilized season to recommence killing the enemy. For Tallmadge, however, the winter of
1778–79 offered no respite and he was instead kept exceptionally busy by his spy ring.
Washington had directed him to find a faster method of conveying Culper’s letters to
headquarters, and to this task he devoted himself.
There were two bottlenecks. Since Woodhull was now doing much of his spying work in
the city at Amos Underhill’s house, messages were delayed between there and Caleb
Brewster’s pick-up spot fifty-five miles away in one of the quieter bays just outside Setauket
where the surrounding woods concealed these illicit goings-on from prying eyes. Assuming
Brewster’s crew were available, he could transport the letters across the Sound in just a few
hours. The second bottleneck was on the Connecticut side, where it was proving onerous for
Tallmadge both to rendezvous with Brewster and then ride to Washington’s headquarters.
The latter was easily fixed. At Washington’s suggestion, Tallmadge stationed a dragoon
officer at Danbury who relayed the letters up the line to camp “without his knowing the
person from whom they came,” as the general put it.1 By January 2, 1779, this single officer
was replaced by a chain of “regular expresses established between Danbury and the
headquarters of the army” who were given special permits to ride through American
checkpoints.2 Even so, there was the occasional delay: A Culper letter of mid-January was
days late owing to a dragoon’s lame horse and his need to “get some repairs to his
accoutrements.”3
The New York–Long Island stretch was trickier. Just before Christmas 1778, Tallmadge
brought Jonas Hawkins into the Ring to courier the letters to Setauket. He didn’t omit to
assure Washington that Hawkins was sound.4 Hawkins officially began work in mid-January.
Little is known of him apart from his family’s longtime presence in Setauket—a Zachariah
Hawkins arrived in the town two years after its founding—that he owned a tavern and store,
that (like Woodhull and Brewster) he signed the List of Associators in 1775, and that he
served in the militia after the war for a short time. He was some years younger than
Woodhull, Brewster, and Tallmadge, and had known them as the “older boys” since his
childhood.5 Like Amos Underhill, he was never, however, a full-time operative of the Ring,
and soon began splitting his courier duties with Austin Roe, another signatory to the
Associators’ list. The latter, born in 1749, was also of an old Setauket family (related to
Hawkins) and he owned a tavern—about fifty yards from the house where Caleb Brewster
had grown up—on the short road between Setauket and Port Jefferson. Roe had bought it
from the Woodhulls.6 At this stage, the growing cell was recruiting solely from the ranks of

men its members knew they could trust implicitly, men who shared their religion, blood,
class, and creed.7
With Hawkins and Roe undertaking the hazardous trip between Woodhull in New York and
Brewster waiting off Setauket, the new system quickly demonstrated its superiority. At the
end of January 1779, the Ring managed to convey a letter from New York to Washington in a
week, at least half the time it had previously taken.8 Information could also travel in a more
regular fashion, as Washington happily noticed when he received two Culper letters—one
from Woodhull, the other, Brewster—in late February.
Brewster’s was a short report on a visit he’d paid to Long Island, and was mostly concerned
with naval matters, such as his observation that “they are repairing all their flat bottom boats
in New York and building a number at the ship yards”—indicating that the enemy was
gearing for a landing somewhere, probably Connecticut. There was also a tip that “the
inhabitants [are] fitting a number of privateers out in the City,” so allowing American
commanders to warn merchantmen to be on the alert.9
Any intelligence of privateer-building activity was bound to be worrisome. New York’s
geographical position between Canada, Europe, and the Caribbean had long allowed
privateering—the practice of allowing armed, private ships to attack those owned by the
enemy and take their cargoes as prizes—to flourish on the side, but during the war, when it
was impossible to obtain certain goods on the open market, it turned into a cross between an
indispensable lifeline and a speculative thrill. (One such venture was the Royal Charlotte, a
vessel owned by a consortium of New York high-society ladies patriotically intended “to assist
in humbling the pride and perfidy of France, and in chastising the rebels of America” while
also turning a sweet profit for its proprietors.)10
For Americans, over the course of the war their fleet of congressionally approved privateers
—which varied between 73 (in 1777) and 449 (1781)—brought in 3,100 merchant vessels, of
which 900 were eventually recaptured or ransomed to their owners. Though British global
trade was mostly undisrupted by these losses (the premiums at Lloyd’s of London, the
maritime insurers, rose but not so much as to stifle commerce), the money generated by
Continental privateering helped nourish the sinews of the war on land.11
On the British side, however, privateering was a much bigger business, employing up to six
thousand New York seamen.12 Blacks comprised a disproportionate number of these.
Privateers were color-blind, and their captains could count on black crewmen—most former
slaves freed by the British—not to surrender at the first whiff of American grapeshot. The
consequences of capture, for them, were too dreadful not to put up a fight. In April 1782, for
instance, when a Continental privateer captured the frigate Alert, it found that eleven out of
its forty-six men were blacks, nine of whom were subsequently sold in a Trenton tavern.13 For
whites, so attractive were the business’s rewards that the Royal Navy found its own ships
undermanned because potential recruits were signing on to privateers. Notwithstanding the
public complaints about the degenerate practice of sailing for profit instead of fighting for
glory, even high-ranking officers, such as Admiral Howe, took cuts from commerce raiders,
and navy captains themselves turned privateer if a juicy Continental plum crossed their
path.14 And with good reason: A good take could double, or even triple, a sailor’s annual
wages.15
A privateer who made a living mugging merchantmen often found itself a tempting target

preyed on by larger craft: On September 30, 1776, the Industry, an American raider of twentysix guns, was jumped by the Emerald, a frigate, and suffered thirteen killed and twenty-nine
wounded.16 Yet privateers on both sides still found the risk worthwhile. Three enterprising
Continental captains, for instance, sailed their sloops into New York harbor and hijacked a
fully laden merchantman right from under the nose of the Russell, a mammoth seventy-fourgunner, which failed to do anything to stop it, much to the fury of the New York merchants
who could see their stolen property vanishing over the horizon.17
The British alone authorized some two hundred New York–based privateers to prowl the
seas.18 And they did. Roaming as far south as Virginia and the West Indies, and as far north
as New England, between September 1776 and March 1779, these hunters brought into port
no fewer than 165 prizes worth a staggering £600,000.19 Small wonder that Washington
found Brewster’s information most useful, and not a little alarming.
The second letter in the February package, Woodhull’s, was more substantive, and was the
longest dispatch he ever wrote—a full seven dense pages. Now relieved of the burden of
traveling back and forth from Setauket, he’d been assiduously touring the British positions. As
Woodhull says, explaining his absence over the past weeks, “I have been for some time
engaged to find out the true state of the enemy.” Which was: “The 44, 57, 63 [regiments],
Colls. Robinson’s and Emmerick with three German regiments all commanded by Governor
Tryon, are cantoned [at] King’s Bridge.… From these posts to and within the city are two
battalions of Guards, 28 Regm. Welch Fusiliers, the Volunteers of Ireland … and four German
Regm. Also in the city are Genls. Clinton, Jones, Mathews, De Lancey, Knyphausen.” He
computed “the whole force of the enemy to be thirty four battalions, equal to two hundred
and fifty in a battalion.” Rather sweetly, in the margin he calculated the sums for
Washington, arriving at 8,500 men. He also independently confirmed Brewster’s report of
shipyard activity: “I frequently see General Clinton amongst the carpenters [at the shipyard],
in particular viewing the boats.”20
The importance of Brewster and Woodhull’s early warnings that the British were building
flat-bottomed transports and that there were significant numbers of soldiers at King’s Bridge
at the northern tip of Manhattan would soon become apparent. At the time, the “royal
governor” of New York, William Tryon, had been urging Clinton to authorize the use of
“desolation warfare” upon the enemy. For Tryon and other Loyalist hard-liners, Clinton’s
reluctance to countenance attacks on pro-Patriot civilians was evidence of namby-pambyism;
only by punishing popular support for the rebel regime could Americans be wooed back into
the monarchical fold. Though he and Tryon had once been close, Clinton dismissed his
comrade’s schemes as mad and immoral. In an attempt to quiet him, at the end of February
he allowed Tryon to march from King’s Bridge at the head of his regiments to West
Greenwich (more often known as Horseneck), some thirty miles away, his objective being to
destroy American military stockpiles. Tryon’s raid was a successful one (his men also managed
to scuttle three docked vessels), even if he was harried on the way back by Connecticut
militiamen.
Clinton had in the meantime begun musing on a plan that would use Tryon as bait. Come
the summer, he would give Tryon command of a small fleet to transport 2,600 troops to the
Connecticut coast. That armada was now secretly under construction, explaining Clinton’s
interest in visiting the shipyards to inspect progress. The task of Tryon’s expeditionary force

was to create a diversion that would lure Washington and the eight-thousand-man army
southeast from his main camp near West Point on the upper Hudson. Once he had left his
secure defensive redoubts to deal with Tryon’s raiders, Clinton would march rapidly with the
main army from New York, capture Washington’s supply depots in New Jersey, and threaten
his strongholds on the Hudson. Washington would be forced to rush back to save his rear,
thereby allowing Clinton an opportunity to meet him on the field of battle and inflict a
decisive defeat.21
The latest Culper intelligence—Clinton building transports in the midst of winter and Tryon
instigating raids on Connecticut—bemused Tallmadge and Washington. Perhaps the two were
linked, and Tryon’s next attack would be waterborne; if that were the case, the Connecticut
coastline would have to be the target. As Clinton would never stay put in New York during
the crucial summer months, what would he do while Tryon was unleashed on Connecticut?
If Clinton was up to something, Washington wanted to know about it before it happened,
and he urged Tallmadge to improve the timeliness of the Culper letters by finding a quicker
route. Tallmadge, however, was equally, if not more, concerned with strengthening security.
Written as they were openly in black ink, all it would take would be one overly curious
trooper on patrol to find the incriminating documents and disaster would befall the Ring.
Making the telltale ink disappear would provide a hedge against discovery, which is
precisely what Tallmadge set out to do. Quite by happy circumstance, a few months before,
John Jay—about to become the new president of Congress—had enigmatically written to
Washington about “a mode of correspondence, which may be of use, provided proper agents
can be obtained. I have experienced its efficacy by a three years’ trial.”22
Jay, a future coauthor of the Federalist Papers with Alexander Hamilton and James
Madison, was referring to an extraordinary ink concocted by his older brother, Sir James Jay
(1732–1815), a physician who had been living in London before the war. Sir James, knighted
in 1763 by George III and described as “haughty, proud, overbearing, supercilious, pedantic,
vain, and ambitious” (as well as being a notorious overcharge; his medical practice “became
entirely confined among his own relations”), also happened to be a keen amateur chemist.23
Many years after the Revolution, Sir James described to Thomas Jefferson that “when the
affairs of America … threatened to issue in civil war [in 1775], it occurred to me that a fluid
might possibly be discovered for invisible writing, which would elude the generally known
means of detection, and yet could be rendered visible by a suitable counterpart. Sensible of
the great advantages, both in a political and military line, which we might derive from such a
mode of procuring and transmitting intelligence, I set about the work.” After “innumerable
experiments, I succeeded to my wish.”
Jay continues: “From England I sent to my brother John in New York, considerable
quantities of these preparations.” Sir James himself turned spy when, using his ink, he
“transmitted to America the first authentic account which Congress received, of the
determination of the British Ministry to reduce the Colonies to unconditional submission.”24
It took nearly six months for Washington to receive a small supply of what Sir James called
a “sympathetic” ink, that is, “fluids by which if one writes on the whitest paper the letters
immediately become invisible” but which are magically “rendered visible” by the application
of a different chemical liquid. Technically speaking, the writing fluid is termed the agent, and
the developer, the reagent (in Washington’s words, the “counterpart” or “counter liquor”).25

Agent and reagent were difficult to produce, given the scarcity of the materials and the
need for secrecy. When he moved back to America, Sir James brought a limited amount of
the chemicals from England, but was eventually obliged, with Washington’s permission, to
appropriate hospital supplies for his requirements.26 Between the two men, the ink was codenamed “medicine,” and Jay would ship it to the general in a small doctor’s box. Even with
the ingredients in hand, the ink was tricky to produce, for it “require[d] some assistance from
chemistry” and, Jay reported, “I have no place where a little apparatus may be erected for
preparing it” because “our house is so small, and so well inhabited, that there is not a corner
left where a little brick furnace, which a mason could build in two hours time, can be
placed.” However, “a log hut for the purpose might be soon run up, but it is also out of my
power to effect this. Neither bricks, boards nor lime are to be purchased here, nor a carpenter
nor mason to be had without great difficulty, if at all.”27 Jay soon got the help he needed,
courtesy of Washington, for whom the ink was a priority. Colonel Udne Hay was commanded
to supply “the assistance of a few artificers for a day or two to erect a small laboratory. As
[Sir James] purposes making some experiments which may be of public utility and has
already furnished me with some chymical preparations, from which I have derived
considerable advantages I think it proper to gratify him.” And, added Washington, “should a
few boards or such matters be wanting to complete the building which is to be of logs, you
will also procure them, if it be in your power.”28 It was.
For the most part, in the eighteenth century secret inks were rarely used. This was because
they were generally based on organic liquids, such as the juice of leeks, oranges, limes,
cabbage, and potatoes, as well as milk, vinegar, or urine (in a pinch). To develop them, the
recipient applied heat, either by pressing the letter with an iron or holding a candle beneath
it. The very simplicity of the revelatory process tended to outweigh the advantages bestowed
by invisibility, which may have been one reason why the British—Clinton, in particular—
preferred to write openly, so to speak, in cipher or by grille.
Jay’s recipe, however, was revolutionary enough to amaze Washington. Performing his own
experiments with the liquid, the general marveled that “fire which will bring lime juice, milk
and other things of this kind to light, has no effect on it. A letter upon trivial matters of
business, written in common ink, may be fitted with important intelligence which cannot be
discovered without the counter part.” He soon dubbed this marvelous fluid the “sympathetic
stain.”29
So what was the “sympathetic stain”? Conducting tests on the Culper letters in the
Washington collection at the Library of Congress is impossible, and even if performed would
be unlikely to yield much of use owing to the age and brittleness of the surviving
correspondence written in the stain. We can take a few stabs at what it could have been, using
the few clues available.
The Culpers tended to write on new paper, despite the added expense and the difficulty of
acquiring it, in order to use the whitest available. Washington once advised, when he
suggested that the Culpers could write in the blank leaves of books, that they should choose
such volumes on the basis of “the goodness of the blank paper, as the ink is not easily legible,
unless it is on paper of a good quality.”30 As a result—keeping in mind that the basis of
sympathetic-ink alchemy is a change of color (if written in red, say, the developed message
might appear in green) caused by the reaction between the agent and reagent—when

Washington developed their letters, the Culpers’ writing appeared in the hoped-for black.
Only by “wetting the paper with a fine brush” dipped in the reagent, specified Washington,
could one render the writing visible.31 Another clue is that Jay conducted “innumerable
experiments” (as he said in his letter to Jefferson) to get the compounds and sequence right,
so the solution could not be an obvious one. Nor were the ingredients easy to come by, since
Jay needed to get the key chemicals from a hospital or dispensary. And finally, as Washington
found, the ink was impervious to heat.
There are some five hundred known sympathetic-ink formulas, and no doubt many
hundreds more could be concocted. The vast majority of these can be discarded, as they fail
at least one of the above criteria, and in any case, at that time there were but three types of
sympathetic inks known. There is one that does fulfill every requirement. Mix and dissolve 60
grains of gallic acid with 10 grains of powdered acacia, more commonly known as gum
arabic. (Gallic acid is a colorless or slightly yellowish crystalline acid derived from gallnuts,
primarily Chinese in origin and so hard to find except in hospitals, where they were used by
eighteenth-century doctors as an antidiarrheal medication.) After several attempts, you
should have a solution the color of pale straw. For the reagent, acquire 30 grains of ferrous
sulphate and dissolve them in 8 ounces of distilled water, thereby producing a colorless
developer. The reason why Washington specified using a “fine brush” to reveal the message is
that the reagent has a tendency to smear the text if too much is swabbed over it. Once the
“counter liquor” is properly applied, the writing will gradually appear, tinted a pale greenish
or bluish black, but will eventually, with exposure to air, turn coal-black. The document itself
will, thanks to the oxidation of the ferrous salts, turn slightly brownish, as indeed the Culper
letters often are.32
In mid-April 1779, Woodhull finally received “a vial for a purpose that gives me great
satisfaction” and immediately began using it.33 Even so, it took a year to procure sufficient
supplies. The Culpers, as a result, often found themselves grievously short, and Washington
himself tended to write openly to Tallmadge to preserve the precious drops. When, however,
Woodhull finally had enough of the ink, he tended to hoard it for fear of another shortage,
leading Washington to remark crossly to Tallmadge that “what I have sent for him at different
times would have wrote fifty times what I have recd. from him.”34
Armed now with his sympathetic stain, Washington soon began to cast round for a
permanent New York agent so that Woodhull could hold the fort in Setauket. His eye settled
on Lewis Pintard, a merchant who had been appointed (with General Howe’s acquiescence) in
early 1777 as commissary to American prisoners in New York, his job being to ensure they
received proper care. In his letter asking for Howe’s permission to keep an American
representative in the city, Washington had pledged that Pintard was “under parole to transmit
no intelligence.” By the late spring of 1779, he had evidently decided that Pintard was too
valuable an asset to let lie fallow.35
On May 3, 1779, Washington sounded out Elias Boudinot, his commissary-general of
prisoners. “It is a matter of great importance to have early and good intelligence of the
enemy’s strength and motions, and as far as possible, designs, and to obtain them through
different channels. Do you think it practicable to come at these by means of P——d? I shall
not press it upon him; but you must be sensible that to obtain intelligence from a man of
observation near the head quarters of an army from whence all orders flow and every thing

originates must be a most desirable thing.” If Pintard were willing, he would “entitle himself
not only to thanks but reward, at a proper season.” Understandably, Pintard would be
concerned about exposure—the British no doubt steamed open his dispatches to headquarters
—but Washington alluded to the possibility of using his new weapon, the ink, to evade their
snares. The general asked Boudinot “to hint the matter to the person mentioned, for trial of
his willingness to engage in a correspondence of this kind.”36
Nothing came of the scheme: A miffed and insulted Pintard refused to send any reports to
Washington. Some time later, he gave his reasons when he complained of the “disagreeable
circumstances attending my particular situation” that had “exposed me to the most
dangerous … consequences imaginable.” Pintard was too discreet to mention Washington’s
approach, but word had somehow leaked out and he was “considered as a person of the most
dangerous principles to the safety of the City, as a spy and common enemy of the British
Government.” As he was “extremely unhappy,” Pintard asked Washington to appoint “some
other person … to take charge of the American prisoners in New York” so he could “retire to
my farm.”37 (He later became Washington’s wine supplier.)38
Despite his faux pas, Washington wasn’t yet willing to give up his quest for a New York
agent-in-place. On June 27, 1779, Washington suggested to Tallmadge, then stationed in
Connecticut, that he make contact with “a man on York Island [Manhattan], living on or near
the North River, of the name of George Higday who I am told hath given signal proofs of his
attachment to us, and at the same time stands well with the enemy.” This Higday had, the
previous month, helped three stranded American officers cross the Hudson into New Jersey
and they had cited him as a potentially useful friendly.39
A week later—on July 2—Colonel Banastre Tarleton, leading a two-hundred-man force
comprised of part of his British Legion, the crack Seventh Light Dragoons, the Queen’s
Rangers, and the Hussars, struck Tallmadge’s camp at about five in the morning. Sabers
fiercely clanged, and the raiders were eventually repulsed with the help of the local militia,
but not before the dragoons had suffered ten casualties and eight men captured, along with
twelve horses taken—including Tallmadge’s charger, whose saddlebags had contained twenty
guineas from Washington intended for Woodhull and, worse, his letter of June 27 mentioning
George Higday’s name and location.40
Tallmadge was mystified by the attack: How had the British known exactly where to find
him, and why had they undertaken such a risky operation? What he did not know was that a
June 13 letter—not written in the stain—from Washington to Tallmadge that mentioned “C
——r” and a “liquid” he was using had been intercepted by the British, who decided to
venture capturing Tallmadge himself.41
Washington was composed, but was certainly annoyed at what he regarded as Tallmadge’s
carelessness. “The loss of your papers was certainly a most unlucky accident and shows how
dangerous it is to keep papers of any consequence at an advanced post. I beg you will take
care to guard against the like in future. If you will send me a trusty person I will replace the
guineas.” However, “the person most endangered by the acquisition of your letter is one
Higday, who lives not far from the Bowery, in the Island of New York. I wish you could
endeavour to give him the speediest notice of what has happened. My anxiety on his account
is great.”42
His chiding was not altogether warranted. It had been Washington, after all, who had

blundered badly in using Higday’s real name, not Tallmadge. Though the plot to nab
Tallmadge had been thwarted, the British couldn’t believe their luck in intercepting a second
letter from the commander-in-chief, and it was read at the highest levels—by Clinton himself.
To make matters worse, the June 27 letter had also mentioned “C——r”—so now the enemy
had a double confirmation that not only was there an active agent by that alias, but that
Tallmadge was head of the intelligence service and was probably operating a ring on Long
Island, through Connecticut, and across the Sound.
They could deal with this C——r later. On July 13, troopers broke down Higday’s door and
arrested him. Terrified for his life, and either convinced already, or persuaded by his
interrogators, that Washington had had the letter deliberately intercepted to destroy him,
Higday wrote a semiliterate, pathetic confession from prison to Clinton. After he had helped
the officers across the Hudson, they said “what a fine thing it might be for me to fetch
information over for Washington” and “that he would make me rich in so doing.” Granted an
audience with Washington, Higday offered his services for pay, and the general agreed to give
him some money. Higday’s modest intention had been to buy a cow with his wages, but
Washington’s money turned out to be counterfeit and Higday refused to work anymore. He
assumed Washington had put his name “in the black book” and betrayed him out of spite.43
It’s unlikely Higday was executed, because Clinton, as he told his sisters, was a forgiving
man, especially to such confused and harmless small fish as Higday. “From good policy and
perhaps a little more feeling than is usual for those in my situation … I have never executed a
spy.” Why? Because “I have made good use of them by employing them double”—a sentiment
belying his self-regarding virtuousness.44 Indeed, Clinton may have tried to recruit Higday as
a “double,” but he was useless, for Washington knew he had been compromised. A victim of
the spy game, poor Higday went back to his little place on the Bowery and endeavored to
disappear.
The Higday gaffe did at least demonstrate to Washington and Tallmadge the urgent need to
encipher their letters. Given the chronic shortage of invisible ink, Tallmadge vowed never to
allow his agents again to be placed in such danger, and set himself the task of creating a code
that would serve as an additional hedge against discovery.
Inventing a workable code from scratch is a tall order. Today’s cryptographers (those who
create codes, as opposed to cryptanalysts, who break them) are fortunate enough to work for
intelligence agencies able to draw on many decades of institutional experience. Tallmadge
had no such luck. He lacked instruction manuals, professional advice, and even knowledge of
which words to include. The code he eventually conceived may have been simple but it was
not a bad one. Though it certainly wasn’t up to the cutting-edge standards used by European
diplomatic codemakers, Tallmadge was not obliged to shield his men from European
diplomatic codebreakers. So long as it frustrated a casual reader, it would suffice.
His code was a distant descendant of the Ave Maria cipher created by a priest, Johannes
Trithemius, author of the first book printed on the subject, the Polygraphiae of 1518.45 (Men
of the cloth made superb cryptographers owing to their ability to translate Hebrew, Greek,
and Latin back and forth.) Trithemius constructed a table pairing the twenty-four “plaintext”
letters of the alphabet with a selection of nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. The sender
would substitute one of these corresponding words for each letter of the plaintext message to
form a coherent prayer—hence Ave Maria. I’ve reproduced a partial example below for the

letters A through D:

So, if we wanted to encipher “Abbas Trithemius,” we would select “Deus” from the A row
of the first column, then “clementissimus” from the B row of the second column, then
“regens” from the next B row in the third column, and “celos” from the last column and so
on. The Latin prayer of “Abbas Trithemius” would emerge as (once some “nulls,” which don’t
mean anything and can serve as red herrings, and “joiners” to make the sentences intelligible,
which I’ve italicized, were added): “Deus clementissimus regens celos manifestet optantibus
lucem seraphicam cum omnibus dilectis suis in perpetuum amen suauitas potentissimi motoris
deuotis semper vbique.”46
Trithemius’s cipher was clever but laborious, as it used an entire word to replace a single
letter. A simple sentence could translate into a page-long prayer—suspiciously lengthy even
for the most theologically fervent. It never really took off. Europe’s few cryptographers
instead relied on a French code system, also dating from the Renaissance, known as a onepart nomenclator.
For this, a codemaker compiled two parallel lists, the first containing plaintext words and
the second, numerals in ascending order. Thus, “apple” might be represented by the number
9, and “meeting” by 256, “thunder” by 407, and so on all the way through to “zoo” at 522.
Instead of writing words, the cryptographer substitutes a number, so that eventually the
message appears as a series of digits separated by periods.
A one-parter does contain a major flaw that only gradually emerged: All words
alphabetically between “apple” and “meeting” must necessarily bear numbers between 9 and
256. Given that the science of determining how frequently certain words, bigrams, and letters
occurred was in its infancy (in English, for instance, “the” occurs 420 times in every 10,000
words, the bigram “th” 168 times in every 1,000 words, and “e” 591 times in 1,000 words),
an observant cryptanalyst would notice a “bunching” of numbers around particular points.47
Once he had three or four messages in his possession, and having verified that the numerals
petered out at about 520, our cryptanalyst could hypothesize that the flurry of code numbers
hovering around the 400 mark—or four-fifths of the way through the series—was signaling a
frequently used word, probably beginning with “t” and therefore almost definitely “the.”
Likewise, a bunching in the single digits pointed a finger at the word “a,” and in the mid100s, “from,” and in the low 500s, “which.” From there, it was a matter of attrition to crack
the code; i.e., “of” must be somewhere between 256 and 407, and most likely around the
early 300s, so he would start looking for the telltale bunching in that area. Once this basic
structure had been established, the cryptanalyst would scour for common military and
diplomatic terms: “ambassador,” “king,” “army,” and so on. Sooner or later, the pieces would
fall into place.
By the early seventeenth century, the French master cryptographer Antoine Rossignol had
worked out how to confound his peers by using a two-part nomenclator. The basic principle—

turning words into numbers and back again—remained the same, but Rossignol partly
randomized the system so that “apple” might be represented by 389 and “zoo” by 25.48 He
did this by giving the encoder a book listing alphabetically all the words that would ever
need to be masked, with a random number in the next column. The decoder received a book
with the digits in numerical order and the words they represented next to them, rather like a
bilingual dictionary. A two-parter made codebreaking more difficult, because if, say, “the”
was given the number 262, it did not necessarily mean that numbers 1 through 261 belonged
to words running from “a” to “that.” Even so, it still suffered from the same fundamental
defect as its more primitive ancestor: A cryptanalyst could detect 262 occurring suspiciously
often, thereby indicating a lurking “the,” and so on down the line of frequency.
One way of getting around the problem was relatively simple: Don’t encode common words
like “the.” Instead, encipher only the more important, but rarer, ones, such as “muskets,”
“France,” and “negotiations.” Nevertheless, if the cryptanalyst possessed several encoded
messages, he could try to guess the meaning of a number from its context in a sentence by
cross-referencing it with the other messages in which the same number was used.
In any case, French superiority in the field had eroded by the early 1700s. Other countries
learned to baffle codebreakers by increasing the number of nomenclators from the traditional
several hundred to two thousand or three thousand elements—so that each word could have
several random numbers assigned to it—and including scores of nulls to throw decipherers off
the scent. The French responded by using half a dozen sets of nomenclators simultaneously, a
decision that caused immense confusion among recipients of enciphered letters who may not
have received the newest update.
Despite the complexity of this new breed of cipher, it was often broken thanks to a
willingness to cheat. Europe’s Black Chambers dug deep in the diplomatic bags to find the
freshly issued two-part lists destined for outlying embassies. By the time the local ambassador
was perusing his new decrypted mail over breakfast, the local Black Chamber had already
read it.
Human error was another major factor. At great expense, England’s Decyphering Branch in
the early 1700s developed an impregnable four-digit code for diplomatic use only to discover
years later that the Foreign Office, thinking it would save some money, had gone on to use
the same code in embassies from Gibraltar to Stockholm for more than a decade. Changing
the code numbers at least three or four times a year, and allotting each embassy a different
version, should have been automatic. As it was, the code had been leaked or broken so long
before, the Foreign Office might as well have sent its messages directly to the enemy in
plaintext.49 Then there were the diplomats who, after receiving a document written in
plaintext from their home government, sent their reply in cipher, so providing enemy
codebreakers with a crib sheet of the newest version when they steamed it open about an
hour later and compared it with their copy of the original document.
By the eve of the Revolution, it was clear that for the most sensitive diplomatic
communications, two-part nomenclators were insecure. To the Americans’ rescue rode
Charles William Frederic Dumas, a German in his fifties living in the Netherlands, who had
turned into a zealous Patriot partly owing to his friendship with Benjamin Franklin.
Employed by the Americans as their agent in Holland, and acquainted with the practices of
the Black Chambers, Dumas devised a robust system combining an early version of what is

known as a “stream cipher” (encrypter and decrypter share the same text for their
correspondence) and a randomized key in which any of maybe a dozen numbers could
represent the same letter.
The concept is easier to grasp by looking at the first couple of sentences from the patriotic,
682-character-long passage Dumas and Franklin used as their shared source-text for their
correspondence: “Voulez-vous sentir la différence? Jettez les yeux sur le continent
septentrional de l’Amérique.” (Translation: “Do you want to feel the difference? Glance at the
continent of North America.”)
Then Dumas numbered each character consecutively, e.g.:

Once the entire passage is numbered thus, the encoder could choose between no fewer than
128 different numbers for “e” (or 63 for “r,” 60 for “s,” or 50 for “a”). In the sentence above,
for example, “e” was represented by 5, 13, 24, 26, and 29. When it came to “w,” however, or
“k,” he was out of luck, for the original passage did not contain them: Franklin and Dumas
substituted “uu” and “c” for them. There was also but one number each for “y,” “?,” and
“&”—flaws that no veteran cryptanalyst scouring for such regularities would overlook. Nor
would he overlook the Dumas Cipher’s other failing—that the encoder must choose between
the 128 numbers for “e” as randomly as he can; what Franklin had a lazy habit of doing was
repeatedly choosing the first couple of numbers that appeared. In the case of “e”—see
example above—he would use 5 or 13 far more often than, say, 29. Again, the frequency of
“e” was the dead giveaway.
As far as it went, however, the Dumas Cipher was simple to use and provided fairly good
security. The same could not be said of the polyalphabetic system invented by the leading
American cryptographer of the time, James Lovell (born in 1737 and Harvard educated),
whose cipher was brilliant, yet so confusing that no one could work out how to use it, least of
all John Adams, whom Lovell persisted in subjecting to his cipher, much to the former’s
dismay. For years, he couldn’t read the missives the cryptographer sent him.
A boiled-down version follows, using just the first two letters of the keyword CRANCH (the
name of a friend of Lovell’s and Adams’s).
1

C

R

2

D

S

3

E

T

4

F

U

5

G

V

6

H

W

7

I

X

8

J

Y

9

K

Z

10

L

&

11

M

A

12

N

B

13

O

C

14

P

D

15

Q

E

16

R

F

17

S

G

18

T

H

19

U

I

20

V

J

21

W

K

22

X

L

23

Y

M

24

Z

N

25

&

O

26

A

P

27

B

Q

To encipher “bankrupt,” find “b” in the first column and write the number to its left; for the
second letter, “a,” look for it in the second column and write down the number; then for the
third letter, return to the first column and continue to alternate. Thus, “bankrupt” becomes
“27.11.12.21.16.4.14.3.” If one isn’t paying attention—and Adams often wasn’t—it was easy
to miscount and use the wrong column to substitute, thereby garbling the rest of the message.
Indeed, Lovell himself used to miscount occasionally, leaving poor Adams still more
befuddled than before. And this is all before accounting for Lovell’s arcane “rules,” such as
the one laying down that “29.38” was a signal to the reader to begin deciphering in reverse,
let alone his fondness for three- and four-letter keys (rather than the above two-letter), which
made decipherment even more prone to miscounting. As Abigail Adams told Lovell, her
husband was not “adept in investigating ciphers and hates to be puzzled for a meaning.”
Consequently, Adams switched to the basic, tried-and-true alphanumeric system that was

highly insecure but comprehensible, at least. Thus, to his friend Francis Dana, Adams wrote
in 1782: “19 presses 18 to come to him, and he thinks of going in ten days”—18 stood for
Adams, and 19, John Jay.50
Tallmadge couldn’t afford the luxury of a top-class diplomatic code—two reasons being the
difficulty of training each Culper member in encipherment and ensuring he had the latest
key-book—and was obliged to find a simpler, Adams-style solution. He began researching and
compiling one in earnest in July 1779. However, almost from the very beginning, the Culper
Ring had occasionally employed a stripped-down code consisting of precisely one element:
Thus, Woodhull dated his letter of March 17, 1779, “10 March 17 1779 [italics added].”51
Subsequently, in April, Woodhull clarified that:
“No.

10 represents

N. York

20

Setauket

30 and 40

2 Post Riders.”52

The “Post Riders” were Jonas Hawkins and Austin Roe, and until July, the Ring used just
those four numbers. By the end of that month, the Ring had switched to a full-scale Code
Dictionary.53
The “Dictionary” was the sourcebook of the Culper Cipher, a creaky one-part nomenclator
developed by Tallmadge. From his copy of the 1777 London edition of Entick’s Spelling
Dictionary, Tallmadge chose 710 words he thought most useful for his agents—county,
Congress, advise, gun, intrigue, longitude, navy, Tory, war, and so on—and wrote them
alphabetically in the left-hand column; in the next, he numbered the words consecutively.
Thus:
many

384

mercy

385

moment

386

murder

387

measure

388

He added 53 numbers, running from 711 to 763, to represent proper names. These included
the names of his agents, leading actors, and places. The most important ones, for our
purposes at the moment, were:
General Washington

711

General Clinton

712

Tallmadge (“John Bolton”)

721

Samuel Culper

722

Austin Roe

724

Caleb Brewster

725

New York

727

Long Island

728

Setauket

729

For those words not listed in the Dictionary, and for digits, Tallmadge added a barebones, mixed-alphabet scheme, which was as follows:
Original: a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z
Code: e f g h i j a b c d o m n p q r k l u v w x y z s t
Original: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
Code: e f g i k m n o q u
Thinking ahead, Tallmadge included a few rules to simplify decryption. Transposed digits
were to have a double line drawn underneath to distinguish them from enciphered words;
and for words in the past and future tenses and for plurals, a small squiggle, or “flourish,”
was added above the code number.54
Tallmadge’s one-part nomenclator is a clone of early French cryptographic practice. Even
so, in the American theater, it was counted as cutting-edge: It would not be until the fall of
1781 that this type of numerical code came into more widespread use.55 Tallmadge’s
inspiration probably came, indirectly, from the Marquis de Lafayette, who would certainly
have been au fait with elementary cryptography after his time at court and in the army of a
country once the world leader in ciphering.
Lafayette arrived in America for the first time on June 13, 1777, and met Washington on
July 31, 1777. The two became firm friends. He stayed until the beginning of 1779, and then
returned from France in the spring of 1780. The Culpers began using Tallmadge’s Dictionary
in mid-1779—during Lafayette’s absence. It might have been Washington—never averse to
making proposals to improve the Ring’s effectiveness—who, remembering a conversation
with Lafayette, described for Tallmadge the rudiments of a one-part nomenclator and code
dictionary.
After a few false starts, the Ring quickly got accustomed to this strange new language. On
August 6, for instance, part of one of their letters read:
Sorry 626.280 cannot give 707 an exact account 431.625 situation 431.625.635—
707.373. think 626.280.249 not taken sufficient pains 634.442.284. I assure
707.626.280.249.190.284 more 146 than 280 expected. It is 282 some measure owing
683[?].379.414 having got 287.1.573 line 431.216 intelligence. To depend 668.80
reports 683.[?].183—I 537.5. conversed 680 two qjjcgilw 431 different 76 from 730
from 419.431 which 280 could 442.2 account 431.625 situation 431.625. army 630. I
was afraid 430 being too 526.
The translation, made by one of Washington’s aides, is:

Sorry that I cannot give you an exact account of the situation of the troops. You may
think that I have not taken sufficient pains to obtain it. I assure you that I have, and find
it more difficult than I expected. It is in some measure owing to my not having got into a
regular line of getting intelligence. To depend upon common reports would not do. I saw
and conversed with two officers of different corps from Kings-bridge from neither of
whom I could obtain an account of the situation of the army there. I was afraid of being
too particular.56
Tallmadge’s cipher would not have withstood a Black Chamber specialist for long: The words
and numbers were not randomized (so that “artillery” was represented by 46, and “troops” by
635); there were but 760-odd elements, whereas the minimum a one-parter should have had
to delay breaking was between 1,500 and 3,000 (including nulls and multiples); and it
contained 22 of the 27 most frequently used words—“the,” “an,” “at,” “I”—in the English
language. Even a novice cryptologist knew better than to hand out such free clues. Note, also,
that the writer of the above letter has transposed “of,” “that,” and “with” but left
“intelligence” and “army” in plaintext. This bad habit soon ceased when it was realized that
keeping common words as plaintext while enciphering the rarer, less easily guessable ones,
made messages far more secure. Tallmadge, of course, could hardly have been expected to
know all this, and one error of his stands out: the omission of an obviously pertinent word,
“officers,” from his Dictionary, which obliged the sender of the letter above to transpose
“qjjcgilw” (Tallmadge’s oversight is inexplicable, though he did include “office”).
Despite the Culper Cipher’s weaknesses, it did the job it was meant for: turning plaintext
into code strong enough to baffle an ordinary reader while avoiding the fiendish complexity
of Lovell’s keyword system. It was never intended to do more than provide backup security,
for no matter how innocuous its contents, an encrypted letter is always bound to raise
suspicions that something murky is afoot.
Armed with their code and ink, the Culper Ring was already the most “professional” of all
Washington’s spies. By the summer, having found another candidate for investiture, it would
be the most effective.

Pleased as Washington was with the Ring’s progress in cipher and ink, Abraham Woodhull’s
failure to place a man in New York nagged at him. Amos Underhill was fine, so far as he
went, but his role was to shelter Woodhull at the “safe house” during his stays, not to serve as
a bona fide agent digging up material. For the time being, Woodhull would have to do until
he could find a suitable candidate for investiture in the Ring. Washington’s counsel in the
meantime was that “C——had better reside at New York, mix with, and put on the airs of a
Tory to cover his real character, and avoid suspicion.” Indeed, as the “temper and expectation
of the Tories and [Loyalist] Refugees is worthy of consideration,” Woodhull might find it
“political and advantageous” to form “an intimacy with some well informed Refugee.”1
During the spring of 1779, Woodhull heeded his chief’s advice and submitted a nice
amount of useful intelligence. On March 17, Woodhull followed up his January warning that
Clinton was building transports with the news that the general was touring eastern Long
Island to hire crews of Loyalists in preparation for a strike to “plunder and distress” the
Connecticut seaboard.2 Washington pondered this. A week later, he informed General Joseph
Reed that “the enemy have some enterprize in view.” According to “one of my most
intelligent correspondants,” he should be on his guard everywhere, for “General Clinton
(under pretence of visiting the troops) is now at the east end of Long Island,” and will
doubtless “attempt something that will give éclat to his arms.”3 Washington advised General
Israel Putnam in Connecticut to reinforce the militia and have them man the fortifications
along the coast.4 On April 1, Washington instructed his soldiers to come off full alert, as the
raid now looked less likely: “Sir Henry Clinton is returned to New York … and accounts from
New York mention that troops have been relanded upon Long Island which are thought to be
those which went eastward.” Even so, “except there should be certain intelligence obtained
from Long Island [i.e., from Woodhull] that the matter which has been in agitation is entirely
over,” commanders must not take their troops fully off guard.5
Apart from his success in passing on that intelligence, April was a cruel month for
Woodhull. Never comfortable as a spy, the stress of his double life was stretching Woodhull’s
nerves, and he confessed to Tallmadge that the only reason he remained in the business was
because he hoped “it may be of some service towards alleviating the misery of our distressed
country, nothing but that could have induced me to undertake it, for you must readily think it
is a life of anxiety to be within … the lines of a cruel and mistrustful enemy that I most
ardently wish and impatiently wait for their departure.”
He was glad his intelligence had been helpful, but Woodhull was beginning to doubt his
own fortitude. His lack of education, poor hand, and provincial manners caused Woodhull

embarrassment, particularly whenever he compared himself to Tallmadge, whose time at Yale
and his membership in the elite officer corps had bestowed a gracefulness and social ease
lacking in his less privileged friend. “Whenever I sit down I always feel and know my
inability to write a good letter,” wrote Woodhull at one particularly low moment. “As my
calling in life never required it,” he continued, feeling ever more forsaken, “and much less did
I think it would ever fall to my lot to serve in such public and important business as this, and
my letters perused by one of the worthiest men on earth.”6
Realizing that his man was liable to crack up, on April 16 Tallmadge sailed with Brewster
to Setauket to reassure Woodhull that Washington was properly appreciative of his efforts.
Owing to “a violent storm and contrary winds,” as well as the unexpected decision by a
couple of British officers to billet themselves on Woodhull, Tallmadge was forced to hide in
the woods near Woodhull’s house for five days. Whenever Woodhull sneaked food to him, the
two old friends talked of ways to relieve the pressure. Woodhull was grateful for the fifty
guineas Tallmadge brought with him, so at least his monetary concerns were sated, but
Woodhull was adamant that if Washington wished him “to discontinue his present
correspondence he will most cheerfully quit.” However, while Woodhull was as eager as
Washington to find a faster route, he worried that safety would be sacrificed for speediness.
After much discussion, Tallmadge succeeded in persuading Woodhull to accept the possibility
of having a man, personally vouched for by him but accepted also by Woodhull, on Staten
Island “who will receive his dispatches and forward them at all times.” But Woodhull
stipulated that the man must “go across with a boat to an appointed place [in Manhattan]” to
receive his letters. Under no circumstances would Woodhull go to Staten Island.
From Woodhull’s point of view, this was a perfectly reasonable demand. Already taking an
enormous risk traveling and staying in New York, there was no reason why Woodhull should
be asked to assume another one talking his way past the sentries at the ferries (what business
did a Setauket farmer have on Staten Island that required his presence there every two
weeks?), and entering the maw of one of the most heavily guarded strongholds in British
America—just to meet a contact unknown to him. He wanted to at least have the chance to
walk away if he noticed anything untoward about the Staten Island agent when he landed at
Woodhull’s chosen “appointed place,” presumably at one of the quieter wharves. In
Washington’s eyes, however, Woodhull was asking the impossible. How was he to find an
agent on Staten Island who would pass muster by Woodhull when he didn’t even have a
permanent one in New York?
The Staten Island proposal died soon after, much to Washington’s annoyance, for no
solution had yet been found to accelerate transmission of the letters to him.7 As it was,
Woodhull continued to insist that, as Tallmadge put it, “any instructions which your
Excellency may wish to communicate to Cr. you will please to forward to me as usual, no
other person being appointed in this quarter with whom he would be willing to correspond.”
Jonas Hawkins, to make matters worse, cut back on his duties around this time, halving the
number of couriers available and placing the entire burden on Austin Roe’s shoulders.
Hoping to moderate Washington’s ill temper about his picky spy, Tallmadge did pass on an
anecdote, culled during his involuntarily prolonged sojourn in Setauket, that illustrated just
how jumpy Woodhull had become. It seems, having received a vial of the stain and being
“much pleased” with it, Woodhull sat down to write a dispatch. No sooner had he finished it,

but “suddenly two persons broke into the room (his private apartment). The consideration of
having several [British] officers quartered in the next chamber, added to his constant fear of
detection and its certain consequences made him rationally conclude that he was suspected,
and that those steps were taken by said officers for discovery. Startled by so sudden and
violent an obtrusion he sprang from his seat, snatched up the paper, overset his table and
broke his vial. This step so totally discomposed him that he knew not who they were, or even
to which sex they belonged—for in fact they were two ladies who, living in the house with
him, entered his chamber in this way on purpose to surprise him. Such an excessive fright
and so great a turbulence of passions so wrought on poor C. that he has hardly been in
tolerable health since.” The two young ladies were actually, it seems, his mischievous nieces.
A few days later, Woodhull’s spirits were hardly improved when, on his way to New York,
he was mugged near Huntington and was glad to escape with his life. Tallmadge suspected
the villains (“I know the names of several”) were local privateers who had taken to landing
on Long Island “and plunder[ing] the inhabitants promiscuously.”8
Worn to a frazzle, Woodhull went on almost complete hiatus throughout May, but early
June proved almost as hazardous to his health as had April. Writing from Setauket, Woodhull
related to Tallmadge on June 5 that John Wolsey, a Long Islander privateer based in
Connecticut, had been captured by the British. In order to secure his parole, Wolsey told his
captors that while in Connecticut he had overheard—perhaps while one of Brewster’s men
was blabbing in a tavern—that Woodhull was up to something dubious. On his return to Long
Island, Wolsey “lodged information against me before Col. Simcoe of the Queens Rangers.”
John Graves Simcoe, a jowly Old Etonian and Oxonian born in 1752, was a junior officer in
the Thirty-fifth Regiment of Foot when he arrived in Boston in 1775, but had bought a
captaincy within the year and was wounded three times during the New York and New Jersey
campaigns of 1776–77. On October 15, 1777, he was promoted to colonel of the Queen’s
Rangers—Robert Rogers’s old outfit—and began turning it into a first-class line regiment, a
far cry from the old days.9
Simcoe, “thinking of finding me at Setauket came down,” but “happily I [had] set out for
N. York the day before his arrival, and to make some compensation for his voyage he fell
upon my father and plundered him in the most shocking manner.” On his return, Woodhull’s
life was saved only by pleading with “a friend of mine” who contacted a general’s adjutant
and stood guarantor for Woodhull’s Loyalist credentials. Nevertheless, “I am very obnoxious
to them and think I am in continual danger.”10
Woodhull’s anonymous but well-connected “friend” was Colonel Benjamin Floyd (17401820), a well-meaning, gullible Loyalist militia officer who preferred the solitude of Setauket
to campaigning. He was the younger brother of Colonel Richard Floyd, a rebel-rousing Tory
militant, and the two of them were cousins of William Floyd, the high Patriot who signed the
Declaration of Independence. They were also distantly related to Woodhull through the late
General Woodhull’s wife, Ruth Floyd (William’s sister).11
Owing to his ravages of Patriot property, Richard was a popular target of raiders from
Connecticut—Caleb Brewster particularly disliked him—suffering them at least thrice, each
time “his cattle, sheep, and several of his slaves” being kidnapped. (The British had a
contradictory, politically calculated relationship with slavery: They freed slaves owned by
rebels, but did not liberate those owned by Loyalists; they freed runaways who joined the

army or served as auxiliaries, but not those unable or unwilling to; they stopped the slave
trade, but continued to allow female slave auctions and sold blacks captured in enemy
uniform. Thus, while it was British policy to promise, as Clinton did in 1779, “every negro
who shall desert the rebel standard, full security to follow within these lines any occupation
which he shall think proper,” this decree did not apply to slaves already living in New York.12
It was a distinction that caused much jealousy between the enslaved, upright maids serving in
rich merchants’ houses and the free, but unlettered, farmhands newly arrived from the
southern plantations.)
As for Colonel Benjamin, he periodically suffered plundering by his own side. Judge
Thomas Jones, the acerbic Tory, recalls that in September 1778, Governor Tryon and General
De Lancey marched two thousand soldiers and several battalions of militia to eastern Long
Island to expropriate cattle belonging to rebel sympathizers. On the way, they stopped at
Setauket and dined with Floyd. During supper, their “soldiers robbed him of all his apples, his
Indian corn, potatoes, turnips, cabbages, the greatest part of his poultry, and burnt up all his
fences.”
Very soon after, the hapless Floyd was again plundered—this time by “a party from New
England” who “took away his furniture, and robbed him of £1,000 in cash”—and was
“carried to Connecticut.”13 Immediately afterwards, Woodhull successfully implored
Washington to release Floyd from imprisonment and allow him to return to Setauket. This
secret intercession was not prompted by personal regard for Floyd, but because “I am very
likely to stand in need of his services.”14 Woodhull had already recognized the utility of
having a well-placed—if unwitting—protector.
Thanks to his foresight, Woodhull, for the moment, was safe, but “I dare say you will be
filled with wonder and surprise, that I have had the good fortune to escape confinement. And
am sorry to inform you that it hath rendered me almost unserviceable to you.” As “I am now
a suspected person I cannot frequent their camp as heretofore,” continued Woodhull, and
therefore “I [propose] quitting 10 [New York] and residing at 20 [Setauket].” To cushion the
blow, Woodhull added, “I shall endeavour to establish a confidential friend [in New York] to
step into my place if agreeable.” Once done, “most probable I shall come to you [in
Connecticut]. And shall wish to join in the common defence.”15 In truth, Woodhull was not
keen on leaving his parents and his farm to join the army, but if his cover were blown, he
would end up dead if he remained on Long Island.
If it had to be, it had to be. “Should suspicions of him rise so high as to render it unsafe to
continue in New York,” agreed Washington, “I should wish him by all means to employ some
person of whose attachment and abilities he entertains the best opinion, to act in his place.” It
was a pity about Woodhull, but Washington thought his replacement, if one could be found,
might be more receptive to “a mode of conveying [his intelligence] quickly,” a matter he still
regarded as being “of the utmost importance.”16 What Washington didn’t know was that
Woodhull already had his eye on a New York connection. And that Woodhull, his natural
patriotism prevailed upon by Tallmadge and against his instinct to flee to Connecticut, would
stay in Setauket to act as the new agent’s handler.
Three days after offering to resign, Woodhull traveled to New York—for the last time, he
expected and hoped—to “settle the plan proposed.” He soon reported that “my success hath
exceeded my most sanguine expectations.” While there, Woodhull had “communicated [his]

business to an intimate friend and disclosed every secret and laid before him every instruction
that hath been handed to me; it was with great difficulty I gained his compliance, checked by
fear.” This “intimate friend” was “a person that hath the interest of our country at heart and
of good reputation, character and family as any of my acquaintance. I am under the most
solemn obligation never to disclose his name to any but the Post [Austin Roe, by this time]
who unavoidably must know it.” He “will expect an ample support, at the same time he will
be frugal. As long as I am here shall be an assistant and do all that I can.”17 Washington was
most pleased with the acquisition, and sent Woodhull ten guineas to cover the money he had
lost being mugged.18
At last, Washington and Tallmadge had a man in New York. The chain of agents Tallmadge
had envisaged in the summer of 1778 was complete. The New York man would gather
intelligence, compose his letter in invisible ink and code, and pass it to the courier at a
prearranged time and place. The courier (Austin Roe) rode from New York to Setauket, and
transferred the letter to Woodhull—either giving it to him in person or, for safety’s sake,
dead-dropping it in a buried container in one of Woodhull’s fields—who would add his own
letter containing observations, as well as information given to him by Roe. Then he would
signal or arrange with Brewster to land outside town for the pick-up. Brewster took the
package across the Sound and gave it to Tallmadge, who usually developed the letters, added
his own gloss and comments, and handed all the messages to a dragoon for conveyance to
Washington’s headquarters.
The new agent was Robert Townsend—soon unimaginatively aliased “Samuel Culper,
Junior” and bestowed the code number “723.” A secretive, reserved man who found it
difficult to form permanent attachments, Townsend remained a lifelong bachelor. He kept his
spying activities so much to himself that even the nineteenth-century Townsend family
history, which might otherwise be expected to laud him to the skies, contains precisely one
unremarkable sentence on the man called Culper, Jr.: “Robert, son of Samuel, died
unmarried, March 7, 1838.”19
His anguished mind writhed with contradictions. He was a man of parts and halves in a
time of wholes and absolutes. Half Quaker, half Episcopalian, partly secular, partly devout,
somewhat idealistic, somewhat mercenary, Townsend was neither wholly pacifist nor entirely
militant. He was an American who refused to fire a musket for his country, a Loyalist who
struggled against the British.
Woodhull knew Townsend, then in his late twenties and from Oyster Bay (in western Long
Island), because, owing to the shortage of accommodation in New York, Townsend also
happened to lodge at Amos Underhill’s boardinghouse. Underhill was not only Woodhull’s
brother-in-law but was also descended from the founder of Oyster Bay, Captain John
Underhill, whose Quaker family still lived there. Townsend was probably directed to Amos’s
house by one of Underhill’s Oyster Bay relatives. One can imagine how Woodhull, over the
years, slowly warmed to Townsend over the dinner table or at a local tavern as they
repeatedly bumped into each other staying at the Underhills’.20 Robert’s father, Samuel
Townsend, a local politician of Whiggish bent, was well known the length and breadth of
Long Island, and Woodhull no doubt knew, or was made aware, that Robert was one of his
boys. Robert, in turn, would certainly have mentioned to Woodhull that he had served for a
time under the command of his kinsman the late General Nathaniel Woodhull.

Always cautious about approaching possible recruits to his Ring for fear of betrayal,
Woodhull gently sounded out this man with a sterling Patriot background, but one so
innocuous he had slipped under the British radar. To all intents and purposes, Townsend was
a Loyalist, but he, too, found he could trust Woodhull, another secret Patriot. Eventually, in
early June 1779, Woodhull asked whether Townsend was interested in serving his country.
Townsend was in.
Unlike Woodhull, Brewster, and Tallmadge (as well as Roe and Hawkins), who were stout
Presbyterians with broadly similar backgrounds and whose motives for spying ranged from
the adventurous (Brewster) to the vengeful (Woodhull) to the purposeful (Tallmadge),
Townsend was a solitary creature prone to bouts of depression, insomnia, and guilt. Despite
his “excellent symptoms of health,” Townsend, for instance, slept but “middling well,” and
would spend much of one year “sunk under a low depressed and dejected state of mind.”21
From his surviving papers emerges a learned, troubled man. Possessing a large library of
the standards every gentleman was expected to own—Locke’s philosophical tracts, Boswell’s
Life of Samuel Johnson, Montesquieu’s works, the opera omnia of Chaucer—and having a
weakness for Alexander Pope, trade magazines, and current-affairs journals from London,
Townsend’s habit was to jot down meaningful passages from them, sometimes adding his own
comments and criticisms.22 Two of these in particular bear witness to his peculiar
temperament and tricky predicament. For him, it was evident that “a gloomy and melancholy
disposition is … a vice or imperfection; but as it may be accompanied with [a] great sense of
honour and great integrity, it may be found in very worthy characters; though it is sufficient
alone to imbitter life, and render the person affected with it completely miserable.”
Townsend’s decision to spy was motivated partly by his desire to lighten his “gloomy and
melancholy disposition” with a labor requiring “great integrity.”
Townsend, who maintained a number of dual identities—Loyalist and Patriot, Anglican and
Quaker—that forced him to condemn what he felt was right, was keenly aware of the
distinction between public display and private opinion. “The gravest persons,” he wrote,
“betray an inward esteem for a statesman, who has been the contriver of a very notable piece
of political management, at the same time they are … obliged outwardly to censure the
immorality of the action.”23 Individuals, in other words, must often say one thing while doing
another, sometimes something wicked, and sometimes merely questionable—like spying.
Luckily, we have a single, fragile portrait of Robert Townsend. His nephew Peter took up
sketching about Christmas 1812, with Robert being one of his very first sitters the following
January. It is a small charcoal picture—amateurishly executed, with thick lines and a clumsy
pose—glued into a sketchbook, of a formally dressed, bespectacled Townsend in a chair,
reading a book. It is a great pity that Peter drew his beloved uncle so early, for in the years to
come, thanks to practice and three months’ worth of lessons with one Archibald Robertson of
79 Liberty Street, he developed into a fine artist. The good news is that several distinct family
similarities—present but un-evolved in the rudimentary Robert portrait—can be seen in
Peter’s excellent sketch of Robert’s sixty-five-year-old sister, Sarah, done twelve years later, as
well as in other pictures of the Townsend family. As does her brother, she wears small round
glasses perched on a long, aquiline nose; she has high, prominent cheekbones, thin,
downturned lips, a firm chin, and an oddly wide space between the upper lip and the nose.
Like other Townsends in Peter’s sketchbook, Robert has a towering forehead, a slim, even

spindly, figure, and short, curly dark hair.24
The Townsends were among the first to cross the water from New England and settle on
Long Island—when most of it was still Dutch territory—but were relatively recent arrivals in
Oyster Bay. In 1645, John Townsend was one of the patentees of Flushing, and he moved to
Jamaica in 1656. Both Flushing and Jamaica were towns in what would become Queens
County (which would encompass what is today the Borough of Queens and adjacent Nassau
County), and John’s descendants never left its confines. Samuel Townsend—John’s greatgreat-grandson and Robert’s father—originally conducted business from Jericho, but in 1740,
when he was twenty-three, he bought a six-acre property in nearby Oyster Bay. Over the next
three years, carpenters built a white wooden mansion—dubbed Raynham Hall, after the
Townsends’ ancestral home of Raynham, Norfolk—designed to accommodate Samuel’s
growing family.25 An eighteenth-century real-estate agent later described the Hall as “a
commodious two-storey house, with four rooms on a floor, situate near the centre of the
village on the main road to the Mill, and about 50 rods from the harbour, with a good barn
and other outhouses, a well of good water at the door, an excellent spring 20 rods from the
house, a good garden [and] a good bearing orchard.”26 In 1743, when the house was
completed, Samuel moved to Oyster Bay, and established himself as one of its leading
citizens. Within a decade, he had become Justice of the Peace, eventually becoming town
clerk.
On November 25, 1753, Robert—the third of Samuel’s eight children (five sons, then three
daughters)—was born. His mother was Sarah, the daughter of William and Mary Stoddard,
local Episcopalians. The Townsends were Quakers, but Samuel—though a member by
“birthright”—may have disappointed them by marrying out. Thankfully, she preferred the
Friends, and they piously attended Quaker meetings together, but Samuel himself preferred
worldly things. He carried a gold-topped cane and his shoes sported heavy silver buckles.
Quakers disapproved as vanity the flaunting of precious metals, so Samuel cautiously avoided
trouble with his fellows by otherwise dressing plainly. His conventional, if expensively cut,
suits were invariably gray or snuff-colored and his shirts white—all good, sound Quaker
colors.27 Still, the snappy cocked hat he wore bespeaks in Samuel a certain rakishness, a
degree of independent-mindedness that sometimes put him at odds with the leadership in
Pennsylvania, homeland and cockpit of Quakerism.
This Townsend, though not religiously observant, was culturally Quaker—in education,
upbringing, language, and outlook. He resembled, in a way, a modern Jew who eats pork but
strongly identifies with humanistic Judaism, or a secular Catholic who, much to his dismay,
can’t help but perceive the world in terms of sin, confession, and good works. Samuel—whose
marriage conveniently made him socially acceptable among New York’s Anglican elites—was
sometimes torn between his desire to fit into conventional society and the heavy load of a
Quaker inheritance he could never quite bear to shake off.
Thus, in 1758—when Samuel is a man of status and wealth, a member of the county
gentry, and one accustomed to his inferiors doffing their hats as he passes in the street—we
see him writing an intemperate letter to New York’s General Assembly calling for better
treatment of prisoners; never a popular move during any war, and especially not in the midst
of a very nasty French and Indian one. According to a diary entry of March 27 by Oyster
Bay’s schoolmaster, Zachariah Weekes, “Last Monday was a report about town that Justice

Townsend was sent for to meet the Assembly and they said to be brought forthwith dead or
alive.… However he went without compulsion and stayed there until last Saturday night.”
What had happened was that when a rather shaky Townsend arrived in New York he was
arrested by the sergeant at arms and held in custody for a few days. The Assembly found him
“guilty of a high misdemeanor and most daring insult on the honour, justice and authority of
this House,” and fined him heavily. He was released after pledging to behave better in the
future. Weekes added: “He returned and since it has been as still as a mouse in a cheese.”28
What could have brought about this strange display of orneriness? Townsend was simply
following the example set by the Philadelphia Quakers. In 1755, they had faced a crisis when
the French and their Indian allies invaded western Pennsylvania. For the first time, settlers
were being scalped and their towns razed, some a mere seventy-five miles from Philadelphia.
In the provincial Assembly of thirty-six members, of whom three-quarters were Friends, there
was a taxation bill to raise money for border defenses and militias—measures that offended
the Quakers’ dedication to pacifism. Politically, the Quaker leadership was uncomfortably
divided between those who assented to the taxes in order to preserve Quaker power in the
Assembly, and those who stood firm on Quaker pacifist principles, come what may. For a
time, the politically minded compromisers held sway and the Quaker bloc voted to supply
£15,000 “for the King’s use.”
Their more spiritually zealous brethren angrily dismissed them as sellouts. If the Quakers
bent on their most sacred testimony to appease their critics, they argued, then what next
would be sacrificed to gain a temporal advantage? In order to keep the church whole and
unified, most of the compromisers—“the Politicals”—resigned their positions in the Assembly
in June 1756.29 By defending the rights of prisoners—while not condemning the war itself—
Samuel Townsend had found a median between fortitude and moderation, and sided with the
Politicals.
Thankfully, when the clock rolls forward to 1765, Townsend was not faced with another
crisis of conscience. Quaker businessmen from north to south strongly opposed the imposition
by Parliament of the Stamp Act and the Townshend Duties. Only six days after the Stamp Act
came into force, for example, the Philadelphia merchants organized a Non-Importation
Agreement; over eighty Friends signed it.30 They could square this stand with their pacifist
principles because American resistance to the government in the 1760s was generally
confined to petitions and declarations, and there was nothing in Quakerism barring peaceful
opposition to iniquitous laws and tyrannical behavior.31
By the mid-1770s, Samuel Townsend was known throughout Queens County as a moderate,
respectably old-fashioned Whig opposed to radical independence talk; even so, the great
majority of its residents regarded him as a dangerous firebrand dead set on dragging them
into a war with the Mother Country.
Queens, in short, was for the King. In 1775, of the 3,074 white adult males living there,
Whigs amounted to 368 (12 percent), while the number of Tories was more than double that,
at 824 (or 27 percent). The “Don’t Knows” came to a minuscule 27 (barely 1 percent), but the
so-called neutrals outnumbered them all together at 1,855 (60 percent). Neutrals were not
genuinely neutral. They were men who generally steered clear of signing petitions or of
announcing their political allegiance. International affairs and highbrow perorations on Our
Ancient Anglo-Saxon Liberties were of little interest to them, local and personal issues being

of far greater concern. Most were farmers or other rural folk, and while they may have
grumbled in their cups at the local tavern about the corrupt ministers in London, by their
own inaction and acceptance of the status quo they were passive Tories/Loyalists.
Focusing on Oyster Bay, in 1775 there were 660 adult males; of these, 23 percent, or 150,
were Quakers. And of that 150, fully 89 percent—or 134—can be classed as neutral or Tory.
Which leaves Samuel Townsend as just one of 16 outright Quaker Whigs living in Oyster
Bay.32
The geography of Queens County also helped define its politics. In the 1680s, following the
English conquest, Long Island was divided in three. Kings, the westernmost county, was the
smallest but also the nearest to the city of New York; occupying the eastern two-thirds of the
island was Suffolk. Between them was Queens, thirty miles long. At 410 square miles, Queens
stretched the width of Long Island so that the Sound formed its northern coast and the
Atlantic, its southern. Its total population in 1771 was 10,980. Blessed with fertile soil and a
leavening of commercial wealth from the city, northern Queens County was richer than the
south, where the residents tended to be subsistence farmers. There were also more Anglicans
in the south, further predisposing that already inherently conservative half to Loyalism (or
neutralism, at least).
In Queens County, enthusiasm for the Congress and its works was distinctly lackluster,
much to the Whigs’ disappointment. “A great deal of pains has been taken to persuade the
counties to choose delegates for the Congress,” Lieutenant Governor Colden cheerfully
informed the Earl of Dartmouth on October 5, 1774, yet “several counties have refused. In
Queens county, where I have a house, and reside in the summer season, six persons have not
been got to meet for the purpose, and the inhabitants remain firm in their resolution not to
join in the Congress.”33
Between December 30, 1774, when Samuel Townsend, as town clerk, moderated a public
meeting in Oyster Bay to “take into consideration the resolves of the [First] Continental
Congress” (which had convened in Philadelphia in September), and the British invasion of
Long Island in the summer of 1776, he played some very dirty politics as he tried to wrest
power from the Tory Loyalists who ran the county.
Local Tories were furious, for instance, after learning that Townsend had (self-)appointed
an Oyster Bay Committee of Observation, as per Congress’s instructions. Townsend also
stumbled rather clumsily when he agreed to hold the December 30 meeting at the house of
George Weeks, a longtime Whig agitator: Tories instantly realized that Townsend and Weeks,
the Whig ringleaders, were hoping to ram through an “Oyster Bay Supports Congress!”
resolution right under their noses. According to a Tory newspaper report of the affair, about
ninety of Oyster Bay’s freeholders showed up and voted the “meeting illegal and void” so
“that no business could … be done.” During the well-orchestrated filibuster, Townsend was
heckled and catcalled.34
On March 16, 1775, the Committee of Observation (a sixty-strong body of New York Whigs
detailed to organize province-wide protests against Parliament) sent a letter to Queens
County towns ordering them to hold elections on April 20 to elect delegates to a Provincial
Convention. From this Convention, delegates to the Second Continental Congress, due to meet
in Philadelphia on May 10, would be selected.35
Still annoyed by his embarrassing defeat at the hands of the Tories, and angered that he

had failed to capture control of the town, Townsend pioneered a dubious tactic to elect a
delegate—by hook or by crook. On April 12, ignoring the wishes of the overwhelming
majority of Oyster Bayers, he held a secret rump meeting of the town’s Whigs. Predictably,
they voted unanimously for their man, Zebulon Williams, to “represent” the town at the
Convention.36
Despite Townsend’s best efforts at ballot-rigging, Whigs could look upon affairs in Queens
County only with dismay. In April 1773, Whigs had held 46 percent of all major town offices
in Queens County; by April 1775, when they should have been surfing a wave of Patriotic
fervor, that figure had plummeted to 32 percent. By way of contrast, in the same period the
Tory share rose from 31 percent to 48 percent.37
But within a short time of Townsend’s secret meeting, Whig spirits revived. On April 23,
1775, news of the Battles of Lexington and Concord reached New York, causing a sensation.38
The Sons of Liberty paraded through the streets en masse and there were several assaults on
soldiers. Lexington and Concord instantly transformed politics and hardened political
divisions. As the middle ground slipped from beneath the moderates’ feet, they were forced to
choose between Loyalism and Patriotism. Townsend chose Patriotism. Then, in early May, the
Second Continental Congress convened in Philadelphia, and by the middle of June, Congress
had assumed control over the Boston militia as the nucleus of a new national army under
Washington’s command.
On May 29 the Congress ordered the formation of committees in each town to supervise
observance of the boycott of British goods. Rather unpleasantly, activists were requested to
provide to Congress by July 15 the names of those found breaking the rules. Samuel
Townsend was on the Oyster Bay committee, where he kept a sharp eye out for sneakily
recalcitrant Tories.39
How many names Townsend turned over to the Provincial Convention cannot be known,
but it probably wasn’t very many. Throughout Queens County, antagonism to the new regime
ran extraordinarily high. Local chairmen were terrified of Tory reprisals and few of them
submitted complete lists to the bosses in New York.40 Their job was not made any easier by
Congress’s order in September that all weapons not belonging to Whigs were to be
confiscated. Cleverly, the Congress had hit upon a ploy that simultaneously disarmed
potentially lethal Tories while acquiring free guns for the new American militias.
Unfortunately, while clever, the scheme proved unworkable, even after Congress offered a
“certificate of appraisal”—a sort of IOU—for any guns relinquished. The Tories threatened
open rebellion: Richard Hewlett of Hempstead, a veteran of the guerrilla tactics during the
French and Indian War (and future desecrator of the Reverend Benjamin Tallmadge’s
Setauket church), went so far as to raise his own, private militia company that he claimed
would “warm the sides” of any rebel force that tried to take Tory guns. Even so, William
Williams, a Patriot company commander from Suffolk County, was sent to Queens to enforce
the law. After a few days, he gave up and reported to the Provincial Congress: “The people
[of Queens] conceal all their arms that are of any value; many declare that they know
nothing about the Congress, nor do they care anything for the order of Congress, and say they
would sooner lose their lives than give up their arms; and that they would blow any man’s
brains out that should attempt to take them.” Cheekily, some “hardy and daring” Tories were
even breaking into Whigs’ houses and stealing their firearms, and on a few occasions they

were reported to be “collecting together, and parading in sundry places, armed, and firing
their muskets by way of bravado.” He specified that he needed at least a battalion to do his
job.41
What Williams didn’t know was that Richard Hewlett—now Captain Hewlett—had been in
contact with the British and had arranged for the warship Asia to make secret arms drops
beginning November 30. Powder, flints, balls, muskets, pistols, even a cannon (plus a gunner)
were transferred to Hewlett’s militiamen under cover of night on the south shore of Queens
County. The Tories were gearing up for a fight.
Williams’s problems in Queens notwithstanding, the Patriots were in good shape politically,
at least for the moment. On October 13, Governor William Tryon, the Crown’s representative
in New York, boarded the Dutchess of Gordon in New York harbor to await the British troops
who would put the rebels back in their place. Buoyant, the Provincial Congress called an
election for November 7 so that its delegates—now including Samuel Townsend—could take
their seats.
The turnout was better than expected—more than a thousand men across the county cast
their votes—but the result was a great deal worse than anyone suspected. Faced with a slate
of Whigs (Loyalists were not allowed on the ballot) and a straight yes-or-no question, Tories
derived immense pleasure from humiliating their enemies. Samuel Townsend and his
colleagues were crushed, 788 to 221.42
For the moment, the uppity Tories who dared to reject the candidates selected for them by
the Whigs had to be punished. In the eighteenth century, votes were openly cast to minimize
the risk of ballot-stuffing, so Congress knew the names and addresses of its 788 foes.
Excommunicated from the protection of the law, they were turned into outlaws and the
papers published their names as a warning.
On January 3, 1776, Colonel Nathaniel Heard of New Jersey and several hundred
Minutemen arrived in Queens County with orders to find, disarm, and arrest the guilty 788.
Heard’s aggressive policy of stop-and-search (and raid-and-threaten) brought mixed results.
Tories voluntarily surrendered six hundred weapons, but on closer inspection these turned
out to be rusty or useless—and certainly not the brand-new English muskets delivered by the
Asia. On the plus side, within a few weeks 471 of the 788 had sworn an oath of loyalty to
Whig rule. Nevertheless, dozens of others had scarpered and joined the Loyalist militias.
Heard’s replacement was General Charles Lee, who was commanded to “secure the whole
body of professed Tories in Long Island.” Isaac Sears, a self-made businessman and ringleader
of the Sons of Liberty’s radical wing, administered, forcefully, new oaths to recalcitrant
Loyalists. These arrests were pretty indiscriminate and at one point Whigs from Oyster Bay
and Hempstead complained that the rough tactics were turning even Patriots into diehard
Tories. Lee and Sears were recalled, but Continental units were permitted to embark on daily
“Tory Hunting parties” in the countryside to scoop up suspects and terrorize sympathizers.
The hardline strategy succeeded, to a point. In the April 1776 elections, the number of Tory
officeholders fell from 1775’s 48 percent to 30 percent. But Whigs, who increased their share
from 32 percent to an unspectacular 37 percent, did not replace them. The real winners were
men who ran as independents (jumping from 19 percent to 33 percent). Clearly, Long
Islanders were hedging their bets: They didn’t like the Whigs, but were too scared to vote
openly for the Tories. There was nothing for it but to sit tight and wait until the British army

arrived to rescue them.43
Robert Townsend, therefore, matured in this hothouse of Whig politicking, though he
doesn’t seem to have participated in his father’s shenanigans. He was too busy learning how
to make money in New York, following the traditional path trod by aspiring young
merchants, especially those of the Quaker variety. When he was in his mid-teens, his father
had arranged for him to enter the “large mercantile House of Templeton & Stewart,” whose
store “was in Greenwich Street a little above Morris Street with the river shore as its
immediate rear.”44 (Greenwich Street, until landfill expanded Manhattan’s shoreline, was on
the water.) Templeton’s was located on the island’s west side, a couple of minutes’ walk south
from Trinity Church; Broadway was virtually next door.
If Townsend walked north up Broadway, he would soon see on his right-hand side the main
army barracks, the workhouse, and the jail, all located on the Common, now City Hall Park.
The barracks were Spartan affairs: Two or three stories high and square shaped, and divided
into small fourteen-man rooms, each contained weapons racks, stoves, cooking pots,
candlesticks, and beds (two men to each) with straw mattresses six and a half feet long and
four and a half feet wide. The sheets were supposed to be cleaned every thirty days, and
sometimes were.45
If he happened to walk by between 6 a.m. and 6 p.m., Townsend would have seen soldiers
on fatigue duty—monotonous but not back-breaking chores like shoveling snow, cutting
wood, unloading provisions, and, hated more than anything else, standing on guard, which
every man was required to perform once every three or four days.46 For hours each day, there
was drill, a repetitive series of facings, wheelings, and stiff-legged marching in the
synchronized patterns needed to execute the era’s complex tactical maneuvers on the
battlefield. Mastering the art and science of gunnery required incessant, rote practice.
Loading and firing one of the army’s standard .75-caliber “Brown Bess” muskets was a
twenty-four-step process that had to be repeated until it became second nature. A decently
trained infantryman could fire two rounds a minute, though the British army was unique in
being able to shoot thrice in that time.47
Small wonder that in their free time soldiers fled their barracks, crossed the street, and
entered Holy Ground—on Townsend’s left—the biggest red-light district on the continent. The
Americans had done exactly the same, of course: During his time in New York in early 1776,
Lieutenant Isaac Bangs of Connecticut complained that his men were indulging in “intimate
connexion[s]” with the “worse than brutal creatures” inhabiting the area; worse, they, and
officers, too, had picked up the clap and “the Fatal Disorder,” by which he meant syphilis. No
fewer than forty men from this single regiment contracted the disease during Bangs’s time in
New York. Even the upright Bangs may have succumbed to the temptation of a bit of slap and
tickle: After all, “the whole of my aim in visiting this place at first” was “out of curiosity,” but
as he tantalizingly reveals, he subsequently went “several times” more.48
Holy Ground was a violent, murky place where one might easily find, as Bangs wrote, two
soldiers “inhumanly murdered & concealed, besides one who was castrated in a barbarous
manner.” (Their mates returned the next day to the brothels where the men were rolled and
“leveled them to the ground.”) Another time, “an old whore who had been so long dead that
she was rotten was this day found concealed in an outhouse.”49
Killing “cracks,” the slang for nymphs du pave, was rarely punished by either army, partly

because it was so difficult to catch the murderer. So it was that a naval officer thought he
could get away with stabbing a madame after one of her employees cheated him, and how in
the local taverns, “fireships”—prostitutes known to have venereal disease—were set alight as
punishment.50
The rest of the Holy Ground slum was a nest of rotgut joints, pawnshops, and questionable
taverns, with a sprinkling of molly-houses (gay brothels) and astrologers’ stands, and
populated by assorted swindlers, hoods, and tallymen—loan sharks who could harry you into
prison (or an early grave) if you didn’t pay on the nose. Abortionists, unsurprisingly given the
number of prostitutes, set up shop there, as well. These were mainly midwives and nurses,
often German, working for extra pin money, but some men, usually failed doctors, were
known to provide “cures for ladies.” Abortion rates were high at the time: One in four
children was born either dead or prematurely, both euphemisms for the practice. If a woman
hadn’t the desire to abort, she could leave her child somewhere—a church usually—as a
foundling and hope he was adopted, hand him over to the almshouse (effectively a death
sentence, as few infants survived there a year), strangle him, or rent him out to beggars for
use as a prop. And in the gloomier recesses of New York’s underworld there were always the
baby farmers, who bought attractive babies and discreetly sold them to barren couples. It was
a cash business and babies that the farmer overstocked and weren’t adopted were terminated
to keep down expenses.51
The house of Templeton & Stewart, which had long dealt with the Townsends, was a
“vendue” and retailing operation that catered to the respectable working-class residents of the
Holy Ground. A vendue house, essentially, was a combination of a flea market and a
discounter used by small merchants to clear slow-selling or damaged stock. The public loved
them, because they could pick up goods at everyday low prices, but the large retail stores,
with their fat overheads, thought the vendue houses unfairly undercut them.52 For more
upmarket clients, Templeton’s also had a retail arm, which sold everything from Connecticut
pork to Irish butter to Philadelphia soap.53 Townsend dealt more with the retail side. In early
1773 he left the firm and on April 1 opened his own dry-goods business (“dry-goods” usually
meant one didn’t import rum, but during the war, this old colonial distinction softened).54
Being concerned solely with his business career, Robert Townsend remained resolutely
unpolitical in these tumultuous years. The war, however, would soon change that happy state
of affairs. By late June 1776, it was a dead certainty the British were coming to New York.
That month, three warships carrying the first contingents of troops under General Howe
arrived in lower New York harbor. On July 2—the very same day that the Continental
Congress approved a resolution for independence (followed, two days later, by its Declaration
to that effect)—Howe occupied Staten Island. By mid-July, ten ships of the line, twenty
frigates, and nearly three hundred transports and supply ships clogged the bay. Residents of
the city and Long Island could see nothing but a forest of masts across the water. Over the
next two months, Howe deployed 32,000 soldiers, the largest expeditionary force Britain had
ever amassed.
In order to deprive the British of meat for their hungry army, Samuel Townsend and
General Nathaniel Woodhull were ordered to herd the estimated 7,000 cattle, 7,000 sheep,
and 1,000 horses in Queens County away from the expected British invasion spot.55 On
August 22, Howe’s transports began ferrying 15,000 troops over to Gravesend Bay on Long

Island. Washington and his subordinates, in the meantime, had covered the passes
surrounding their positions in Brooklyn Heights. But, laboring under the misapprehension
that one, Jamaica Pass, was too far away to do Howe much good, had left there just five
officers. At 3.15 a.m. on August 27, the unlucky quintet received a rude shock when Howe
and 10,000 redcoats poured through the pass after a silent night march. Howe wheeled
westward, encircling the 2,500 Patriots manning the other three passes. By 11 a.m., Howe
was two miles from Brooklyn Heights. The defenders there were saved only by an adverse
wind and the ebb tide that prevented the British grand fleet from sailing up the North River
and blasting them to pieces from the rear. Washington himself had come over to the Heights
from the city at 8 a.m. only to see his disastrous position collapse around him.
For the moment, however, Howe’s men were disorganized and so he dug in six hundred
yards from the Heights, intending to besiege the American remnants. Surely, the man would
see sense and surrender? On August 29, Washington realized he must evacuate his position or
die. He ordered every boat he could find to come across the river, and at 1 a.m. on August 30,
the men began boarding. A dense fog rolled in, helpfully obscuring the Americans’ activities
and allowing Washington and the last of the men—including Tallmadge and Hale—to reach
Manhattan safely several hours later.
Meanwhile, Samuel Townsend had been helping General Woodhull herd the livestock onto
Hempstead Plain. The operation had not been a success: Woodhull had managed to move
fewer than 2,000 head of cattle eastwards. He had, however, only 190 militiamen at his
disposal, which made the task an impossible one from the start. Given the dire state of affairs
in Brooklyn, and the increasing likelihood of a British victory, each night another dozen of his
men would desert.
It is here that Robert Townsend officially shuffles into our history for the first time, albeit
briefly. On August 24, the Convention appointed him commissary—the man in charge of
ensuring supplies and provisions—to Woodhull, now camped at Jamaica, a short distance
from the British lines. The general received notice of this appointment on August 27, most
likely when Robert Townsend himself rode out to Jamaica and handed General Woodhull his
letter of introduction.56 Young Robert was not allowed much of a chance to shine. Later that
day, when a thunderstorm rolled over Long Island, Woodhull fatally sought refuge at Increase
Carpenter’s roomy inn. As for Robert, he evaded British advance units as they fanned through
Queens County, and by the first days of September, he was almost certainly at home in Oyster
Bay, as was his father.
Long Island was soon after cleansed of American insurgents. In the days before the fall,
Patriots sent their wives, children, and slaves, as well as their livestock, grain, and stores to
Connecticut. One in six Long Islanders departed as refugees, leaving behind their farms,
belongings, and homes. In some places, it looked like the Marie Celeste. Tory Loyalists
emerged with red cockades in their hats or red ribbons on their coats to greet the King’s
troops as they entered liberated towns. Having been humiliated by the “Tory Hunting parties”
and the blacklist of “non-Associators,” Loyalists were in no mood to forgive the men they
regarded as collaborators with the illegal Revolutionary government. Loyalists informed on
leading Whigs, who were taken into custody by the redcoats. Which is how Samuel Townsend
came to be arrested in the first week of September 1776.
The day it happened, the sun glared at the troopers of the Seventeenth Light Dragoons—

eight of them there were—lusting for water. It was searingly hot and humid, even for
September. Their splendid uniforms smelled. Weeks’ worth of dried sweat clung to the fibers
of the thick, woolen red cloth spattered with muck. Tucked into knee-high black cavalry
boots, their yellowish buckskin breeches, designed to ease chafing, were as scuffed and
muddy as the once-bright white facings and linings of their coats. Their helmets, cast of brass,
padded with leather, and decorated with a crest of dyed red horsehair falling to the shoulder,
were heat traps. Whenever a man took his off, a glistening circlet of perspiration crowned
him. Even so, a black, burnished plate attached to the front of the helmet added a designedly
sinister touch: It featured a death’s-head—the symbol usually favored by pirates—with the
motto “Or Glory” scrolling underneath.
This little detachment was following up a tip from some Loyalists. They wheeled in front of
Raynham Hall and dismounted. The young subaltern in charge, haughty as a warlord, clanked
over to the nervous fifty-nine-year-old man sitting on the verandah and demanded whether
“Sam” Townsend was at home. “I am the man,” he replied. Discourteous to a fault, the officer
ordered him to get ready, for he was under arrest and bound for prison. Shaken, Townsend
asked whether he could send a servant to fetch his horse, a request rudely yielded (and
accompanied, for good measure, by a blasphemous curse).
As he waited, the subaltern (a certain Lieutenant Nettles) strutted about the house, sneering
at its plainness, which he naturally associated with backwardness and poverty—the marks of
colonials cut off from civilization. True, like every Quaker residence, the furniture was
modest and simple, the colors muted, the rooms uncluttered. Spotting a small musket the
servants used for hunting fowl, the martinet strode over and shattered it. No rebel had the
right to own such a weapon, he declared. In the corner, Samuel’s wife and children—Sarah,
Phebe, and Robert were present—grew frantic with worry as to his fate.
By now, drawn by the commotion, a knot of people had gathered outside. Among them
were the informers who had denounced Townsend to the authorities. Witnessing this dreadful
scene, even they were moved to sorrow and pity, according to one Tory present. Allowed only
a change of clothes, Townsend was hustled onto his horse and escorted out of town. The
dragoons were heading for Jericho, about five miles south of Oyster Bay, where their colonel
had his field headquarters.
Along the way, the party met an in-law, Thomas Buchanan, an affluent merchant well
known as a Loyalist, who demanded that the lieutenant allow him to accompany Townsend to
Jericho. When they arrived at headquarters, Buchanan pleaded to Colonel Samuel Birch that
Townsend was harmless. To his credit, and impressed by Buchanan’s credentials, the colonel
agreed to free Townsend on bail for several thousand pounds and on condition that he be
produced with six hours’ notice. The two men, one utterly unnerved, arrived home late that
night.57
Less than a week later, the New York authorities summoned Townsend. There was no
heroic defiance; it wasn’t cinematic. Instead, Samuel Townsend showed up as directed and
Whitehead Hicks, a judge of the Supreme Court, duly certified that “he hath submitted to
government and taken the oath of allegiance to his Majesty King George this 10th Sept. 1776
before me.”58
In swearing his loyalty to the Crown, Townsend’s political career was finished. Like so
many others on Long Island, he made his peace with the new rulers. His arrest was the first

and last time during the war that Samuel Townsend ran afoul of the British authorities.
Henceforth, he kept his Whiggish views to himself. Still, Samuel was not quite so tame as he
seemed, according to an 1850s recollection of Elizabeth Titus, who knew every member of
the Townsend clan, and met Washington thrice to boot. Throughout the war, she wrote,
Townsend would arrange to meet some of his old Whig confreres to discuss Washington’s
progress: “Whenever they used to hear of the escapes of their countrymen on the main[land]
they contrived to gather in each other’s houses, and find in their joy and mutual
congratulations at such auspicious news some consolation for the hardships and the suspense
they had to endure on account of their insulated position.”59
As for Robert, he too bent his knee, for the new British administration was surprisingly
lenient and stopped Loyalist harassment of their former tormentors. So long as they could
produce someone to vouch for them, most Whigs were released on bail. By the end of 1776,
in Queens County alone, 1,293 men had sworn allegiance to their sovereign.60 All in all,
about 3,000 Long Islanders were given certificates proving their loyalty, according to a letter
from Tryon to Lord Germain that December. He, said Tryon, “had the satisfaction to observe
among them a general return of confidence in govern[men]t.”61
Accordingly, a note in Robert Townsend’s handwriting declares that he was “willing to
testify our loyalty to our King,” and resolved “to oppose this unprovoked rebellion now
carried on against His Majesty’s Government.” Some decades later, Townsend’s nephew
recalled that Robert “inclined at first to the Royal cause [and] stood he admitted on one
occasion sentinel” in front of the British commander’s headquarters “in Broadway near the
Battery.”62
During the British occupation of the city, Robert Townsend, now cleansed of the taint of
rebellion, focused on catering to the military class, especially the officers who could afford to
spend lavishly on the rum, spirits, sugar, and lemons that went into making a punch with
some kick. A Captain Willington, aide to Governor Tryon, was a regular customer. Townsend
was also known for being a good source of navy grog, and many a sailor aboard one of His
Majesty’s ships owed his cracking hangover to Robert Townsend.63 He even purchased a
share in James Rivington’s coffeehouse, an officers’ favorite, where he would have been well
placed to overhear talk of troop movements and army gossip—soon transmitted to
Tallmadge.64
Rivington was one of the city’s more notorious characters. A former bookseller and English
emigrant, he founded the Royal Gazette newspaper in 1777 and soon became New York’s
godfather of journalistic hackdom. Newspapers of the era carried almost no local news
(readers were expected to already know it) and no editorials (readers were aware of each
newspaper’s political slant and discounted its coverage accordingly), but they did print
official proclamations, shipping reports, price listings, stock quotes, theatrical notices, foreign
news, Parliamentary minutes and proceedings, extracts from other papers, and lengthy letters
from readers (which essentially served as op-eds). In order to offset their low subscription
prices, almost half of a newspaper’s pages consisted of advertisements, Lost and Founds, and
Help Wanteds.65
Upon buying a copy of the Royal Gazette from a vendor, who shouted “Bloody news! Bloody
news! Where are the rebels now?” the visitor would read of the inexorable brilliance and
glory of British arms.66 As Rivington had an eye for atrocity stories and punchy tavern-talk,

his readers were stunned to discover that Benjamin Franklin had been wounded by an
assassin and would likely die; that Congress was about to rescind the Declaration of
Independence; that the Tsar was sending thirty-six thousand Cossacks to stamp out the rebels;
that Washington had been made Lord Protector; and that Washington fathered illegitimate
children (a favorite theme of Rivington’s, this one), or had died.67
He was also adept at spinning the news in such a way as to buoy New Yorkers’ spirits, so
there was a stream of exaggerated “reports” of Patriot misdeeds intended to persuade citizens
they had chosen right by sticking with King George. To this end, Gazette readers were
informed that nothing was “exempt from the fangs of those devouring locusts,” the Whig
legislatures; that two men in Dutchess County had been “crucified” by rebels for trying to join
the British army, and that another volunteer had been strapped to a tree by rebels, and shot
multiple times.68 Most terrifying of all was the revelation that Washington had allied with
France. As part of this diabolical agenda to Romanize stout Anglicans, Washington had
agreed to allow French vessels to bring 50,000 mass books, 200 racks and wheels, 3,000,000
consecrated wafers, 70,000 rosaries, and 5 chests of “paint for the ladies’ faces.” Rivington
predicted that Louis XVI would soon be crowned King of America if Loyalist hearts faltered.69
Not all was doom-and-gloom, however. The Royal Gazette printed comic pieces, some
amusing still today, like this spoof advertisement, which appeared in the Lost and Found
section after the terrible American defeat at Camden: “Strayed, deserted, or stolen, from the
subscriber, on the 16th of August last, near Camden, in the State of South Carolina, a whole
army, consisting of horse, foot, and dragoons, to the amount of near ten thousand.” Anyone
possessing any leads as to its whereabouts—“a certain Charles, Earl Cornwallis” was
suspected to be the thief—was asked to send the information directly to “Charles Thompson,
Esq.; Secretary to the Continental Congress.”70
Precisely for this sort of thing, Rivington had his detractors. One such was Robert Biddulph,
a military contractor’s agent sent from London, who observed that “the origin of every report
is at a place called Rivington’s Corner—which is at the bottom of this [Wall] Street. Before
the door of that most facetious printer you will always see a crowd of redcoats, who as
naturally repair there after breakfast, as the ox to his crib before breakfast, to hear and assist
in the circulation of any thing that may be stirring. Within is the Venerable Rivington
himself, clothed in a long gown, & may very properly be called The Priest of the Temple of
Falsehood.”71
Rivington’s rag appeared twice a week—on Wednesdays and Saturdays so as not to
compete with Hugh Gaine’s New York Mercury, which came out Mondays—and had 3,600
subscribers paying three dollars for an annual subscription, with advertisers being charged
one dollar per fifteen lines of text.72 While it took only 600 subscribers to make a paper selfsufficient, Rivington’s costs were enormous, employing as he did sixteen men. Like many
other newspaper barons, he found his influence greater than his profits. So, in keeping with
traditional Grub Street practice, Rivington opened a business on the side. In his case, two.
There was, first, a general store selling gloves, stationery, “a few very elegant pictures of the
King and Queen,” canes, walking sticks, paper hangings, fishing tackle, tea, “gentlemans dress
frocks, of scarlet cloth,” and “French raspberry brandy.”73 Second, along with at least one
other silent investor—Townsend—he maintained his very fancy private coffeehouse, whose
customers were forgiven their bills if they passed on stories Rivington could print

(unattributed, of course).74
The Rivington investment brought Townsend a small income. For his everyday business, he
maintained his old connections to Templeton & Stewart, who supplied him with sugar, coffee,
molasses, wine, butter, pork, cloth, pepper, tobacco, and tea.75 Townsend also supplied
difficult-to-procure provisions (ribbon and fustian) for his father’s firm in Oyster Bay, which,
in turn, was patronized by local British and Loyalist units, and he was occasionally fortunate
enough to receive fresh produce from Oyster Bay—thanks to his family connections with the
area’s farmers.76
Even with his army contacts providing much-needed revenue, the first years of the war
were hard on Townsend (as they were for many a merchant in New York). In late 1779—a
few months after joining the Culper Ring—he took on a partner, Henry Oakham, an
experienced merchant who had been recommended by Oliver Templeton. The pair opened a
store at 18 Smith Street, just off Hanover Square between Queen and Water streets. The
partnership was not a happy one, with Townsend accusing Oakham of importing goods on his
private account and covertly reselling them to the firm at a vast markup. Oakham and
Townsend parted ways in the early spring of 1781.77
By that time, however, Townsend was firmly enough established to fly solo once more (and
to leave the Underhills’ boardinghouse). He rented a store on Pecks Slip from Hannah Cockle
for £125 a year, paying her in moderate weekly installments.78 He had rather good digs. In
addition to the store, there was a spare room adjoining it, a cellar, a shared kitchen, and a
small bedroom upstairs. Townsend went to Barclay & Co. for his home-furnishing needs. He
bought andirons, a bellows, a poker and rake for the fireplace, candlesticks, a guest bed,
chairs, and much else. Townsend, a lifelong bachelor, must have had an enthusiastic cook,
owning as he did a ladle, a tureen, pepper grinder and salt cellar, milk pot, canisters, teapot,
wineglasses (for company), mustard pot, decanters, tumblers, a vinegar cruet, a sugar dish,
and cupboards full of pots, pans, cutlery, and plates.79
Townsend did well out of the war. According to his Cash Book, between May 1781 and
July 1783, he brought in £16,786, and expended £15,161, leaving him a profit of £1,625, or
about £750 per year. This was at a time when his monthly “house expenses for sundrys” ran
him (depending on inflation and scarcity) between £6 and £14—let’s assume it averaged £10.
Adding his rent of £125 and those “sundry” costs of £120 a year comes to £255, or 34 percent
of his annual income—leaving him more than enough for a young man-about-town to get by
on.80
Yet, despite the flashy connections and a hefty disposable income, two and a half years
after pledging his allegiance to the Crown, Townsend turned his coat in mid-1779 and joined
the Culper Ring. Why?
During the crisis of the mid-1750s in Pennsylvania, when the “Political” Quakers broke
away from their “Religious” brethren, the latter faction accused them of bending their most
sacred pacifist principles to appease their critics. In the end, the majority of Politicals
resigned their seats in the provincial Assembly, spelling the end of Quaker secular influence
and heralding the rise of more doctrinally fundamentalist leaders. As a result, Quakerism’s
expansive, universalist experiment in irradiating the masses with the “Inner Light” flickered
and died, and was replaced by a reformist, purifying emphasis on spirituality, exclusivity, and
withdrawal from the slights of the corrosive outside world.81 To that effect, the Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting decreed that all Quakers must “cease from those national contests productive
of misery and bloodshed,” for glory and power and treasure were “as dust of the balance.”82
Good Quakers, in other words, would tend their own gardens, not toil in the jungle outside.
In the two decades before the Revolution, meeting attendances rose markedly, the most
zealous adherents being the young. Though Robert Townsend, born in 1753 amid the
reformist wave, never went as far as some contemporaries—judging by his enthusiasm for
commerce, and perhaps because he was half Episcopalian—he did not escape the second,
more powerful, undertow created by Quakerism’s renewal.83
As part of their campaign to withdraw from the world, reformers focused on strict pacifism
and obedience. So that outsiders would leave them alone, they espoused a creed of
nonviolence and pledged never to rise up, or conspire against, a legal and constituted
government. By the 1770s, accordingly, the Quakers had emerged as the stoutest defenders of
British rule in the colonies. A torrent of missives to this effect emanated from Philadelphia to
meetings north and south. As early as 1770, the Yearly Meeting warned Friends against
participating in any activities “asserting or maintaining their civil rights and liberties [against
British rule], which are frequently productive of consequences inconsistent with … our
peaceable testimony.”
In January 1775, the Yearly Meeting issued its official position on the looming war. First
and foremost, Friends must “discountenance and avoid every measure tending to excite
disaffection to the king.” The Declaration of Independence not only marked the final rupture
between Britain and America, but also that between Quakers and Patriots. In September
1776, the Yearly Meeting barred Quakers from holding any type of public office that could
even remotely be tied to the war effort.84
However, as evidenced by Samuel Townsend and later Robert Townsend, Quakers never
formed a wholly unified body of resistance to the war. All in all, some two hundred Friends
were purged from their meetings in the first few years of the war either for joining the
Continental army or for holding offices under the Revolutionary regime.85 In particular, what
persuaded Robert Townsend to volunteer as a Patriot commissary—a decision that put him at
odds with the Quaker leadership—that summer as Washington desperately sought to fend off
General Howe on Long Island?
The answer is the Revolution’s most electrifying pamphlet, Common Sense, by Tom Paine.
Almost immediately following its publication on January 10, 1776, Common Sense became the
century’s biggest bestseller; within a year, between 100,000 and 150,000 copies had been
purchased, with every edition selling out immediately. Roughly 10 percent of the entire
American population owned Common Sense, and even that remarkable figure underestimates
how many humble colonials it really converted into rebels. Many scores of thousands more
may not have owned or read it, but they were familiar with Paine’s basic arguments thanks to
the extracts run in the local newspapers (which also printed exchanges of letters on the
subject) and the counterblasts streaming from the Loyalist presses.
The more ferocious parts of Common Sense and its magnificent prose impress themselves on
the memory. Less well remembered is the extent to which Common Sense is suffused with
Quaker tenets, images, and messages. We should not be surprised: Like Robert Townsend’s,
Paine’s father was a Quaker (his mother was an Anglican), and though Paine himself
eventually threw off Quakerism for Whiggery (and Deism), he was suckled, raised, and taught

in the Quaker tradition.
In tone, Common Sense echoes the authors of early religious Quaker tracts, who stressed the
responsibility of individuals to participate in the struggle against worldly hubris, corruption,
and narcissism so that they, too, might live in a paradisiacal, divine future. For his rousing
plea to overthrow the effete despotism of Britain and “begin the world over again” by
creating “an asylum for mankind,” Paine merely secularized his forefathers’ message for
republican readers.86
Where Paine differs from his Quaker contemporaries is in advocating resistance as the
means to create this new world. “Every quiet method for peace [has] been ineffectual,” he
said, which left only the option of defensive war to safeguard Americans’ rights, since “the
violence which is done and threatened to our persons; the destruction of our property by an
armed force; the invasion of our country by fire and sword” justified the use of arms.87
Reading these incendiary, heretical words by one of their own—if a fallen, disgraced one of
their own—the Quaker leadership was horrified. Ten days after the publication of Common
Sense, they retorted by issuing The Ancient Testimony and the Principles of the People Call’d
Quakers. The broadside alleged that a conspiracy was afoot among Whigs to drag America
into war with Britain, and sternly warned Quakers to dissociate themselves immediately from
all such intrigues. It ended in a declaration of unbending loyalty to the Crown, and called for
Friends to “unite in the abhorrence of all such writings” designed “to break off the happy
connection we have heretofore enjoy’d” with Britain.88
It was blazingly clear to all to just which “Writings” the Quakers were referring. Whereas
the original version of Common Sense had dealt but fleetingly with Quakerism, in midFebruary 1776 a nettled Paine added a short, devastating indictment of the Society and their
Ancient Testimony to the pamphlet’s new edition. In it, Paine accused the leadership of
hypocrisy and of turning their religion into a political hobbyhorse by declaring their loyalty
to George III instead of maintaining a truly neutralist silence. Paine particularly loathed those
reformists who deployed pacifist religious principles to justify their political Loyalism while
claiming to stand aside from worldly affairs.89 For Paine, the “Quaker junto” was “cringing”
and “venomous,” and little better, he would charge, than “three-quarter” Tories.90
Most damagingly, in the addendum to Common Sense, Paine declared that his antagonists
were not too Quakerish, but not Quaker enough; the pacifists-at-any-price were not authentic
Quakers. Real Quakers, the hardy men and women of a century before who suffered such
awful persecutions, would never have bowed so humbly to their oppressors. The reformist
Quakers had, in short, “mistaken party for conscience” and politicized pacifism, which they
exalted as falsely as the Mosaic Jews had worshipped the Golden Calf. Paine countered that
following one’s conscience, one’s soul, one’s Inner Light—the founding tenet of the Quaker
creed—truly marked the genuine Friend from his ersatz reformist fellows.91
Paine’s assaults on the reformists inspired a small following among Friends. Patriotically
minded dissenters in their ranks had found at last a Quaker (well, partly, anyway) who
encouraged them to challenge the conformism imposed by their meetings. For the first time,
it was suddenly possible, if not strictly permissible, to be both a Quaker and a Patriot without
feeling that one had betrayed the Lord.92 Still, while they avidly read their Paine, and nodded
in agreement as he turned his guns on the reformists, they shuddered at the implications.
True, the Quaker leaders erred in aligning themselves so openly with the Loyalists, but was

violence the answer? Surely there was some way, a via media of some kind, to keep aglow the
In-Dwelling Light and avoid jettisoning the Quakers’ commitment to pacific resistance?
Robert Townsend was one of those ensnared and enraptured by Paine’s arguments. Common
Sense subverted everything he had taken for granted. In his reformist meetings, he had
followed the strictures to obey his British masters with an increasingly reluctant heart, and
was torn between his desire to fulfill his peace testimony and submit to his Inner Light. No
longer was he forced to accept the proposition that the irresistible might of meekness would
awe oppressors into submission.
Paine proved that pious Quakers could rebel against injustice without damning themselves.
In his eyes, to be an authentic, heroic Quaker, one must struggle for liberty and security, and
not idly accept the world as it is, fallen as it was. And so, just a few months after the
publication of Common Sense, we find Robert Townsend volunteering to act as commissary—a
logistics post that did not require shedding blood—to General Nathaniel Woodhull of the
Queens County militia.
Still, why did Townsend ultimately accept Abraham Woodhull’s blandishments? Life was
good for well-connected Loyalists in New York, and Townsend was, despite his covert
patriotism, a willing British collaborator. Yet he still agreed to spy for Washington, and risk
his neck in the process, so by 1779—three years after his brief service with General Woodhull
—he must have been seriously disaffected from British rule.
The answer lies in Queens County. Back in 1776, despite his attempts to woo erring
Patriots back into the fold, General Howe’s primary focus remained the annihilation of
Washington as a military threat. But when he failed to trap his rival in Manhattan, Howe’s
priorities suddenly shifted.
Long Island, once seen as a mere pit stop on the road to victory, turned into the British
army’s trailer park. One of Howe’s officers reported that “in this fertile island the army could
subsist without succour from England or Ireland. Forming their camp on the plain, 24 miles
long, they could in five or six days invade and seduce any of the colonies at leisure.”93 If the
war was going to continue for years, as now seemed probable, Howe needed a place to
quarter and feed his troops.94
Long Island was that place. Instead of being treated as liberated territory, much of the
island became a military camp, and the sovereign’s loyal subjects placed under martial law.
Corruption became rampant among military administrators, and abuses against persons and
property, commonly perpetrated. Where placation and politeness would have worked
wonders in guaranteeing a satisfactory food and fuel supply, British officers and their troops
needlessly antagonized and inflamed a once hospitable civilian population. By 1779, Patrick
Ferguson, a Loyalist militia officer, could worry “that the people in general are becoming
indifferent, if not averse, to a government which in place of the liberty, prosperity, safety,
and plenty, under promise of which it involved them in this war, has established a thorough
despotism.”95 As the years ticked by with no relief in sight, far stouter Loyalists than
Ferguson began to wonder, would the Patriot oppressors really have been worse governors
than their British liberators?
Queens County was especially hard done by. Even during the Battle of New York, there
were reports of plundering and looting by sailors and enlisted men who did not bother
distinguishing between Patriot and Loyalist. “These poor unhappy wretches who remained in

their habitation through necessity or loyalty were immediately judged … to be rebels,” wrote
Charles Stuart to his father, Lord Bute, a former prime minister. “Neither their clothing or
property [were] spared, but in the most inhuman and barbarous manner torn from them.”96
It was after the battle that the real troubles began. General James Robertson, soon to
become military commandant of New York, noticed that “when I first landed I found in all
the farms poultry and cows, and the farms stocked; when I passed sometime afterwards I
found nothing alive.”97 Some British officers, obsessed by the conviction that “the old hatred
for kings and the seeds of sedition are so thickly sown [among] them, that it must be thrash’d
out of them [because] New England has poyson’d the whole,” experienced some genuinely
psychotic moments.98 “We should (whenever we get further into the country) give free liberty
to the soldiers to ravage it at will, that these infatuated wretches may feel what a calamity
war is,” declared Lord Rawdon, who sometimes seemed a little too excited at the delicious
prospect of teaching the locals what a calamity war was.99
All might have been forgiven after the violent spurt of looting had the British established a
fair or effective system of compensation for the fuel, horses, fodder, transport, and supplies
the army needed to requisition. As it was, residents felt that the looting never really ended:
Their property continued to be expropriated, only now it was by official edict.100
Army transport was one field of particularly lucrative pickings. Quartermasters profited
immensely by invoicing London for the official cost of compensating Loyalists for the
requisition of their horses and wagons for military use, but paid out an unofficial lower rate
to Long Island Tories desperate for cash. One senior quartermaster, after having cleared
£150,000 from his scams, departed for England in 1778, where he “lived in the style of a
prince.” In 1779, his successor also left a rich man, as did his successor in 1780 and, finally,
another in 1781. How much did they steal? Between 1777 and 1782, the British government
blew the stupendous sum of £642,192 on wagon and horse hire alone; much of it was
skimmed. To put that figure in perspective, in 1765 the government anticipated that its
windfall from the introduction of the hated Stamp Act would amount to £60,000.101 It would
have been cheaper to have let the colonists go untaxed. As it was, the disgraceful and
mercenary behavior of many officers, soldiers, and placemen during the occupation toward
Loyalist property and sensitivities alienated the very people who had once cheered them as
liberators.102
Fuel was also subject to graft. Coal was too expensive to ship from Britain, so the forests
and orchards blanketing Long Island were chopped down instead.103 At first, only trees on
rebel-owned land were chopped down, but as the war drew on, the British were forced to
requisition Loyalist stocks, promising to reimburse owners at a set price for regulation cords
of four feet, nine inches. Enterprising barrack-masters, however, would only compensate
residents for four feet’s worth of wood, the nine-inch difference miraculously disappearing
into their pockets amid the paperwork. Like compound interest, those nine inches
accumulated over time—to the tune of £55,000 each year (at a time when a cord of walnut
was set at £5).104
These frauds and swindles were common knowledge, mostly because so many Queens
County residents suffered from them. The British imported a vast bureaucracy whose maw
was nourished by the constant ingestion of backhanders and kickbacks. Thomas Jones spoke
bitterly of the “barrack-masters, land commissaries, water commissaries, forage-masters,

cattle commissaries, cattle feeders, hay collectors, hay inspectors, hay weighers, wood
inspectors, timber commissaries, board inspectors, refugee examiners, refugee provision
providers, and refugee ration deliverers, commissaries of American, of French, of Dutch, and
of Spanish, prisoners, naval commissaries, and military commissaries,” and their “train of
clerks [and] deputy clerks” alongside assorted “pensioners and placemen.”105 Spluttered
Jones, “we had five Commissaries of Prisoners when one could have done all the business.”106
For Loyalists, who had long defended their idealized vision of the Mother Country against
Whiggish charges of her sons’ corruption and hypocrisy, the experience of reality was an
unpleasantly jarring one. For Patriots, though it provided cold comfort given their
subordinate position, British rule bore out their worst fears and justified the Revolution. As
the war progressed, once-steadfast Loyalists quietly switched sides, not out of some newfound
ideological principle, but because they reasoned that no matter how oppressive and corrupt
Patriot rule was, it couldn’t be any worse than what they were experiencing, and might even
be a little less so.
No matter their politics, however, everyone in Queens County lived in a militarized zone
where civil institutions had been suspended. New Yorkers were not unaware of the irony of
their situation. Loyalists had sided with the British, who they believed were defending their
rights as free Englishmen against the tyrannical American revolutionaries, yet in the very
epicenter of Loyalism, such customary Englishman’s rights as trial by jury, privacy, sanctity of
property, and elected representation did not exist.107 So, cheated they may have been, but
there was no recourse to the courts.
Taught to believe in the effortless superiority of the British ruling class, Loyalists in New
York and Long Island were shocked to discover how brittle these plaster saints actually were.
Respect toward their masters plummeted. The British failure to defeat the rebels began to be
ascribed not to Washington’s ability to keep his army together in the darkest of moments, but
to the incompetence, greed, and stupidity of their own side’s commanders and civilian
leaders.108
In Queens County, in particular, the disturbing number of thugs among the well-bred ranks
of the officer corps did their bit to alienate the people. Few were punished for their
transgressions. When Major Richard Stockton bought flour from one Paul Amberman, a
miller, and was humbly asked for payment, Stockton inexplicably regarded it as a personal
slight to his honor and allowed a junior officer to horsewhip Amberman. Stockton joined in
with a sword and killed him. After Stockton was found guilty of murder at his court-martial,
Clinton asked Amberman’s widow to forgive the officer so he could be pardoned. She refused,
but Stockton was pardoned anyway.
Governor Tryon’s aide-de-camp, Colonel Archibald Hamilton, bordered on the insane. In
1779, he assaulted a prominent Tory judge “with all the fury of a mad man.” Pulled off the
man before he could kill him, Hamilton “got down on one knee in the dung in the Cow Yard”
and prayed. Then, again seized by the Furies, he horsewhipped another man, thwacked
another thirty times with his sword, and punched a third. He was never punished, and in
1784 Tryon testified that Hamilton “had served with great credit and reputation during the
war.”109
And lastly, Colonel Simcoe of the Queen’s Rangers was another one for wanton brutality. It
was he who beat up Abraham Woodhull’s father. In 1778, Simcoe fell out with the Reverend

Ebenezer Prime of Huntington when he commandeered his house. To teach the old man a
lesson in humility, Simcoe allowed his men to break the furniture and burn the library. For
good measure, they also ransacked the church. The minister never returned to his home and
died soon after.
On November 19, 1778, the Townsends experienced the delights of Simcoe at first hand. He
had settled on Oyster Bay as the winter, maybe even permanent, quarters for his Rangers
regiment. De Lancey’s brigade of Loyalists, as well as a force of Hessians, also arrived. Oyster
Bay was expected to provide for their wants.110
Simcoe built a square wooden fortress on the town’s hill, siting artillery at each corner.
Inside, like a bailey, a guardhouse stood, immune to musketfire. Surrounding Simcoe’s
redoubt was a trench surmounted by a barricade of sharpened stakes pointing outward to
fend off infantry attacks. For his purposes, Simcoe stripped Oyster Bay bare of wood. Boards
from the town’s churches were pulled up and used for firewood, and Samuel Townsend’s
prized orchard was cut down. To add insult to injury, Simcoe then billeted himself, his staff
officers, and any friends of his who happened by at the finest house in Oyster Bay, Raynham
Hall—the Townsend residence.
Simcoe made his presence felt. The Quaker meetinghouse on South Street was
sacrilegiously converted into a commissary store and arsenal, with guards posted at the door.
The navy began using Oyster Bay as a base for its enormous forage fleet (a gigantic haystack
could be seen from Townsend’s north window). Residents were subjected to curfew, and night
patrols saw to it they obeyed. John Weeks, for example, was tied to “a locust tree in front of
Townsend’s” and whipped for defying one of these patrols. It is said he couldn’t understand
“the language of the Hessian soldiers.”111
When Robert Townsend first visited his home—now an armed camp under total military
control and crammed with drunken soldiers—after November 1778 (perhaps at
Christmastime), his reaction can only be imagined. He was bound to have been at first
horrified, then enraged, at seeing his father kowtowing to the likes of Simcoe and his sister
subjected to the colonel’s amorous intentions (including an unspeakably mawkish love poem,
apparently the first Valentine card ever sent in America). And that was before he heard the
tales of woe from his childhood friends and family about the excesses committed by their
new, unwelcome occupiers.
Simcoe exemplified the worst aspects of the British army, and the British army in Long
Island represented everything the Patriots were struggling against. By 1783, even the most
hardened Tories were repulsed by their “liberators.” When the British surrendered to
Washington and evacuated New York, just one in twenty of the already heavily diminished
Loyalist band of diehards left with them.112 An ashamed British officer recalled, “We planted
an irrecoverable hatred wherever we went, which neither time nor measures will be able to
eradicate.”113
As for Robert Townsend, when Abraham Woodhull approached him some six months (June
1779) after his visit, he eagerly volunteered to spy for Washington. At least now he could
strike a strong, silent blow against the British. Many disparate elements combined in the
making of Robert Townsend; the obscenities in Oyster Bay combusted them.

After his investiture into the Ring, Robert Townsend wasted no time. On June 29, 1779—just
nine days after Woodhull informed Washington that he had “communicated [his] business to
an intimate friend” in New York—Townsend sent his first dispatch. It was written in a stilted,
stiff style, as if it were a letter compiled by an observant Tory telling a friend what had been
happening in the weeks gone by. As it would be another month before Tallmadge’s Code
Dictionary was sent, and because (as he later wrote) Townsend was “not at that time being
sufficiently acquainted with the character of 30 [Jonas Hawkins, the messenger],” the new
agent preserved his cover by making it as nonincriminating as possible in case the plaintext
letter fell into the wrong hands.1 Hence, “We are much alarmed with the prospect of a
Spanish war—Should that be the case, I fear poor old England will not be able to oppose the
whole but will be obliged to sue for a peace.” Townsend’s missive did contain one useful
warning: He’d heard from a Rhode Islander, who had briefly traveled with the troops in
question, that two British divisions “are to make excursions into Connecticut … and very
soon.”2 Washington soon had confirmation from General Horatio Gates that “a number of
vessels with troops had left Rhode Island and directed their course up the Sound.” A couple of
days later, they were dropped off in New York.3 It was a strange maneuver. If Clinton wanted
to harry Connecticut, as Townsend had said, why had he not landed the troops on the coast
instead of taking them all the way to Manhattan?
Woodhull had been hearing rumors similar to those related by Townsend. On July 1,
Woodhull accordingly warned Tallmadge that he “must keep a very good look out or your
shores will be destroyed.”4 Uncharacteristically, Tallmadge paid no heed to it, but that was
because the next day—as was previously described—his camp was raided by Colonel Banastre
Tarleton, who stole one of Washington’s letters (as well as some money for Woodhull).
Tallmadge was so worried that the safety of the Culper Ring had been compromised by the
attack that he omitted to ask himself why Tarleton’s troopers were ranging so deeply into
Connecticut in the first place. The reason would become clearer three days later, on July 5,
when William Tryon, the royal governor of New York, swooped with 2,600 men—organized
into two divisions—on New Haven, having departed New York on July 4 in the transports
Woodhull had reported were being built months before. His assault was intended as a
diversion to lure Washington out of his Hudson fastness toward the shore. Sir Henry Clinton,
with the bulk of the army, would catch him in the open on the way back and finally bring the
enemy to battle. Tarleton’s raiders were part of Clinton’s advance screen, and had taken the
opportunity to try to capture Tallmadge.
The first of Tryon’s divisions (under General George Garth) quickly suppressed New

Haven’s few defenders, seized the port, and burnt privateers and some storehouses. Tryon and
his men had, in the meantime, taken East Haven. The next day, Garth and Tryon’s forces reformed aboard the transports and sailed to Fairfield, which was almost immediately
abandoned by the Americans after the British landed on July 8. Following the precepts of his
theory of “desolation warfare” against civilian property and morale, Tryon unleashed his
regulars on the town. They were permitted to loot anything they wanted and burn everything
they didn’t. By the end of the day, 83 houses, 2 churches, 54 barns, 47 storehouses, 2
schoolhouses, the courthouse, and the town jail had been set aflame, and the soldiers
returned to the ships dripping with booty. Tryon sailed to Huntington, Long Island, for a few
days’ rest and recreation. On July 11, he again put to sea and stormed Norwalk, now at least
held by several score of militiamen. They proved no match for the Royal Welch Fusiliers and
the Guards light infantry, and Norwalk fell within the hour. The takings, yet again, were
lavish. Some fifty thousand dollars’ worth of property belonging to rebel sympathizers was
taken, most of the village was demolished, and almost every whaleboat, privateer,
ammunition stockpile, and storehouse was burnt. After returning to Huntington for refitting
for a raid the next day, Tryon was disgusted to find that Clinton had ordered a halt to the
campaign.5
The Culper Ring had warned Washington of the operation in good time—indeed, four days
before it actually happened—but the general received the crucial July 1 letter only in the late
afternoon of Wednesday, July 7. Since dawn of the day before, he had been away from
headquarters touring the American lines. Immediately after reading it, he sent an express to
Governor Jonathan Trumbull to apprise him of the imminent attack.6 By the time Trumbull
received it, however, Tryon had already landed, thus explaining why the militia in New
Haven, Fairfield, and Norwalk were unprepared. Still, none of this could be blamed on
Woodhull, Townsend, Roe, or Brewster: Their message had taken just five days to reach
Washington’s headquarters from New York. And even then, it had been delayed by at least a
day by Tarleton’s sweep.
Though Tryon’s raids inspired dread and significantly impoverished the inhabitants of the
coastline, they were a failure, strategically speaking. They had been intended only as
subsidiary to Clinton’s attempt to destroy the main body of the enemy, but that had come to
nothing. Thanks to the Culper warnings over the previous months, Washington had long been
aware that Clinton was up to something and hard-heartedly did not budge from his Hudson
strongholds and what he called his “defensive plan” to focus on “one essential point”—despite
desperate entreaties from Governor Jonathan Trumbull of Connecticut to send men and
arms.7 (“I can do little more than lament the depredations of the enemy from a distance,”
Washington replied.)8 He was right not to split his forces, already severely weakened by the
recent expiration of service contracts and the dispatch of troops out west to fight the Indians.9
As Washington explained, retaining control of the Hudson “is of so great importance, and
the enemy have such a facility, by the assistance of water transportation of moving from one
place to another, that we dare not draw any considerable part of our force from this post.” It
was “very probable in the present case, that one principal object of the operations on [the
Connecticut] coast may be to draw us off from the River, to facilitate an attack upon it.”10 On
Sunday, July 11—the day Tryon attacked Norwalk—Washington received word from his
advance posts that Clinton had marched to Mamaroneck, north of New York, and he ordered

General William Heath and two brigades to act as a screen and engage the enemy if necessary
while he stayed at his headquarters in New Windsor and plotted a little surprise for Clinton.11
At the end of May, Clinton had enterprisingly seized the half-built fort at Stony Point on
the west side of the Hudson. On the opposite bank was Verplanck’s Point, and between the
two of them they not only provided a tight bottleneck on the Hudson but a key connection
between Washington’s troops in New York and those in New England. Clinton had left seven
hundred soldiers and several pieces of heavy artillery in the ramparted redoubt—nicknamed
“Little Gibraltar” by its cocky garrison—which was situated on a 150-foot-high promontory
surrounded by water on three sides while its fourth was marshland that flooded at high tide.
By every rule in the military book, Stony Point was impregnable.
In a brilliant commando strike, just before midnight on July 15, General “Mad Anthony”
Wayne led two columns of light infantry (forbidden to load their muskets for fear of an
accidental discharge) almost silently up to the very walls of the fortress. They were to rely on
their bayonets at close quarters, itself a risky endeavor owing to the fearsome British
reputation for fighting steel-on-steel. In twenty minutes, Stony Point had fallen and Wayne
had, for the loss of 15 men and 83 wounded, taken 553 rather surprised prisoners and killed
more than 60 of their comrades. Clinton was livid at the loss. It had been at Tryon’s urging
that he had denuded Stony Point of troops in order to provide the governor with enough men
to launch his raids. To make matters worse, Tryon’s wanton marauding was causing a great
deal of trouble with everyone apart from the most hard-line Loyalists. The destruction of
Fairfield’s churches had particularly aggravated the public, as had the punishment of
innocent civilians. Clinton had directed Tryon to harass the coast—though, in his typically
ambiguous style, when Tryon requested the authority to raze the towns, Clinton did not
specifically forbid burning, but just said that he detested that “sort of war”—and now Clinton
felt compelled to demand why Tryon had disobeyed his orders. Tryon, not previously a
vicious brute and once known as a humane man, had become a hostage of his own, tragic
conviction that the rebels’ insolence would be tamed by terrifying them. In his apologia for
the Connecticut barbarities, Tryon said that no harm had been done by “irritat[ing] a few in
rebellion if a general terror and despondency can be awakened among a people already
divided … and impressible.” Clinton never again entrusted Tryon with a major military
command.12
Despite their dark warnings, Woodhull’s letters of that July otherwise waxed avuncular,
and he seemed newly buoyant, perhaps because now he wasn’t exclusively relied upon to
gather intelligence. Discussing “Mr. Saml. Culper Junr.,” Woodhull pointed out that “he hath
wrote in the style of Loyalty, I think through fear like me at first unaccustomed to the
business,” but, he assured Tallmadge, “the longer one continues in the business if unsuspected
of more real service can he be.” To that end, Woodhull promised to “repeat again to him
those instructions that I have received from time to time from you and use my utmost
endeavour to acquaint him with the steps I used to take … that a person unaccustomed [to
the business] would not readily conceive of.”13
Woodhull’s word was his bond. Soon after, he visited “Mr. Culper, Junr. and repeated again
all my instructions ever received from you. I have kept no secret from him.” Townsend was,
Woodhull reported, “determined to pursue every step that he may judge for advantage and is
determined [to] disengage himself from every other business which at present affords him a

handsome living.” He would, of course, be “frugal of all moneys he may receive, and hath
undertaken [spying] solely for to be some advantage to our distressed country.”14
The “determined” Townsend rapidly proved his usefulness, alerting his masters that
“Christoper Duychenik, sailmaker at 10 [New York], formerly chairman of the Committee of
Mechanics, is amongst you and is positively an agent for David Mathews, mayor of 10, under
the direction of Tryon.” Warned Woodhull, “Be very cautious how you handle [this
information] for if it should get to the above mentioned persons ears C. Jr. tells me they
would immediately suspect him.”15 Indeed, Townsend was adamant that “the particulars
[about Duychenik] must be kept a profound secret, as few persons but myself know them,
and it is known that I do.”16 This was high-grade intelligence: Townsend was either
associating with senior administrators, who had told him about Duychenik, a Loyalist double,
or knew people who did.
By August—just a few months after beginning work as a Culper—Townsend was proving
himself a difficult agent to run, more difficult even than Woodhull, who, as cell leader, now
had to deal with these “human resources” issues instead of Tallmadge. “I have had much
discourse with Culper, Jur.,” he complained to Tallmadge. “Contrary to his intimation and my
expectation, he continues in business, that engrosseth some part of his time, and interfereth
with the important business he hath undertaken.” Though “I have again most earnestly
endeavoured and begged him to disengage himself from all concerns that may interfere with
the public business he hath undertaken,” Townsend’s “reply in substance was this, that he
feared his inability.” Townsend, while “willing to do all he could to serve his country,” would
“not leave himself entirely out of the line of business,” his reason being that he would be left
“destitute of a support thereafter [in] employment when his services may not be required.”
Further, unlike the altruistic Woodhull, Tallmadge, Brewster, and the others, Townsend
wanted, like the good merchant he was, a reward commensurate with the risks he was
running. “I do not conceive his views are altogether mercenary yet [he] thinks he should have
some compensation,” concluded Woodhull, “but his chief aim is to have such a
recommendation at the close of this war as will entitle him to some employment” or
commission to public office under the new, postwar American government.17 In his defense,
Townsend claimed that he had originally intended to quit his business, but now could not,
“owing to my having a partner”—Henry Oakham.18
Washington, playing Solon and Solomon as master of the Culper Ring, pondered the matter.
On September 24, 1779, judgment was handed down. First, Woodhull must tell Townsend
that he “may rest assured of every proper attention being paid to his services” after the war.
Second, “it is not my opinion that Culper Junr. should be advised to give up his present
employment. I would imagine that with a little industry, he will be able to carry on his
intelligence with greater security to himself and greater advantages to us, under cover of his
usual business, than if he were to dedicate himself wholly to the giving of information. It may
afford him opportunities of collecting intelligence, that he could not derive so well in any
other manner. It prevents also those suspicions which would become natural should he throw
himself out of the line of his present employment.”19 His answer satisfied all parties.
Over the next several months, the Culper Ring honed its expertise and its members grew
accustomed to working with each other. There were also a few personnel changes. Jonas
Hawkins, the Ring’s original messenger, having been only tangentially involved for some

time, retired in September 1779. Whereas in April 1779, for instance, Woodhull listed both
Hawkins and Austin Roe as the Ring’s messengers, by July, Tallmadge had not bothered
giving Hawkins a code number (Roe got 724) in his Code Dictionary, and on August 15,
Woodhull, in an encrypted dispatch, was obliged to spell out his name: “Dqpeu Beyocpu
[italics added] agreeable to 28 met 723 not far from 727 & received a 356.” (“Jonas Hawkins
agreeable to appointment met Culper Junior not far from New York & received a letter.”)20
His final mission in September was botched when Hawkins claimed it was too risky to come
into New York. Forcing the annoyed merchant to expose himself by meeting him “at a place
quite out of danger on Long-Island,” Townsend testily told Tallmadge he believed Hawkins’s
fears were “merely imaginary” and accused him of “timidity.”21 It seemed clear that the oncecourageous messenger was too burnt out, too jittery, to continue in the business. Hawkins
was out, most likely voluntarily, but also because Townsend refused to work with him: in his
very first letter, Townsend had said he was unsure about the content of Hawkins’s character.
In his place, Austin Roe became the Ring’s sole, permanent messenger—except when
Woodhull himself traveled to New York.
Townsend was being far too harsh on poor Hawkins. A month earlier, as Woodhull
recorded, Hawkins had been forced to destroy one of the letters when he faced capture by
enemy troops, and these days, he continued, “every house is opened at the entrance of New
York and every man is searched.” It was simply too dangerous to convey letters not written in
the sympathetic stain because—owing to the recent raid on Tallmadge’s camp—“they have
some knowledge of the rout our letters take. I judge it was mentioned in the letter taken or
they would not be so vigilant.”22 Indeed, in October, Woodhull judged that “it is too great a
risk to write with [plain] ink in this country of robbers. I this day just saved my life. Soon
after I left Hempstead Plains and got into the woods I was attacked by four armed men, one
of them I had frequently seen in N. York. They searched every pocket and lining of my
clothes, shoes, and also my saddle, which the enclosed [one of Townsend’s letters] was in, but
thank kind Providence they did not find it. I had but one dollar in money about me. It was so
little they did not take it, and so came off clear.” Woodhull finished by begging Tallmadge
not to “mention this” to any of the others, “for I keep it a secret for fear it should intimidate
all concerned here.”23 Hawkins’s caution, it seems, had been warranted.
But thankfully, Woodhull continued, “I do not think [the vigilance] will continue long so I
intend to visit New York … and think by the assistance of a 355 of my acquaintance, shall be
able to outwit them all.”24 This mysterious “355”—decoded as “lady” in the Dictionary—is
mentioned just once in the Culper correspondence. She was Anna Strong, Woodhull’s
neighbor and wife of Selah Strong, an active Whig and delegate to the provincial Congress
before the war who was currently jailed aboard one of the British prison ships as a suspected
insurrectionist. Selah’s mother was Hannah Woodhull, the eldest sister of General Nathaniel
Woodhull, making Abraham and him family.25 (Incidentally, Selah’s sister, Susannah, married
Benjamin Tallmadge’s father as his second wife.)26
The British, it seems, were not stopping and searching “every man,” as Woodhull put it, but
every solitary man, the sort that fit the profile of known spies. But sheer civility might
dissuade troopers from stopping, let alone searching, respectable married men traveling to see
in-laws with their equally respectable wives—even if that “wife,” namely Anna, happened to
be someone else’s masquerading as your own (and was somewhat older than one might

expect since she was born a decade before Woodhull). It was a risk, granted, but Woodhull
appears to have been let alone, so he did, thanks to his brave accomplice, “outwit them all.”27
That September, Woodhull’s uncle, Captain Nathan Woodhull, then in his mid-fifties and of
Whiggish inclination, was also brought into the Ring; like Anna Strong and Amos Underhill,
the captain played a subsidiary role, serving only as needed, or when he could. Thus, on
September 19, Woodhull records that “Pevbep Yqqhbwmm” (Nathan Woodhull) recently
returned from New York and had told him “there’s a council of war holding of all the general
officers … [and] that a large number of troops were embarking” aboard transports.28 Two
months later, Culper sent a “person” to check out troop positions “betwixt this and
Huntington” who consequently submitted a lengthy, specialized report. As Captain Woodhull
was a serving officer with the local Loyalist militia, and so took a professional interest in such
matters, he was most certainly the unnamed “person” employed for the task.29
Gaining a mole within the enemy’s ranks was a sweet scoop for the Ring, and that fall,
there were moves afoot to recruit a still more senior officer in the same militia outfit—
Colonel Benjamin Floyd. The idea originated with Tallmadge, who told Washington about
Floyd—the hapless Loyalist kidnapped, imprisoned, paroled (on Woodhull’s
recommendation), and repeatedly plundered (by his own side, and sometimes by the
Americans). Tallmadge thought him ripe for flipping: Rather like Robert Townsend, a former
Loyalist disgusted by the abuses perpetrated by the British occupation, Floyd, Tallmadge
speculated, might well be disaffected from his masters. “From a long and intimate
acquaintance with this gentleman,” Tallmadge reported to Washington, “I believe him to be
of more service in the Whig interest in Setauket then every other man in it, tho’ from his
family connections I believe he has been in favour of Royal Government.”30
That letter was written on November 1. Two days later—and certainly not by coincidence
—Washington directed Governor George Clinton of New York to ensure that Floyd would not
be robbed again by Patriot marauders. He never laid out his reasons for demanding that
“proper measures” needed to be taken “to bring [the perpetrators] to justice, and prevent
such acts of violence in future” by these minor miscreants, but if Tallmadge had hopes of
enticing Floyd into the business it would not do to alienate him.31
Tallmadge accordingly requested Woodhull to put out feelers and “take all the pains
possible to secure Col. Floyd”—only to be refused. Woodhull argued that Floyd had not,
despite appearances, permanently changed sides. And, in any case, he had “no love for Col.
Floyd, not for no Tory [italics added] under Heaven, but in my present situation am obliged
to cultivate his friendship.” For that reason, Woodhull “dare[d] not mention to him what you
proposed. I do not doubt that he would be glad to hear it and perhaps keep it entirely secret
for his own interests, but yet he would view me with an Evil Eye.”32 Floyd was more useful
not knowing Woodhull’s real business and to keep blithely believing that his distant kinsman
was an unassuming Loyalist. Cover had to be maintained. It also didn’t help that, as
Townsend did Hawkins, Woodhull heartily disliked him. Given Floyd’s connections with
senior British commanders, his acquisition would have been a genuine intelligence coup, but
Woodhull was right to suspect that he might betray the Ring and be turned into a double
agent against them.
The fall of 1779 also witnessed a flurry of instructions from Washington, who remained
intent on quickening the speed of communication and improving the expanded Ring’s

efficiency in the face of the increased British surveillance.33 Townsend, he suggested, “should
occasionally write his information on the blank leaves of a pamphlet; on the first second &c.
pages of a common pocket book; on the blank leaves … of registers, almanacs, or any new
publication or book of small value. He should be determined in the choice of these books
principally by the goodness of the blank paper, as the [invisible] ink is not easily legible,
unless it is on paper of a good quality. Having settled a plan of this kind with his friend, he
may forward them without risk of search or the scrutiny of the enemy as this is chiefly
directed against paper made up in the form of letters.” Alternatively, “he may write a familiar
letter, on domestic affairs, or on some little matters of business to his friend at Satauket or
elsewhere, interlining with the stain, his secret intelligence or writing it on the opposite blank
side of the letter. But that his friend may know how to distinguish these from letters
addressed solely to himself, he may always leave such as contain secret information without
date or place; (dating it with the stain) or fold them up in a particular manner, which may be
concerted between the parties. This last appears to be the best mark of the two, and may be
the signal of their being designed for me. The first mentioned mode, however, or that of the
books, appears to me the one least liable to detection.”34
This was sound counsel. But in fact Townsend had already hit upon a variation of the book
idea. He would purchase a new quire of high-quality paper, write his message on a blank in
the secret ink, and then insert the page at a predetermined place, say, the fifteenth sheet from
the top.35 Washington’s idea was the better one, and less liable to crossed wires, as Tallmadge
complained when he wasn’t told of the prearranged position: He had to waste much of his
precious stain swabbing several sheets to see which one contained Townsend’s dispatch.36
Washington’s idea was cheaper as well, since “common pocket books,” old pamphlets, and
obsolete almanacs were less expensive in wartime New York than good paper imported from
England, especially when Townsend was using an entire quire each time. Townsend agreed to
change his method.37
Overall, Washington was most pleased with the Ring’s progress and wanted to establish the
Ring on a more “professional” basis. In early October, he summoned Tallmadge for a
conference at the Robinson House at West Point.38 Working together, the two composed a
lengthy memorandum laying out Culper Senior’s and Junior’s responsibilities.
INSTRUCTIONS
C——r Junr, to remain in the City, to collect all the useful information he can—to do
this he should mix as much as possible among the officers and refugees, visit the coffee
houses, and all public places. He is to pay particular attention to the movements by land
and water in and about the city especially. How their transports are secured against
attempt to destroy them—whether by armed vessels upon the flanks, or by chains,
booms, or any contrivances to keep off fire rafts.
The number of men destined for the defence of the City and environs, endeavoring to
designate the particular corps, and where each is posted.
To be particular in describing the place where the works cross the island in the rear of
the City—and how many redoubts are upon the line from river to river, how many
Cannon in each, and of what weight and whether the redoubts are closed or open next
the city.

Whether there are any works upon the Island of New York between those near the City
and the works at Fort Knyphausen or Washington, and if any, whereabouts and of what
kind.
To be very particular to find out whether any works are thrown up on Harlem River,
near Harlem Town, and whether Horn’s Hook is fortifyed. If so, how many men are kept
at each place, and what number and what sized cannon are in those works.
To enquire whether they have dug pits within and in front of the lines and works in
general, three or four feet deep, in which sharp pointed stakes are pointed. These are
intended to receive and wound men who attempt a surprise at night.
The state of the provisions, forage and fuel to be attended to, as also the health and
spirits of the Army, Navy and City.
These are the principal matters to be observed within the Island and about the City of
New York. Many more may occur to a person of C. Junr’s penetration which he will note
and communicate.
C——Senior’s station to be upon Long Island to receive and transmit the intelligence
of C——Junior …
There can be scarcely any need of recommending the greatest caution and secrecy in a
business so critical and dangerous. The following seem to be the best general rules: To
in-trust none but the persons fixed upon to transmit the business. To deliver the
dispatches to none upon our side but those who shall be pitched upon for the purpose of
receiving them and to transmit them and any intelligence that may be obtained to no
one but the Commander-in-Chief.39
That same month, recognizing the necessity of “establish[ing] a very regular
communication with Long Island,” he wrote no fewer than four letters requesting information
on British movements and positions. The reason behind Washington’s series of inquiries was
that he had heard in late September several reports of the approach of a French fleet under
Comte d’Estaing, who had wintered in the West Indies.40 Any uptick in British activity at New
York would signal that Clinton, too, knew of d’Estaing’s movements. In the meantime,
Washington ordered Generals Sullivan and Gates to ready their armies to march, and began
calling up militiamen from Massachusetts (2,000), Connecticut (4,000), New York (2,500),
New Jersey (2,000), and Pennsylvania (1,500) as a prelude to coordinating with the French a
surprise assault on Clinton. Washington’s ambitious hope was that d’Estaing would approve of
“an attempt against New York.”41 As he explained, “New York is the first and capital object,
upon which every other is dependant. The loss of the army and fleet there, would be one of
the severest blows the English nation could experience.”42
On October 9, a letter from Townsend arrived bearing the worst of news: Clinton’s naval
scouts had spotted d’Estaing. As a result, the New York garrison “was much alarmed,” and
“all the men of war and a number of armed transports were ordered down to [Sandy] Hook,
with several old hulks to sink in the Channel in case d’Estaing should appear. They had also
two or three fire ships preparing, and are building a very strong fort at the lighthouse.”
Clinton had also taken steps to prevent an amphibious assault from Connecticut by deploying
the Seventeenth Dragoons and the Queens Rangers, as well as a “considerable number” of
infantry at strategic points in western Long Island. Washington’s dream of taking New York
back was over.43

In any case, even had Clinton remained in total ignorance of d’Estaing’s approach, the New
York attack would never have worked—the French admiral had decided to anchor his twentytwo warships and ten frigates off Georgia, instead, to take British-held Savannah in another
show of Franco-American amity. His attack on October 9 was a disaster. Against a
numerically inferior, but strongly entrenched, foe, d’Estaing and General Benjamin Lincoln
suffered nearly 1,000 dead and wounded compared with British losses of 40 and 63,
respectively.44 D’Estaing, who had been hurt in the battle, sailed to the West Indies in high
dudgeon.
Even before news of the British victory at Savannah had reached New York, Townsend was
reporting that his officer friends were saying large detachments of Clinton’s troops had
embarked on transports. “It’s generally believed that they are destined for Georgia”—an
indication that Clinton was considering sending reinforcements to the South, now beginning
to be regarded as Loyalist territory and Washington’s weak point.45 Townsend’s intelligence
was accurate, though in this case military scouts sent Washington more detailed information:
A regular regiment and a force of light infantry and Grenadiers did sail.46
In the event, Clinton decided against the plan and recalled the reinforcements before they
got too far. Instead, he adopted a defensive position in New York as winter drew in. Later in
October, Townsend and Woodhull followed up. “The enemy have large magazines of wood
and forage and are daily collecting more, particular hay. Some of the [commissaries] of
provision say they have enough of all kinds to last 9 months. I believe they have plenty for six
months.”47 From his end, Woodhull added that “they have collected nearly all the forage in
Queens County and [are] carrying it to Brooklyn; in one word, every preparation is a making
for their defence.”48
Even if it seemed that the excitement was ending, Woodhull was getting jumpy, as he
always did when soldiers were nearby. While naval activity was decreasing, the British were
making threatening troop movements all over Long Island. On November 5, Captain Nathan
Woodhull told him that the “Prince of Wales American Regt.” was at Jamaica on their way to
Huntington, and there was “much talk about their coming to this place soon, and we are
greatly alarmed about it. Should they come here I [Abraham Woodhull] shall most certainly
retreat to your side as I think it will be impossible for me to be safe.”49 A week later,
Woodhull was beside himself with worry. On November 10, he had arranged to meet
Townsend “at a house he appointed twelve miles west from here, and set out with all my
letters to meet him, and just before I arrived at the appointed place I suddenly met a foraging
party of 40 horse and 200 foot and about 100 wagons. Was much surprised but after
answering a few questions passed them unmolested.” However, “to my great mortification
Culper Junior did not come that day. I waited all the next … I am much concerned.”
The reason for Townsend’s absence was probably due to either sickness or a reluctance to
venture out to a secret rendezvous when British troops were on maneuvers. Woodhull,
however, nervous at the best of times, was close to the end of his tether. “I am tired of this
business, it gives me a deal of trouble, especially when disappointment happens.” It required
his every reserve of fortitude to stay in the game. As he confided to Tallmadge, he “could not
consent to be any longer an assistant if I was not almost an enthusiast for our success. I [have
suffered] a full year’s anxiety, which no one can scarcely have an idea of, but those that
experience. Not long since, there was not the breadth of your finger betwixt me and death.

But so long as I reside here my faithful endeavours shall never be wanting.”50
Just as Woodhull was faltering, Townsend hit gold and revived the Ring’s spirits. If
anything proved to Woodhull the necessity of his staying on, it was his colleague’s news that
the British “think America will not be able to keep an Army together another campaign.
Truth reasons that [the Americans’] currency will be entirely depreciated, and that there will
not be provision in the country to supply an Army [for] another campaign. That of the
currency I am afraid will prove true, as they [the British] are indefatigable in increasing the
quantity of it. Several reams of paper made for the last emission struck by Congress have
been procured from Philadelphia.”51
What Townsend had stumbled upon, most likely in his conversation with various officers
and officials in Rivington’s coffeehouse, was the British campaign to undermine the American
war effort by destroying the Continental currency. New York was the nexus of this
counterfeiting trade. Though coin clipping and forging were hanging offenses, and counted in
Britain as high treason, the orders to churn out hundreds of thousands of fake dollars came
from as august a figure as Lord Germain, as the Americans discovered in January 1780, when
one of their privateers boarded a Royal Navy vessel carrying a letter from Sir Henry Clinton
confirming that “no experiments suggested by your Lordship; no assistance that could be
drawn from the power of gold, or the arts of counterfeiting, have been left unattempted.”52
Indeed, as early as four years before, Governor Tryon had supervised a counterfeiting
operation aboard the Dutchess of Gordon, his maritime headquarters floating off New York.
Later captured by Patriots, one Israel Young, who was up to his neck in the business, saved it
by testifying to the Provincial Congress that an acquaintance of his, a hatter and felon named
Thomas Vernon, had been aboard the Dutchess and had told him that “they had on board a
number of Rivington’s types and one of his printers” and that he had seen a chest full of fake
—and professionally done—bills, though in Vernon’s expert opinion the paper used was
“rather thicker” than the original. Vernon had recruited Henry Dawkins, a noted forger
already in jail for counterfeiting, for Tryon, who contracted to pay the latter “a hundred
pounds for his trouble.” Vernon had found, he told Young, “a plate to strike Pennsylvania
money” in Dawkins’s chest while rifling through it for things to steal—no honor even among
forgers, it seems. (Dawkins was also jailed, but after being released some years later, he was
engaged to engrave the seal of the State of New York.)53
In 1777, the British had shaken Patriots’ confidence in their genuine dollars by telling them
they were really fakes. Royalist papers like Hugh Gaine’s New York Gazette and Weekly
Mercury printed public “editorials” noting, by the by, that “there has lately been … a large
distribution in the country of counterfeited Continental bills, so admirably executed, as not
easily to be discerned from those issued by order of the Congress. This has contributed not a
little to lower their value, and will be one effectual bar to their repayment or liquidation.”54
Gaine, of course, was fully aware—as were his British overseers—that this report would be
digested and worried over in Patriot areas. A couple of months later, aiming to rile up the
rebels against their own leaders, the Gazette cleverly spun the story that it was Congress
perpetrating the fraud “in order … to increase the credit of the Continental currency.”
Warming to its theme, the paper added that “many reams have been brought over by
merchants and others, and distributed for that purpose.”55
The British still needed willing conduits to circulate the fake notes. One way of finding

volunteers was to advertise all the free money available. One classified ad in the newspapers
blatantly declared: “Persons going into the other Colonies may be supplied with any number
of counterfeit Congress-Notes, for the price of the paper per ream. They are so neatly and
exactly executed that there is no risk in getting them off, it being almost impossible to
discover that they are not genuine. This has been proved by bills to a very large amount,
which have already been successfully circulated. Enquire for Q.E.D. at the Coffee-House from
11 p.m. to 4 a.m. during the present month.”56 Such were the machinations of British
intelligence that when Washington was sent a clipping of the ad, he stormed to Congress that
it proved “that no artifices are left untried by the enemy to injure us.”57 By November 1777,
Rivington’s paper could observe that Continental bills had plummeted to seven to the silver
dollar and that in Congress-controlled areas “the necessaries of life have risen to such
exorbitant prices as makes them almost unattainable to those not concerned in the rebel
army.”58
A year later, the situation grew catastrophic as counterfeits flooded the rebel states and
covert Loyalists paid their taxes with them, even as Washington insisted on death penalties to
deter distributors.59 John Blair and David Farnsworth, two New Hampshire Tories in the pay
of British intelligence, were caught in Danbury, Connecticut, on October 7, 1778, carrying no
less than $10,007 in American dollars printed in New York. Washington directed that it was
“necessary to have them executed” and, quite profanely, ordered “a sensible clergyman to get
as ample a confession from them as possible” for further intelligence on their masters.60
On December 16, 1778, belatedly grasping the efficacy of British dirty tricks, Congress
recalled the bills of credit it had authorized at Philadelphia in May 1777 and at Yorktown in
April 1778. “Counterfeits of those emissions,” stated Congress, “have lately been issued by
our enemies at New York, and are found to be spreading and increasing fast in various parts
of these United States.”61 It did no good—despite a coup occasioned by the capture of the
Glencairn, bound for New York, by the Deane, an American frigate. Before Glencairn was
boarded, a sailor saw a crate being thrown overboard and fished it out. In it were discovered
“materials for counterfeiting our currency, consisting of types, paper with silk and isinglass in
it &c.” intended, its original keeper confessed, for British forgers working for the
government.62
By the summer of 1779, Continental bills became, literally, “not worth a Continental,”
having depreciated to 30 to a silver dollar, and a soldier’s monthly pay being worth no more
than two shillings in hard British currency. In New York itself, where a single guinea bought
200 dollars, you could use the stuff as wallpaper.63 Matters were not helped by Congress’s
own free-and-easy recourse to the printing press to finance the war: In 1774, a man lucky
enough to possess £100 could purchase 8,190 pounds of beef; seven years later, the same sum
bought 25 pounds’ worth.64
It was amid this drastic state of affairs that Townsend reported that the British had
procured from Philadelphia “several reams of paper made for the last emission struck by
Congress.”65 Now in possession of the actual blank paper, the enemy no longer would have to
use a thicker substitute, and could accordingly print perfect copies of the Congressional notes.
Upon receiving this missive, Washington composed a lengthy letter to Congress, warning
them of the danger (while referring allusively to “a confidential correspondent in New
York”).66 On March 18, 1780, partly as a consequence of Townsend’s intelligence, Congress

was forced to retire and recall all its bills in circulation, effectively declaring bankruptcy to
save itself. (Fourteen months later, a French subsidy and a Dutch loan helped rescue the
country.)67
Washington’s satisfaction with his “intelligencers,” as he liked to call them, was short-lived.
It all began with Washington’s resurrected desire in December that the Culpers find a faster
way of sending their reports. For the winter, he was to be based in Morristown, New Jersey,
and was understandably worried that the letters’ route through Connecticut was too
circuitous. “It would be a very desirable thing [if] a channel of communication [could] be
opened a cross the North river, or by way of Staten Island,” he told Tallmadge. “If C—— can
fall upon a line which he thinks he may safely trust I wish it to be adopted; but if this cannot
be accomplished he will continue his communications in the old channel, and make them as
constant as the season will admit.”68
Still swollen with pride with Townsend’s counterfeiting scoop, Woodhull had shrugged off
his previous doubts and was unusually chipper in his reply, partly because the troops he had
so feared had turned out to be inexperienced militiamen. “I have the pleasure to inform you
my fears are much abated since the troops have been with us,” he wrote to Washington,
adding, “Their approach was like death to me. Did not know whether to stand or fall. Had
they been the Queens Rangers or Legion should have been with you before now.” He had
been especially happy to learn that his nemesis, Colonel Simcoe, who had beaten up his
father and made threats, had been captured and was being held in New Jersey. Indeed, “were
I now in the State of New Jersey without fear of Law or Gospel, would certainly 344 Gqm.
Ucngqi [kill Col. Simcoe], for his usage to me.” Regarding a change in the route, Woodhull
said he was intending to meet Townsend in New York on Christmas Day and would discuss it
with him then.69 Unfortunately, Woodhull forgot to mention it.
Washington wasn’t amused. In early February 1780, annoyed that Woodhull had dropped
the ball, he instructed Tallmadge to “press him [Townsend] to open, if possible, a
communication with me by a more direct rout than the present. His accts. are intelligent,
clear, and satisfactory, consequently would be valuable but owing to the circuitous rout thro’
which they are transmitted I can derive no immediate or important advantages from them.”
As “I rely upon his intelligence” and “am sensible of the delicacy of his situation, and the
necessity of caution,” he wanted to “name one or two men to him who will receive and
convey to me (through others) such intelligence as he may think important.” Woodhull, in
other words, was becoming extraneous to Washington’s needs, and the commander was
willing to cut him out and deal directly with Townsend. Washington went so far as to suggest
“a much better way” for Townsend to communicate with him so that even “if the agents
should be unfaithful, or negligent, no discovery would be made to his prejudice.” His advice?
“Write a letter a little in the Tory style, with some mixture of family matters and between the
lines and on the remaining part of the sheet communicate with the stain the intended
intelligence.”70
Owing to Washington’s impatient decision to drop Woodhull, who hadn’t sent him anything
of interest in months, the Culper Ring came close to fissuring in the spring of 1780 as
Townsend sought to explore this fabled passage through New Jersey. Townsend was too
cautious to use any of the contacts Washington wanted to offer, and instead employed his
teenaged cousin James Townsend (1763–1831) as the secret courier to go across the

Hudson.71 As that part of New Jersey was heavily Loyalist, James’s cover story was that he
was a Tory visiting his family in a rebel-controlled area and was seeking to recruit men for
the British army. Unfortunately, James immersed himself a little too deeply in his false
persona (and the bottle) and got carried away when he visited a house owned by the
Deausenberrys, secret Patriots who astutely suspected him of being a spy but pretended to be
Tories to catch him out. The mission was a disaster.
What we know of what happened is contained in a March 23, 1780, deposition by John
Deausenberry, who said that
James Townsend came to his house … last evening and appeared to be something in
liquor. The arrival, and appearance of said Townsend gave the family suspicion that he
was an unusual person, and to know the truth the family retired, leaving only the two
young women (daughters of the deponent’s uncle) who undertook to [illegible]
Townsend, pretending they were Friends to Britain &c.… [Deausenberry] heard the
young women examine Townsend, and heard Townsend tell them that he (Townsend)
was within two miles of New York City the day before yesterday, whither he went to
carry a quantity of stockings to his uncle, and brother, that he went down with an
intention to join the [British] army. But his uncle and brother advised him to return
immediately and collect as many others as possible, to go [to] the enemy, when they
came up the river, which they expected would be the latter part of the present week, or
the beginning of next.… That he (Townsend) has persuaded many a good fellow, and
sent them to join the enemy himself, and that he had very frequently in the course of
last summer been backwards and forwards to and from the enemy, had piloted several
companies to [British positions], and that he had carried in, and brought out, many
valuable articles, that he had been taken once by the Damn’d Rebels, and left him
confined and chained down flat upon his back, in the Provost three weeks … and finally
made his escape by breaking out—this and no more the Deponent heard, for his spirits
rose, he flew into the room upon Townsend, and took him prisoner.72
Dragged to the local Patriot headquarters by the jubilant Deausenberrys, Townsend was
frisked, but was found to be carrying nothing more than two folded sheets of paper, on which
were written a lengthy poem, “The Lady’s Dress”—in Robert Townsend’s handwriting, and
perhaps composed by him. Townsend, of course, had followed Washington’s directions and
written his invisible message between the lines. He had done so sloppily, and when
Washington later tried brushing the chemical reagent over the text, he rendered it illegible.
He gave up about two-thirds of the way through. Luckily, or perhaps not, given their dire
quality, one or two stanzas remain. The last three lines are, “You may take the dear charmer
for life, / But never undress her—for, out of her stays / You’ll find you have lost half your
wife.”73
Informed that a “British spy” by the name of Townsend had been arrested, Washington was
livid, not at the Deausenberrys or at his own men, but at Culper Junior. It took the
commander-in-chief’s personal intervention, and a great deal of trouble, to secure the
teenager’s release. Townsend, for his part, was not only angry at the embarrassment he had
brought upon himself, but scared: The debacle demonstrated just how simple it was to get
caught, and his cousin had been fortunate indeed to fall into the hands of the Americans.

James could quite easily have fluffed his lines among enemies, and Townsend, like anyone
else, feared the sound of soldiers clumping up the stairs to arrest him after James was
interrogated.
As for Woodhull, Tallmadge had filled him in about the Deausenberry venture before he
went to New York to visit Townsend in early April. It wasn’t a happy meeting. Townsend was
petulant and curt, and Woodhull received “nothing but a short memorandum from C. Junr.
on a scrap of paper which he said contained all worthy of notice.” Woodhull, annoyed both at
Townsend going behind his back and his foolhardiness in sending a green agent behind the
lines, thought “him exceedingly to blame and guilty of neglect. And have given him my
opinion in full upon the matter [and] hope that the like may never happen again.”74
Townsend responded by playing the diva, and told Tallmadge he would “continue no longer”
in the business. On April 19, Woodhull again traveled to New York to dissuade Townsend
from quitting, but “returned this day after making every effort possible with his utter
denial.”75 At this point, Tallmadge stepped in and arranged a joint meeting for May 1 that he
hoped would reconcile his warring spies, but it was canceled owing to Townsend’s continued
intransigence. A few days later, Woodhull, who disliked dissension, embarked on one last trip
to the city to see Townsend. While the Quaker “declines serving any longer” as a
correspondent, Woodhull was glad to report that Townsend was still willing to “give verbal
information as he can collect” but would relate it only to him in person. It’s clear that James’s
capture had seriously unmanned Townsend, and that he was now too afraid to compile
written reports, which could be tracked back to him if intercepted. Still, the fact that he
would pass on intelligence by mouth would do for the moment, even if poor Woodhull was
obliged to assume the risk of going to the city for it.76 Washington, however, was rapidly
losing his patience with Tallmadge’s agents. His temper was not improved by Woodhull’s
incessant requests for money, such as this one: “I have recd 20 guineas sometime ago, which
you sent me and with them have been paying off the expenses already accrued, and find a
balance still due me. As soon as convenient could wish you to forward me an additional
sum.”77 On May 19, Washington fired off a brusque letter to Tallmadge informing him that as
Townsend had quit and Woodhull had seemingly lost his enthusiam, “I think the intercourse
may be dropped, more especially as from our present position the intelligence is so long
getting to hand that it is of no use by the time it reaches me.” However, he kept his options
open by asking Tallmadge to inform “the elder C. that we may have occasion for his services
again in the course of the summer, and that I shall be glad to employ him if it should become
necessary and he is willing.”78
Woodhull was terribly shocked by his idol’s coldness. He “intimates [that we] hath been of
little service,” Woodhull complained. “Sorry we have been at so much cost and trouble for
little or no purpose. He also mentions of my backwardness to serve. He certainly hath been
misinformed. You are sensible I have been indefatigable, and have done it from a principle of
duty rather than from any mercenary end.” Woodhull, now out quite a lot of money, had to
add that he “perceive[d] there’s no mention made of any money to discharge the remaining
debts, which hath increased since I saw you.”79
As quickly as Washington’s anger had erupted, it passed. A little less than two months after
he had shut down the Ring, he reactivated it upon hearing that a naval squadron under
General Jean Baptiste Donatien de Vigneur, Comte de Rochambeau, was nearing Rhode

Island. “As we may every moment expect the arrival of the French fleet a revival of the
correspondence with the Culpers will be of very great importance,” and he asked Tallmadge
to see if he could engage “the younger” and “prevail upon the elder to give you information
of the movements and position of the enemy upon Long Island.”80 Rochambeau, Washington
hoped, would be less feckless than d’Estaing, and he might be willing to participate in a New
York venture.
Tallmadge arrived in Fairfield on the morning of July 15—after gently reminding
Washington that they were “something in arrears to [Woodhull], and in order to enable him
to prosecute the business, it may be necessary to afford him a small supply of money.”81
Brewster, luckily, was hanging around the harbor, and agreed to sail to Setauket that night,
but when he landed, Woodhull was too sick to leave his bed. Austin Roe, however, was
available, and the next day he rode for New York to ask Townsend, first, whether he was
interested in employment, and second, if he knew whether the British were aware of the
French fleet’s imminent arrival.82
What Roe brought back was explosive. So imperative was the intelligence that Townsend
deigned to break his own rule and compiled a letter written in stain, hidden between the lines
of an order for merchandise purportedly sent by the long-suffering Colonel Floyd—who
unwittingly proved his usefulness once again. Cleverly, so as to provide Roe with a legitimate
alibi in case he ran into a patrol, Townsend included a letter to Floyd saying, “Sir, I recd,
your favor by Mr. Roe [which is crossed out but can be read] and note the contents. The
articles you want cannot be procured, as soon as they can will send them. I am, Your humble
Servant, SAMUEL CULPER.”83
Unfortunately, the stain letter has been lost, but Woodhull, still ailing, paraphrased its
contents in the package he gave to Brewster—along with the most urgent note he ever
penned: “The enclosed [from Townsend] requires your immediate departure this day by all
means let not an hour pass for this day must not be lost you have news of the greatest
consequence perhaps that ever happened to your country.”84 Townsend, apparently, had
warned that the British were aware that the French, carrying vital arms and troops, were
close and were intending to ambush them. “Admiral Graves with six ships of the line,” had
just arrived, and had been “joined by three more out of New York [and] has sailed for Rhode
Island,” where the French had landed. “Also 8,000 troops are this day embarking at
Whitestone for the before mentioned port.”85
In fact, unsuspected by anyone, Clinton had known that Rochambeau’s “six French ships of
the line, several frigates, and a number of transports with six thousand troops are expected at
Rhode Island in two or three weeks to act under General Washington” since June 12, which
had given him plenty of time to plan a welcome party. His spy was General Benedict Arnold,
who had been told all the details by Washington a few days before he betrayed them to his
new British masters.86 (Clinton also had an agent in Rhode Island who would send a map
detailing the exact location and names of the French ships in the bay, as well as an estimate
of their troop strength.)87 As it usually took weeks to muster a force together, collect
provisions, and gather the necessary transports—so making it obvious that some movement
was afoot—Clinton’s foreknowledge had allowed him this time to make his preparations on
the quiet. If all went well, Rochambeau’s soldiers—tired after their long voyage, unfamiliar
with the terrain, and camped out in the open—would be surprised by Clinton’s redcoated

veterans and put to flight while the Royal Navy pounded the French squadron. Such a bloody
blow after d’Estaing’s embarrassing performances would surely cool Paris’s ardor for her
American allies. Washington would again be left to face the lion alone—and it was doubtful
this time whether he would be able to pull off another Trenton or Princeton.
Woodhull’s package, courtesy of Brewster, arrived in Connecticut on the morning of July
21, a Friday, but Tallmadge could not be found. Brewster roused a dragoon and ordered him
to rush the letters to Washington’s headquarters. Washington, too, was away, and the
dragoon left the package with Alexander Hamilton, who deciphered the dispatches and grew
alarmed at their contents. At 4 p.m., with Washington still touring the lines, he made the
decision to pen a letter for Rochambeau, the French commander, stating that he had “just
received advice … that the enemy are making an embarkation with which they menace the
French fleet and army. Fifty transports are said to have gone up the Sound to take in troops
and proceed directly to Rhode Island.” He sent express riders to catch up with the Marquis de
Lafayette, who, unsuspecting that the British had caught wind of the landing, had left
headquarters on the seventeenth and was leisurely wending his way to Newport to
rendezvous with Rochambeau to help coordinate Franco-American operations.88
When Washington returned to camp that evening, Hamilton filled him in. The next evening
at 9 p.m., Tallmadge, now having returned, was told by Brewster of what had happened; after
forwarding the intelligence to Washington (who already had it, of course), Tallmadge
urgently requested Generals Robert Howe and William Heath to steel themselves for a
possible British attack.89
Washington, however, had shrewdly seen an opportunity to launch an attack of his own on
the British. Knowing that Clinton would have to denude New York of troops for his
expeditionary force, so leaving it vulnerable, Washington commissioned several senior
officers to appraise the possibility of taking the city. Opinions were mixed, but tended to be
negative; even emptied of troops, New York remained a formidable stronghold. Colonel Jean
Gouvion of the Engineers thought that a siege could work but that it would take “forty or fifty
days” to break through the fortifications, even if they were, as he judged, weak and poorly
constructed. Washington would need, he continued, at least forty cannons, large amounts of
ammunition for troops, a thousand shells for the artillery, plus another hundred for the
mortars. It couldn’t be done, in other words, before Clinton had returned from his hunting
trip to Rhode Island.90 Generals Greene and Knox were similarly pessimistic about the
logistics of the operations, with Greene saying that the only way success could be achieved
would be if Washington forcibly requisitioned supplies from the public—a politically difficult
decision. In sum, “the time is by far too short to make the necessary preparations for such an
important expedition.”91
It was a moot point, in any case. “Though I seriously intended to attack New York if
Clinton had gone to Rhode Island,” Washington later told Lafayette, ultimately Clinton did
not vacate New York.92 “In the hope that I might yet be in time to undertake something
offensive against the enemy,” the British general explained to London in August, “I
determined as speedily as possible to put a body of troops afloat in the Sound, ready for
operation to the eastward, if further information should warrant it, and not too distant to
return rapidly, and act against the rebel army, should they, in my absence, form an enterprise
against these posts.” Adverse headwinds at Hell Gate, it seems, “conspired to retard the

arrival of transports at Frog’s-neck,” and he was only able to embark most of his troops on the
twenty-seventh, during which time “all hope of success from a coup de main were of course
wafted away.” Like Washington with his New York plan, Clinton lacked the artillery and
ammunition needed for a protracted siege of Rhode Island, and he chose to stay at home. Like
Washington, too, Clinton enjoyed a secret service, and knew that his foe, “by a rapid
movement, had, with an army increased to 12,000 men, passed the North-river, and was
moving towards King’s-bridge, when he must have learned that my armament had not
proceeded to Rhode-Island. He (I apprehend in consequence of this) re-crossed the river, and
is now near Orange Town.”93
Robert Townsend, despite his critical assistance during the Rochambeau affair, was still
proving reluctant “to continue the correspondence,” though Washington belatedly authorized
Tallmadge to give Woodhull whatever was owed to him as a reward for his good work.94 On
August 1, however, Tallmadge brought encouraging news. He had conceived a way of
shortening the line by transporting the Culper letters “over at Cow Neck, to the westward of
Oyster Bay. If this can be effected, dispatches may be brought from N.Y. to the White Plains
[headquarters] in twelve hours [in] emergencies, as the whole land course on [Long Island]
would not exceed 22 miles, and the Sound not more than ten miles over.” Townsend had
been impressed by, if somewhat guarded about, the idea as he had “near relations living
[near] Cow Neck whom if I can also engage, I am sure of Cr. Junr.’s services.” A bonus for
Townsend would be that “a change of men through whom letters may pass” in the future
might be arranged: Austin Roe, it seems, had been tardy for several meetings with Townsend
in the past and the courier’s carelessness had contributed to Townsend’s reluctance to pen
letters. In short, Townsend “has consented to give intelligence but does not say how long.”95
Woodhull by this time was also having trouble with Roe, whom he had begun mentioning
in a slightly disparaging tone: “Being still in a feeble state (but mending) was obliged again to
have recourse to Austin Roe,” is one example.96 It was also clear that keeping Roe on was
proving expensive, according to an invoice sent by Woodhull. He had reimbursed Roe £34,
more than double the £15 or so given to Townsend and thrice Woodhull’s own expenditure of
£11-odd. (Of the total of £60.18.8, Woodhull had received only £18.18.8, leaving him down
£42—a great deal of money.)97 Tallmadge, however, was reluctant to dispense with Roe just
yet and reminded Washington, before he made a cost-cutting decision that might prove rash,
that the messenger was “obliged always to ride to New York from the place where the boat
lands and wait Culper’s answer; his expenses on the road and in the city for himself and horse
must be very considerable.”98 Washington agreed to wait.
Still, the Culper Ring was almost always most effective when Woodhull and Townsend
communicated face-to-face rather than using an intermediary. Woodhull received a
conciliatory note from his old comrade. Using his clever stratagem of writing to poor Colonel
Floyd in the guise of a merchant, Townsend confided that the “articles you wanted” had not
been sent because “the office was shut” before “Mr. Roe” finally showed up—a catty little
comment—but signaled that he was again open for business, so to speak, by saying “they
shall be sent by next conveyance.”99 Woodhull, greatly heartened by Townsend’s thawing,
immediately prepared to depart for New York “for the benefit of our 115
[correspondence].”100 Ten days later, Woodhull returned from the city, and was exceedingly
“happy to inform you that Culper Junior hath engaged to serve as heretofore.”101

Washington was “very much pleased that the correspondence with C—— is again opened. I
have the greatest dependence in his good intentions and I am persuaded when he pleases to
exert himself he can give the most useful intelligence.”102 Tallmadge assured his chief that
“respecting the man, he is a gentleman of business, of education and honor,” and was willing
to “shorten the route on certain conditions.”103 A commercial animal, Townsend simply
wanted to reconfirm that his postwar needs would be taken care of before signing on. “Should
[Townsend] continue serviceable and faithful,” replied Washington, “and should the issue of
our affairs prove as favorable as we hope, I shall be ready to recommend him to the public, if
public employ shall be his aim, and if not that I shall think myself bound to represent his
conduct in the light it deserves and procure him a compensation of another kind.”104 The
Culper Ring was back, but for how long?

At the same time as the Culper Ring was resurrecting itself in the late summer of 1780, Sir
Henry Clinton was poised to spring a trap. Clinton’s goal in this round against Washington
was the capture of West Point, a key American stronghold on the Hudson River that allowed
Washington to move men, supplies, and arms between Massachusetts and Connecticut to New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and Maryland.1 His agent was General Benedict Arnold, who
had persuaded Washington to appoint him West Point’s commander.
Arnold’s military laurels were undoubted by all. He had fought valiantly at Ticonderoga
and had played a decisive role in the Saratoga campaign, at one point daringly, and almost
single-handedly, preventing Burgoyne from escaping at the Battle of Bemis Heights. But he
was resentful that he was continually passed over for promotion and not given the honors he
felt were due him for his brave service. After Arnold was wounded badly in the leg,
Washington put him in charge of Philadelphia during his recuperation, and it was while there
he grew increasingly discomfited with the French alliance and more comfortable with Tory
views, not least because of his engagement to Peggy Shippen, the vivacious daughter of a
local Loyalist. Sensing blood in the water, his enemies arranged for a court-martial for two
minor misdemeanors, which earned him a mild rebuke from Washington, who was aware of
the ludicrousness of the proceedings and tried to salve Arnold’s amour propre with the
promise of high command. By then, however, Arnold had mulled too long on the injustices he
had suffered and his thoughts had turned to treachery. And it was then that he asked for, and
received, West Point.
Arnold’s enemies had their reasons. Tallmadge, for one, greatly disliked him. He had
become “acquainted” with Arnold, he told a friend, “while I was a member of Yale College &
he residing at New Haven, & I well remember that I was impressed with the belief that he
was not a man of integrity. The revolutionary war was coming on soon after I left college, &
Arnold engaging in it with so much zeal, and behaving so gallantly in the capture of
[General] Burgoyne, we all seemed, as if by common consent, to forget his knavish tricks.”2
Arnold, a heroic and valiant soldier, was a low, sly Iago among traitors, but this defector
was also the most senior mole in espionage history and a first-class intelligence asset. His
betrayal poleaxed Washington. Even his peers, who thought him arrogant and snotty, had
respected his undoubted martial talents, and none suspected him capable of treachery of the
blackest dye. The British secret service, approached by Arnold in May 1779, ran him until
September 1780, when the plot, by merest chance, was uncovered at the very last moment.
Until Arnold’s recruitment, British intelligence operations had lagged behind Washington’s,
whose Culper Ring surpassed anything Clinton, let alone General Howe, had constructed.

Washington, too, appreciated the craft of intelligence far more than did Clinton (or other
senior commanders), and naturally grasped the need to acquire reports from myriad, often
contradictory sources behind the lines, to cross-reference their information to distinguish
between fact and fiction, and to analyze and evaluate their timeliness and utility before
acting.
Washington understood that authentic intelligence gathering consists, not of flashy derringdo and glamorous escapades, but of piecing together an intricate, yet most tedious, jigsaw
where every “fact” could be interpreted in several different ways. To Lord Stirling (William
Alexander), Washington summarized that “as we are often obliged to reason on the designs of
the enemy, from the appearances which come under our observation and the information of
our spies, we cannot be too attentive to those things which may afford us new light. Every
minutiae should have a place in our collection, for things of a seemingly trifling nature when
conjoined with others of a more serious case may lead to very valuable conclusions.”3
Washington was always careful to keep a stern lookout for bloviating and unwarranted
speculation in his agents’ reports—an inevitable hazard in a game so often played by
fantasists and adventurers. He told Matthias Ogden, an intelligence officer, in 1782: “It is my
earnest wish that you impress upon the persons in whom you seem to place confidence,
urging them to be pointed, regular and accurate in all their communications.… An account of
the nature and progress of their [the enemy’s] public works is of infinite more consequence
than all the chit-chat of the streets and the idle conjecture of the inhabitants.”4 One reason
why Washington valued the Culpers’ dispatches so highly was owed to their proven veracity
and absence of hyperbole.
The British, conversely, still preferred to use military scouts to reconnoiter enemy positions
and to obtain tactical information as frequently as possible. Whereas Washington had
appointed Tallmadge as his chief of intelligence and personal liaison with the Culper Ring,
Clinton, until late in the day, acted as his own intelligence head and lacked any specialist staff
to help him. Small wonder that he put little store in it, while Washington enjoyed the luxury
of avoiding such humdrum chores as negotiating terms of service, dealing with uppity agents,
and arranging the reimbursement of expenses incurred.
New York, of course, being the nexus of the imperial war effort, was the navel of all British
intelligence operations. Two Loyalists, General Cortland Skinner and Colonel Beverley
Robinson, set up their own private networks in their old stamping grounds (New Jersey, in
Skinner’s case, and the Hudson River, in Robinson’s), and periodically sent Clinton packages
of information and rumor gleaned from refugees, scouts, prisoners, and deserters, but these
proved of little use and timeliness as they were jumbled and often contradictory.
Consequently, Clinton complained of “too many ill-founded reports” finding their way to his
desk.5
These problems were not entirely Clinton’s fault. He was a product of the conventional
military establishment, where spies were regarded with distaste, and in any case, there was
little need for them in the European battlefields. The American theater, however, confronted
British commanders with unique intelligence problems. The post service, for instance, was
almost nonexistent, especially across enemy lines, and its lack of centralization foiled the kind
of Black Chamber mail-intercepting operations common in Europe. Though bribes and
baubles could still work their magic on the more mercenary of colonists (Benedict Arnold sold

West Point for today’s equivalent of half a million dollars and the promise of a knighthood),
the leading ideologues remained barbarically immune to such blandishment.
Further complicating intelligence gathering, an ornery, diffuse population of constantly
shifting degrees of loyalty lay spread over an area comprising one million square miles. In
America, soldiers and militiamen foraging for food and supplies as they traversed the
countryside was a time-honored necessity. In Europe, by contrast, tradition dictated that the
military forgo foraging on the march, which forced generals to stick to roads and navigable
rivers so that their supply lines could keep up with them. Any commander who took his army
more than five days’ march from a depot risked being cut off.
During wartime, then, collecting intelligence about the enemy’s movements was not of
prime concern since there were only certain, defined routes along which an army could
travel, and topographers could thus accurately predict how long a formation would take to
reach its destination. “The best way to discover the enemy’s intent before the opening of a
campaign,” counseled Frederick the Great, who knew his onions, “is to discover where he has
established his provision depot. If the Austrians, for example, made their magazines at
Olmütz you could be sure that they planned to attack Upper Silesia, and if they established a
magazine at Königgrätz, the Schweidnitz area would be threatened.”
In Europe, the mark of a great captain was not his talent for deception or for divining
intentions, but his ability to outmaneuver opponents on known ground and defeating them in
the field as they marched and wheeled in lines and columns. In America’s vast geographical
spaces, however, armies (and guerrillas) could hide, live off the land, travel cross-country,
appear out of nowhere, strike, and vanish. Possessing advance or intimate knowledge of what
the enemy was doing, or was planning to do—the raison d’être of espionage—became of vital
importance.
For both sides in the Revolutionary War, however, the pursuit of intelligence was initially
hampered by the fact that no one was quite sure how to do it. There were no textbooks
available on the principles and methods of agent (and double agent) recruitment, flipping
sources, penetrating networks, verifying walk-ins, establishing dead drops, hiring cutouts,
arranging secure data transmission, managing “black” budgets, finding safe houses, and
inventing cover stories, let alone collecting, analyzing, and evaluating information.
Military writers had, of course, historically paid homage to the virtues of espionage.
Frederick, Marshal de Saxe, and Julius Caesar had all stressed the need for spies, and
everyone was familiar with the biblical story of Joshua sending agents to “spy out the land,”
but none had bothered to dictate practical instructions to their successors. Even as late as
1832, when On War appeared, the Prussian military genius Carl von Clausewitz cursorily
cited the importance of intelligence while pointing out that “many intelligence reports in war
are contradictory; even more are false, and most are uncertain,” and left it at that. He
managed only to advise commanders to “trust their judgment.” Lacking instruction manuals,
therefore, commanders in America were obliged to fashion a system of trial and error to
evolve their secret services.6 In hindsight, it’s easy to illuminate the obvious mistakes made
by both sides, but, to give Clinton and Washington their due, they were generally willing to
learn from them.
Clinton, for example, improved his system as he gained control of particular areas, allowing
him the time to establish spy networks in place. In May 1779, Clinton appointed Captain

John André, his aide, as his specialist intelligence officer—the British equivalent of a
Tallmadge. It was a radical step taken not because the general had experienced a brain wave,
but for the more prosaic reason that Clinton, as supreme commander, was overwhelmed with
work and needed to delegate some of it to a trusted subordinate. André may have been a
dilettante but at least he was an efficient dilettante. He immediately put affairs on a sounder
footing by extracting intelligence reports from the mass of general correspondence that daily
arrived and filing it in chronological order in a hardbound book. Belatedly, one could at last
distinguish intelligence (albeit of varying quality) from ordinary military orders, lists of
promotions, transcripts of courts-martial, and other ephemera. André, unfortunately, went no
further with his reorganization, and reports continued to go unevaluated. The “Intelligence
Book” was dropped for lack of interest in August 1779, and only resumed the following July,
when André began to concentrate heavily on news from the West Point area provided by his
ace, Benedict Arnold, who became André’s sole focus in the months leading up to his
defection.7
Born in 1750, André was the son of a cold Swiss merchant and an exuberant Parisian
mother. He grew up in Geneva but, after training in languages, music, dancing, and
mathematics, left for London to work in his father’s firm. Thankfully, when he was nineteen,
André’s father died, and he inherited a nice little fortune, thereby relieving him of the burden
of labor. He got engaged to an Anna Seward, but she broke it off, believing he lacked “the
reasoning mind she required.” Bored, and newly single, André bought a second lieutenant’s
commission in a smart regiment, the Royal Welch Fusiliers, but transferred as a full lieutenant
to the Seventh Foot, which was headed for Quebec in late 1775. Taken as a prisoner during
the siege of Fort St. Johns shortly after, André charmed his captors and was exchanged after
the Battle of New York in 1776. He soon became a staff officer at General Howe’s
headquarters, serving as a translator for the Hessian troops. When his benefactor left for
England, he joined Sir Henry Clinton’s staff in 1777–78. Clinton took a shine to him and
André became the British commander’s first friend and confidant. In three years, he had
advanced from being a mere subaltern in the Fusiliers to Clinton’s adjutant general, the
eighteenth-century equivalent of chief of staff.8
In many respects Captain John André resembled Captain Nathan Hale: Both were gentle
and graceful, and artistic and talented; both, too, were unsuited to espionage (André once
admitted he, like Hale, was “too little accustomed to duplicity” to succeed in the game).9 The
André-Arnold correspondence even mirrors that which passed between the Culper Ring and
its manager, with its manifold examples of crossed wires, elementary mistakes, and petty
irritations.
Both teams used an alphanumeric substitution code, Tallmadge’s being based on his own
Code Dictionary, and André’s on William Blackstone’s legal Commentaries, a copy of which he
and Arnold possessed.10 Soon after making contact, they began using it as their common
sourcebook (with Joseph Stansbury, a London-born Loyalist in Philadelphia, as their
intermediary, and the Reverend Jonathan Odell in New York, who decrypted the messages).11
“Three numbers make a word,” instructed André, “the 1st is the page the 2nd the line the
third the word.”12 So “general,” which could be found in Blackstone on page 35, at the
twelfth line, eight words from the left, became 35.12.8.
There were two fairly obvious drawbacks to the scheme—quite aside from the risk of

someone discovering what the sourcebook was—as André and Arnold soon found. First,
Blackstone had to have actually used the term. Otherwise, they were laboriously obliged to
spell out the word, each time scratching through the last digit to indicate that this number
referred not to a whole word but to the placement of a particular letter on the line. Since
Blackstone never alluded to, say, “Poughkeepsie,” the correspondents were often confronted
with daunting strings of numbers for a single word (sixty, in Poughkeepsie’s case). Second,
even if Blackstone did use the word, it might require enormous stamina to find it. Arnold,
rather enterprisingly, managed to dig up “militia,” but only after he’d ploughed through 337
pages of legalese. Arnold and André tried it once and gave up, turning instead to the 21st
edition of Nathan Bailey’s Universal Etymological English Dictionary, which not only contained
every common word, but also listed them, of course, alphabetically.13
Unlike Tallmadge, who insisted on using anodyne aliases (“John Bolton,” “Samuel Culper”)
and simple code numbers, André preferred to assign colorful biblical names to people and
places: Carlisle, Pennsylvania, for instance, became “Rome,” the Susquehanna River “Jordan,”
Indians “Pharisees.” Occasionally, his waspish sense of humor emerged, such as calling
Congress “Synagogue” and Fort Wyoming, of all places, “Sodom.” For himself, Arnold
selected “Gustavus” or “Monk” for his aliases (after the seventeenth-century Scottish general
who had restored monarchical rule to England, for which signal service he received a
knighthood, a barony, an earldom, and a dukedom from an exceedingly grateful Charles II),
while André broke from his own practice and, quite foolishly, used “John Anderson,” or
sometimes “James Anderson”—both names bearing too close a resemblance to his own. For a
time, André used a cipher almost identical to Tallmadge’s, in which, starting from the number
50, words were converted into digits; he even made the same mistake as Tallmadge by listing
the words alphabetically, not randomly, so rendering the cipher relatively easy to crack.14
In some of their correspondence, as Townsend did with his letter to “Colonel Floyd,” André
and Arnold disguised the real meaning of their words within harmless contexts: a business
deal between two crooked merchants, for instance, or “the complexion of affairs [of] an old
woman’s health.”15 André, like Tallmadge with Woodhull, cajoled and chided his secret
servant, though, unlike his American counterpart, he did not quite trust him and it took
several months of Arnold’s importuning to persuade him that he had stumbled onto a bona
fide, highly placed, and voluntary mole. The primary difference between Arnold and the
Culper Ring, of course, is that the general was a mercenary entrepreneur, continually
demanding more money for his treachery while his masters tried to gauge how fertile their
man’s supply of intelligence was likely to be.16 André was perfectly blunt about what he
desired: “Dispatches to & from foreign Courts, original papers, intimation of channels thro’
which intelligence passes” plus “taking possession of a considerable seaport and defeating the
troops assigned to the defense of the province.” (At one point, he asked, “Could you obtain
the command in Carolina?” though in that case Arnold one-upped him by offering possession
of West Point.)17 In reply to Arnold’s pleas for more money, André remained businesslike,
telling his spy that “services done are the terms on which we promise rewards; in these you
see we are profuse; We conceive them proportioned to the risk.”18
It was only in late August 1778 that Arnold’s thirty shekels—twenty thousand pounds for
West Point and its garrison, with a guaranteed minimum of ten thousand pounds should the
plot fail but he came over anyway—was agreed, and André (now a major) and Beverley

Robinson (who had been running agents on the Hudson and knew the area) arranged to meet
their contact on the Hudson River to finalize the terms on September 11.19 That plan was
aborted when a British patrol boat fired on Arnold’s barge as it neared Dobb’s Ferry. For a
week, they waited, and Arnold enticed his manager with the intelligence that Washington
was in the vicinity and likely to visit him.20 If all went well, not only would this key fortress
fall into British hands, but so too would its three-thousand-strong garrison, plus, best of all,
Washington himself.
On September 20, a second attempt was made. André and Robinson sailed upstream aboard
H.M.S. Vulture, but could not make contact that night. The next evening, Arnold’s
intermediary, Joshua Smith, collected André, who was inexplicably posing as a merchant
while dressed in regimental uniform, and brought him ashore to a grove at Haverstraw, on
the west bank of the Hudson.21 Upon meeting “Mr Anderson,” recalled Smith of André’s
“youthful appearance [and] the softness of his manners,” he “did not seem to be qualified for
the business of such moment. His nature seemed fraught with the milk of human kindness.”22
At about two in the morning, André—still outfitted in his regimentals—discussed the
topography and defenses of West Point with Arnold, who was waiting nervously a little north
of Haverstraw. By the end of their long conversation, by which time daybreak was imminent,
Arnold accompanied André and Smith to the latter’s house to continue their talks, the plan
being for him to leave the major in Smith’s care until the following night, when he could be
rowed back the six miles to the awaiting Vulture. It was only during the ride to the safe house
that André realized, having seen in the dawn’s early light a sentry post, that he was within
American lines—dressed in the kit of an enemy officer. In the meantime, Arnold gave him a
pass to travel unhindered through American territory, sketches of the fort, and maps of its
artillery positions, all of which André hid in his stockings.
After Arnold’s departure later that day, September 22, an American officer, having noticed
the Vulture, decided to shell it with a howitzer, forcing the sloop to sail twelve miles
downstream.23 Rowing eighteen miles in a blazing red uniform, even at night, was far too
risky an enterprise, and André, “vexed” (Smith’s words), was persuaded to change into
civilian dress, and don a round hat and blue cloak, and cross the river at Verplanck’s Point
with Smith and his black servant, so he could ride overland to the British lines at White
Plains. Eight miles later, an American sentry stopped them and helpfully pointed out that
Tory partisans were operating to the south, which was a no-man’s-land terrorized by
marauding gangs of Tory “Cowboys” and Patriot “Skinners.”24 Knowing that to continue
would invite suspicion, André and Smith kipped near the outpost for the night, and after a
breakfast of mush and milk early the following morning (September 23), Smith bade him
farewell and handed him forty dollars to get home. André was confident he could make the
fifteen-mile journey to White Plains by nightfall. That was the last time Smith saw him.25
All went well until 9.30 a.m., when, as André consulted a map, John Paulding appeared in
the road and pointed a musket at him. In the bushes to either side hid Isaac Van Wart and
David Williams, also armed. Paulding demanded André’s name and affiliation. A more
hardened case officer would have precomposed the aptest response to a challenge from men
equally likely to be rebel Skinners or loyal Cowboys: If the former, his pass from General
Benedict Arnold of the Continental army would awe even them and he would be allowed to
go; if the latter, the pass would guarantee they took him prisoner and conveyed him under

guard to White Plains, where he could prove his credentials and be released. In the event, not
unreasonably given the sentry’s warning about Tory activity and that one of the party was
wearing an ancient British redcoat, André misjudged the situation, and cheerily declared: “My
lads, I hope you belong to our party.” Paulding asked which party that might be. “The lower,”
said André, referring to the British side.
At that, they announced themselves to be Patriots. Startled, André stammered that he was
“an officer in the British service on particular business in the country,” and, mustering
himself to look impressive, directed that they let him go. They didn’t, instead ordering him to
dismount. It was only then that André had the presence of mind to show his permit, but it
was too late. Van Wart merely exclaimed, “Damn the pass!” and demanded money. The other
two then mugged him—André’s fine, white-topped, London-made boots being of particular
interest to David Williams. As they unshod him, they found Arnold’s incriminating plans of
West Point hidden within his stockings. Paulding, the only literate one, stumbled through
them and cried, “This is a spy!” Still, the highwaymen told André they would let him free if
he gave them one hundred guineas, his horse, and his watch, an offer to which he readily
agreed. Just as André thought he was home free, one of them suggested that there was
nothing to lose by taking him in anyway.26
The trio trundled him—all the time debating André’s desperate offers of a lucrative reward
if they brought him south to New York instead—to the nearest commanding officer, Colonel
Jameson at North Castle, who allowed them to keep André’s belongings.27 The twenty-eightyear-old colonel was befuddled, mostly because he had recently received a letter from Arnold
informing him that an important friend to the American cause named Anderson might be
crossing into Patriot territory from British lines, and here he had an Anderson who had
claimed to be a royal officer heading for British lines carrying letters in Arnold’s handwriting.
Tallmadge, who was out on patrol, was less puzzled than suspicious. In the secret world, as
he knew, there was no such thing as a coincidence. He, too, had received a letter from Arnold
a week earlier noting that a “Mr. James Anderson”—“a person I expect from New York”—
might arrive; if he did, Tallmadge was to “give him an escort of two horse to bring him on his
way to this place, and send an express to me that I may meet him.” Ominously, Arnold had
added, “if your business will permit I wish you to come with him,” implying that the turncoat
believed he might have a bonus for the British to scoop up: the American chief of
intelligence.28 Tallmadge, unfortunately for Arnold’s scheme, did not open the letter until
September 21—he had been “absent on command by special directions of His Excellency
Genl. Washington”—which allowed him to avoid the trap set for him.29 Unluckily for the
captured spy, however, the letter’s contents were fresh in Tallmadge’s mind when he heard of
this mysterious fellow in custody at Jameson’s headquarters.
Even so, Arnold had enjoyed a lucky break. In Tallmadge’s reply of September 21, after
apologizing for the delay he said that he had received “private accounts from New York”
noting the movements of Admiral Rodney with “10 sail of the line” and other warships
leaving port to intercept the American fleet returning from the West Indies. Also, that several
regiments, which he named, are “to embark in a few days,” perhaps for the South or an attack
on the French at Rhode Island. Tallmadge, of course, was extracting intelligence gleaned from
a Townsend-Woodhull letter and passing it on, suitably disguised, to a superior officer whom
he had no reason to suspect of treason. But what happened is that Arnold, just before his

flight to the other side, was now certain that Tallmadge was running a man inside New York
itself. When they read this letter soon afterward, Arnold’s British masters started connecting
the dots: They already knew that Tallmadge was based in southern Connecticut, they knew
that whaleboatmen often smuggled information across the Sound, they knew that fifteen
months before that Colonel Simcoe, a close friend of André’s, had been notified there was a
spy operating in coastal Setauket, and now they knew that a New York agent was somehow
passing intelligence to Tallmadge, almost certainly using a courier. It was pretty good odds
that all these individual facts were not random, but linked. To blow the network, they needed
to find either Tallmadge, who was unlikely to talk, or, more promisingly, the Setauket
connection, the courier, the whaleboatman, or the New Yorker. Any one would do.
In the meantime, Jameson called his officers (Tallmadge was still out) together to discuss
the dilemma of what to do with this Anderson.30 Jameson was particularly worried that no
matter how suspicious the situation seemed, he could not avoid informing his superior officer
Arnold about it for fear of being charged with insubordination. Instead, he decided to cover
his bases by sending André, with his hands tied, to Arnold’s headquarters near West Point
with a note stating that papers of “a very dangerous tendency” were being conveyed to
Washington, while giving a junior officer, Lieutenant Solomon Allen, the actual papers to
bring to the commander-in-chief.31
In the late evening of September 23, Tallmadge arrived at Jameson’s headquarters, where
he heard the story of the capture. He was “surprised,” according to his Memoir, to find
Jameson had sent Arnold the letter and the prisoner, and the correspondence to Washington.
“I did not fail to state the glaring inconsistency of this conduct to Lieut.-Col. Jameson, in a
private and friendly manner. He appeared greatly agitated when I suggested to him a measure
which I wished to adopt, offering to take the whole responsibility upon myself, and which he
deemed too perilous to permit.” This oblique reference to a “measure” amounted to a
proposal to take a unit of dragoons and arrest Arnold, a suggestion Jameson, worried what
should happen if Tallmadge’s hunch proved wrong, quickly torpedoed. However, says
Tallmadge, after much badgering “I finally obtained his reluctant consent to have the prisoner
brought back to our headquarters,” though Jameson, “strange as it may seem,” insisted on
“letting his letter go on to Gen. Arnold.”32
On his return, André was handed over to Lieutenant Joshua King at South Salem for
safekeeping. As André had at least three days’ growth of beard, he asked for a man to shave
him; King, quite perceptively, noticed that the prisoner had much powder in his hair, leading
him to believe “I had no ordinary person in charge.”33 Indeed, “as soon as I saw Anderson”
the next morning, recalled Tallmadge, “and especially after I saw him walk (as he did almost
constantly) across the floor, I became impressed with the belief that he had been bred to
arms.” He asked Jameson to watch him, too, “to notice his gait, especially when he turned on
his heel to retrace his course across the room.”34 After Tallmadge and Jameson had left, his
jailer told André about the papers being sent to Washington. The jig was up. It was but a
matter of time before exposure. At about 3 p.m. André requested that he be allowed to send a
letter to Washington, a wish readily granted by Tallmadge.35 When Tallmadge read André’s
letter—“he handed it to me as soon as he had written it”—and saw his confession that
Anderson in fact was “Major John André, Adjutant-General to the British Army,” his
“agitation was extreme, and my emotions wholly indescribable.” Tallmadge wanted to go

arrest Arnold immediately, come what may, but there was little point: Jameson’s letter would
have reached Arnold “before I could possibly get to West Point.”36
In the meantime, Jameson’s messenger had arrived at Arnold’s headquarters, where he
found the general preparing to receive Washington, who was scheduled to breakfast with him
before touring the defenses of West Point. Arnold’s reaction, a picture of forced calm as his
terrified eyes focused on Jameson’s handwriting, can only be imagined. He immediately
rushed upstairs as fast as his wounded leg would take him to converse with his wife, Peggy,
before calling for his horse. Downstairs again, he told his subordinates that sudden business
had arisen at West Point and that he would be back soon. He wasn’t. Instead, Arnold galloped
to the nearest British outpost and made his escape. While Washington was being given the
tour by John Lamb, Arnold’s deputy, Alexander Hamilton received the package from
Jameson, as well as André’s confession. Shaken, Hamilton handed the documents to his
commander, who was shocked but recovered quickly enough to order Arnold’s arrest and call
out the garrison to man the defenses for a possible British attack.
Tallmadge volunteered to escort André to Tappan, well away from the threat of any British
rescue operations and where the main army was waiting. The two spymasters got along well
during their ride together. Tallmadge lamented to a friend that he “never saw a man whose
fate I foresaw, whom I so sincerely pitied. He is a young fellow of the greatest
accomplishments.… He has unbosomed his heart to me, and indeed, let me know almost
every motive of his actions so fully since he came out on his late mission that he has endeared
himself to me exceedingly. Unfortunate man!”37
In 1834, when he was eighty, Tallmadge wrote a letter to Jared Sparks, the eminent
historian, narrating what transpired during André’s last ride:
Major Andre was very inquisitive to know my opinion as to the result of his capture.… I
endeavored to evade the question, unwilling to give him a true answer. When I could no
longer evade this importunity, I said to him that I had a much loved class mate in Yale
College by the name of Nathan Hale, who entered the Army with me in the year 1776.
After the British troops had entered N. York, Genl. Washington wanted information
respecting the strength, position & probable movements of the enemy.
Then Tallmadge said:
Do you remember the sequel of this story; “Yes,” said Andre; “he was hanged as a spy;
but you surely do not consider his case & mine alike.” I replied, “precisely similar, and
similar will be your fate!” He endeavored to answer my remarks, but it was manifest he
was more troubled than I had ever seen him before.38
Tallmadge’s aged memory was playing him tricks. André, being a prisoner in Pennsylvania
when Hale was hanged, was hardly likely to have “remembered” the details of an obscure spy
in New York in General Howe’s time. Rather more probable is that Tallmadge recounted the
story, at which point André remarked that “surely [you] do not consider his case & mine
alike.” Unfortunately, Tallmadge did, and told him so.39
Like Nathan Hale, André had been caught red-handed in the act of espionage, and could
not escape his fate. Hale, however, was not the adjutant general of the British army, and

there were political implications. André could not simply be executed and be done with.
Washington, for instance, was willing to entertain the notion of exchanging André for Arnold,
a much bigger fish.40 Sir Henry Clinton, though he adored André and made a touching
intercession for his life, could never surrender such a high-ranking defector, not if he wanted
any more to come over. Whereas Clinton—who privately seethed that Washington wanted to
commit “premeditated murder [and] must answer for the dreadful consequences”—remained
outwardly “calm, and deliberate in my resentment” over André’s likely death, and addressed
his pleas to his counterpart in stiff, but civil, language, Arnold wrote hotly to Washington,
who was, at best, disinclined to listen to a disgraced traitor, to threaten a “torrent of blood”
against American prisoners in retaliation if he killed André.41 (Clinton later assured
Washington that they “need be under no fears for their safety,” despite Arnold’s threats.)42
Even had Washington been willing to spare the spy’s life, he had his army to think about.
As it was, thanks to Arnold the men were becoming reluctant to trust their officers, and the
officers were losing faith in their commanders. Public opinion also had to be appeased.
Somebody had to be punished, and punishment had to be seen to be done to restore order.
With Arnold safe behind enemy lines, André was the only possible victim apart from Joshua
Smith, the intermediary, who had been arrested soon after Arnold’s flight.
Smith, however, was a member of a prominent Whig family in New York, and requested an
audience with Washington to prove he was innocent of knowingly abetting Arnold’s defection.
As Smith stood shackled in irons, Washington walked over to the terrified man, looked him
sternly in the eye, and said that if he were guilty, he would hang him from the same tree he
was about to use for André. Smith’s defense was that Arnold had told him to expect an officer
carrying a message from Clinton; that message Arnold said he would pass to Washington.
Arnold made Smith promise to keep silent, telling him that the message might bring the war
to an end. Smith claimed at his trial that his actions were motivated by the highest thoughts
of patriotism—and he had presumed the same of Arnold. There were quite a few
inconsistencies in Smith’s story, but, though not numerous or gaping enough to hang him,
they were sufficient to convict him. The court sentenced him to prison, and he spent much of
the next two years being shuffled from guardhouse to guardhouse until he escaped on May
22, 1782, and made his way to the New York house of his brother—who happened to be
Clinton’s neighbor. It helped Smith nought. The British and their allies accused him of
abandoning André on the road fifteen miles before White Plains and safety; had Smith
accompanied André the whole way, as they believed he had promised Arnold, the solitary spy
would never have been stopped, West Point would have fallen, and Washington would be a
prisoner. (There is a postscript to this unfortunate tale. When the British evacuated New York
in late 1783, Smith left for London, where some time later he was unexpectedly visited by
Arnold. “The reception he received from me shortened the interview,” is all Smith would say
about the matter.)43
Unlike Smith, André had no chance of creating doubt in the minds of his judges. At his trial
a Board of General Officers quickly found him guilty of espionage and recommended that he
“suffer death.”44
The method of André’s death was a slightly tricky subject. André, having resigned himself
to his doom, requested an honorable soldier’s execution: by firing squad. Washington was
initially inclined to grant this favor but, pressured to make an example of André, soon

changed his mind and ordered the punishment traditionally meted out to common spies:
hanging.45 André, however, was deliberately left ignorant of the alteration.
When he was told of the verdict, wrote Tallmadge, “he showed no signs of perturbed
emotion,” but when he saw a gallows rather than a firing squad awaiting him, he was
“startled, and enquired with some emotion whether he was not to be shot.” Told no by
Tallmadge, he said, “How hard is my fate!” adding, “It will soon be over.”46
On October 2, at 12 p.m., said Tallmadge, “he met death with a smile, cheerfully marching
to the place of execution, & bidding his friends, those who had been with him, farewell. He
called me to him a few minutes before he swung off, and expressed his gratitude to me for
civilities in such a way, and so cheerfully bid me adieu, that I was obliged to leave the parade
in a flood of tears. I cannot say enough of his fortitude—unfortunate youth; I wish Arnold had
been in his place.”47 André’s last words? “Only this, gentlemen, that you all bear me witness
that I meet my fate like a brave man.”48
It had to be done. Washington, writing to Rochambeau on October 10, declared that “the
circumstances [André] was taken in justified it and policy required a sacrifice; but as he was
more unfortunate than criminal in the affair, and as there was much in his character to
interest, while we yielded to the necessity of rigor, we could not but lament it.”49 Tallmadge
concurred: “Enough of poor André, who tho’ he dies lamented, falls justly.”50

Benedict Arnold may not have brought an army with him, as he had so rashly promised Sir
Henry Clinton, but he did carry in his head a list of American spies operating within British
lines, as well as the knowledge that Tallmadge was running at least one agent in New York
itself. Since the summer of 1780, Arnold had been assiduously collecting their names from his
unsuspecting colleagues, who often organized local spies to pass on information to them
about nearby enemy movements. On at least one occasion, he was unsuccessful, such as the
time Arnold—who had heard that Washington, thanks to his spies (the Culpers, as it turned
out), had warned Rochambeau of British preparations to pounce at Rhode Island
—“innocently” asked the Marquis de Lafayette about these informants. Arnold’s ostensible
reason was that now that he was in charge of West Point, he, too, needed a few good men to
serve as his eyes and ears. Lafayette refused to give their names, saying he had pledged
secrecy, but also because Tallmadge had been careful not to divulge them even to him—
precisely to prevent such accidental leakages.1
Arnold enjoyed a little more luck with his predecessor as West Point commander, General
Robert Howe, to whom he wrote on August 5 explaining that “as the safety of this post and
garrison … depends on having good intelligence of the movements and designs of the
enemy … I must request (with their permission) to be informed who they are, as I wish to
employ them for the same purpose. I will engage upon honour to make no discovery of them
to any person breathing.”2
Howe, a North Carolinian, kindly replied that he had two agents in South Carolina, but
they would not permit him to reveal their names. Having said that, “I have a tolerable agent
who acts by way of Long Island, and has been very faithful, intelligent and useful to me.… He
says that he will give you information of every circumstance which relates to your post or to
any part under your command, that he will task himself to give every information of the
enemy’s intentions, and will faithfully report to you every movement which relates to you; he
will correspond with you under the name of John Williams, and has made me pledge my
honor that you will not endeavour by any means to learn his real name and if by accident you
find it out that you never disclose it.”3
“John Williams” was Captain Elijah Hunter, who had worked with Howe since December
1776, when he officially “retired” from the army. These days he posed as a Tory and served
in the Second New York Militia while working as an assistant commissary of forage who
occasionally came into the city to pick up information. He seems to have been acquainted
with Clinton and Governor Tryon, but he reported rarely and did not supply the quality and
quantity of material that the Culpers did. The only thing that saved his life after Arnold’s

defection was his insistence on his Williams alias, but even he went underground for a long
while.4
Arnold’s arrival in New York threw the Culper Ring into near panic when he appointed
himself spyhunter-general and, with Clinton’s authorization, rounded up a score of New York
and Long Island residents who he strongly suspected had carried on “a treasonable
correspondence with the rebels for many years [and] had acted as spies within the British
lines.” All of them had previously sworn oaths of loyalty to the king.5 To General Heath,
Tallmadge observed that “he has flung into the provost many of our friends whom he will
have punished if possible. I fear it will injure the chains of our intelligence, at least for a little
time [un]til the present tumult is over. I am happy that he does not know even a single link
in my chain.”6
Even so, Tallmadge was worried that his September 21 letter to Arnold about his receiving
“private accounts from New York” had given away too much. “When he turned traitor and
went off,” he remembered, discreet as always, “I felt for a time extremely anxious for some
trusty friends in New York.” Tallmadge, however, consoled himself with the thought that “as
I never gave their names to him, he was not able to discover them, although I believe he tried
hard to find them out.”7
His fears were not finally put to rest until early October when he heard from Woodhull
saying he was still alive and well, and who mentioned that Townsend, too, remained free.
“The present commotion that has arisen on account of the infamous Arnold together with
little or no intelligence at this time was the reason he did not write,” his cell leader reported.
Woodhull had also arranged to meet Townsend in the coming weeks to discuss their future
plans given the heightened state of alert in the city.8
The meeting did not go well. Townsend was antsy. Woodhull, too. Thanks to Arnold,
reported Tallmadge to Washington, his agents were “at present too apprehensive of danger to
give their immediate usual intelligence. I hope as the tumult subsides matters will go on in
their old channels.” Though Woodhull agreed to keep on working if anything pertinent arose,
Townsend—despite Tallmadge’s assurance that “his name or character are not even known by
any officer but myself in the army”—decided to lie low until the heat dissipated.9 “Happy to
think that Arnold does not know my name,” Townsend did not, however, go so far as to
resign from the Ring, but he did call a halt for the time being to Tallmadge’s plan to shorten
the route by using Townsend’s relatives in Cow Neck. Townsend opted, for safety’s sake, to go
solely through Woodhull, and thence Brewster to Tallmadge.10
During their meeting, Townsend and Woodhull had discussed André. Being in the same
business themselves, they were less ready to damn him than their neighbors and fellow
Patriots, but they were equally unwilling to view André, as Loyalists did, as an innocent
martyr murdered by Washington. “I am sorry for the death of Major André but better so than
to lose the post,” observed Woodhull to Tallmadge. “He was seeking your ruin.”11 Townsend,
it turns out, had been acquainted with André, a frequent visitor to his father’s Oyster Bay
house, Raynham Hall, whenever his pal Colonel Simcoe billeted himself there. “I never felt
more sensibly for the death of a person whom I knew only by sight, and had heard converse,
than I did for Major André,” Townsend told Tallmadge. “He was a most amiable character.
General Clinton was inconsolable for some days; and the army in general and inhabitants
were much exasperated, and think that General Washington must have been destitute of

feeling, or he would have saved him. I believe that General Washington felt sincerely for him,
and would have saved him if it could have been done with propriety.”12
Perhaps so, but Washington was more concerned with bringing Arnold to justice. That the
Judas had gotten away with his crime rankled intensely. On October 13, he invited Major
Henry “Light-Horse Harry” Lee—the father of future Confederate general Robert E.—to his
headquarters to discuss “a particular piece of business.” At their meeting the next day,
Washington broached the possibility of kidnapping Arnold. Could he, Lee, find a man willing
to embark on such a mission?13
It took Lee a week to find two volunteers “to undertake the accomplishment of your
Excellency’s wishes.” He omitted to mention to them that they were acting on Washington’s
orders since, if they failed, the commander-in-chief’s name could not be linked to such an
unorthodox mission. The first man was a sergeant in Lee’s regiment, John Champe, a tall
Virginian in his early twenties whose taciturnity and total absence of cheerfulness masked a
“remarkable intelligence.”14 His task would be to enter New York, somehow capture Arnold,
and bundle him down to a waiting boat for removal to New Jersey. Modestly desirous of an
officer’s commission, all Champe asked for in reward for his services was a promotion.15 The
other volunteer, whose name was never revealed, would be the contact man in Newark, New
Jersey, and Lee promised him “one hundred guineas, five hundred acres of land, and three
negroes.”16
Washington was most pleased at Champe’s public-spiritedness. He had been reluctant to
cast around for officers to undertake the business, which even he regarded as being a shade
dishonorable.17 After inquiring into Champe’s details, his length of service, and his character,
on October 20, in the strictest of confidences, he authorized the operation and approved the
rewards Lee had arranged with “the conductors of this interesting business.” He made one
stipulation: Arnold was to be brought in alive. If he were killed during the mission, the British
would put it about that “ruffians had been hired to assassinate him,” whereas Washington’s
aim was “to make a public example of him.”18
Late that night, Lee summoned Sergeant Champe to his quarters and ordered him to desert
to the enemy immediately. For fear of raising British suspicions, Lee added that no help could
be given to Champe during his flight. He would have to find his way to the British lines as if
he were a real turncoat. The most Lee could offer was to delay pursuit for as long as he could
if Champe’s absence was noted before the next morning. And with that, Champe collected his
belongings (including the regiment’s orderly book, for added authenticity) and rode his horse
out of camp at about 11 o’clock. He was given three guineas to cover his immediate expenses
(Washington refused him any more, saying it would ring too many alarm bells) and the
names of two known friendlies in New York. To prevent betrayal, Champe was told not to let
one know the existence of the other. Who these two men were remains unknown; it is most
unlikely one was Townsend, as Washington preferred not to run overlapping operations.
No one stopped him leaving, but just half a mile later, at a crossroads, a mounted patrol
returning from duty issued a challenge. Champe kept silent, pulled up his hood, plunged his
spurs into his steed’s flanks, and galloped past them. The patrolmen gave chase but their
horses were tired and they soon quit. Unfortunately, the patrol belonged to Lee’s regiment,
and half an hour later Captain Carnes reluctantly woke up Lee to tell him of the incident. Lee
grasped instantly what had happened and played dumb, forcing the captain to repeat his

entire story, questioning tiny details, dismissing Carnes’s belief that the mysterious rider,
judging by his riding style, was a cavalryman and suggesting instead he was “a countryman”
in a hurry. Lee could see Carnes wasn’t convinced and directed him to muster every man and
horse and see if any were missing. That would waste at least an hour, he thought.
Sooner than he expected, Carnes returned and declared that Champe was gone, but Lee
offhandedly said he must have gone out for a midnight ride of some sort. Still, it had come to
the point when not to do anything would invite suspicion, and Lee called out the regiment. A
pursuit party was selected and Lee included a young cornet named Middleton, whom he knew
lacked Carnes’s experience and, moreover, was of a gentle enough disposition that he would
not kill Champe outright if he captured him. In his quarters with Middleton, Lee managed to
waste ten minutes going over in tedious detail exactly which route he should take, which
equipment he might need, and how many men he should bring. Finally, after waiting for a
time for Lee to sign his orders and reiterate how Champe should be treated humanely, an
impatient Middleton was allowed to go. Champe, thanks to Lee’s intervention, had gained an
hour’s head start—enough to get to New York ahead of the law, barring some unforeseen
event. At that point, it unexpectedly began to rain: not hard enough to prevent pursuit, but
sufficient to leave tracks on the muddy roads. Lee’s men were dragoons, and none in the army
knew better than they how to follow footprints. Worse, the regiment had one farrier, who
used a single, peculiar pattern of horseshoe, which made it difficult ever to lose the trail.
Unlike his pursuers, Champe could not afford to gallop through the countryside. Quite
aside from the risk of laming his horse, the place swarmed with militiamen and was studded
with checkpoints whose guards would set off a hue and cry at the sight of a lone, becloaked
horseman running at full pelt so late at night. At dawn, therefore, Champe was still several
miles north of Bergen on a wide and open plain where he could be easily spotted. In the
distance, he could hear the faint clatter of hooves, and knew his pursuers were closing.
Looking behind him, Champe was horrified to see several horsemen pausing at the crest of a
hill half a mile away and signaling to their comrades that the quarry was near. Champe gave
spur to his horse and he made for the bridge traversing the Hackensack River. Most of the
hunters, including Middleton, were local men and knew the terrain better than did Champe.
The cornet was familiar with a narrow path through the nearby woods that acted as a
shortcut to the bridge, and he sent his sergeant and a few dragoons down that route while he
took the rest of the squadron and chased Champe. Caught between the two forces, Champe
would be forced to surrender.
Middleton made two miscalculations. First, Champe, too, knew of the path, having ridden
along it a dozen times on patrol, and was aware that the sergeant’s detachment would beat
him to the bridge; and second, assuming that Champe’s destination was Paulus Hook, the
British fortress on the Jersey shore that guarded the western entrance to New York harbor.
That had been Champe’s original intention, it is true, but seeing that there was no hope of
outpacing Middleton and his men, Champe charged straight into Bergen itself and rode down
one paved street after another before taking the road leading to the Hudson River, not the
one heading to Paulus Hook. The sergeant’s detachment, in the meantime, had reached the
bridge and were concealed beside the road, waiting for Champe. Bemused why he had not yet
approached, they asked passing villagers if they had seen a speeding dragoon. They pointed
out that he had gone the other way. With a curse, the sergeant and his men clambered atop

their horses and set off through Bergen in hot pursuit. Soon after, Middleton heard the same
news and gave chase.
Champe could see two British ships anchored a mile ahead of him. Behind him, also a mile
away, were the knot of cavalrymen. There was nothing for it but to lighten the horse’s load
and make a break for it. After shrugging off his cloak and tossing away his scabbard and
belongings, Champe reached the shore in quick time but lost valuable minutes trying to
attract the crews’ attention by dismounting and waving his arms. Middleton had closed the
distance and was just two hundred yards away. Fortunately, a sentry noticed Champe, who
splashed through the marsh on the bank and plunged into the chilly river to swim toward the
vessels. As Middleton pulled up and cried out for Champe to surrender, marksmen aboard the
ships opened fire, driving the dragoons away.
Friendly hands reached down and hauled an exhausted Champe from the water. He was
taken into New York and brought before Clinton, who had heard of the sergeant’s adventure.
The general was interested in Champe: He was only the second man ever to have deserted
from Lee’s legion, a unit famed for its fidelity. Champe played along admirably, telling
Clinton that Arnold’s defection would only be the first of many among the dispirited
Americans. Clinton chatted to him for an hour, and he was particularly interested in knowing
how fondly Washington was regarded by the troops, whether other senior officers seemed
disaffected, and which measures might prompt large-scale desertions.
Once finished with his inquiries, Clinton recommended that Champe see Arnold, who was
then busy raising a regiment of deserters and Tories. It was an unexpected offer, but one
Champe could not refuse. Arnold took an instant shine to the young man, and made him a
recruiting sergeant a day after he enlisted. For several weeks, Champe paid close attention to
his chief’s movements. Arnold’s house was situated on one of the city’s principal streets,
which made it impossible to take him through the front door, but Champe noticed that
Arnold had a habit of taking a midnight stroll in his garden before going to bed. This garden
bordered an obscure alley, a wooden fence separating the two. One night, Champe sneaked
along the alley and loosened several palings to allow enough space for a man to pass through.
At that point, he contacted one of the two incognitos provided by Lee and asked him to get a
message across the Hudson to the Newark contact, whose task it was to tell Lee to have a
boat and several dragoons waiting on a particular night on the Jersey shore. At a prearranged
time, they were to row to a darkened, deserted Manhattan wharf and pick up the “package.”
His other New York contact would accompany Champe to the alley, and they would hide
themselves in Arnold’s garden. On the day Champe had chosen for the deed, he prepared his
kit: a gag and a cosh to bludgeon the general. The plan was to tackle Arnold, hit and silence
him, push him through the fence, pull his hat down over his face, and hold him up with his
arms sagging around their shoulders. To passersby, it would look like two friends taking their
drunken friend home after a hard night. Once at the wharf, Arnold would be tied up and
bundled into the boat, and Champe would leave with the dragoons. The first face a groggy
Arnold would have seen the next day would have been Washington’s rockily peering into his.
Just as pure luck had saved Arnold’s hide before, when Colonel Jameson had sent him
news that André was under arrest, it would do so again. The very evening that Champe was
to kidnap the general, he discovered that Arnold had transferred to new quarters to oversee
the embarkation of his “American Legion” aboard naval transports: Clinton that day had

issued emergency orders directing the legion to proceed to Virginia. Champe and the rest of
the regiment, accordingly, were immediately confined to barracks and then marched to the
docks—the only person being kidnapped, it seems, was Champe himself. The depth of his
disappointment can only be imagined. Lee, meanwhile, had been impatiently waiting with his
dragoons on the banks of the Hudson all night, and it was only a few days later that he
realized that Champe would never be coming.
Months went by. Then, without any warning, a bedraggled, bearded Sergeant Champe
appeared in Lee’s camp. Soon after landing in the South and being obliged to fight against his
compatriots, he had deserted—for real, this time—and lived rough in the country, traveling
only at night through Virginia and North Carolina to evade Loyalist sympathizers and British
pursuers. Lee immediately called the regiment to muster and proceeded to narrate Champe’s
story and affirm that he had been acting under the commander-in-chief’s orders. Then he took
Champe to Washington, who in place of the promised lieutenancy offered him a lavish bounty
and a discharge from military service. When Champe objected and said he would like to
rejoin his regiment, Washington wisely counseled against any such notion. If Champe were to
be taken prisoner, he would inevitably be recognized and his life would end on a gibbet.19
Champe, his day done, bid farewell to his commanders and mounted the horse given to him
by Washington. He went back to Loudoun County, Virginia, riding right out of the picture.
The last time anyone saw the mysterious Sergeant John Champe was sometime in the 1780s,
when Angus Cameron, a Scottish captain in Arnold’s regiment who had married a Virginia
lass of sound republican principles, happened to get lost while traveling deep in the Loudoun
County woods one summer night. A terrible storm rolled over him, and he spotted a cottage—
the first he had seen in many miles—by the flash of the lightning. A man ushered him inside,
a man strangely familiar to Cameron. And there he was—“Sergeant Champe stood before
me.” Cameron’s shock at seeing him was not altogether pleasant. Champe was, after all, a
two-time deserter; Cameron was an unarmed outsider hours away from help, and his host
might not relish this blast from the past turning up unexpectedly.…
His misgivings were, thankfully, misplaced. “Welcome, welcome, Captain Cameron!”
exclaimed Champe, “a thousand times welcome to my roof.” After joining Arnold’s legion,
Champe had been placed in Cameron’s company, and he was, as the former sergeant said,
“the only British officer of whose good opinion I am covetous” owing to his kindly behavior
toward him during the Virginia expedition. And so it was to Cameron that Champe told the
entire story. The next day, Cameron bid adieu to Champe and went on his way.20 A few years
later, having married and had six children, Champe moved to Hampshire County, Virginia
(now in West Virginia). In 1798, while negotiating to buy land in Morgantown, on the banks
of the Monongahela River, he died. His widow moved to Madison, Ohio.21
Even as Sergeant Champe was in New York vainly plotting Arnold’s downfall, “the person
in whom [Washington had] the greatest confidence is afraid to take any measures for
communicating with me just at this time, as he is apprehensive that Arnold may possibly
have some knowledge of the connection, and may have him watched.”22 Washington was
referring to Robert Townsend, who had gone completely quiet since Arnold’s arrival in the
city.
Washington subsequently reminded his intelligence chief that “I should be exceedingly glad
to hear from C. Junior, because all my accounts from other quarters are very defective as to

the number of troops to be embarked, or, indeed, whether an embarkation is seriously in
contemplation.” Tallmadge had suggested that he cross the Sound to buck up the faltering
Townsend, but this idea was sensibly vetoed by Washington, who pointed out that “the
enemy would act with more than common vigor just now should an officer be taken under
circumstances the least suspicious.”23
And then came a bitter blow. Washington’s insistence on shortening the route, which
Tallmadge repeatedly mentioned to Woodhull, combined with his alarm over Arnold’s
defection, was placing too much pressure on Townsend. At their recent meeting in New York,
Townsend looked haggard, and Woodhull was “sorry to inform you that the present
commotions and watchfulness of the enemy at New York hath resolved C. Jur. for the present
to quit writing and retire into the country” until the tumult subsided. “The enemy are very
severe,” Woodhull continued, “and the spirits of our friends very low. I did not think myself
safe there for a moment, and as nothing is like to be done about New York, perhaps it may
not be much disadvantage to drop [the correspondence]” temporarily. However, “if need
requires C. Junr. will undertake again,” possibly in the spring.
What had finally broken Townsend’s fortitude was Arnold’s arrest of one Hercules
Mulligan. According to Woodhull, the imprisonment of “one that hath been ever serviceable
to this correspondence” had “so dejected the spirits of C. Junr. that he resolved to leave New
York for a time.”24
Mulligan was born in 1740 in Ireland, the second of Hugh and Sarah Mulligan’s three sons
(Hugh was the elder, Cooke the younger); he had a little sister, too, named after their mother.
The family emigrated to New York about 1746. All three Mulligan boys became merchants. In
the 1760s, Hugh Junior joined the upmarket import-export firm of Kortwright & Company,
whose seven ships plied the West Indian–New York trade. Importantly, Townsend’s father,
Samuel, had been using Kortwright as his West Indian agents in St. Croix since at least 1757,
and therefore was well acquainted with Hugh, and certainly Hercules as well.25 An assiduous
type, Hugh soon made junior partner—and in 1773 took over the company by buying out his
colleagues.26 That year, Hugh met the impecunious Alexander Hamilton, recently off the boat
from St. Croix; he had worked for Kortwright’s bureau (Kortwright & Cruger) in the West
Indies, and the firm’s representatives out there, impressed by the boy’s talents, had persuaded
the partners to sponsor his voyage to New York.27 Hugh introduced Hamilton to Hercules,
who took the orphan under his wing. When Hamilton attended King’s (Columbia) College, he
boarded with Hercules, and they collaborated in hauling off a cannon from the Battery in the
summer of 1775. A year later, “about the 10 or 12 July 1776,” Hercules helped Hamilton
obtain his commission in the army when they recruited twenty-five men in a single
afternoon.28
When Hamilton arrived, Hercules Mulligan was living on Water Street—between Burling’s
Slip and the Fly Market—but in 1774 he moved to 23 Queen Street, an altogether tonier
area.29 There, he opened a clothing emporium that outfitted New York’s assorted gentlemen,
fops, bucks, and dandies. His newspaper ads provide a flavor of the fashionable boulevardier’s
tastes. He specialized in “superfine cloths of the most fashionable colours,” “gold and silver
lace,” “gold and silver spangled buttons and loops,” “a large assortment of gold and silver
fringe ornaments with bullion knots and epaulets,” and gold “epaulets for gentlemen of the
army and militia.”30

Mulligan may have started in the rag trade, but by the time he moved to Queen Street he
was the owner of an enterprise that employed several tailors. He himself was on hand to
welcome customers, and may have taken their measurements while letting his employees do
the basic cutting and sewing. At this time, as well, thanks to his conversion to Anglicanism,
Mulligan was able to marry Elizabeth Sanders, the niece of Admiral Sanders of the Royal
Navy. Given his success, his well-connected wife, and his brother’s status, Mulligan was able
to associate with a certain class of officers and gentlemen on a nearly equal level, which
made them comfortable enough to chat with him about military strategy and troop
movements.31
Outwardly, Mulligan was a paragon of bourgeois respectability; underneath, he nursed a
roiling rebelliousness. In 1765 or so, he helped produce The Constitutional Courant, an anti–
Stamp Act paper so incendiary the British banned it. Undaunted, Mulligan smuggled samizdat
copies from New Jersey into the city for discreet distribution to interested readers. Five years
later, Hercules was a secret member of the militant arm of the Sons of Liberty. He and his
comrades dismissed boycotts and petitions as a limp-wristed exercise in futility and
demanded a more muscular approach guaranteed to get results—fast.
Understandably, considering his notoriety in Loyalist circles, Mulligan felt that vacating
New York after Washington’s Long Island defeat might be the most sensible option, and he
and his family joined the exodus of Patriot sympathizers. He didn’t get far. Within a few days,
a party of Tory militiamen roaming the countryside captured him and dragged him back to
the city with a blanket over his head the whole way.32
Released, and adapting to the new reality, Mulligan made do as best he could by
compromising his republican ideals. He stayed in New York and made a decent income from
catering to British officers and the businessmen who profited from every defeat Washington’s
army suffered. With a young family to support, his duty was to survive the war living in an
enemy-occupied city; talk of regretting that one had but a single life to give for the cause of
liberty was for bachelors and romanticists. Like many other New Yorkers, Mulligan was
obliged by circumstances to collaborate, but he refused to betray.
Later in the war, Mulligan becalmed his conscience by becoming, like Amos Underhill, a
subagent of the Culper Ring, probably in the summer of 1779. It was then that Woodhull first
mentioned that “an acquaintance of Hamilton’s” had passed on information that “4 or 5
regiments were embarking, generally said for Quebec [and] had taken altogether thick
clothing, yet nevertheless he thought most likely for Georgia, and believed they all had but a
short time to stay here.”33
This “acquaintance” started work a mere six weeks after Robert Townsend, his recruiter,
sent his first Culper letter. Through his father, Townsend had known the older man since he
had been a child, and knew he could trust him unhesitatingly. Washington, for his part,
would have been reassured by Alexander Hamilton, his aide, that Mulligan was sound.34
Mulligan, however, wrote no letters of his own. According to the recollection of his son John
Mulligan, Hercules used to rendezvous on Long Island with an unnamed American agent, who
transferred the information he gave to Washington’s headquarters.35 It’s possible this hazy
memory confused the actuality that Mulligan passed on information verbally to Townsend
(who was from Long Island)—whose store was just around the corner from Mulligan’s—who
integrated it into his own reports to Woodhull and Tallmadge.

Arnold did not hold Mulligan for long. As a known former agitator, he had been arrested
only on suspicion of having questionable contacts with the enemy, not on hard evidence of
espionage. Still, the Irishman’s imprisonment did succeed in scaring Townsend enough to
drop the correspondence for fear of exposure. He needn’t have worried: There wasn’t a
chance that Mulligan would talk, but Townsend was more alarmed that if Arnold started
nosing around people’s pasts, his own might come to light and he, too, would face an
uncomfortable few weeks in prison.
Until Tallmadge could persuade Townsend to come back, he turned his mind to reorienting
the Culper Ring away from conducting undercover operations in New York and toward
providing timely intelligence on the ground for Tallmadge’s dragoons to launch rapid strikes
across the Sound to hit British soldiers and sabotage the Loyalist privateers commerce-raiding
and harassing coastal towns. These same privateers were heavily to blame for the delays in
conveying the Culper letters—the source of Tallmadge’s problems in the first place.
Tallmadge also predicted that occasional raids of fifty or sixty dragoons would provide him
with “a good opportunity of opening a correspondence on the other side without being
suspected by friends and foes”; in other words, he could shorten the line of communications
by “attacking” Setauket as a diversion and meeting Woodhull to pick up letters.36
The “swarm of [Tory] refugee boats which cruise along the shore of Long Island” had
annoyed Tallmadge—and the Culpers, and Long Islanders, and Connecticuters, for that matter
—for a long time.37 Brewster, for instance, complained of “a constant communication kept up
for trade and intelligence by the enemy boats, bringing over goods and taking provisions in
return, and in such force that renders it impossible and many times makes it dangerous to
transact my business with my present command.”38
Likewise, the Loyalists and the British had been harassed by flotillas of Patriot vessels ever
since Washington had abandoned New York in 1776. For the course of the Revolution, a lowintensity guerrilla conflict raged in the Sound that was colloquially known as the “Whaleboat
War,” named after the swift, thirty-foot-long boats rowed by freebooters on either side. The
whaling companies once based on Long Island and Connecticut had owned these whaleboats,
originally carried aboard whalers and lowered into the water when hunting their prey on the
high seas. With the outbreak of fighting, these companies wound themselves up, leaving their
well-trained, hardy crews unemployed.39 The boats were designed to be easily maneuverable
and light enough to be borne on the shoulders of their crew, which numbered anywhere from
twelve to twenty-four, one man to each eighteen-foot oar.40 The whaleboatmen could lift the
vessels onto their shoulders and hide them in the bushes when on a raid, shelter under them
if a storm broke while on land, or even transport them miles across country and relaunch
them on the other side of Long Island to spring a surprise attack.41 Some were modified with
collapsible masts and a swivel gun or two for close-quarters fighting.42 Amid the roiling
waves, in the dark, and with their sails down, the boats’ low silhouette camouflaged them
from even short distances, and the first a victim knew about an attack was when he saw
boarders armed with pikes, cutlasses, and pistols clambering over the stern.
The Whaleboat War began as a legitimate enterprise. The governors of New York and
Connecticut had originally handed out privateering commissions to Patriots—Caleb Brewster
possessed one dating from October/November 1776—that legally entitled them to find forage
and supplies for the needy American army, destroy provisions before the British could get to

them, and capture any enemy vessel they found.43 Thus, in May 1777, General Samuel
Parsons ordered Colonel Meigs—a well-born, if rakish, Connecticut man who had been
sentenced to death for passing counterfeit money in New York before the war—to destroy the
British stockpiles at Sag Harbor. Meigs took 234 men in thirteen whaleboats, along with two
sloops for protection, and managed to scuttle no fewer than twelve brigs and sloops, and
destroy 120 tons of hay, corn, and oats, as well as a huge quantity of rum, while also killing
six and taking ninety militiamen prisoner.44
Tories, too, received authority from Sir Henry Clinton to plunder whatever they wanted
from the enemy, provided there were “no excesses, barbarities or irregularities.”45 This form
of privateering, which was in accordance with the laws of war as they stood at the time,
quickly degenerated into piracy on both sides.46 Whereas once Tories and Patriots had
confined themselves to capturing units of soldiers, they soon graduated to kidnapping
individuals—usually eminent or rich (or both), but some not so much, such as the luckless
carpenter Jonathan Darrow of Southport who was carried off in July 1779 and died on a
prison ship a year later. It was a practice that resulted in a series of tit-for-tat raids across the
Sound. A typical report in, say, the New York Gazette issue of July 17, 1780, ran as follows:
“We hear from Setauket, that last Friday a party of rebels surrounded the dwelling house of
Doctor Punderson, took him prisoner, and carried him off to Connecticut; and on that night
the same party took Mr. William Jayne, Jun. The rebels told Mrs. Punderson that they had
taken the doctor to exchange for John Smith, and Mr. Jayne for William Phillips, who were
taken at Smithtown, at the widow Blydenburgh’s, on a trading party [i.e., illegal smuggling
mission].”47
Though both sides indulged in hostage taking, the Tories had begun it in May 1779 when
Captain Bonnell and his deputy, Newtownborn carpenter Captain Glover, gained Clinton’s
imprimatur to kidnap the commander of Connecticut’s coastal defenses, General Gold Selleck
Silliman, who lived two miles outside of Fairfield. Taking seven men with them, Glover and
his second-in-command, Lieutenant Hubbell, began beating at the general’s door at 1 a.m. on
Sunday only to hear the sound of smashing glass as the doughty old warrior thrust a musket
through a pane and tried to fire. The powder flashed in the pan, allowing the Tories time to
break in. Taking Silliman and his son prisoner, “these ruffians said it was fortunate for him
that his gun missed fire [sic], for had he killed a man they would have burned the house &
murdered all who were in it.” As it was, the prisoners were roughly bundled onto the
awaiting boats and spirited to Long Island. “On arriving at [Lloyd’s Neck] they were hailed by
Col. Simcoe,” who asked, “ ‘Have you got him?’ ‘Yes.’ ‘Have you lost any men?’ ‘No.’ ‘That’s
well,’ says Simcoe, ‘Your Sillimans and your Washingtons are not worth a man.’ ”48 Soon
afterwards, the detested Simcoe himself was the target of, as he recalled in his memoirs, “a
party of twenty men” from Connecticut who lay “concealed” on Long Island for three weeks,
but they failed to nab him.49
A month after the Silliman raid, a party of rebels under Major Jesse Brush landed at
Treadwell’s Farm and kidnapped Justice Hewlett and a Captain Youngs. Brush, a small man
with red hair and a sandy complexion, had been a Long Islander before the war, but was
forced to flee to Connecticut and his property was expropriated by a Tory. In August 1780,
addressing the interloper, he took out an ad in, of all places, Rivington’s Gazette, warning that
“I have repeatedly ordered you … to leave my farm. This is the last invitation. If you do not,

your next landfall will be in a warmer climate than any you ever lived in yet. 20 days you
have to make your escape.” Warning his foe of his intentions may not have been the smartest
move, as Brush and his gang were ambushed by the waiting British when they landed in late
September to make good the threat; two were killed by musket fire, and the rest, including
Brush, were dragged to the clink.50 Soon after the Brush raid of June 1779, Tories raided
Greenwich and took thirteen prisoners, including “a Presbyterian parson, named Burrit, an
egregious Rebel, who has frequently taken arms, and is of great repute in that Colony”
(according to Rivington’s Gazette of June 23), plus forty-eight head of cattle and four
horses.51
In early November 1779, aiming to shanghai a senior Tory to avenge General Silliman,
Captain David Hawley and twenty-five men landed near Smithtown, fifty-two miles away
from the house of the ultra-Tory Thomas Jones, a justice of the Supreme Court of New York.
Hiding their boats in the undergrowth, they trekked for two nights (sleeping during the day
in the woods) until they reached Oyster Bay at 9 p.m. on Saturday. They rapped at the door,
but Jones was holding a party and no one answered it. Hawley burst through the door and
“laid hold of the judge, whom he found in the entry,” as well as his nephew. Later, as they
marched back to the boats, Jones saw British sentries and “hemmed”; Hawley told him to
shut up, whereupon Jones “hemmed” again, only to hear Hawley snarl that “he would run
him through” if he did it again. He didn’t, and the guards continued on their way none the
wiser. Billeted, fittingly, on Mrs. Silliman, who grew quite fond of him, Jones and his nephew
were exchanged six months later for Silliman and his son.52 (The judge and the general
maintained an active correspondence after the war.)
It was money that severed the political bonds of the privateers on either side. Loyalists not
only soon discovered the profits inherent in smuggling—the so-called London Trade—goods
out of New York to the Connecticut shore, but also the delight gained by mugging suspected
Whigs (or anyone, for that matter) living on Long Island. In June 1781, for instance,
Woodhull mentioned to Tallmadge that “a number of men commanded by one Stephen Smith
a deserter from Col. Ludlow’s [Loyalist] regiment, much abused and plundered several houses
at a place called Drowned Meadow [now Port Jefferson]; broke their windows, fired into
their houses, whipped and threatened both old and young.”53
Patriots, for their part, conveniently interpreted their official marques to imply that they
could plunder at will behind enemy lines, stealing everything from furniture to coins to
horses. What happened, inevitably, is that since Long Island was controlled by the enemy,
anyone who lived there was a potential target, be he Tory or Whig. The Culpers had long
complained of the predations of their own side: “It is the nature of the people here, they will
do any thing to get money,” lamented Woodhull in June 1779.54 Brewster once wrote to
Governor Clinton about the atrocities that had occurred in the first two weeks alone of
August 1781. Two boatloads of men banged on the doors of the houses of Captain Ebenezer
Miller and Andrew Miller. The captain’s young son was shot dead, and then Mr. Miller was
hit “with the breech of a gun” which “broke the bone over his eye, tore his eye all to pieces
[and] broke his cheek bone.” The gang left him for dead. Another time, Gilbert Flint was
hanged from his own rafters “till he was so near dead, that they had to apply the doctor to
fetch him to.” And then there was Major Richard Thorn, whose Patriotic credentials were
impeccable, who received a visit at his house in Great Neck. They “hung him up to make him

tell where his money was till they thought him dead, then cut him down and after awhile
finding life yet in him, one of the party took his knife and cut him under his jaw from one ear
to the other” before heading for Mr. Coulne’s place, where they “hung him up in the same
manner to get his hard cash and plundered his house.” “There’s not a night but they are over;
if boats can cross people can’t ride the roads but what they are robbed,” concluded
Brewster.55
A month later, relates another petition to Clinton, there was a crime spree between Friday,
September 14, and Sunday the sixteenth. On the first night, two Connecticut crews stole
sheep from Joseph Havens of Southampton; the second, they ransacked the houses of Nicoll
Havens, Captain James Havens, and Mrs. Payne, a widow, all on Shelter Island; the third, this
time at Southold, they burgled David Gardiner, assaulted Joseph Peck, beat up Mr.
L’Hommedieu and his wife (described as “aged persons”), and tried to raze the house of Mrs.
Moore (another widow).56
Like Brewster, Tallmadge also nursed a particular dislike of these men who declaimed their
Revolutionary principles while acting like banditi. The “crime of plundering the destroyed
inhabitants of Long Island” is having a terrible effect on morale, he reported to Washington in
1779, because “the marauders from our shore make no distinction between Whig and Tory.”
Moreover, “the boat [used] for dispatches from C——has been chased quite across the Sound
by these plunderers … while our crew has supposed them the enemy.” Worse, owing to their
menaces, “C——will not risk, nor 725 [Brewster] go over for dispatches.”57
Indeed, about six weeks before, one of Townsend’s last letters had been lost when
Woodhull, awaiting Austin Roe at Stony Brook for a drop-off, was disturbed by the sound of
the militia being mustered “to pursue and lay wait for Ebenezar [sic] Dayton and his
companions, that last night plundered two houses.” “Dayton’s excursion,” he complained,
“was the sole cause of the loss” of Townsend’s letter as “the refugees and some troops were
filling the road that the express was to pass.” Brewster had had to return to Connecticut
empty-handed. “These things you will readily conceive lay me open, and I desire you to take
such measures to prevent the like again,” pleaded Woodhull.58
This Ebenezer Dayton was a notorious freebooter who caused havoc up and down the Long
Island shore throughout the war. Before it, Dayton had been a peddler who sold goods on
credit and was for a time a minuteman, but the British invasion obliged him to move his wife,
Phebe, and their three children to New Haven, Connecticut, while he sailed back and forth
across the Sound to recover money owed to him by former customers. Within a year, Dayton,
having noticed that plundering was easier than debt collection, had drifted into
“privateering.” By 1778, he was cruising the Sound in his own schooner, the Suffolk, escorted
by no fewer than four heavily armed whaleboats, each with fourteen men. On June 5, Dayton
and Company jumped four British merchant vessels (Dispatch, Polly, Jane, and Lively) and
captured them all. The next year, as Woodhull’s letter attested, Dayton found it compatible
with his patriotic conscience to launch inland raids on Long Island and to make no distinction
between friend and foe. (In 1786, it was reported that Dayton, charged for his privateering
activities, had drowned in the Housatonic River. In 1853, his son, the Reverend Smith
Dayton, revealed that Ebenezer had faked his death and had actually died in New Orleans in
1802 of yellow fever, aged fifty-eight.)59
Washington agreed with Tallmadge and his agents that “the piracies upon the inhabitants

of Long-Island … are in their very nature injurious to our cause, and altogether unjustifiable,”
and promised to take up the matter with Governors Clinton (of New York) and Trumbull (of
Connecticut).60 Little came of Washington’s intervention. While Clinton proved willing to
revoke their privateering commissions, saying they meant well but in fact were hurting more
than they helped the cause, Trumbull reiterated that the whaleboatmen had paid twothousand-pound bonds for the right to attack enemy assets and that any Whigs who were
allegedly robbed by them enjoyed recourse to the law.61 (It was only in August 1781 that a
congressional committee finally ordered Trumbull to cancel their privileges.)62
Brewster, characteristically, had little time for such legalities and tackled the problem
directly. His particular bugbears were Captains Glover (who had helped kidnap General
Silliman) and Hoyt, his accomplice, who prowled the seas around Setauket. While Brewster
was picking up a Culper letter at 2 a.m. on August 17, 1780, “I was attacked by Glover and
Hoyght [sic]. I left one man taken and one wounded. We killed one on the spot. The man that
was taken went after water. I shall want two men before I come across again. I have got two
boats in fine order. I wish you send me seven men and I engage to take some of their
boats.”63 A few days later, without waiting to hear back from Tallmadge, Brewster went over
with three boats “in search of Glover and Hoyght, but could hear nothing of them. They never
stayed to bury their dead man. They carried another away with them mortally wounded.”
Still, the fact that the “cussed [Tory] refugees are so thick I can’t go amiss of them” persuaded
Brewster to try his luck once more with the wily duo, but when he crossed again a week later,
they had disappeared.64 He would have to bide his time.
His efforts did not entirely go unrewarded. The British troops on the Island had become
distinctly lackadaisical, and Brewster thought it “a fine time to take some of the officers. They
are out with their hounds every day.” Indeed, as Brewster holed up in Selah and Anna
Strong’s back garden in Setauket waiting for Woodhull, “there came a lieutenant of 17th
Regiment within gunshot of us” who was out hunting. Brewster and his men pulled the officer
down from his horse and were hauling him back to Connecticut, “but he begged so hard I
thought it not best to take him as it was so near [Strong’s] house.” Pity was not among
Brewster’s virtues, but he correctly perceived that if the lieutenant were kidnapped, the
British would strengthen their guard in the area, not only casting suspicion on Mrs. Strong—
Woodhull’s occasional accomplice—as a harborer of rebels but making it still more difficult to
pick up Culper letters. As it was, the freed lieutenant would assume his assailants were
thieves who chanced upon him rather than whaleboatmen on a more sensitive mission.65
Brewster would be luckier—though Glover and Hoyt continued to evade him—the
following February, when he was cruising off Long Island with three whaleboats. As they
prepared to leave, he spotted a “boat rowing from eastward. I lay concealed till she came
opposite to me when I detached one of my boats in pursuit.” It turned out that she was a Tory
privateer with an eight-man crew. Back in Connecticut, he sent the prisoners (Captain Joseph
Trowbridge, Henry Gibbs, Benjamin Prescott—who had already been jailed for illicit trading,
but had escaped—James Smith, a captain in the King’s Militia Volunteers, Thomas Davis,
Thomas Wilson, Christopher Young, and Job Mosier) under the care of a corporal and six men
to General Parsons’s headquarters for safekeeping.66 Unfortunately, two of them escaped
along the way, presumably to plunder again.67
Brewster’s adventures notwithstanding, taking on the privateers one by one would not

deter their future attacks. The Americans needed to hit their center of operations, to sever the
head from the limbs, so to speak. In this respect, the Loyalists were vulnerable. While the
Patriot whaleboatmen dispersed their forces by using the Connecticut seaports of Stratford,
Fairfield, Norwalk, Stamford, and Greenwich as their bases, Tory privateers—who now
conglomerated under the official-sounding moniker of the “Board of Associated Loyalists”—
camped just outside Fort Franklin at Lloyd’s Neck, Long Island, an elevated promontory
between Oyster Bay and Huntington. Sir Henry Clinton maintained a garrison—at one point
numbering five hundred—there for the purpose of protecting these guerrillas.68 When they
weren’t at sea, Woodhull complained, “parties of them” hid in the woods “laying wait for the
unwary and ignorant” and then deceived them by “putting on the character of people from
your shore.” They had recently “carried off 10 or 12 men and stripped their houses lately
from about 20. The roads from here to [New York] is infested by them, and likewise the
shores.”69
Eliminating this nest of piracy became, for obvious reasons, of key importance to the
Americans. In 1779, General Parsons planned an attack, but at the time he had only the
frigate Confederacy and the ship of war Oliver Cromwell available—vessels too valuable to risk
in a raid, quite aside from their bulk barring any hope of surprise—so he gave it up.70
“Having a great desire to break up this band of freebooters,” Tallmadge revived it in early
September of that year, when he daringly took 130 of his dismounted dragoons across the
Sound in a small, sleek armada of sloops and whaleboats commanded by Brewster, landed
near the Tories’ camp at 10 p.m., and took them completely by surprise. He destroyed their
boats and burned their huts, netted several prisoners, and returned to Connecticut without
the loss of a single man.71 This would be but the first of Tallmadge’s great amphibious raids.
The camp may have gone but Fort Franklin, however, still stood. In August 1780, prompted
by General Parsons, who had sent in a spy, Tallmadge began pondering with Caleb Brewster
and Woodhull a scheme to attack it. To this end, the latter provided a rough diagram of the
fort on August 6, but Washington did “not think it advisable under present circumstances.
Although the enemy appear to be small, dispersed parties, yet the risk in an attempt more
than counterbalances the advantage which might be obtained.”72 Tallmadge, however, was
already nursing doubts about “the character” of the agent Parsons had sent in, and it was
greatly to his relief that Washington again refused to approve it. Afterwards, Tallmadge
learned, “that on the night we had appointed to cross, a large body of the garrison were
stationed at the place appointed for our landing, which probably would have annoyed us
greatly.”73 The agent had betrayed them. If nothing else, Tallmadge learned from this
experience to trust only his own spies and no one else’s, especially Parsons’s, who recruited
men of shadowy, shifting loyalties, by-products of the Sound’s guerrilla raids and whaleboat
wars. It would soon emerge as one of the most valuable lessons of all—when the spy codenamed “Hiram,” the most adept triple agent of the war, began operating.
Arnold’s defection had also prompted Tallmadge to plot a suitable revenge to lift the
deflated spirits of the Patriots. For some months, Woodhull had been describing the state and
readiness of the local troops in uncomplimentary terms. One time, for instance, Woodhull
noticed that “there [are] about 50 refugees at and about Tredles farm near Smiths Town
[who] possess a small fort, two field pieces, but are under no command [since] each man
thinks himself [his own] captain … and are disagreeing continually. Good judges say they can

be taken at any time with ease and is thought they will leave that quarter soon, if they should
not be attacked.”74 On September 4, 1780, to give another example, thirty-four Queen’s
Rangers had recently left Setauket. “For God’s sake attack them,” pleaded Woodhull, “you’ll
certainly be successful, if you are secret about it. Trust not to small boats at this season, you
have three strong vessels on your shore that will be sufficient to bring five hundred men.
Setauket is exceedingly distressed.”75 Nothing came of it, but in late October Woodhull
noticed a nearby foraging force of 150 wagons accompanied “with a very small guard of
militia troops,” about seventeen. “Yourself [Tallmadge] with fifty men might do as you would
with them. They are much off their guard. I think if you undertake and call on me you will do
something handsome.”76 The foragers left before Tallmadge could organize a quick hit-andrun, but by that time the colonel was cooking up a raid that would truly shock the enemy.
It had been Woodhull who, some time before, had first mentioned that at Coram—seven or
eight miles inland from Setauket—the British were stockpiling hay, forage essential for
running their war machine.77 In the first few days of November 1780, Tallmadge asked
Brewster to call on Woodhull for more details. On November 6, Brewster returned with news,
gleaned from Woodhull (who had ridden there for a look), that three hundred tons of hay had
already been gathered for transport to New York. And there was more. Tories from Rhode
Island had confiscated General John Smith’s house at Smith’s Point, at Mastic, on the south
shore of Long Island, about eight miles further on from Coram, and had built a formidable
triangular stockade they had christened, patriotically, Fort St. George. At two corners were
strong-houses, the third consisting of Smith’s house fortified with a deep ditch and encircled
by sharpened stakes protruding at a 45-degree angle. The stockade itself was “quite high” and
every post was “fastened to each other by a transverse rail strongly bolted to each.” Once
work was completed, Fort St. George would likely prove a nettlesome irritant. As it was, the
British were already using it as a safe storehouse for wood, “stores, dry goods, groceries, and
arms” due to be exported into New York, and it was not far-fetched to predict that
oceangoing privateers would soon seek protection in its bay. Tallmadge immediately urged
Washington to let him mount a raid “with about 40 or 50 dismounted dragoons” to destroy
the stockpile and the fortress in one ambitious (and highly risky) swoop.78
Washington, too, sensed a strategic opportunity to denude the British of their supplies just
as winter was settling in: Without fuel, the despicable Arnold would have to endure a most
unpleasant few months as the temperature dropped. Thus, he told Tallmadge in a letter
written on November 11, the hay at Coram “is of so much consequence that I should advise
the attempt to be made. I have written to Col. Sheldon to furnish a detachment of [100]
dismounted dragoons, and will commit the execution to you.” Brewster was to accompany
him. Regarding Fort St. George, however, if it can be done “without frustrating the other
[aim] or running too great a hazard … I have no objection—what you must remember [is]
this is only a secondary object.”79 Not for Tallmadge it wasn’t, who quietly determined to
attack the fort after he heard from Brewster (and Woodhull, indirectly) that “their remains
about forty Ruffigeus yet at Mastick on Mr. Smith’s place. They have no connon, nothing but
muskets.”80 For the time being, Fort St. George was an easy mark.
On November 21, at four in the afternoon, Tallmadge met his hundred chosen dragoons at
Fairfield and took them across to a place called the Old Man’s, a few miles east of Setauket.
At 10 p.m., after they had silently marched five miles inland, a fierce wind began to blow,

driving rain hard into their faces. There was nothing for it but to return to the beach, where
the whaleboats had been concealed in the bushes, and shelter under them for the night. The
next night, the rain having abated, they set off again and were within two miles of Fort St.
George by 4 a.m. Tallmadge divided his company into three, he commanding the major part,
and two subalterns “of high spirit” (one was Lieutenant Thomas Tredwell Jackson, who left a
bloodthirsty memoir of the event) taking the balance. They were to circle around the fortress
and conceal themselves until they heard the enemy “fire upon my column.” By dawn, all were
ready. Tallmadge’s “pioneers”—commandos skilled at breaking through stockades—surged
forward first and got to within forty yards of the wall before a formerly drowsy sentry rather
foolishly left the stockade, “halted his march, looked attentively at our column, and
demanded ‘Who comes there?’ and fired.” But “before the smoke from his gun had cleared his
vision, my sergeant, who marched by my side, reached him with his bayonet, and prostrated
him” (as Tallmadge delicately put it).
The sentry’s shot was the signal to charge. The two other detachments “all seemed to vie
with each other to enter the fort,” Tallmadge later wrote. Lieutenant Jackson recalled in
greater detail that he scrambled out of the ditch surrounding the southeastern stronghouse
only to meet Brewster with his blood up barging through the main gate. All this had been
achieved without loss and without an American musket fired. Brewster, and Jackson’s unit of
fifteen men, stormed the stronghouse: “The poor dogs had not time to rub their eyes, or gasp
before they were obliged to cry quarters.” Soon after, the remaining stronghouse and Smith’s
house were taken, at which point “the watchword, ‘Washington and glory,’ was repeated from
three points of the fort at the same time.” It was too soon for celebration. “While we were
standing, elated with victory, in the centre of the fort, a volley of musketry was discharged
from the windows of one of the large houses, which induced me,” said Tallmadge, “to order
my whole detachment to load and return the fire.” Even so, the diehards barricaded
themselves in, obliging Tallmadge to send his pioneers to break the doors down with axes.
“As soon as the troops could enter, the confusion and conflict were great.” Those who had
fired after the fort was taken, and its colors struck, “were thrown headlong from the windows
of the second story to the ground.” “Having forfeited their lives by the usages of war,” judged
Tallmadge, “all would have been killed had I not ordered the slaughter to cease.” After that,
the victors destroyed “an immense quantity of stores” and demolished “the enemy’s works.”
Tallmadge is guilty of omitting a few unpleasant facts in his sunny report, though Jackson
alluded to them when he wrote to a friend that there “was a scene … of war my eyes never
beheld nor description cannot equal. The cries of the wounded in the agonies of death. The
screeching of the women and children while the parent and friend were entreating pity and
compassion, called forth every tender feeling.” Tallmadge never mentions these “women and
children,” but the Loyalist journalist James Rivington, in his story in the Royal Gazette of
December 2, did. Rivington reminded his readers that “a body of respectable loyal
Refugees … who were establishing a post in order to get a present subsistence for themselves
and their distressed families” manned Fort St. George. Taking into account Rivington’s
politics, and his habitual spinning of the news, it cannot be true that these “respectable loyal
Refugees” were quite as angelic as he said. Fort St. George was, after all, a legitimate military
target whose garrison continued to fight after the colors were struck; even so, Tallmadge
seems to have lost control of some of his men temporarily. One woman, for instance, was

“barbarously wounded through both breasts, of which wound she now lingers a specimen of
rebel savageness and degeneracy.” As for the sentry who had fired the first shot and was
“prostrated” by the sergeant’s bayonet, he was Isaac Hart, formerly of Newport and once an
eminent merchant, who, after falling to the ground, was “wounded in fifteen different parts of
his body, and beat with their muskets in the most shocking manner in the very act of
imploring quarter, and died of his wounds in a few hours after.”81
What to do with the haul of prisoners, some fifty, including a colonel, a captain, a
lieutenant, and a surgeon? They were pinioned two-by-two and forced to carry heavy bundles
of “dry goods.” At 8 a.m., Tallmadge’s company left whatever was left of Fort St. George and
marched away. The colonel selected about a dozen men and together they took horses from
the fort while the rest, with the prisoners, were ordered to rendezvous with them at a spot “at
the middle of the island.” Tallmadge and his now-mounted dragoons (including Brewster)
rode to Coram, “made a vigorous charge upon the guard placed to protect” the stores of hay,
“set it all on fire,” and left to meet the rest. By four o’clock that afternoon, the company
reached the shore and pulled their boats from their hiding places, and nine hours later they
were all safely back in Fairfield. Not a man had been lost, and just one was badly wounded.
The enemy, however, suffered seven killed and wounded, most mortally.82
For this mission, Tallmadge received the thanks of Congress. More personally, Washington
congratulated him on the success, particularly the destruction of the hay “which must … be
severely felt by the enemy at this time.” Tallmadge must accept his commander’s “thanks for
your judicious planning and spirited execution of this business” and asked that “you will offer
them to the officers and men who shared the honor of the enterprise with you.” (As a reward,
Washington allowed his “gallant party” to split “the little booty” they had acquired.)83 Just as
heartfelt, and as deeply appreciated, was Woodhull’s excited letter of November 28: “I
congratulate you on your success within the bounds of 729 [Long Island]. The burning the
forage is agreeable to me and must hurt the enemy much.”84 Still better news followed: In
January 1781, Woodhull went to New York for the first time in months and saw Townsend.
The latter, he said, “intends to undertake the business again in the spring.”85
With that knowledge, not even a letter of mind-boggling impudence Tallmadge received
from Benedict Arnold could dampen his mood. The missive, originally written on October 25,
but not delivered until late January, was an invitation to come over the water. “As I know
you to be a man of sense, I am conscious you are by this time fully of opinion that the real
interest and happiness of America consists in a reunion with Great Britain.… I have taken a
commission in the British Army, and invite you to join me with as many men as you can
bring over with you. If you think proper to embrace my offer you shall have the same rank
you now hold, in the cavalry I am about to raise.”
Arnold’s letter so disgusted Tallmadge he wasted no time sending it directly to Washington,
while noting that “I am equally a stranger to the channel through which it was conveyed, the
reason why it was so long on its way, or the motives which induced the Traitor to address
himself thus particularly to me.”86

Andre’s death prompted a reformation of the British counterintelligence system under his
successor, Major Oliver De Lancey of the Seventeenth Light Dragoons, and his aides, Captain
George Beckwith and Colonel Beverley Robinson. De Lancey—he who had knavishly struck
General Nathaniel Woodhull in 1776—was described in 1775 as “a lusty, fat, ruddy young
fellow, between twenty and thirty years of age.”1 Immediately after taking over, he directed
that more attention be paid to acquiring political and tactical intelligence. Unlike the
American setup, in which case-officers like Tallmadge looked after their own small networks
and conceived their own ciphers and procedures, De Lancey ensured that his aides shared
sources, dealt with agents on a rota, and used the same standard codes. This meant that none
of them was indispensable; if one manager was captured, his agents and codes wouldn’t
disappear with him. The American system’s disadvantage was that if Tallmadge was taken out
of the picture, the Culper Ring would have instantly gone dark and silent. On the other hand,
because he dealt with his assets personally, Tallmadge knew his men’s characters, fears, and
desires far better, and could coddle and chastise them more effectively than his British
counterparts. The Culpers, too, trusted Tallmadge implicitly, and he them, unlike the British
managers and their agents, who maintained more of a cold business relationship. Another
systemic difference is that while Washington insisted on cross-referencing overlapping, and
often tedious, intelligence reports to sift out exaggerations, De Lancey preferred to file reports
in chronological order in an Intelligence Book—an idea inherited from André.2
Whereas the more experienced Washington was aware of the perils of intelligence provided
by sometimes flawed agents, De Lancey’s mind was not attuned to the tricks agents play in a
business where the ability to lie, dissemble, manipulate, and impersonate was a virtue. Which
is why he fell so hard for the Hiram Hoax: “Hiram” being the triple agent William Heron—he
worked for the Americans, for the British, but above all, for himself—a Freemason whose
code name was a personal in-joke: The character of Hiram plays a central role in Freemasonry
as the master of the construction of Solomon’s Temple who refused to divulge to outsiders the
secrets of the craft. Heron covered his tracks so expertly his own dark secret would not
emerge for another century.
Heron entered the secret world accidentally. In late August 1780, he had business to attend
to in New York, and he applied for a flag—essentially, a pass recognized by both sides—from
General Samuel Holden Parsons, a “plain, mean-looking old man” with long hair who wore
“shoes that I fancy were made by himself” (a catty allusion to his former trade as a cobbler).3
As New York was out of his purvey, Parsons sent him to General Arnold—whose defection
was just a few weeks away—for the necessaries along with a letter of recommendation stating

that Heron “is a neighbour of mine, for whose integrity and firm attachment to the cause of
the country I will hold myself answerable.”4
Heron was hoping to obtain a license to ship goods to Ireland, and for one of those, he
needed the approval of the British authorities. To that end, while he was in the city, he paid a
visit to William Smith, the chief justice, and told him that “the majority of the Continent have
long been for a reunion with Great Britain.” Pleased to find an American expressing such
stout Loyalist sentiments, Smith wrote Heron a letter of introduction to General Robertson,
then the commandant of New York, who subsequently reported to London that Heron “ever
was an enemy to the Declaration of Independency, but he thought it prudent to be silent,
except to a few of the most trusty Loyalists.” Most interesting to Robertson was Heron’s claim
that he was “intimate” with General Parsons, who commanded the Connecticut lines, and that
Parsons was “greatly dejected under the prevailing disinclination of the people to continue
the war.”5 This tidbit—one didn’t often hear of possibly disaffected generals—was duly filed.
Soon after, Heron received his license to ship goods.
It’s difficult to unsnarl the truth from the coils of Heron’s obfuscations. Was he “ever … an
enemy to the Declaration”? Had Parsons merely expressed, in the way grizzled old soldiers
do, a few annoyed remarks about the incompetence of his superiors and lamented the public’s
reluctance to send him more troops? These were questions the British unfortunately never
asked themselves. They might have been forgiven, at least partly, for their lack of curiosity.
Traditionally, the British had believed that most Americans were loyal at heart but had been
seduced by the revolutionaries. So Heron’s intimations would have rung true with them.6 It
was also known that Washington was faced with mutinous units, that Congress was
essentially bankrupt, and that the Revolutionary effort was faltering. And they additionally
knew, though Heron didn’t, that Arnold was intending to betray West Point: Could it be that
more generals were willing to come over?
Heron’s motives, in other words, were so credible, the British felt they could trust the man
while overlooking his more questionable aspects. Among these was the absence of anything in
Heron’s past to indicate a secret hankering for royal rule. Quite the opposite, in fact. Born an
Irishman in 1742, Heron emigrated from Cork to Connecticut several years before the
Revolution, and established himself at Redding, where he and Parsons found themselves
living next door to each other. Originally a merchant, Heron sought a political career and by
April 1777 sat on several local Patriot committees, including one charged with hiring soldiers
for the Continental army. Beginning in May 1778, he represented the town in Connecticut’s
General Assembly.7
And second, Heron’s principles were easily compromised by the lure of lucre. A grinding
snob, Heron’s favorite phrase was “We must keep the underbrush down,” a sentiment that put
him at odds with the uppity underbrush of his adopted state. He had a talent for embellishing
his social and financial credentials, and claimed to be a graduate of Trinity College, Dublin,
yet never attended that institution. He enjoyed the delights of cash, and spent a great deal on
gold-headed canes, laced waistcoats, and velvet breeches—not items easy to come by in the
midst of Revolutionary Connecticut.8 It wasn’t entirely beyond the realm of possibility that,
despite his airy proclamations of allegiance, Heron’s primary aim was profit.
On the other hand, Parsons, like Robertson and Smith, regarded him highly. As Parsons
wrote to Washington, Heron was “a man of very large knowledge, and a great share of

natural sagacity, united with a sound judgment,” and mentioned that he was of “as
unmeaning a countenance as any person in my acquaintance.”9 Heron’s “unmeaning
countenance” always reflected whatever people wanted, or expected, to see.
Parsons’s faith was further strengthened on Heron’s return to Connecticut, when he told the
general about the British fortifications he had seen in New York. But what had originated as a
dubious business deal turned into a major confidence scam once news of Arnold’s defection
emerged. Heron suddenly appreciated how much money the British were willing to pay for
high-ranking turncoats. So he invented one: General Parsons. And thus began William Heron’s
remarkable career in secret service. In the winter of 1780–81, he volunteered his talents to
Oliver De Lancey, who keenly accepted them.
Hiram’s first letter was written on February 4, 1781. It contained one vital piece of
intelligence—culled from his chats with the unwitting Parsons, who was well acquainted with
the whaleboatmen operating out of Connecticut. “Private dispatches are frequently sent from
your city to the Chieftain [Washington] here by some traitors. They come by the way of
Setalket [sic], where a certain Brewster receives them at, or near, a certain woman’s.” Hiram
had provided yet another lead in the dossier the British were keeping on this mysterious
Setauket leak they had been hearing about for years. The main problem was that Brewster
remained at large, and the “certain woman”—Anna Strong—was untraceable without him.10
Cultivating his newfound taste for intrigue, Heron also began working for Parsons as a spy.
In late February, Washington had written to Parsons requesting him to unearth a “plot among
the tories of Stratford and Fairfield” he had heard about. He suggested finding a local man to
go undercover as a Tory, and pledged to ensure the agent received “generous
compensation.”11 Since money was involved, Heron was happy to help out, though,
suspiciously, he was never able to provide “a sufficient degree of precision to make any
attempt to secure the persons concerned,” Parsons reported. After all, to have exerted himself
too greatly in that respect would at once have ended that stream of “generous pay for his
time and services” and ended his utility to Parsons. So he ran out the clock for as long as he
could.12
For Heron, acting as a Tory—on Washington-approved “official” business—bore rich fruit.
In order to further the deception, he was allowed to travel to New York and around
Connecticut freely, and he could even trade illegally with the British as part of his cover.
During one of his trips to New York, Heron had another interview with De Lancey. During it,
he raised the possibility that it was in the British “power to tamper with” Parsons, since from
his “mercenary disposition, there is little doubt of success.”13 He further embellished the story
by telling De Lancey that Parsons was “a person possessed of a low Jesuitical cunning, but far
from being a great character [he] is in needy circumstances, consequently avaricious, which
was most ironic coming from the likes of Heron.”14
In short order, Heron had begun working two parts and was profiting both ways. His
theatrical role as William Heron, Esq., covert Patriot and American spy, brought him closer to
Parsons, who innocently provided the intelligence Heron then sold to De Lancey in his
alternate guise as Hiram, covert Loyalist and British spy. Likewise, whenever he returned
from New York, Heron passed on to Parsons nuggets of intelligence he’d picked up either
from De Lancey or on the way home to Connecticut.15
On April 24, Hiram again reported to De Lancey. After returning to Connecticut, he wrote,

“In order to break the ice (as says the vulgar adage)” with Parsons about “the business” (i.e.,
his proposed defection), Heron told Parsons that he had a conversation with “a gentleman” in
New York. This suspiciously anonymous acquaintance said a soldier such as Parsons could do
much good by “lending his aid in terminating this unhappy war in an amicable re-union with
the parent state.” Should he undertake the burden of making peace, the “Government will
amply reward him, both in a lucrative and honorary way and manner.” Parsons, according to
Heron, “listened with uncommon attention” and said he was “disposed to a reconciliation,”
though stipulating that “he must have a reasonable … compensation.”16 At this point, Heron
mentioned the matter of his own compensation to De Lancey, and asked for two hundred
pounds to cover his expenses.17 De Lancey authorized the payment.
Heron’s conversation with Parsons was entirely fraudulent. At the time, Parsons was on
maneuvers deep in Connecticut, after which he contracted a near-fatal fever that laid him up
at camp.18 Heron was not able to see him, and even if he had, the stricken general was
unlikely to have discussed treason—for he well knew what the code word “reconciliation”
meant after Arnold’s flight—on what he thought was his deathbed.
It hooked De Lancey, even so. On the day following Heron’s faked report, De Lancey
excitedly drew up a list of items Heron had promised to get from his counterfeit traitor. These
included: “the exact state of West Point,” “who commands,” “what troops,” and “what P——s
wish is, how we can serve him.” As usual, Heron was telling De Lancey what he wanted to
hear, and what should have remained a hypothesis about the possibility of Parsons being
disaffected transubstantiated into the established fact that he did intend to defect.19
On June 17, Hiram apologized for not sending on all the information De Lancey had
requested, and promised to do so as soon as he could. In reality, as a civilian Heron had no
way of discovering the “exact state” of the West Point defenses, but he continued the fiction
of Parsons’s imminent defection. He had discussed the matter again with the general and
found “him disposed to go some lengths (as the phrase is) to serve you, and even going thus
far is gaining a great deal” but “he will not at present explicitly say that he will go such
lengths as I could wish.” Parsons, apparently, was struggling with his “scruples”—those of
“education, family connections and military ideas of honor.” However, Heron thought that an
appeal to “interest … rather than principle” might overcome these. Heron here was discreetly
hinting at cash payments, though again, this conversation could not have occurred. Parsons,
at the time, was one hundred miles away from Redding on the march with his troops.20
De Lancey, for whom the phrase “hook, line, and sinker” could have been invented, was so
thrilled by Heron’s progress he compiled a twelve-point list of further intelligence he wanted
Hiram to acquire. He even made a concrete offer: three guineas for Parsons for every man he
“puts in our possession” (by way of comparison, Arnold was promised just two), plus an
unspecified sum, when he defected. Even better for Heron, he promised that “gratitude will
prompt us to keep pace in our recompense to you, with the rewards given to our friend.”
Heron again masterfully evaded handing over any hard intelligence. Parsons, he said, “does
not wish to take an open and avowed part at present,” though he was willing to
“communicate any material intelligence” through his self-appointed intermediary. However,
Heron suggested that it might prove persuasive if “something generous” were provided
immediately for Parsons, and to that end, Heron selflessly volunteered to convey the money
to the general, money which Heron pocketed.

By late June, and having paid over the required retainer, De Lancey at last began insisting
on getting some results out of Heron. The spy was now in a bit of a fix. He had to show proof
that Parsons was viable. After brooding on the matter for a few weeks, Heron decided to bluff
it out. The “ascendancy I have over him, the confidence he has already reposed in me, the
alluring prospect of pecuniary, as well as honorary rewards, together with the plaudits of a
grateful nation,” he grandly declared to De Lancey, made him think that Parsons himself
would answer De Lancey’s questions in a letter “and entrust me with the care of
communicating” it.21
In mid-July, Heron duly provided a letter from Parsons fulfilling De Lancey’s laundry list of
questions. According to Heron, Parsons had written “as to a confidential friend, anxious to
know those matters and occurrences, which may in anywise affect the cause of the country.”
For once, Heron was telling the truth—sort of. Parsons’s letter was written in such a style, and
did contain many details, such as where his camp was, how many men he had under his
command, who was commanding the other regiments, and how little ammunition he had. But
that was because in order to get De Lancey off his back, Heron had specifically asked Parsons
about these matters and was merely sending on Parsons’s polite reply, which revealed no
sensitive plans. Heron, to recap, was a long-standing and respectable member of the
Connecticut Assembly, and it would not have perturbed Parsons to mention such things to a
respectable politician of pronounced Whig views. So, Parsons’s letter to Heron was exactly
what the latter declared it to be: a letter reassuring an “anxious” correspondent that all was
well with the war. As Parsons wrote, while he running low on ammunition and provisions,
“your fears for them are groundless,” as the stockpiles “are principally at West Point, Fishkill,
Wapping’s Creek & Newburgh, which puts them out of the enemy’s power.” It was all junk,
yet so pleased was De Lancey with Heron’s “coup” that he authorized the payment of four
hundred pounds for Parsons (or Heron, rather).22
Although Heron continued to scheme in fits and starts until March 1782, De Lancey
eventually realized that Parsons was never going to come over and lost interest. In any case,
Heron couldn’t have kept up the pantomime much longer, for Parsons resigned from the army
in May 1782 for reasons of “extreme ill health,” and De Lancey himself was replaced by
Beckwith as head of the secret service in July (probably as a result of Clinton’s annoyance
over the Parsons goose chase).23
Even if it would prove a mixed year for British intelligence, for the Culpers, 1781 opened
brightly enough. Woodhull’s letter of January 14 stating that Townsend “intends to undertake
the business again in the spring” was soon followed by his observation that “it appears to me
that we need not doubt of success, and that it is not far distant.”24 In early February,
nonetheless, a note of annoyance did creep into Woodhull’s missives, the subject being money
—and how much he was owed. “It is now a full year that I have supported this
correspondence and have forwarded frequent dispatches—and the expenses incurred amounts
to one hundred and seven pounds eighteen shillings, and all I have received is 29 guineas.
The balance is due me and in want thereof, wish it could be forwarded soon.”25
Woodhull would soon have a lot more than money to worry about. Townsend, after a
promising start (“C. Jur. is again in 727 [New York] and entering into business as heretofore
and you may soon I hope receive his dispatches,” reported Woodhull in mid-March), quickly
faltered and seems to have gone on strike.26 Sometime in late April, said the cell leader, “I

had a 657 [visit] from C. Junr and am sorry to inform you that he will not 691 [work] any
more on any account whatever.” That wasn’t entirely accurate: Townsend was willing to
work, if just to provide “verbal accounts,” but only if his expenses were taken care of. Like
those of Woodhull, Washington had let them slide.27
Tallmadge rode, or rather sailed, to the rescue. He went to Long Island to see Woodhull,
where “the matter of a future correspondence” was “fully discussed.” It turned out Woodhull
(and Townsend) had two concerns, not one. First was the payment of a “sufficient sum of
money to defray the contingent expenses,” said Tallmadge. “C. Senior observes that he is
already considerably in advance for the business” but he recognized that “if in the present
state of our public affairs it should be found difficult to furnish money for the purpose, he
will advance 100 guineas or more if needed, receiving your Excellency’s assurance that it
shall be refunded by the public, with reasonable interest, after the War.”
The second, more difficult to resolve than the first, was security. Jonas Hawkins had left
their service some years before, and Austin Roe—who Townsend disliked, in any case—
appears to have become more reluctant to undertake the dangerous and uncomfortable rides
to and from New York. Neither Townsend nor Woodhull was willing to leave their posts, and
Woodhull had stipulated, with Townsend’s agreement, “that some confidential person must of
course be employed to carry dispatches as it would cause suspicions which might lead to
detection if either of the Culpers should be frequently passing from New York to Setauket, &c.
they being men of some considerable note.”28
The Culpers, Senior and Junior, were not exaggerating. In recent months, as part of their
beefed-up intelligence apparatus, the British had established new checkpoints, were sending
out more frequent patrols, and had recruited dozens of informers. Mostly owing to Hiram’s
tips, they were already aware that an intelligence network was operating in New York,
passing through Setauket, and from there it wasn’t difficult to guess that Tallmadge—who the
British knew, thanks to Arnold, was its manager—was arranging transport across the Sound.
The British secret service wanted to roll it up.
Tallmadge himself had noticed the reinvigorated efforts of the enemy: In early April, he
reported, British intelligence had adopted a “regular system” to “open a more effectual
communication with the disaffected in this state [Connecticut]. Chains of intelligence, which
are daily growing more dangerous, and the more injurious traffic [across the Sound], which is
constantly increasing, are but the too fatal consequences, which this system is calculated to
promote.”29
One of the men responsible for these “chains of intelligence” was Colonel Joshua Upham. A
former Massachusetts Loyalist turned colonel of dragoons and aide-de-camp to Sir Henry
Clinton, he had recently been placed in charge of the Lloyd’s Neck whaleboatmen, who had
rebuilt the camp outside Fort Franklin that Tallmadge had destroyed in September 1779 and
were busy disrupting communications across the Sound as part of the British plan to unsettle
the Culpers. Being well acquainted with De Lancey, Upham was also involved in a bit of
spying. In June he sent “two refugees of fair character” to Connecticut to see “several friends
to Government [i.e., British] who reside in that country”; they brought back news of four
French divisions having left Rhode Island, the first proceeding to Danbury, and the second
and third to Hartford (the destination of the fourth was unknown). “Their object,” he wrote,
“is universally believed by the rebels, and friends of government to be New York.” Upham’s

intelligence, which was accordingly filed in De Lancey’s Intelligence Book, was substantially
accurate: Rochambeau was moving his troops in order to participate in Washington’s scheme
to surround a Loyalist corps at Kingsbridge in combination with an attack on Fort Washington
from the New Jersey side of the Hudson.30 Indeed, two weeks after writing that letter, Upham
reported that about 450 French troops had landed about two miles away from Lloyd’s Neck,
and had marched, rather foolishly, to within four hundred yards of his twelve-pounders.
Upham stoutly put the enemy to a “disgraceful retreat” by firing grapeshot at them, leaving
the “grass besmeared with blood.” His men were, said Upham gloatingly, “in the best spirits
imaginable.”31
Given its importance to British whaleboating, morale, and intelligence operations,
Tallmadge determined to wipe this nest out—again. It would not be such an easy touch this
time around. Now there were alert soldiers guarding the promontory, and the navy had
provided a sixteen-gunner, two small frigates, and a galley as a defensive screen for the
docked whaleboats. About eight miles away, there were another 140 armed men, so ruling
out a flanking assault. Tallmadge’s daring scheme envisaged simultaneously sweeping the
Sound with his flotillas of whaleboats to draw off the navy while up to twenty skilled pilots
would land several hundred of his dragoons and artillery pieces on Lloyd’s Neck in a proto-DDay.32 Washington backed the plan, but stipulated that it “must depend, on the absence of
the [main] British Fleet, the secrecy of the attempt, and a knowledge of the exact situation of
the enemy.”33
The last, at least, was quickly resolved. Woodhull sent a “faithful person” (i.e., Captain
Woodhull) who, he was careful to say, “knows not the smallest link in the [Culper] chain” but
was knowledgeable about “armies and fortifications,” to survey the positions, and he
confirmed that “the number of men at Lloyd’s Neck is certainly not more than 500 nor less
than 400 fighting men.”34 Fortunately for Colonel Upham, wrote a disgruntled Tallmadge,
“the British fleet have returned to New York” from an oceangoing cruise, and he was obliged
to postpone the assault.35 Washington suggested he talk to Rochambeau about providing
French warships to attack the fleet in the harbor, but owing to their naval commitments
elsewhere, Tallmadge eventually concluded that it was “impossible to put the plan proposed
in evolution at this time.”36 So that was that. In the end, Colonel Upham, along with General
Arnold, launched a major raid on New London, Connecticut, that coming September. Upham,
who always relished a good skirmish with the rebels so long as the odds were heavily in his
favor, said that “everything required was cheerfully undertaken and spiritedly effected by the
party I had the honor to command.”37
In the meantime, Tallmadge attempted to restore the Culper Ring on a stronger footing,
financially speaking. Washington, too, had noticed that their irregular reports had been very
“vague and uncertain” in recent months, and told Tallmadge that he was “fully impressed
with the idea of the utility of early, regular, and accurate communications” from them once
again. To this end, Washington belatedly authorized “in behalf of the United States” a “liberal
reward for the services of the C——s, (of whose fidelity and ability I entertain a high
opinion),” but stipulated that in return “their exertions should be proportionably great.”38
This was easier said than done, given improved British security. As Woodhull told Tallmadge
on May 8 after a trip to New York, “I can only obtain verbal accounts for you and that but
seldom, as the enemy have lately been made to believe that a line of intelligence is supported

here. They are jealous of every person that they may see from this part.”39 Worse, Townsend
was still adamant that he would not set pen to paper for fear of interception, and though
Woodhull and he “racked our invention to point out a proper person” to copy down
Townsend’s nuggets and compose the intelligence letters, “no person will write.” By May 19,
Woodhull himself had become too antsy to continue for much longer, since the “enemy have
got some hint of me for when passing at Brooklyn Ferry was strictly examined and told some
villain supported a correspondence from this place. I do assure you am greatly alarmed—and
wished to be relieved from my present anxiety. I shall not think it safe for me to go to New
York very soon—and can only supply you with verbal accounts as hath been the case for
some time.” The only positive note was struck by Woodhull’s mentioning that Austin Roe was
willing to work occasionally as a courier, but Tallmadge realized that in itself wouldn’t be
enough to save the Ring.40
Instead, Tallmadge began mooting the possibility of using temporary spies, or agents who
were willing to pass information on occasionally and lived for short periods on Long Island.
So long as they reported just once or twice before returning to Connecticut, their chances of
being caught, he believed, were less than that of permanent agents-in-place. The downside, of
course, was that they could not be trusted as implicitly as the Culpers, nor would they be
willing to work just for expenses. Most of these temps, it turned out, were acquaintances of
Brewster’s. In mid-May, Tallmadge noted to Washington that if Townsend couldn’t be
tempted back into the game, he would “send a person from this side (a native of Long Island)
to engage another person, entirely independent of C.[ulper] and who lives much [closer] to
New York.”41 The “native of Long Island” was Brewster, and his contact was the
pseudonymous “John Cork,” who was paid six guineas to go into New York on several
occasions and see what he could find. Nothing more is known of him, not even his real
name.42
An agent known as “S.G.” was also recruited by Tallmadge, again through Brewster, in the
same month. He was, Tallmadge told Washington, “a person heretofore unknown in my
private correspondence, but from whom I should expect important services if he could be
engaged in this way.”43 “S.G.”—probably one George Smith—seems to have acted as a
replacement for Brewster whenever the latter was away on his Tory-hunting missions, and
was in service as late as August 1782, when Tallmadge mentioned that he had “repaired to
Fairfield, and effected an interview with S.G. [and] forwarded, by him, similar instructions to
S.C. Senior and Junr.”44 Given the Culpers’ unwillingness to deal with contacts unfamiliar to
them, he was likely one of Brewster’s longtime deputies aboard the whaleboats.
Another was Nathaniel Ruggles, a schoolmaster and physician born in 1713 and educated
at Yale, who had helped arrange accommodation and subsistence in Connecticut for Whig
refugees from Long Island at the beginning of the war.45 Brewster and Tallmadge evidently
persuaded him to do some secret service work on the side, and he was placed temporarily at
Old Man’s, an isolated spot a few miles east of Setauket, in the spring of 1781. From there he
visited New York several times. His cover was blown within months, thanks to the testimony
of Ebenezer Hathaway, a Loyalist captain of the privateer Adventure.
On April 7, while cruising off Huntington, Hathaway’s boat had been surprised by a flotilla
of seven whaleboats and his crew taken prisoner. They were transported to the Simsbury
Mines, a former copper mine converted into a nightmarish subterranean prison in Connecticut

—the American equivalent of the British prison ships. The captives were led through a series
of trapdoors with iron bars progressively deeper underground. At the last one, they climbed
down a six-foot ladder, which led to another grate covering a three-foot-wide hole sunk into
solid rock that the guards told them led to a “bottomless pit.” The men “bid adieu to the
world” and descended down more ladders another eighty feet or so where they discovered
“the inhabitants of this woeful mansion.” Down there, the other prisoners were using pots of
charcoal to dispel the foul air, aided by a narrow ventilation shaft bored from the surface.
Hathaway and his friends stayed there for twenty days, and plotted to break out. On May 18,
when twenty-eight of the prisoners were brought upstairs to what passed for a kitchen to
cook, they cracked the lock to the grate connecting the kitchen with the ladder leading to the
guardroom. At 10 p.m., the grate above was unlocked by the sentries, who were allowing in
one of the prisoners’ wives, and Hathaway and his accomplice, Thomas Smith, seized the
opportunity to barge their way into the guardroom, where they scuffled with the two soldiers
on duty. Hathaway was wounded in three places before the rest of the prisoners could rush
through. After that, they surprised the remaining twenty-four guards, who were sleeping, and
took them captive before pushing them into the black hole below. Seizing their arms and
ammunition, they dispersed and made their way as best they could back to Long Island or
Westchester.
When Hathaway reached New York, he contacted Major De Lancey with information that
one of the prisoners, “Clarke”—no first name was ever mentioned—had told him when they
were both locked up. Clarke was a whaleboatman of no fixed allegiance who had plundered
both sides but had “frequently come over with Brewster” to Long Island. He doesn’t seem to
have been a member of Brewster’s regular crew for conveying the Culper dispatches, but was
probably used as a stand-in during the opening months of 1781. According to the record of
Hathaway’s June debriefing in the British intelligence archives, he said “that one Nathaniel
Ruggles who lives at Setalket [sic] sends over intelligence once every fortnight by Brewster
who comes from Connecticut and lands at the Old Man’s. Ruggles comes to New York
frequently.” After his escape, Hathaway, moreover, had originally landed on the northeastern
shore of Long Island, where, on his way to New York, he met “Major Talmadge,” who was
“purchas[ing] clothing for the rebel army.”46
William Heron had first mentioned Brewster and the Setauket connection back in February,
and the British now had a name and an address (though not Woodhull’s)—as well as
confirmation that Tallmadge was still operating. Ruggles, however, doesn’t appear to have
been arrested, most likely because he had scarpered back to Connecticut. Ruggles was
unaware that his near-neighbor, Abraham Woodhull, was an agent—Tallmadge was too
canny to let that slip—but had the British captured him, they might have mounted an ambush
for Brewster and Tallmadge next time they arranged a rendezvous with Ruggles. At that
point, all it would have taken to scoop up Woodhull was someone recalling the gossip from
June 1779 about the unassuming Setauket farmer being involved with dubious activities on
the Sound, or someone remarking that Austin Roe was in New York an awful lot for a tavernkeeper. It wouldn’t have taken long to link Woodhull to Roe to Townsend.47
It was the greatest of luck, then, that at that moment Woodhull—as a result of the
increased British activity and perhaps also due to Tallmadge’s warning him that he had seen
Hathaway, who was supposed to be in prison—quit. I “live in daily fear of death and

destruction. This added to my usual anxiety hath almost unmanned me,” he wrote on June 4.
“I dare not visit New York myself and those that have been employed will serve no longer,
through fear.” He was “fully persuaded by various circumstances and observation” that if he
continued the correspondence “regular without any interval” his “ruin” would be assured,
“and it appears clear to me that it would be presumption to take one step further at present.”
No longer, he felt, could he “expect that protection from Heaven that have hitherto enjoyed.
You must acknowledge and readily conclude that have done all that I could, and stood by you
when others have failed, and have not left you in the darkest hour but when our affairs
appear as clear as the Sun in the Heavens, and promiseth a speedy and I hope a happy
conclusion.”48
Woodhull was soon tempted back into the Ring on an ad hoc basis by that old faithful,
Tallmadge.49 But he never again played a central role in Washington’s deliberations, and the
same can be said for the rest of the gang. The Culper Ring had done its job well and had
served with great valor, but they were amateurs overtaken by the rapid evolution of
espionage: From 1781 onwards, a new breed of spy had emerged, men like William Heron
whose allegiances and motives were distinctly murky. They were agents who lacked the
simple patriotic virtue of Benjamin Tallmadge, Abraham Woodhull, Anna Strong, and Captain
Nathan Woodhull, the bravery of Robert Townsend and Hercules Mulligan, the doggedness of
Caleb Brewster and the two couriers Austin Roe and Jonas Hawkins. The Culper Ring’s day
was almost over, and that of the professional, the cynic, and the mercenary was dawning.
Thus, in the preparations for the showdown with Lord Cornwallis at Yorktown, and the
subsequent winding down of the war, the Culper Ring are virtually invisible. Beginning in the
summer of 1781, Woodhull’s letters became steadily more infrequent, while Tallmadge
occupied himself with more purely military matters (he was seconded to Rochambeau for a
time) and Washington was focused on calming an army restless for payment after the great
struggle and the peace negotiations in Paris.50 Between June 1781 and April 1782, for
instance, Woodhull wrote not a single letter, even though Townsend continued to submit the
occasional verbal report. The former’s reticence was prompted by his betrothal to a local lass,
Mary Smith, on November 24, 1781: No longer a single man, had he come to grief, Mary, as
the wife of a traitor and a spy, would have lost everything.51 When Woodhull did finally
write, it was to convey a happy event. He reported directly to Washington on May 5, 1782,
that “a cessation of arms is ordered, to take place within these lines both by land and sea—
and terms of peace are given to Congress, but the conditions is here unknown, but generally
supposed independence is offered.” He also warned that “the enemy still continue to fortify,
nevertheless, both on York and on Long Island. I have nothing further to inform you of but
hope soon to have peace in our land.”52 By any lights, Woodhull’s intelligence was a scoop:
Official news of British acceptance of independence reached New York only in August. “The
inhabitants of York & loyal refugees are very much hurt at this sudden change of affairs,
saying that their loyalty to their King and Mother Country, has sold them, & made them
worse than slaves,” wrote Captain William Feilding, a British officer in New York, to the Earl
of Denbigh.53
In the spring of 1782, perturbed by British activity in New York under the new
“Commander-in-Chief of His Majesty’s Forces between Nova Scotia and the Floridas”—Sir
Guy Carleton—when they were expected to be preparing to evacuate, Washington

temporarily reactivated the Ring, whose members proved willing now that imminent victory
had greatly reduced the risks of being executed if caught.54 Having dispatched Austin Roe to
reconnoiter British positions, and after receiving a report from Townsend, Woodhull soon
wrote that
At York Island they are encamped from the City to the bridge, and fortifying on the
banks of the rivers near the City and it is expected they will contract their lines and only
attempt to defend a part of York Island near the town if they should be attacked. They
have a number of ships ready to sink in the river if an enemy should appear. There’s
only two ships of any consequence in the harbor, the Lion and Centurion. Their design
appears only to act on the defensive and be as little expense to the Crown as possible.
God grants their time may be short for we have much reason to fear within these lines
that Carleton’s finger will be heavier than Clinton’s.… He is called a tyrant at N. York by
the inhabitants in general and makes them do soldier’s duty in the City without
distinction.55
While Carleton informed him on August 2 that the new Whig administration in London had
accepted the principle of American independence, given Woodhull’s account of British
activity, Washington was not quite ready to drop his guard. “From the former infatuation,
duplicity and perverse system of British policy, I confess I am induced to doubt every thing,
to suspect every thing,” he cautiously confided to General Greene.56
On August 10, Washington instructed Tallmadge that he found “it very important, from a
variety of considerations, to have the most definite and regular information of the state of the
enemy at New York, which can possibly be obtained; particularly with regard to the naval
force which now is in that harbour, or shall be there in the course of the summer or autumn.”
Since he had gone “to the southward last campaign,” the general desired Tallmadge to utilize
“the channel of intelligence through the C——s … to keep me continually and precisely
advised of every thing of consequence that passes within the enemy’s lines.” He understood
that “the only great difficulty has been in the circuitous route of communication,” but urged
yet again “the greatest diligence and dispatch.”57
Little came of it. Washington lost interest in the affairs in New York when it became clear
Carleton would not mount a last-ditch defense of the city. For some time, especially in the
New Year of 1783, when Washington was notified of the conclusion of the peace treaty in
Paris, Woodhull continued to go through the motions of sending letters, but they are only a
poor shadow of his previous efforts, being one-page affairs, messily and hurriedly written. No
one in Washington’s headquarters cared anymore about his reports of troop movements on
Long Island. They were dutifully read—with a sigh of boredom—and filed away. Woodhull’s
last “Culper” intelligence report is dated February 21, 1783.58
The one Culper Washington continued to take an interest in was the indomitable Caleb
Brewster, who had been long intent on settling accounts with his old foes, Captains Glover
and Hoyt. The whereabouts of Glover were a mystery, though it was known he was in the pay
of the British secret service. In March 1781, for instance, he was acting as the conveyor of
intelligence reports from Connecticut-based agents to Long Island; in traveling the opposite
way across the Sound from Brewster, and essentially doing the same job, Glover was his
Loyalist equivalent in the Clinton-Washington spy game.59 Then in June of that year he was

collaborating with Captain Nehemiah Marks, another Loyalist whaleboater based at Lloyd’s
Neck, keeping an eye on French naval movements for Major De Lancey.60 After that, nothing.
Brewster, unfortunately, never caught up with the slippery Glover. As many of the Loyalist
whaleboatmen departed for Nova Scotia and New Brunswick at the war’s close (as Marks
did), it’s likely Glover, too, sought refuge well away from the likes of Brewster and his Long
Island countrymen.
Brewster would enjoy better luck with Captain Hoyt, who in July 1781 was commanding
the obsequiously named Sir Henry Clinton and working with Colonel Upham at the Lloyd’s
Neck stronghold. Hoyt, said Upham, was “very serviceable to us.”61 Before Brewster’s
showdown, however, Tallmadge had a run-in with him. In the winter of 1781, the latter
recalled, Hoyt’s new ship, the Shuldham, was preying heavily on American and British
commerce in the Sound. It seems that since July Hoyt had, or so he said, switched patrons,
and was now operating under rebel auspices from Norwalk, Connecticut. Unfortunately, he
was playing both sides—and in more ways than one, since a “Mr. Hoyt” was also working for
British intelligence—and was involved in smuggling goods out of Connecticut to Long Island,
and back again.62 Intending to warn Hoyt off the practice, Tallmadge clambered aboard the
Shuldham at Norwalk. After saluting the captain, Tallmadge took him below to discuss the
matter, whereupon “he flew into a great passion, and first threatened to throw me
overboard.” Tallmadge calmly ordered him to obey his commands, but Hoyt “immediately
ordered the anchor to be weighed and the sails hoisted, and stood out to sea.” Tallmadge
ordered him to return to Norwalk, to which Hoyt snarled that he would throw him overboard
before it came to that. “I assured him if he made any such attempt I would certainly take him
along with me.” Tallmadge could see that Hoyt was heading for Lloyd’s Neck. Asking him
what he intended to do, Hoyt replied, “with an oath,” that he was kidnapping Tallmadge,
who informed him, with remarkable cool, “that for such an offense, by our martial law, he
exposed himself to the punishment of death.” Hoyt was unmoved, and “professed to care
nothing for the consequences,” though Tallmadge sensed his fortitude beginning to waver.
Again, Tallmadge said that “I would have him hanged as high as Haman hung, if I ever
returned, as I did not doubt I should.” In the distance—they were now more than halfway
across the Sound—Tallmadge saw the waiting whaleboat fleet at Lloyd’s Neck. “The time now
became critical,” and “I again demanded that he should put his ship about.” Only now did
Hoyt hesitate, soon ordering his crew to steer back to Connecticut. As soon as they were back,
“the captain went ashore in his boat, and I never saw him again.” Tallmadge determined this
Hoyt to be a “man devoid of principle.”63
Finding himself now persona non grata among the Americans, Hoyt reappeared in British
service a short time later. In November 1782—about a year after his initial encounter—
Tallmadge was planning a raid on Huntington, where the Seventeenth Light Dragoons were
camped. The attack was set for December 5. As the whaleboat crews and their complements
of dragoons were waiting at Stamford, hail and rain began to pelt, delaying their departure. It
wasn’t for another two days that the weather abated sufficiently to allow them to leave, and
it was as his dragoons were boarding that Tallmadge noticed three Loyalist whaleboats
sniffing around off the coast. He ordered Brewster to pursue them before they returned to
Lloyd’s Neck to sound the alert. The interlopers immediately started running for home, but
Brewster’s three boats raised their sails and used their oars to catch up in the middle of the

Sound. As he closed with them, Brewster recognized their admiral—the slippery Captain
Hoyt.
Battle was joined. Hoyt’s boat had a small cannon that was fired into the side of Brewster’s,
though it was too far away to do much damage. Brewster, racing toward Hoyt, held his fire
until he came within 120 feet, then launched one broadside, and then another at 60. The two
crashed together, throwing everyone off their feet, but Brewster recovered first and led his
men over the side into a melee with Hoyt’s. One of Hoyt’s crew, a bulky Irishman, swung his
broadsword to and fro, injuring some of the Americans, until Hamilton, a Massachusetts man,
snatched the weapon from him and slashed his throat from ear to ear with it. Brewster,
meanwhile, had been shot in the shoulder, and was further struck several times by Hoyt in
the back with one of the heavy steel rammers used to load the cannon. Thankfully, one of
Brewster’s doughty Connecticuters came to the rescue and slew his assailant. The boat was
theirs. Only one man aboard Hoyt’s whaler escaped death or injury, while Brewster’s had four
wounded, one mortally (Judson Sturges, aged thirty-five, who died five days later).
Meanwhile, the second of Hoyt’s boats was blasted by a swivel gun mounted on one of
Brewster’s fleet, killing two men instantly and prompting its surrender immediately after. The
third escaped unharmed back to its base. Having lost the element of surprise, Tallmadge
aborted his raid.64
Two weeks later, as reward for “the signal gallantry of Captain Caleb Brewster of the 2nd
Regiment of Artillery, and the officers and men under his command, in capturing on the
Sound two armed boats then in service of the King of Great Britain,” Washington ordered that
the proceeds of selling the boats be shared among them.65 Hoyt’s death and Brewster’s little
victory earned him Washington’s plaudits—while his wound earned him a pension of
seventeen dollars a month for life. Washington also effusively congratulated Tallmadge on his
efforts throughout the war, and though this particular operation had not been executed, “I
cannot but think your whole conduct in the affair was such as ought to entitle you still more
to my confidence and esteem.” Indeed, waxed Washington, “for however it may be the
practice of the world … to consider that only as meritorious which is attended with success, I
have accustomed myself to judge of human actions very differently, and to appreciate them,
by the manner in which they are conducted.”66
As for the rest of the Culpers, there remained only a toting up of accounts. In July 1783,
Woodhull submitted his bill for services rendered. Over the course of the war, Woodhull had
spent a total of £500.15.8, of which £375.9.4 had been repaid at various times. The balance
he was owed was £125.6.4. Considering that this number had covered the expenses of several
individuals over roughly four years, the figure compares favorably with William Heron’s
demands for at least £500 during the Hiram Hoax. Still, it couldn’t be called an insignificant
sum. Over the course of the war, Washington spent about £1,982 on gaining secret
intelligence; that fully a quarter of his budget was devoted to the Culper Ring testifies to its
importance.67 Still, Washington’s expenditure paled next to the £1,000 per month Major
Beckwith—De Lancey’s newly promoted replacement—was having to pay his sources.68
Woodhull’s invoice sheds some interesting light on how the Culper Ring worked, and who
worked for it. Woodhull himself had incurred nearly a third of the total (£154.15.10) on
travel and boarding in New York, which included keeping, on Tallmadge’s instructions, “a
horse at N. York which in about 9 months or a little more cost me £25.” The horse,

presumably, provided readily available transport for Woodhull and his couriers. “J.H.”—
Jonas Hawkins—came second with £145.2.6, and after him, “A.R.” (or Austin Roe), with
£116.16. Townsend racked up £51.9.4, mostly for buying paper, and there is an entry for a
mysterious “J.D.,” who cost £18. J.D.’s identity is troublesome: On the 1775 List of
Associators in Setauket and its locale, two men—Joseph Davis and Jonas Davis—bear these
initials, but there is also a Joshua Davis who served as a whaleboat captain on the Sound. He
acted as Brewster’s deputy whenever he was away on other business. An individual known
only as “G.S.” spent £4. This stood for George Smith (dubbed “S.G.” by Tallmadge), who
helped convey the Culpers’ dispatches for a short time near the end of the war. An “S.S.” is
also listed as having expended £4: This was Selah Strong, or more properly, Anna Strong.
Lastly, Brewster had spent £6.12.6 on supplies “when here in distress by bad weather.”69
Woodhull, ever respectable, was always concerned with appearances, and explained to
Tallmadge that he could not “particularise dates for I only kept the most simple accounts that
I possibly could for fear it should betray me,” but was confident that his invoice was “a just
one.” He wanted to “assure you I have been as frugal as I possibly could. I desire you would
explain to the Genl. the circumstances that attended this lengthy correspondence that he may
be satisfied that we have not been extravagant.”70
Tallmadge in turn forwarded the invoice to Washington, remarking that it was for “monies
due S. Culper and others for Secret Services.” He himself had seen “some of the principals in
this business,” had verified Woodhull’s receipts, and was “convinced that he has been as
attentive to the public interest as his circumstances and peculiar situation would admit.”71
Washington’s reply contained a note exemplifying the ingratitude that spies, then as now,
often experience from their masters once their usefulness has been exhausted. While he did
not doubt, “because I suppose S.C. to be an honest man,” that “the monies charged in his
account have been expended, and therefore should be paid,” Washington felt that “the
services which were rendered by him (however well meant) was by no means adequate to
these expenditures.” Absent the requests of Tallmadge and Rochambeau, “I should have
discontinued the services of S.C. long before a cessation of hostilities took place, because his
communications were never frequent, and always tedious in getting to hand.”72
Taken as read, this was an unworthy remark—especially considering the praise Washington
had heaped upon the Culpers’ heads in years past, and his repeated pleas for them to come
back to work—but can be explained by recalling that after 1781, the Culper Ring had
declined precipitously in importance. Nearly all of the expenses still owing dated from that
time onwards, so Washington was referring to that two-year period, not the Culpers’ service
as a whole.
Tallmadge, of course, never told Woodhull of Washington’s hurtful remarks. His prime
concern was “to insure the safety” of his agents, who were, of course, considered by their
neighbors “to be of the Tory character,” the better to further their designs. He obtained
special permission from Washington to enter New York soon after the signing of the Treaty of
Paris on September 3, 1783 (which ended the Revolutionary War) but before the last British
troops finally quit the city (which they did on November 25).
As he rode down Broadway for the first time in seven years, in American uniform and
escorted by a few of his dragoons, Tallmadge was alarmed to see he was surrounded by
“British troops, tories, cowboys, and traitors,” though he was treated “with great respect and

attention” by army and navy officers, and especially well when he dined with General
Carleton one convivial evening. “While at New York,” he said, “I saw and secured all who had
been friendly to us through the war, and especially our emissaries, so that not one instance
occurred of any abuse, after we took possession of the city, where protection was given or
engaged.”73
That may have been true of his “emissaries”—Tallmadge was too polite to use the insulting
term “spies”—but not of regular Loyalists, many of whom were dispossessed, abused, and
beaten by their angry neighbors and those newly returned exiles who had fled the British
invasion in 1776. The more farseeing of New York’s Tories had begun leaving for Britain as
early as the summer of 1782, but London wasn’t keen on a sudden influx of penniless
refugees and soon proposed a resettlement scheme in Canada. Heads of families were offered
five hundred acres of land (bachelors, three hundred), given an allowance of three weeks’
rations, a year’s worth of supplies, clothing, medicine, and arms. Still, relatively few—
convinced that Britain had not yet truly begun to fight—took up the offer to start again in the
chilly realm of Nova Scotia. It was only after the cessation of hostilities in mid-February 1783
that there was a rush for the door as despairing and desperate Loyalists realized the Mother
Country was not going to save them. Expensive china and imported furniture were dumped at
whatever prices could be got for them at auction, some Tories going so far as to dismantle
their houses to sell the bricks and wood. There were many reported instances of ruined Tories
hanging, drowning, and shooting themselves, and waves of Loyalist refugees cleansed by
Patriot militiamen from their homes in areas once under British control threatened to cause
outbreaks of disease in the city. To his credit, Carleton realized that if he evacuated New York
too quickly with his troops, American reprisals against any Loyalists not yet evacuated might
well turn into a massacre.
A particularly tricky problem was posed by the situation of the many thousands of blacks
freed by the British during the war whose former, and unforgiving, American masters were
intent on re-enslaving them. Carleton, writing that “I had no right to deprive them of that
liberty I found them possessed of,” decided to allow them to embark upon the Canada-bound
ships but compiled a registry in case their former owners sued the British government for
compensation. The preliminary articles of the peace agreement, however, forbade the
conveyance of “American property,” which of course included slaves, from American shores.
To this end, Washington, at the behest of Congress, complained mightily to Carleton about
this theft of valuable people, but the latter casually referred him to his registry and said that
should his policy later be found to violate the peace treaty, the Crown would compensate
their ex-masters. (Even so, old, sick, or “troublesome” blacks would have been exceptionally
fortunate to land a berth aboard one of the transports.) By mid-November 1783, thanks to
Carleton’s go-slow policy, the transition had been more or less peaceable: Some twenty-nine
thousand Loyalists had been shipped out, their vacated houses and stores gradually filled by
incoming Patriots. On November 25, there remained only a core force of British troops, who
began marching down the Bowery to the East River wharves at eight in the morning.
As the British boarded the transports for the Atlantic crossing, American soldiers paraded
down Queen Street before turning west on Wall Street to Broadway. At the foot of the street,
they could see the royal ensign fluttering from the flagpole at Fort George. An infantry and
artillery detachment were sent to haul it down and replace it with the stars and stripes.

Unfortunately, in one last parting prank, some redcoats had mischievously greased the pole,
cut away the halyards, and removed the cleats. It took a sailor four attempts, aided by the
tallest ladder available, to clamber up high enough to nail sufficient cleats to reach the top
and tear down the offending flag.74
A little later, Tallmadge went home to Setauket to see his father, Woodhull, Roe, Hawkins,
the Strongs, and Brewster. Much of the town congregated on the public green to celebrate
their emancipation “from their severe bondage” by roasting an entire ox. Tallmadge was
invited to serve as master of ceremonies, and “after a blessing from the God of Battles had
been invoked by my honored father,” he “began to carve, dissect, and distribute” the “noble
animal” to “the multitude around me.”75
With the war over, the British had packed their bags, but not all of them left town. Closet
Tories everywhere abounded, many of them willing to pass on snippets, and many former
agents went underground, poised for reactivation. The secret service itself relocated, along
with thousands of Loyalist refugees, to Canada, where it kept a beady eye on American
developments. There might still be a use for the spies.
For the cabinet in London, the war had finished, but not yet the struggle. Washington’s
government was weak and suffered an economic and diplomatic embargo. In the west, Indian
confederations attacked settlers, while separatist movements arose on the Vermont, Maine,
Kentucky, and Tennessee frontiers. In the years to come, predicted thoughtful observers, the
newfangled United States might collapse, necessitating British intervention. Perhaps the
rebellious colonists—as some in London persisted in regarding them—might even call upon
British arms to save them from themselves—or the French or the Spanish. If that happened,
an efficient spy service could quickly be resurrected.
From 1786, Lord Dorchester (the former Sir Guy Carleton, now elevated to the peerage) ran
intelligence operations from his perch in Quebec. Carleton retained the services of another
old America hand, George Beckwith, aged thirty-four. New York, however, had declined in
importance, at least in terms of espionage, though Beckwith did report on anti-congressional
sentiment among the merchants and their desire to create an American monarchy with
Washington as their sovereign. For the most part, Beckwith focused on finding assets in such
potentially troublesome areas as Vermont, the Florida border, Kentucky, Tennessee, and the
new western Appalachian territories. For the next few years, Beckwith fomented problems
wherever he could, but by the early 1790s, British troublemaking was the least of
Washington’s worries. (Beckwith himself went on to glittering things, becoming governor of
Bermuda in 1797, a knight in 1808, and a general in 1814.)
In fact, it was French and Spanish espionage that was of greater concern. In an address
after the war, Washington—no doubt remembering his financial difficulties during it,
especially when he needed to slip cash to his agents—stressed the need to establish a
“competent fund” to pay for espionage services. Such a fund would “enable me to fulfill my
duty in that respect, in the manner which circumstances may render most conducive to the
public good, and to this end [allow] the compensations to be made to the persons who may
be employed.” Accordingly, in 1790, Congress created a “Contingent Fund for Foreign
Intercourse,” earmarking toward it forty thousand dollars. Within three years, this figure had
ballooned to one million dollars, or nearly one-eighth of the national budget.
What had caused this fiscal explosion? The revolution in France, followed by her

declaration of war on Britain in February 1793, was mostly to blame. Despite France’s
invaluable aid during the war, Paris—no matter whether under the ancien régime or the newer
radical one—was not an entirely natural ally of the United States. Her intervention had been
prompted more by a desire to do ill to Britain than good for the Americans. Indeed, having
read of the horrors in France, many of her most ardent American admirers were rethinking
their Anglophobia. Washington, famously, maintained a position of strict neutrality.
Statesmanlike his decision was, but neutrality invited trouble from the spooks. Like neutral
Spain and Switzerland in the Second World War, America became infested with spies from
every land fighting their countries’ battles on someone else’s turf. France, for instance,
immediately began plotting against Spain, Britain’s ally, and sought to tip the Americans into
Paris’s camp. France’s chief diplomat in America, Edmond Genêt, coordinated covert attacks
on Spanish territories in Louisiana and the Floridas, while his successor, Joseph Fauchet,
opened a secret channel with Edmund Randolph, the American secretary of state. Documents
captured by a British vessel, Cerberus, in an attack on the Jean Bart, a French corvette, and
helpfully passed to Washington, seemed to indicate that Randolph, a Francophile, had been
soliciting a bribe as he attempted to torpedo the signing of the Jay Treaty with Britain.
Though Randolph denied doing any such thing or acting improperly, the French government
certainly regarded him as a volunteer agent of influence within the Cabinet, if not a paid
partisan. Heightening American suspicions of France’s motives was the arrival of some
twenty-five thousand Jacobin refugees after Robespierre’s execution. It was not beyond the
realm of possibility that some of these might be sleepers and agents-in-place deserving of
closer surveillance. However, instead of creating a domestic counterintelligence agency
dedicated to unearthing, uprooting, or penetrating the enemy networks, the government
instead decided to pass the Alien and Sedition Acts of 1798 that allowed the legal prosecution
of suspects on a broad, and not terribly well-defined, range of charges.
As for Spain, her principal objective from 1786 was to separate the western territories from
the United States and attach them to her possessions in Louisiana. To this end, James
Wilkinson, a former brigadier general in the Continental army, was hired at an annual salary
of two thousand dollars. Wilkinson, an accomplished cheat, blackguard, and traitor, settled in
Kentucky (formerly part of Virginia) and sought to persuade his fellows to secede from the
United States and become part of the Spanish empire. Upon the recognition of Kentucky’s
statehood, Wilkinson’s intrigues fizzled out, and while he continued taking Spanish gold (at a
reduced level), he was forced to regain a commission in the U.S. Army to pay the bills. In
1796, Wilkinson was appointed commander-in-chief of the army, which means that a former
Spanish agent was running the United States military for a time, even if Spain and America
had signed a treaty the year before Wilkinson’s elevation.76
It was a new and dangerous secret world that awaited this young nation.

None of the Culpers ever told a soul what they had done. Almost as if the war had never
happened, they resumed their normal lives. Two were betrothed within the year. Brewster
married Anne Lewis, daughter of Jonathan Lewis of Fairfield (who partly owned a wharf
there, much used by Brewster during his whaleboating days), and Tallmadge settled down
with Mary Floyd, the eldest daughter of William Floyd, signer of the Declaration of
Independence and kinsman of the long-suffering Colonel Benjamin Floyd.1
In 1791, the hated Colonel Simcoe became the first Lieutenant-Governor of Canada, where
he abolished slavery and has a lake named after him. The later career of Nathaniel Sackett,
the great innovator of American espionage, was one of perennial disappointment. In 1785, his
plan to establish a new state in the west bordering the Ohio, Scioto, and Muskingum rivers
and Lake Erie was ignored by Congress. Four years later, evidently suffering from grave
mental illness, he wrote a disjointed, incoherent letter to Washington begging him to
remember the services he had rendered. It, too, was ignored.2 The intrepid John Clark fared
better. After peace was declared, he went on to practice law in Pennsylvania. His wife
inherited land, so he was never obliged to exert himself greatly, but he was always on call to
liven up a dull evening with his wit and sarcasm. Rousing himself for battle one last time, he
volunteered for service in the War of 1812, unsuccessfully ran for Congress in March 1819,
and died on December 27 that same year.3
After returning to Long Island, Robert Rogers, captor of Nathan Hale, continued to annoy
British regular officers with his recruitment of “Negroes, Indians, Mulattos, Sailors and Rebel
prisoners,” according to Alexander Innes, who in January 1777 was appointed InspectorGeneral of the Provincial Forces. Innes found that the Rangers had declined to one-fifth of its
original size through desertion, and reports of their voracious pillaging were becoming
embarrassing. General Howe asked for Rogers’s resignation, to which he, uncharacteristically,
assented, because he was getting too old and was also disheartened by his imminent divorce
from his beloved Elizabeth. He never saw her again, nor his son.4 In the fall of 1778 he was in
Quebec recruiting soldiers. Then he was seen in London, but was back in New York in April
1779, all the time in desperate debt and drinking heavily—a habit acquired in debtors’
prison. He was finally captured by the Americans while aboard a schooner bound for New
York from Quebec, and jailed in 1781. A broken man, he left for England with the rest of the
army after the British defeat. For the rest of his life, he lived penuriously in London, boozing,
and boring listeners—who thought this grizzled, muttering Yankee mad—with his
interminable war stories. He contracted a wasting cough which made him spit up blood-

clotted phlegm and prone to frenzies. The wretched end came on May 18, 1795, when,
following a fall that “hurt his mind,” Rogers died.
From the day his treachery was uncovered to the day he died, Benedict Arnold never
escaped his past. After the War, in London, Arnold did not find the adulation he craved; the
Whigs loathed him and the Tories distrusted him. His enemies knew Arnold could never
return to the United States for fear of hanging, but then again, opined one newspaper, “as to
hanging, he ought not so much to mind it. He thought the risk of it was but a trifle for his
friend Major André to undergo.”
André was Arnold’s personal albatross. André was everywhere feted as the handsome,
doomed, Romantic hero: There was a marble monument dedicated to André, erected in
Westminster Abbey—the ancient burial chamber of sovereigns and warlords—and the
bestowal of a knighthood on his brother, just for being related. Worse was to come. Every one
of Arnold’s financial and military schemes in Britain, the West Indies, and Canada came to
nought, and he rapidly gained the reputation of being an embarrassing nuisance. By the late
1790s, Arnold was broken in spirit and in body.
Owing to an asthmatic cough, he got two hours’ sleep a night. On June 8, 1801, his throat
grew so hellishly inflamed he could barely draw breath. Two days later, he became delirious:
It is said that he dressed in his old Continental uniform and fearfully begged God to forgive
him for ever donning another. On June 14, “after great suffering, he expired … without a
groan.” The papers barely noticed his death.
After the war, William Heron—blessed with a resoundingly positive recommendation
written by Parsons to Washington—retired to Redding and led a blameless life as a public
official in the new republic.5 He was elected to the Connecticut assembly several more times
between 1784 and 1796, and died on January 8, 1819, his knavery undetected to the last. On
his tombstone in Christ Church Yard is piously inscribed, “I know that my Redeemer liveth,
and that he shall stand at the latter day upon the earth.”6 Parsons drowned in the Big Beaver
River in November 1789. Oliver De Lancey continued in the army after the war, was
appointed barrack-master general in 1794, and was elevated to the rank of full general in
1812. He died a decade later, never the wiser that Heron had played him for a fool all along.
Indeed, no one suspected Heron’s extracurricular activities until 1882, when a collection of
Sir Henry Clinton’s intelligence records containing the complete De Lancey—Hiram
correspondence was put up for sale at a London auction house.7
As for Robert Townsend—the tortured, flawed Oskar Schindler to Woodhull’s selfless Raoul
Wallenberg—he forever remained a bachelor, to the last an enigma. Of all the Culpers, only
Townsend became embittered by what he perceived as his ill treatment: Washington never
fulfilled his wartime pledges to provide a reward or public office for him. In the same year his
comrades married, 1784, Townsend may have fathered an illegitimate son, also named
Robert, by his housekeeper (Mary Banvard), to whom he would leave five hundred dollars in
his will. Townsend, at the time of the child’s birth, was living with his brother and cousin,
and many decades later Solomon Townsend (a nephew) suspected that the real father of
Robert Junior, whom he intensely disliked, was the brother, and that Robert Senior had taken
it upon himself to provide for the boy’s schooling, set him up as a grocer, and pay for French
lessons. After all, Junior, with his “large head, broad face, large prominent blue eyes & large
solemn features” (in the words of Peter, another nephew) bore no resemblance to his alleged

father. There was perhaps something to this hunch: The brother in question, William, “a
dissipate young man” who drowned a few years after the Revolution while cutting a vessel
from the ice, was known by Oyster Bay’s young women as the “Flower of the Family.” He
may have occupied himself in the occasional deflowering as well, such as that of Mary
Banvard, while Robert took over the boy’s care after William’s death. On the other hand,
Junior does seem to have suffered from the same depression that afflicted Robert Townsend.
Thus, he often felt, he said, that there was “no bright prospect of any kind in the future” and
he often “became hopeless—dispirited.”
Robert Junior later became a figure in the Tammany movement, and succumbed, in the
words of his horrified conservative cousin, Peter, to “radical visionary politics.” For this
reason, he claimed in a speech, recalled by one attendee, that he was a “working man” whose
mother, “a confiding girl,” had “been deceived by a gentleman of high standing,” and that as
a young boy—“the son of nobody, an outcast”—he had been “exposed to reproach and
suffering.” Given Robert’s kindness toward him, there may have been an element of classbased, politically motivated hyperbole about this story since he was then hoping to run for
the lieutenant governorship of New York State. He died in 1862.8
Townsend went into business with another brother, Solomon, at the end of the war, but
their relationship soured (Solomon said his brother “conducted himself without temperance
or moderation”) and Robert left New York, with much money owing to him, and went to live
permanently in Oyster Bay with his sisters, Sarah and Phebe. He died, quietly and forgotten,
on March 7, 1838, aged eighty-four. Townsend left behind, among other things, twenty shares
of Manhattan Bank stock (worth $1,200), sixteen shares of the Mercantile Insurance Company
($400), three shares of the Life and Fire Insurance Company (worthless), five shares of
Merchants Exchange Company stock ($350), and $4,043 in cash “in the hands of S. Townsend
of New York”—he was referring to his nephew, not his estranged brother, who had died in
1811. There wasn’t much else, apart from his large and wide-ranging library, some clothes, a
few trunks, two gold sleeve buttons, and one “Silver Watch not worth repair.”9
Austin Roe, who alone had married before joining the Culper Ring, ran a tavern after the
war. On April 22, 1790, during Washington’s tour of Long Island, he stayed at Roe’s inn for a
night, which he found “tolerably decent with obliging people in it.” It is said that Roe was so
excited to meet the great warlord he fell off his horse and broke his leg. He served in a
Suffolk County militia regiment after the war, and was appointed lieutenant of the First
Company in 1786, with Captain Jonas Hawkins—his fellow courier—being his immediate
superior, and Major Nicoll Floyd—son of William, Tallmadge’s new brother-in-law—
commanding both of them. The next year, Floyd departed, Hawkins took his place, and Roe
was promoted to the vacated captaincy.10 Roe died in 1830 in Patchogue, Suffolk County,
aged eighty-one, the father of eight children. Jonas Hawkins seems to have opened a twentyroom tavern and store down the road in Stony Brook, but nothing more is known of him.11
Selah and Anna Strong died in 1815 and 1812, respectively, having lived quietly in Setauket
their entire lives.12
Brewster, after moving to Fairfield with his wife, became a blacksmith before joining the
forerunner of the Coast Guard in 1793 by taking command of the revenue cutter Active,
whose job it was to stop his former colleagues’ smuggling. He held that post until 1816
(barring three years, during the Adams administration, when he left the service in protest of

the president’s politics), when he retired to his farm in Black Rock, dying there on February
13, 1827, aged eighty.13 He is buried in Fairfield’s cemetery. The elements have erased the
lettering on his tombstone, but, like Roe, he left behind no fewer than eight children and his
wife, who herself died eight years later.
Little is known of the great Abraham Woodhull, who uncontroversially served as “First
Judge of Suffolk County” between 1799 and 1810.14 His wife, Mary Smith—whom he had
wed in November 1781—bore him three children (Elizabeth, Jesse, and Mary), and she died
in 1806. Elizabeth and Jesse both married Brewsters. In 1824, Woodhull, now quite old and
probably lonely, married again, this time to Lydia Terry, and they had no offspring. Woodhull
died, mum to the last about his wartime secret service, on January 23, 1826.
Benjamin Tallmadge, who settled in Litchfield, Connecticut, became a wealthy man thanks
to his investments in the Ohio Company and was in 1801 voted to Congress on the Federalist
ticket, from which perch he attacked Jefferson and Madison on several occasions. Described
as a “Puritan humanitarian” by his biographer, Tallmadge believed the continued acceptance
of slavery will “ere long … call down the vengeance of Heaven on our heads,” cofounded the
Litchfield Auxiliary Society for Ameliorating the Condition of the Jews, and donated large
amounts to local churches.15 He retired in 1817, and devoted himself to establishing a
training school for Native American and Asian missionaries. In 1824, he met once more the
Marquis de Lafayette, who was traveling through New Haven. Aged eighty-one, he died on
March 7, 1835—like his Culper colleagues, Tallmadge proved exceptionally long-lived for the
time—his last letter (to his son) noting that “I have had a swollen face which gave me much
pain, and for several days was very uncomfortable.”16
Like the rest of the Ring, Tallmadge cast off the cloak of the secret world for the raiment of
a brave new one, but just once, he felt compelled to break his self-imposed silence in order to
honor the memory of the sacrifices made by his friends. It was in 1817, on the eve of
Tallmadge’s departure from Congress, that John Paulding, one of the trio who had captured
André in no-man’s-land, applied for an increase in the war pension he (and the others) had
been awarded by Congress by way of thanks for their services.17 Most Americans, recalling
his virtuous acts of nearly forty years before against the supreme traitor, Arnold, were
inclined to grant him his petition, and Paulding enjoyed vociferous support in Congress,
where Tallmadge was one of the few surviving members who had fought in the war.
“A debate of no little interest arose on this question,” the Annals of Congress diplomatically
records of what happened next. The aged Tallmadge rose to his feet and furiously denounced
the three men as nothing less than murderous scoundrels who would have happily released
André had he happened to have more cash on him. When they removed André’s boots, “it
was to search for plunder, and not to detect treason.” The three, he continued, “were of that
class of people who passed between both armies, as often in one camp as the other.” Indeed,
declared Tallmadge, if he and his dragoons had come across Paulding, Isaac Van Wart, and
David Williams that night, he would have arrested them himself, “as he had always made it a
rule to do with these suspicious persons.”18
Tallmadge recalled his long and bitter experiences with the rapacious Skinners and their
Tory counterparts, the Cowboys, the terrestrial equivalents of the whaleboatmen who had
preyed on Whig and Tory civilians alike. To him, and to the last remaining soldiers of the
Revolution, the Skinners and whaleboatmen were charlatans who sanctimoniously disguised

their violent avarice with protestations of patriotic idealism, and they were disgraces to the
republican virtues exemplified by Washington and his Continental army. It was these same
sorts who had harassed Caleb Brewster on his covert missions across the Sound, who had
menaced poor Abraham Woodhull on several occasions, and who had forced Austin Roe and
Jonas Hawkins to take more circuitous routes than they otherwise would have taken, thereby
endangering the Revolution by delaying the Culpers’ messages. Had Robert Townsend, or any
of the others, fallen into their hands, they, too, would have been sold to the British as booty.
That Paulding and his friends had hijacked the Patriot cause for their own ends was simply
too bitter a pill to keep swallowing. In the end, Paulding’s petition came to nought, as the
House Committee on Pensions, which examined his case, was concerned that if it was
granted, a flood of similar applications for increases would arrive from other old soldiers.
Still, Tallmadge, driven out of his habitual discretion, had finally had his say.
Tallmadge had another reason to come to André’s posthumous rescue. For all his faults,
André had been involved in the same business as Tallmadge, and among spies a certain
solidarity, a peculiar sense of honor, existed. His execution had been a necessary murder to
repay the British for killing Hale. That was just business. But that did not erase the fact that
the circumstances of his capture had been dishonorable.
Like Tallmadge, André had worked out of nothing but a sense of duty to his country—
wrongheaded as that may have been in Tallmadge’s eyes. So, too, had the Culper Ring, whose
brave participants had had the decency, modesty, and honor not to keep demanding pensions,
medals, and recognition for their services. By defending André’s memory and attacking
Paulding and Company, in short, Tallmadge was fighting to protect his old friends Woodhull,
Townsend, Brewster, Hawkins, Roe, and their assistants. He could not abide to see villains
profiting while good and faithful men languished unheeded, untrumpeted, and unknown.

Benjamin Tallmadge as a young officer of dragoons. Pale, delicately featured, with a prominent nose and a somewhat
bulbous forehead, Tallmadge had a disconcerting habit of cocking his head like a quizzical beagle.

New York in 1776. A ship approaches the southern tip of Manhattan. In late September, a fire would ravage the city and

leave much of it a macabre pyre. A bustling mercantile metropolis descended into a degenerate mare’s nest, the leading redlight district in North America, the black-market capital of the Revolution. Much of the area visible to the right was never
rebuilt, and turned into “Canvas-Town,” a hell where paupers, felons, and prostitutes huddled in the burnt-out houses.
(Photo Credit: New York Public Library)

A fond, humorous poem written by the doomed Nathan Hale to his college friend Benjamin Tallmadge, ca. 1774. The two
maintained a lively correspondence. Both of them were teachers at the time, and both would enter secret service. Captain

Hale, said his army servant, “was too good-looking to go so. He could not deceive. Some scrubby fellows ought to have gone”
instead on his mission.

(Photo Credit: Beinecke Rare Books and Manuscripts Library, Yale University)
The poem in part reads:
“Friend Tallmadge,
Although a first attempt prov’d vain,
I’m still resolv’d my end t’obtain.
My temper’s such that I rare give out,
In what I ‘tempt for one bad bout.
Were this the case, you’d never see
Lines, form’d to feet and rhyme from me.
But being sadly mortifiy’d
At thoughts of laying it aside;
Revived a little by your letter,
With hopes of speeding better,
At length I venture forth once more,
But fearing soon to run ashore.”

Major Robert Rogers was described as “subtil & deep as Hell itself … a low cunning cheating back biting villain.” Perhaps so,
but he was an expert tracker, soldier … and spy-catcher.
(Photo Credit: Library of Congress)

Benjamin Tallmadge’s first foray into the secret world. He acted as intermediary between Nathaniel Sackett—appointed
spymaster by Washington in early 1777—and Major John Clark, who was to operate covertly on British-occupied Long

Island. Tallmadge arranged for Clarke to cross the Sound at night using a whaleboat. This letter, dated February 25, 1777, is
a summary of a message Tallmadge received from Clarke.

“Mr. Talmage writes that he received Intelligence from Long Island by one John Clarke that there were no Troops at

Setauket, but part of two Companies at Huntington and one Company at Oyster Bay. That the said Clarke saw the said

Companies at Huntington, that the Militia of Suffolk County was ordered to meet on the 16th Febr[uar]y in order to be

drafted for the Ministerial Service but that they were Determined not to serve, however if their services were Insisted upon,
they were determined to make their Escape in time.

That they are but few who are sufficiently to the Cause. That they had beat up for Volunteers in the Western part of the
County but that only three had Inlisted.

I do hereby certify that the Intelligence I have Communicated to Mr. Sackett that came from Long Island I took from [a]
Gent[lema]n whose Truth and Veracity I think be Depended on.
John Davis, Capt. 4th New York Regt.”
(Photo Credit: Library of Congress)

The letter written from General Israel Putnam to British general Sir Henry Clinton on August 4, 1777—the Year of the

Hangman. Putnam was merciless toward any British spies he caught; in this instance, he was succinctly replying to Clinton’s
plea for clemency for one of his agents.

“Edmond Palmer, an Officer in the Enemy’s Service, Was taken as a Spy lurking within our lines, has been Tried as a Spy,
Condemned as a Spy, and Shall be Executed as a Spy, and the Flag is ordered to depart immediately.
I. PUTNAM.

N.B. he has been accordingly Executed.”
(Photo Credit: Library of Congress)

Two pages from Benjamin Tallmadge’s Code Dictionary. On the first page, Tallmadge has written the most important code
numbers.

Bolton John

721

Culper Saml.

722

Culper Junr.

723

Austin Roe

724

C. Brewster

725

New York

727

Long Island

728

Setauket

729
(Photo Credit: Library of Congress)

One of the first coded letters, this one written by the newest member of the Culper Ring, Robert Townsend. Unfamiliar with
the system, he makes many elementary mistakes. A portion reads:

“Sorry 626.280 cannot give 707 an exact account 431.625 situation 431.625.635—707.373. think 626.280.249 not taken

sufficient pains 634.442.284. I assure 707.626.280.249.190.284 more 146 than 280 expected. It is 282 some measure owing
683[?].379.414 having got 287.1.573 line 431.216 intelligence. To depend 668.80 reports 683.[?].183—I 537.5. conversed

680 two qjjcgilw 431 different 76 from 730 from 419.431 which 280 could 442.2 account 431.625 situation 431.625. army
630. I was afraid 430 being too 526.”

The translation, made by one of Washington’s aides, is:
“Sorry that I cannot give you an exact account of the situation of the troops. You may think that I have not taken sufficient

pains to obtain it. I assure you that I have, and find it more difficult than I expected. It is in some measure owing to my not
having got into a regular line of getting intelligence. To depend upon common reports would not do. I saw and conversed

with two officers of different corps from Kings-bridge from neither of whom I could obtain an account of the situation of the
army there. I was afraid of being too particular.”

Townsend’s most obvious error was to transpose such frequently used words as “of,” “that,” and “with” but leave key words
(“intelligence” and “army”) in plaintext. But that was more the fault of Tallmadge, who had compiled the Code Dictionary.

Note also Tallmadge’s omission of an obviously pertinent word in this context, “officers,” from his Dictionary, which obliged
Townsend to transpose “qjjcgilw.”
(Photo Credit: Library of Congress)

An example of an early coded Culper letter, this one dated August 15, 1779, and written by Abraham Woodhull (“722”) to

Tallmadge. Woodhull is discussing the courier Jonas Hawkins’s (“Dqpeu Beyocpu”) destruction of a letter when he faced

capture by a British patrol, and mentions that the enemy is stopping and searching civilians more often. However, he thinks
that “by the assistance of a 355 of my acquaintance”—a female neighbor—he may “be able to out wit them all.” The text
reads:

“Sir. Dqpeu Beyocpu agreeable to 28 met 723 not far from 727 & received a 356, but on his return was under the necessity to
destroy the same, or be detected, but have the satisfaction to inform you that there’s nothing of 317 to 15 you of. There’s

been no augmentation by 592 of 680 or 347 forces, and everything is very quiet. Every 356 is opened at the entrance of 727

and every 371 is searched, that for the future every 356 must be 691 with the 286 received. They have some 345 of the route
our 356 takes. I judge it was mentioned in the 356 taken or they would not be so 660. I do not think it will continue long so.
I intend to visit 727 before long and think by the assistance of a 355 of my acquaintance, shall be able to outwit them all.

The next 28 for 725 to be here is the 1 of 616 very long but it cannot be altered now. It is on account of their 660 that it is so
prolonged. It may be better times before then. I hope there will be means found out for our deliverance. Nothing could
induce me to be here but the earnest desire of 723. Friends are all well, and am your very humble servant, 722”
(Photo Credit: Library of Congress)

Robert Townsend expresses his willingness to come back to work for the Culper Ring. At the time, he was annoyed that
Austin Roe, the Culpers’ messenger, had been late for appointments several times. Townsend—“Samuel Culper, Jr.”—

sometimes wrote in the guise of a merchant replying to Colonel Floyd’s wholly invented order for food and supplies. In

reality, Roe picked up the letter from Townsend in New York and delivered it directly to Abraham Woodhull on Long Island
for smuggling across the Sound to Washington’s headquarters. The hapless Col. Floyd knew nothing of his name being used
as cover. In this instance, Townsend could not resist a dig at Roe’s tardiness.

“Sir,
New York August 6, 1780

I have recd. yours by Mr. Roe and note the contents. The articles you wanted could not be sent by him as the office was
shut before he got down. They shall be sent by next conveyance.
I am, sir,

Your Humble servant,
Samuel Culper, Jun.”

(Photo Credit: Library of Congress)

The one member of the Culper Ring who was never afraid to sign his real name was the whaleboatman Caleb Brewster. In
this letter to Tallmadge, written at the height of the Whaleboat War in 1780, Brewster describes his encounter with the

notorious Tory freebooters Captains Glover and Hoyt, who prowled the seas around Long Island. While Brewster was picking
up a Culper letter at 2 a.m. on August 17, 1780, “I was attacked by Glover and Hoyght. I left one man taken and one

wounded. We killed one on the spot.” A few days later, Brewster went over with three boats “in search of Glover and Hoyght,
but could hear nothing of them. They never stayed to bury their dead man. They carried another away with them mortally

wounded.” Still, the fact that the “cussed [Tory] refugees are so thick I can’t go amiss of them” persuaded Brewster to try his
luck once more with the wily Glover and Hoyt, but when he crossed again a week later, they had vanished. Soon after,
Glover was in the pay of the British secret service. Brewster would have to bide his time to exact his revenge.
(Photo Credit: Library of Congress)

The spoiled poem “The Lady’s Dress.” During the Deausenberry fiasco, Townsend’s cousin was frisked by the Americans and
was found to be carrying nothing more than two folded sheets of paper, on which were written this poem. Townsend had
followed Washington’s directions and written his message invisibly between the lines, but had done so sloppily. When

Washington later tried brushing the special chemical developer over the text he rendered it illegible. Judging by where the
mess ends, he gave up about two-thirds of the way through. Luckily, or perhaps not, given their dire quality, one or two
stanzas remain. The last three lines are, “You may take the dear charmer for life,/But never undress her—for, out of her
stays/You’ll find you have lost half your wife.” Townsend was unmarried.
(Photo Credit: Library of Congress)

The most urgent note Abraham Woodhull ever penned. With the letter from Townsend he sent with it, the Culper Ring

helped save Comte de Rochambeau and his newly arrived French troops from a surprise attack by the British at Rhode Island.
It had been General Benedict Arnold, then working as a British agent, who had alerted his masters weeks before that “six

French ships of the line, several frigates and a number of transports with six thousand troops are expected at Rhode Island.”
“Sir,
The enclosed requires your immediate departure this day by all means let not an hour pass for this day must not be lost

you have news of the greatest consequence perhaps that ever happened to your country. John Bolton must order your
return when he thinks proper.

S.C.”
(Photo Credit: Library of Congress)

John André, the charming British intelligence officer who managed the Benedict Arnold defection. Women—including

Arnold’s wife—thought him the handsomest man in America, but his own fiancée broke off the engagement because he
lacked “the reasoning mind she required.”

A lock of André’s hair, snipped off by a rather gruesome collector forty years after his death.
(Photo Credit: Beinecke Rare Books and Manuscripts Library, Yale University)

Sergeant John Champe escapes his pursuers and embarks on his mission to kidnap Benedict Arnold.
(Photo Credit: New York Public Library)

The insolent letter Benedict Arnold sent Tallmadge proposing that he too defect to the British. “As I know you to be a man of
sense, I am conscious you are by this time fully of opinion that the real interest and happiness of America consists in a

reunion with Great Britain … I have taken a commission in the British Army, and invite you to join me with as many men as
you can bring over with you. If you think proper to embrace my offer you shall have the same rank you now hold, in the

cavalry I am about to raise.” The letter so disgusted Tallmadge he wasted no time sending it directly to Washington, while
noting that “I am equally a stranger to the channel through which it was conveyed … or the motives which induced the
Traitor to address himself thus particularly to me.”
(Photo Credit: Library of Congress)

A detailed map drawn for Comte de Rochambeau in 1781 of Lloyd’s Neck and Fort Franklin—then commanded by Colonel
Joshua Upham—based on information brought back by a Culper spy. Between 400 and 500 soldiers guarded the fort, and

large numbers of Tory raiders used Lloyd’s Neck as a base. Tallmadge’s daring scheme envisaged simultaneously sweeping

Long Island Sound with his flotillas of whaleboats to draw off the Royal Navy while up to 20 skilled pilots would land several
hundred of his dragoons. Washington had advised Tallmadge to seek naval support from Rochambeau.

On the top left, one can see 1 “high cliffs,” 2 “salt meadows,” 3 “sand beach,” and 4 “ ’north creek” depicted. Also

marked, on the beach, is 5 “an inlet where whale boats & barges may be secreted.” To the lower left, there the 6 “Fort and
Block House by ye enemy.” Various houses—mostly belonging to the Lloyd family—are also pictured, as well as roads and
ponds.

(Photo Credit: Library of Congress Geography and Map Division)
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